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Preface
This book is primarily written because I wanted to document a system which try to take care of the 

efficiency to natural systems in competitive situations combined with the precision in artificial bidding 
systems in undisturbed sequences. Another difficult problem I often meet on the table, are those situations 
where you have a hand almost strong enough for game which only need slight support from partner. You 
then do an extra invitation ending up playing at a level too high. The disgrace you feel when you go down 
one or two are terrible, especial because your good hand was completely destroyed by your partners hand, 
which just missed to have those few key cards you needed and dreamed of.

I have called this system Redclub.

Those who have played Carrot Club will recognize parts of the system. Mostly because it has inherited 
the four card suit opening principle. Every 1 suit openings, except for club, guarantee at least four card in 
that suit. This is somewhat unusual among strong club systems. You will even recognize the advanced 
asking bids, if you prefer to use those, after the 1 opening. Further on is it included some principles which 
makes it easier to stop on very low levels without loosing games and slams. This will probably give you 
many more positive scores over time, mostly because you are playing on a lower level than others when 
games and slams are against the odds.

Redclub uses the main principle that a fast direct finishing of bidding shows limited values. This 
principal is used everywhere other conventions or the tactical situation demands otherwise. A typical 
situation where this principal is circumvented is when limited values already has been shown and you 
obviously are searching for the best part contract. Direct jumps are therefore weaker than following a longer 
road to get to the same bid. In some defined situations does the system allows for bidding four card suits 
before five cards. Because those situations are specific defined, this canapé principle doesn't make 
confusions. The intention is to give you more bidding space, thus gaining more precision in then bidding.

Bridge isn't a game where the partners are sitting alone bidding to find the best contract. The opponents 
will very much try to disturb your plans and biddings. Therefore, the tactical element does play a dominant 
role in Redclub. This is done by letting the major suits have priority over the minors and letting the No 
Trump opening be used in fare more situations than in a normal system. The 1 No Trump opening 
efficiently removes the hole one level for the opponents, when at same time giving your partner a good 
indication about your common resources. This blocking principal is well known among experienced robber 
bridge players. Further on, this last tactical principal may occasionally urge you to do another opening than 
a clean judgment of your suits strength may tell you.

Then, a small warning. Redclub is primarily a system for players which looks at the game as an 
intellectual challenge. It is a demanding system which puts great demands on the players. Thus better is the 
joy and feeling you and your partner gain when finding the one great contract after the others. This system 
is not fitted to players which primarily is playing for social fun. Those players should choose a natural and 
less demanding system, otherwise the complexity in Redclub may easily led you to many costly misunder-
standings.

System structure
The system structure is based upon that the opening 1 is artificial and indicates a strong playable hand 

either based on distribution, honor count points (hcp) or both. Some precise defined hands in this category 
are excluded. Those defined hands uses alternative openings. Excluding such hands from the club opening 
makes the rest of the bidding sequence simpler and easier to understand. Since he club opening and some 
defined situation takes care of the stronger hands, the one suit openings are limited. The responder will thus 
easier see if the partnership may try for a game with a middle hand, or go for slam with a stronger. This 
makes it possible to pull the brakes on at a low level with weak hands because the responder doesn't need to 
hold open or make an invitation in case the opener has a strong opening, leading to playing on a level 
higher.

This system uses supplementary methods to judge the strength of the hand. With unbalanced hands are 
the usual honor point counting less usable. It doesn't tell which honors and in which suits they are. This may 
create confusion in situations where specific key cards are essential in which level to bid. This is addressed 
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in Redclub by using special opening bids together with special judgment principles of values. This is close 
to those up and down judgment experts often do. In Redclub this is done systematically.

Very strong hands means that you almost always shall go for at least game independently of the 
responder’s strength. Some few waivers exists when both strength and support is very bad on the 
responder’s hand. Redclub helps you find those situations.

Other openings in suits on the one level are natural and shows at least four cards. This is also true for the 
opening 1, but the answers are are rather special for this opening. The strength of the opener is about 11-16 
hcp. With equal length in two suits, the major has priority, and with 4-4 in major you open with heart. But 
with 5-5 in major you open with spades. With any natural one suit opening, the hand may have a longer club 
suit, a canapé opening.

The No Trump opening is unique and rather wide. This is done to create balance in the rest of the system 
and to utilize the No Trump openings offensive effect by blocking the hole one level for the opponents.  The 
strength is (12+)13-17(18-) hcp with balanced hand and may contain 5 card in one major or 6 card in one 
minor. This opening cover upgraded 12 hcp and downgraded 18 hcp hands. It is also allowed to have a 
single top honor (AKQ).

2 is natural and shows at least 6 cards in club with the strength 11-16 hcp. The strongest variants in this 
scope are opened otherwise, see the opening 3 which in Redclub is not a pre-emptive opening.

The 2 opening is a three-way multi opening. This may somehow be regarded as a new convention. It 
shows either a weak 2 in major with 6/7-10 hcp, a balanced hand with (20+)21-22 hcp or a distributional 
hand where the values are measured by counting the number of loosers. In this case it shows 3½ - 5 loosers. 
In principle has the opening no lower limit to honor count points, but have a upper limit to 16 hcp. Please, 
remark the importance this new opportunity gives by reducing the normal suit openings by taking out the 
strongest hands with 11-16 hcp and open those with 2(eventually 3), and not with 1, 1, 1 or 2.  
This strongly simplifies the responder’s judgment of the normal suit openings. One simply don't need to 
thinks that the opener may have a rather strong playable hand and therefore feels it necessary to keep open 
with small values or even trying on a hopelessly game.

The 2, 2 and 2 No Trump are variants of the Roman two openings known from Blue Club. It shows 5 
cards in heart, spade or diamonds respectively and a side suit in club of at least 4 card. Club is never longer 
than the primary suit. The strength is about 13-16 hcp with 4-5½ loosers. Without those openings you would 
have problems bidding such hands.

The 3 opening shows a rather playable hand with long club. It has 3½-5 loosers and are a necessary 
supplement to the 2 opening. In principle it doesn't have any lower limit to number of hcp. However, it has 
a upper level of 16 hcp.

3, 3 and 3 are usual vulnerability dependent pre-emptive openings. Whatever you like to use the 1-2-
3 or the 2-3-4/5 rule, is more a question of own preferences. Just be sure to agree with partner. Alternatively 
you may use the advanced pre-emptive openings, which are a voluntarily addendum to Redclub. With 
advanced pre-emptive openings you got a significant increase in bidding precision with such unbalanced 
hands.

3 No Trump shows a very long and miserable minor suit, or other very skewed distributions, e.g. 7-4. 
This is a typical pre-emptive opening. The responder is expected to do a take out in minor with poor values.

The 4 and 4 openings are Texas transfers to heart and spade respectively. They show a rather nice 
suit, with good values in one or more side suits. With good values the responder’s may try for a slam, either 
with cue-bid or by asking for Aces.

4 and 4 are pre-emptive and proposal to end contract. The responder much have very good values 
before its any meaning to go further. As you can see, with this last opportunity you have in fact four ways to 
tell about a one suited hand with long major, namely 1, 2, 4/ or 4/. Which to choose depends of the 
playable strength. Your partner doesn't need to guess if you have good cards or a more typical pre-emptive 
openings.
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The 4 No Trump opening shows a strange and very unusual hand with very strong playable values and 
directly ask the responder to show his Ace values. Without Aces he bids 5. With one Ace he bids the suit 
with 5 No Trump showing Ace of club. With Ace of club and heart he bids 6 club, with Ace of diamond and 
spade 6, with Ace of heart and diamond 6, with Ace of spade and club 6, and finally with either Ace of 
club and diamond or Ace of heart and spade the respond is 6 No Trump. If you have more than two Aces, 
your partner is mad and you may safely bid 7, which the opener correct to best grand slam.

To help with the judgment of the strength of your hand, Redclub uses complementary methods. It should 
be clear conclusions should be revised during the bidding sequences as more information are accessible. 
That means that your hand may both increase or decrease its values according to how the bidding sequence 
develops, both from your own side and from the opponents.

Honor point counting
The honor point counting is well known. Ace = 4 hcp, King = 3 hcp, Queen = 2 hcp og Jack = 1 hcp. The 

points are summed independently of the distribution. Those adjustment which you often does in front in 
other bidding systems happens in Redclub after the bidding sequences has started. This means that hands 
like A K x x J Q x x x K J x x  and A K x J x x Q x x K J x both counts as 14 hcp in opening 
position. From there on the value may change depending on what partner and the opponents bid.

Looser counting
This is one of the supplementary judgment tools. You count loosers in all suits, where missing top-

honors (Ace, King and Queen) makes the loosers, but never more than three loosers in each suits and never 
more than the length of the suit. You adjust with half loosers up and down with certain combinations. Some 
examples will clarify the principles.

A hand like A Q K J x Q J 10 9 x J x x  counts to 14 hcp and 8 loosers. One i spade, 2 in heart, 2 
in diamonds and three in clubs. Such a hand you open with 1 NT. With the same distribution, but another 
honor distribution, e.g. x x K J x Q J 10 9 x A Q J  you would open with 1. The last hand is more 
suit friendly. Notify that the hand is somewhat stronger because it now has only 7 loosers, even though the 
hcp's are the same. Be also aware that the 1 opening in Redclub is not an “cover everything else” opening. 
Contrary, is it a constructive bid that shows at least 4 diamonds. Very often it will be 5 cards or more. The 
opening also indicates an unbalanced hand or a hand where the honors are concentrated in some few suits, 
see the above example.

With certain combination you adjust the looser count. Q x x in a suit adjusts to 2 ½ losers. Maybe not so 
unnatural. Think through Q 10 x. Is this 2 or 2 ½ loosers? Without any indication count this as 2 loosers, but 
be prepared to adjust. If you partner bid the suit, it is 2 loosers always.

A J 10 (x x) counts as 1½ loosers, but be prepared to adjust. This is special important if your partner bid 
the suit, or the opponent behind you do. In this last example the advice is to decrease the number of loosers 
to 2. If not, you may create complications in the following biddings, especial if you are going for a slam, but 
even in some cases where a tight game is to be bid.

A normal opening hand will typically count 6-8 loosers, hands with 4- 5 ½ loosers should be regarded as 
stronger. Hands with 3 or fewer loosers are judged as strong hands independently of the hcp's. With more 
than 8 loosers and only 12 hcp, pass should be considered in an opening position. You ha a rather bad hand 
with poor suits and honor distribution. E.g. K x x Q x x K J x x K x x. This hand has 8 ½ loosers and 
12 hcp. Correct opening is then pass. But remember, the hand may grow enormously if your partner has 
some values. It grows more thus stronger your partner is, because your values will fill in the holes in his 
suits. Remark that if Q is moved giving the hand K x x x x K Q J x x K x x, the opening 1 would 
be appropriate and descriptive. It's only 7 loosers even with same hcp's. If you change some of the small 
cards to 10'ths og 9'ers, e.g. K 9 8 Q 10 9 K J 10 x K 10 x, you adjust the hand to equal a 13 hcp deal. 
Correct opening is then 1NT, not 1 which should show some another type of hand. As you may see is this 
hand closer to 7 loosers than 8, which indicates a somewhat stronger hand even thus the there still are 12 
hcp. Expert players do such up and downgrades almost automatically, mostly based on their good skill and 
experience. Above mechanism is a formalization which helps normal mortal players to do such judgment in 
an ordered way.
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Tactical judgments plays an important role in Redclub. With K x x x x x K Q J x  K x x  which has 
12 hcp and 8 loosers, you would not open. On the contrary if heart and diamonds change places, or even 
better, spade and diamonds are interchanged, then the situation would be different. With the hand K Q J x 
x x x K x x K x x  we are reluctant top open with 1. This opening does have some blocking effect on 
the opponents, which 1 doesn't have. In a competitive situation is it better to fight with a major suit than a 
minor.

The Law
The Law is especial used in competitive situations as a tactical tool, but may also come to use in own 

bidding sequences with distributional hands where the honor strength inside wide limits are shared between 
the opponents and you are not able to count your winners and loosers. It is not always the opponents enters 
the bidding early. In those circumstances you may use the Law as corrective judgment tool to evaluate if 
you should bid the game or not. To be clear, this is tactical judgments. The Law tells, very simplified, that 
the total number both parts may take in their own suit, is equal to the total sum of trump each side has.

How can you use this in your own bidding sequences? Think through the following situation:

Should East bid 4 or pass? Probably does the opponents have at least 8 spades, we have 10 hearts. The 
honor strength is likely distributed between the sides, about 20 hcp each. It would then be 18 tricks 
according to the Law. If its 9 tricks in heart contract, then the opponents would have 9 tricks in spade. Do 
we have only 8 tricks, the opponents would have 10. We may count on that the opponents would balance if 
we pass 3 heart. Our conclusion are therefore to bid 4. This contract will go down, but be almost 
impossible to double and even then it will be a winner. Should it be 2 downs, the opponents would have lost 
a game. The hole distribution:

 10 9 x
-  x

 A 10 x x x
 A x x x

 J x  K x x
 K J 9 x x x  Q 10 x x
 J x x  K Q x
 K x  Q x x

 A Q x x x
 A x
 x x
 J 10 9 x

As you may see, this was a clever tactical decision. South would undoubtedly balanced with 3 if we 
pass 3. Then it should be easy for North to bid the game in spade with single heart and 2 Aces. It is very 
difficult to bid 4 over 4. As you see, the Law seems to be correct this time. It is 10 tricks in spade 
contract and 8 in heart. A total of 18.
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 J x  K x x S W N E
 K J 9 x x x  Q 10 x x - 2* p 2
 J x x  K Q x p 3 p ?
 K x  Q x x

*Redclub uses three-way multi 2 opening. It shows either a weak two in major, No Trump opening with 
(20+)21-22 hcp without five card major major or a distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers with 16 or fewer 
hcp (no lower limit).



System overview
This chapter is a short overview of the hole system, and may be used as a reference or foundation for a 

system card.

Opening Answer
1: Artificial. Shows 17+ hcp or a hand with 

three or fewer loosers.
1 Negative answer. Shows 0-7 hcp. See also 

alternative weak answers with 0-4 or 6-7 hcp.
1 Positive and artificial. Shows 8 hcp or more. 

Denies 5 card major, 6 card minor or 5-5 
in minor.

1 5 card heart, 8 hcp or more.
1NT 5 card spade, 8 hcp or more.
2/ 6 card in opposite minor or weakest/ 

shortest suit with at least 5-5 in minor. 8 hcp 
or more.

2/ 6 card major, 0-4 hcp and no side strength.
2NT 9+ hcp and running 6 card suit or longer.
3/ 6/7 card suit and 6-7 hcp with K Q J on top.
3/ 6 card suit and 6-7 hcp with K Q J on top.
4/ 6-7 hcp with K Q J on top in a 7 card major 

suit. Hearts respective spades. Force to at 
least game in that major.

1: Natural, at least 4 card, 11-16 hcp. 
Indicates an unbalanced hand, often with 
five card diamonds.

1 Round force with one of two meanings:
a) Natural with 4 card heart and 6-12 hcp.
b) Artificial with 12 hcp or more.
After pre-pass only a) counts.

1 4 card spade with 6-12 hcp. Non-forcing, 
but partner bids normally once more.

1NT Proposal to contract. Shows about 6-9 hcp.
2 Natural, about 9-12 hcp, 5 card suit, non-

forcing and denies 4 card in major.
2 10-12 hcp, 4 card support, non-forcing.
2/ 6-8/9 hcp, 6 card reasonable good suit and 

some sort of diamond support. Non-forcing.
2NT Invitation to 3NT based upon 10-11 hcp and 

a balanced hand without 4 card major.
3 Invitation with good long suit, often 7 card. 

At least 2 of 3 top honors, but not AK. No 
controls in side suits.

3 6-9 hcp and very good diamond support, 
often five card. Is of nature pre-emptive.

3/ Void, slam try and show at least 4 card 
diamond support.

3NT Game proposal based upon minor support 
with controls in all suits. Interested in slam if 
partner is strong with longer club or has other 
distributional hands with length in minor.

4 Void, slam invite with good diamond 
support.

4 Pre-emptive.
4/ One suited hand playable to void.
4NT RKC 0314 with diamond as trump.
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1: 4 card heart, 11-16 hcp. May have 4 card 
in spade.

1 Natural 4 card spade 6+ hcp. Round force.
1NT 6/7 – 10 hcp.
2/ Natural, 10+ hcp. Round force.
2 Natural support with at least H x x, 5/6-9 hcp.
2 Mini splinter with singleton in some suit and 

normally at least 4 card support. 
2NT Stenberg. 4 card support, 13+ hcp.
3 Bergen. At least 4 card support and about 11-

12 hcp. Denies singleton.
3 Bergen. At least 4 card support and about 

8/9-10 hcp. Denies singleton.
3 At least  4 card support and about 7-9 hcp. It 

is of nature pre-emptive.
3 Void and at least 4 card support. Slam invite.
3NT Proposal.
4/ Void and 4 card support. Slam invite
4 End contract (Jump and stop).
4 Game proposal based upon own long suit.
4NT RKC 0314 with heart as trump.

1: 4 card spade, 11-16 hcp. Denies 4-4 in 
major, but may have 5-5 or 5-4.

1NT 6/7 – 10 hcp
2// Natural, 10+ hcp. Round force.
2 Natural support with at least Hxx, 5/6-9 hcp
2NT Stenberg. 4 card support and 13+ hcp.
3// 4 card support and singleton. At least invite 

to game, but may also be a lead to slam 
invite.

3 Natural invite with about 9/10-11/12 hcp.
3NT Game proposal.
4// Void and 4 card support.
4 Game (Jump and stop).
4NT RKC 0314 with heart as trump.
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1NT: 13-17 hcp, but may be 12+ til 18- hcp. 
Balanced or semi balanced hand. May 
have a 5 card major, 6 card minor or single 
top honor (AKQ). With major suit the
strength is15 to 17 (18-) hcp.

2 Stayman, 8+ hcp.
2 Relay to 2. Either denial in some suit or a 

lead to slam invitation with different hands .
2/ Invite with 5 card and 7-9 hcp.
2NT Invite, 10-11 hcp.
3 in suite 2 of 3 top honors in lead of a 6 or 7 card 

suit. Bid in major denies even singleton or 
void. With 7 card suit the top honors can't 
be AK. Shows 5-7(8) hcp, which means that 
you can't have more than a Queen, eventually 
3 Jacks, as side strength.

3NT Proposal.
4 Gerber, asking for Aces. After answer, 5 is 

a question for Kings and 4NT contract.
4 Relay to heart.
4 Relay to spade.
4 Slam invite with at least 5-5 in minor and 

denies normally any void. The opener don't 
accept by bidding best minor on the 5 level. 
Because of the structure of the No Trump 
opening, the support tendency is better thus 
weaker the opening is. 4NT accepts the invite 
and shows 3 Aces of 6 (both minor Kings 
counts as Aces) or 2 real Aces. With 4 Ace 
values you bid the lowest major Ace or 5NT 
without major Ace (that's means AK in both 
minor).

2: 6 card club, 11-16 hcp. 2 Artificial round force which asks for more 
information.

2/ Natural round force with 5 card suit.
2NT Natural invitational or game force with club 

support, and therefore round force.
3 Club support with about 5/6 – 8/9 hcp. Is by 

nature pre-emptive.
3// Game force with 6 card suit. The major bids 

promise suits that are playable to singleton. 
The further bidding are natural.

3NT End bid (Jump and stop).
4 Good club support with few hcp's. Is by 

nature pre-emptive.
4// Slam invite with void and club support.
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2: Three way multi. Shows one of three types 
of hands:
1) Weak 2 in major. 6 card with 6/7-10 hcp.
2) 20+ to 22 hcp balanced hand.
3) Distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers,  
   0-16 hcp.

2 Expects partner to pass, or to bid 2 if that is 
his suit.

2 Expects partner to pass, or to bid 3 if that is 
his suit.

2NT Artificial force. Asks for more information.
3/ Proposal to contract with a long suit and poor 

support in major. Expects partner to pass 
with weak 2 in major.

3 Pre-emptive which expect partner to rebid
3, if that is his suit.

3 Pre-emptive which expect partner to rebid
4, if that is his suit.

3NT Proposal to contract against a weak 2 in 
major opening.

4/ Advanced cue-bid with one of the major suits 
as trump. Expects opener to show his major 
suit.

4/ Proposal to contract based upon an own long 
suit.

4NT 4 Aces Blackwood.

2/: Roman 2 opening. 5 card plus 4 card in 
club, 13-16 hcp and good hand, 4-5½ 
loosers.

2 Natural invitational based upon at least 5 
card suit. This bid isn't force for a round.

2NT Artificial force. Asks for more information.
3 Preference to club with weak hand.
3 Natural round force. The opener supports 

with Q x or better. 
3 Over 2: Natural invite. The opener lift with 

only 4 loosers.
Over 2: Natural round force. The opener 
supports with Q x or better.

3 Over 2: Natural round force. The opener 
supports with Q x or better. 
Over 2: Natural invite. The opener lift with 
only 4 loosers.

3NT Shows solid support in the major suit and 
asks the opener to cue-bid.

4 Invitational with club support. Non-forcing. 
4NT RKC 0314 with major suits as trump

2NT: Roman 2 opening with 5 card diamond and 
4 card club, 13-16 hcp and good hand, 4-
5½  loosers.

3 Artificial force. Asks for more information.
3 Preference with bad values. 
3/ Natural round force. The opener supports 

with Q x or better.
3NT Proposal to contract.
4 Preference to club with weak cards. Non-

forcing.
4 Invite to game with diamond support.
4/ Proposal to contract with own long suit.
4NT RKC 0314 with diamond as trump.
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3: Distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers,   
0-16 hcp. Club is the long suit.

3 Artificial force. Asks for more information.
3/ Natural round force with at least a good 5 

card suit.
3NT Proposal.
4 Invitation to game.
4/ Proposal based upon own long suit playable 

to singleton after first and second hand 
opening, but Splinter (singleton) after third 
and fourth hand opening.

3//: Pre-emptive bid with loosers according to 
the vulnerability.

Vulnerability and position dependent answer. The 
main principle is natural biddings. Alternatively you 
may use advanced pre-emptive openings, which 
gives you substantial better precision level on the 
further bidding sequence.

3NT: Poor hand and a very long minor suit. 4/ Take out with bad values.
4/ Natural with own long suit.
4NT Slam invite in partners minor suit.
5/ Proposal, either pre-emptive or believe in a 

healthy contract.
4/: Texas transfer to heart/spade 

respectively. Shows a solid or semi solid at 
least 7 card major suit with playing tricks 
according to the vulnerability. It even has a 
total of 3-5 controls in Aces and Kings 
inclusive 2 or 3 Aces of 5.

Bid openers suit as denial or end contract. With 
ambitions for slam, bid the relay suit with one Ace, 
with two Aces the suit above the openers major suit 
and finally with three Aces the suit above that.

4/: Mostly pre-emptive with somewhat shaky 
long suit. With better hand you may 
consider to open with 4/.

New suit will be a cue bid with very strong hand. It is 
not appropriate to find a a new suit.

4NT: Insane hand. Asks for certain Aces. Without Ace you bid 5 With one Ace you bid the 
suit, 5NT shows Ace of club. With Aces of club and 
heart your bid is 6,  with Aces of diamond and 
spade 6, with Aces of heart and diamond 6, with 
Aces of spade and club 6, with either Aces of club 
and diamond or heart and spade 6NT. If you have 
more than two Aces your partner is indeed insane and 
you may safely bid 7, which your partner correct to 
the best grand slam.
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Opening bids
The following list gives a more detailed description of the different opening bids:

1: This opening has several meanings:

18-20 hcp:  Balanced distribution without 5 card major. May have a weak 5 card minor. Has no 
singleton, and with double it should have A or K on top.

23-24 hcp:  Balanced distribution without 5 card suit.

25+ hcp: Always opened with 1 if not another bid is more descriptive like 5 opening in major, 
which ask for AK in the suit.

17+ hcp: With unbalanced or trump play friendly hand

?? hcp: With 3 or fewer loosers. In principle no lower limit to honor strength.

1: 11-16 hcp. Natural diamond opening which shows at least 4 card suit. The hand contains at most 8 
loosers and most often unbalanced. This is a constructive opening, not an everything else opening you find 
in many other club systems, or systems where the major opening shows 5 cards. With a balanced hand 
Redclub instead often uses the opening 1NT. With 12 hcp and balanced distribution you either upgrade your 
hand and bid 1NT or you pass. The 1 opening may therefore not be a weak opening with a balanced 
distribution and 4 cards in diamond. Thus the opening instead indicates an unbalanced hand with often a 5 
card suit, maybe with a side suit and some playing strength. The 5 card suit may very well be club if you 
also have a 4 card diamond. Because of those restriction to the opening it will seldom has more than 7 
loosers, which the responder may use in his judgments.

1/: 11-16 hcp. Natural major opening which shows at least 4 card major. With 4-4 i major you normally 
open with heart. With 5-5 in major you open with spade. Otherwise you open with the longest major. Thus, 
if you rebid natural 2 after a 1 opening, this shows at least 5-4 in major, where the hearts is shorter or of 
equal length as spade.

1NT: 13-17 hp balanced, but may even contain a upgraded 12 hcp or a downgraded 18 hcp hand. A 5 card 
suit in major or a 6 card suit in minor is not any hinder in itself. In principle you may even have a single top 
honor, but not Jack single or worse.

2: 11-16 hcp. Natural club opening with at least 6 card club. The strongest variants with long and solid 
clubs are opened with 3, which in Redclub is not a pre-emptive bid. If the hand has a major side suit, its 
doomed to be relative weak, otherwise it should be opened in that major and then bid 3 with or without a 
jump the next bidding round. The last sequence shows a good hand with typical 13-16 hcp, 4-5½  loosers 
with longer club, a canapé bid.

2: Three-way multi opening. Shows one of three types of hands.

1) Weak 2 in major with 6/7-10 hcp. Weak 2 in Redclub is of the constructive type. The major suit 
must have certain qualities and denies greater strength in side suits. The ideal is that the major suit 
has 2 of 3 top honors (AKQ) without more than maximum one King in side strength. But as 
elsewhere tactical considerations will be of importance.

2) Balanced hand with (20+)21-22 hcp
3) Distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers independent of the honor count points, if not the strength 

demands an opening with 1. Please, be aware of the very important inference this last opportunity 
has to narrowing the normal suit openings limits by letting the most playable hands with 11-16 hcp 
are opened with 2, eventually 3 with a club bust, not with 1, 1, 1 or 2, which very much 
simplifies the answers judgments.

2//NT: Roman two opening. It shows 5 card suit in heart, spade or diamond respectively and a club suit 
of at least 4 card. The club suit is never longer than the primary suit. Your strength will be about 13-16 hcp 
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with 4-5½ loosers. Without this set with opening bids, would it be difficult to bid hands with 4 card club and 
an another long suit. Those bids has a rather blocking effect against the opponents, thus at same time giving 
your partner lots of precise information when they are used. Pretty often will your partner be able to bid the 
best contract directly.

3: This is not a pre-emptive bid, but a supplementary to three-way multi 2 opening with an unbalanced 
hand with club bust. The opening gives partner at once a sound indication on which level the contract 
should be in. Its shows a solid club suit with 3½-5 loosers with maximum 16 hcp. Most often the responder 
may directly place the contract.

3//: Traditional pre-emptive bid with 7 cards and tricks according to the vulnerability. I principal this 
opening denies much strength in side suits. Alternatively you may use advanced pre-emptive bids. This last 
possibility is a positional and vulnerability dependent system giving you tremendous increased precision 
over standard pre-emptive.

3NT: This opening shows a very unbalanced hand with a long minor suit, often 8 card or a 7-4 distribution. 
The long suit isn't especial solid and the hand lacks incomes in side suits. It is expected that the responder 
makes a take out in the minor with bad values.

4/: This is Texas transfers to major and shows a solid suit, heart respective spade with side controls. 
With a usable hand the responder may try for slam with a cue bid or RKC.

4/: Shows a long suit in major. The suit is not very strong and lack side controls of any reasonable value. 
This opening is of nature pre-emptive.

4 NT: This is a special opening which shows an insane hand. This opening asks for certain Aces. Without 
Ace the responder bid 5. With one Ace you bid the suit and 5NTshows Ace of club. With Aces of club and 
heart your bid is 6,  with Aces of diamond and spade 6, with Aces of heart and diamond 6, with Aces 
of spade and club 6, with either Aces of club and diamond or heart and spade 6NT. If you have more than 
two Aces your partner is indeed insane and you may safely bid 7, which your partner correct to the best 
grand slam.

5/: Pre-emptive opening with a long long suit. Number of trick according to the vulnerability.

5/: Shows a solid hand with 2 loosers in trump suit.
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The opening 1 club

General
The 1 opening is artificial and shows a strong hand. Some specific types of hands are sorted out and 

opened otherwise. This is done to separate hands you, by experience, often else easily reach a too high level.

The opening shows in principle at least 17 honor count points independently of the distribution. It may 
also show a hand with 3 or fewer loosers with no lower limit to the hcp strength.

The 1 club opening summarized
The opening shows one of the following types:

 Balanced hand, 18-19 hcp or 20 hcp without medium cards (10'th and 9'ers, preferable in 
sequences) without 5 card major, 6 card minor or 5-5 in minor. This hand is showed with a rebid 
in No Trump at lowest level. Rebid in No Trump may be passed below game if the responder 
has given a negative response in the first bidding round.

 Balanced hand with 23 or more hcp without 5 card major. You show the hand with a jump, 
eventual with a double jump, both in NT, depending of he strength.

 Unbalanced hand with 17+ hcp. 
 A hand with 3 loosers or less. This is most often hands with very skew distributions. In principal 

no lower limit to honor count points.

Of equal importance is it to be aware of what the opening 1 denies. It denies a balanced hand with 21-
22 hcp, eventual a 20 hcp with excellent middle cards (10'ths and 9'ers, preferably in sequence) without 5 
card major. Its also denies great playable strength, typically close up to 17 hcp hand, which have 3½ - 5 
loosers and in some other club systems often are upgraded to a 1 opening. Redclub uses instead three-way 
multi 2 opening to show (20+)21-22 hcp balanced hand or a distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers. You 
may therefore more often avoid difficult judgment situations, which you elsewhere may encounter.

Some examples showing the 1 opening:

K Q x K Q x x K Q x K J x x Balanced 19 hcp is opened with 1 and the rebid is No 
Trump at lowest possible level.

K Q J x Q x x K Q x K J x Even with 17 hcp this hand isn't opened with 1. It is 
balanced and correct opening is therefore 1NT (12+ - 18-). 
But with:

K Q J x x x x K Q x K Q J  The hand still have 17 hcp, but now contains a good 5 
card major suit. The honors are concentrated in three suits. 
Then you open with 1.

A K J 3 K Q 5 K J K 7 3  The hand has 20 hcp, but  poor medium cards. Thus, the 
correct opening is 1 with a rebid in No Trump. In contrary 
with:

A K J 10 K Q 9 K J K 10 9 The hand still has 20 hcp, but now its stuffed with medium 
cards. Correct opening is then 2 (three-way multi) with a 
rebid in No Trump. A sequence showing just this hand.

A K K Q J x K Q 10 x x x K The hand has 21 hcp, but is unbalanced and trump friendly. 
Therefore, correct opening is 1.

A K J K Q x K Q x A Q x x  The hand is balanced with 24 hcp. Such hands are opened 
with 1 followed by a jump in No Trump in the next 
bidding round.

K Q J 10 7 5 4 K Q J 9 - K 8 This hand has only 15 hcp, however it shall be opened with 
1, because it has only 3 loosers. On the contrary with:
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K Q J 10 7 5 4 K Q J - K J 8 You see, this hand has actually 16 hcp. However, its wrong 
to open with with 1 because it is 4 loosers. In Redclub 
you have available an opening which exactly cover this 
example, namely three-way multi opening. Thus, correct 
opening is 2.

Responses to the opening 1 club
The following is a list of responses to the 1 opening. The different answers and the continued bidding 

will be explained in more detail in the following chapters.

Answers to the opening 1:

1 Negative answer. Shows 0-7 hcp. See also alternative weak answers with 0-4 hcp.

1 8+ hcp. Denies 5 card major, 6 card minor or 5-5 in minor.

1 8+ hcp and at least 5 card in heart.

1NT 8+ hcp and at least 5 card in spade.

2 8+ hcp and at least 6 card diamonds or poorest/shortest suit with at least 5-5 in minor.

2 8+ hcp and at least 6 card club or weakest/shortest suit in a at least 5-5 minor distribution. 
As you may see, Redclub uses inverted minor answers to help place the contract on the 
presumptive strongest hand, thus protecting the values on the opening lead.

2/ 0-4 hcp. At least 6 card suit. Non-forcing.

2NT 9+ hcp and running, at least 6 card suit.

3/// 6-7 hcp with K Q J on top in a 6 card suit. Non-forcing.

4/ 6-7 hcp with K Q J on top in a 7 card major suit. Heart respective spade. Force to at least 
game in that major.

Responses when the opponents interacts in the bidding
Opponents double 1 club
Rather often the opponents would interact after the opening 1, maybe mostly to disturb our biddings. If 

the hand between doubles, this will not disturb at all. On the contrary the responding bids will be more 
precise because you got both the pass and redouble to disposition. The answer schema thus became:

Pass 0-5 hcp without good long suit. Non-forcing.

1 5-7 hcp without a nice 5 card suit. Force to at least 1NT or to double the opponents.

1/ 6+ hcp and a nice 5 card suit.

2/ 6+ hcp and a nice 5 card suit.

Redouble At least 8 hcp with balanced or semi balanced hand. Force to game or penalty double of the 
opponents. The vulnerability may be the factor which to decide of going to game or to 
punish incautious opponents.

Jump in suit 3-5 hcp with good long suit. Non-forcing.

2NT Running suit and game force.

If you use Alfa and Gamma asking bids are those active after the natural answers 1/ og 2/ as the 
opponents doesn't disturb any more. Just the same is true for the Beta asking bid after both the answers  pass 
and 1.
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The opponents over-call 1 in suit after the opening 1 club
When the opponents bid one in suit after the 1 opening you use double to show strength. You may then 

not be able to penalty double an incautious opponent. This is solved by letting pass either mean a weak hand 
or a positive hand with the opponents bidden suit. You may then also discover psychic bids, which 
somewhat seams to be somewhat more popular against a strong club opening. Logically, pass becomes a 
round force after an opponents bid at one level in suit. The following response schema is then used:

Pass 0-5 hcp, or the over called suit and more than 5 hcp. Round force.

Double At least 6 hcp without any nice 5 card suit.

1NT At least 8 hcp with balanced hand and values in the opponents suit.

New suit 6+ hcp and and a descent 5 card suit.

2/ 6+ hcp and a nice 5 card suit.

2NT Running suit and game force.

Jump in suit 3-5 hcp with descent long suit. Non-forcing.

Overbid  At least 8 hcp with good support in the other suits and singleton or void in the opponents 
suit. Game force.

As an alternative you may use Magical defense against interference, look at page 156.

When the opponents over call with 2 club or higher after the opening 1 club
In principal you use the same rules as after overbid at the one level. But pass is not any more round 

force. Further on is 2NT now a natural game force, and thus doesn't any more showing a running suit. 
Doubling a bid at the 3 level or higher is a free double. The opener normally pass with a balanced hand. 
Otherwise is all suit bids round force, except when the bid is at game level.

When the opponents over call 1 NT after the opening 1 club
If the 1NT overbid is natural, the responder double with at least 6 hcp. With weaker card we just pass or 

bid at respectable long suit.

On the contrary if the 1NT grand overcall is conventional with lengths in suits, you bid just as after a 
over call in suit at the two level. New suit is the round-force, the doubles showing strength and over call in 
opponents suit is game force and shows singleton or void.

Some examples
Your partner open with 1 and you have:

K Q 8 7 6 Q 5 4 K 9 7 4 2

If the opponent in between pass on 1, you bid 1NT as a game force with 5 card spade. If the middle 
hand doubles or bid 1/ you make a round force with natural 1, which shows at least 6 hcp and 5 card 
suit. Should the opponent in between bid 1, your pass will be a round force and you may in the next round 
tell the hole story either by penalty pass your partners reopen double or by a natural spade bid. A natural 
1NT call you double and a higher interference is countered by a natural spade bid at lowest possible level.

7 4 Q 5 Q J 9 7 K Q 9 7 5

If the opponent in between passes, the answer 1 will be a general game force. Above a double the 
redouble shows a reasonable balanced hand with at least 8 hcp. Over a suit bid at the one level you bid  
natural 2. A natural interference with 1NT is countered by a double, when you bid club at lowest possible 
level over a higher interference.

Q J 8 7 6 4 2 10 7 4 Q 7 5

If the opponents doesn't interfere on the club opening is the correct answer 1, 0-7 hcp. Without Q the 
response is instead 2, 0-4 hcp and a long suit. If the player in between doubles or bid on the one level, you 
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jump to 2 and shows 3-5 hcp with a long suit.

K 10 9 7 2 Q J 9 4 K 8 6 4

If the opponent in between do pass, you may establish a game force with 1. If he double, your redouble 
again is a game force without any sound five card suit. A call in club, diamond, spade and No Trump are 
handled by a double, and at last after a heart bid you just overcall in same suit showing at least a singleton 
heart and descant support in the other suits.

After 1 club – 1 diamond 
The response show a hand with 0-7 hcp. Please remember that some distributions with 0-4 hcp in fact are 

covered by other responses.

The diamond answer is one of the most common responses you got on a club opening. Its therefore 
important to have effective mechanisms which are able to tell your partner the strength of your hand, either 
0-4 or 4-7 hcp. This may be crucial knowledge for the decision of searching a part contract, a game or even 
a slam in some few cases.

The further bidding is natural, except that the club opener has some natural forcing bids and artificial 
conventions available, if his playing strength allows this against a weak responder. You may simplify the 
system by not using those artificial conventions, or just not use them during your learning period. If the 
opener rebid 1NT over 1 you use in principle just the same methods as after the opening 1NT, but 
remember that the opener has 18 – 20 hcp and that the responder already is limited to 7 hcp. Even would the 
direct 1NT rebid denies a 5card major or a 6 card minor suit. With such a hand you normally will prefer to 
bid those suits naturally after the negative response 1. You may say you have a more traditional No Trump 
distribution than you may have after a direct 1NT opening. The responder should also notice that the opener 
doesn't have a badly 18 hcp hand. With such a hand the opening is a directly 1NT. That means it is 
potentials for game even with a responder with only 4-5 god hcp.

After the introduction where the opener shows at least 17 hcp and the responder is limited to maximum 7 
hcp, is West primarily interested in a part contract with his minimum opening. He therefore bid his four card 
heart suit before the diamonds. This saves bidding space. The openers rebid of  1 in major after the diamond 
denial shows only four cards. Because East isn't completely rotten he choose to show the spade before he 
support hearts. With weaker cards, e.g. four small spades the hearts should be supported immediate. As East  
now are bidding, he shows at least three card heart support and strength about 4-5 hcp. With 6-7 hcp and 
four card support in heart you may jump to 3 in the last bidding round as a forceful invite to game.

East can't supposedly has a better hand for his jump support.

Be kind and notice the following little variation of above bidding sequence.1 - 1, 1 - 1, 1NT. Even 
that 1 in this sequence in principle doesn't promise more than four cards, the rebid 1NT after the 
responder’s 1 almost always imply that the heart suit involved is five cards. If not, the opener should have 
directly rebid 1NT over the response 1. However, it may be a waiver if the opener for example has a 1-4-4-
4 distribution with single spade. Think about the following situation:
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 A  K 10 9 x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 x x - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  x x p 1 p 1
 K Q x  x x x p 2 p 2

p p p

 A  K 10 9 x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 x x - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  Q x p 1 p 1
 K Q x  x x x p 2 p 3

p 4 p p
p



After this start, which is more frequent than you usual think, does give East a problem. What should he 
bid? With all the cards visible seems 2 obvious. However, the situation could as well be:

This time 1NT may very well be the ideal contract. By using Redclubs principles and the frequency will 
the answer give itself rather logically. The Redclub principle tells that a direct support is weaker than doing 
another bid in between. This means that the responder’s rebid 2 over 1NT should be reserved to hands 
about 5-6, maybe 7 bad hcp. Then you should bid pass with the given hand. Some times this is beneficial for 
your side, others not when 2 is the best contract. However, over time this will equalize giving a small 
preference for the Redclub principle.

After 1 club – 1 diamond, 1 NT
This sequence is rather usual after a strong club opening, and is therefore described thoroughly. With the 

rebid 1NT the opener tells about a balanced hand with 18-20 hcp. Notice that he cannot have 18 bad hcp, 
because then he would have choosed to open in 1NT directly. He cannot have 20 good hcp neither, because 
then his opening would have been 2, correlate with 2 diamond at page 83. Further on, with five card major 
or six card minor the club opener would prefer to bid those before 1NT. With an unbalanced hand the 
opener will have the chance to bid a four card major at the one level. This is utilized in this situation to let 
the 1NT rebid shows a traditional No Trump distribution. Accordingly no five card major or six card minor. 
The hand can't neither contain a singleton or a bad doubleton.

How you utilize the fact that both hands are limited is best shown with some examples, compare with the 
The opening 1 NT at page 59.

 A 8 4  Q 10 6 5 3 S W N E
 K 9 5 2  J 7 2 - 1 p 1
 K Q 10  8 7 4 p 1NT p 2
 A Q 4  J 3 p p p

 When the opener rebid 1NT, the responder do see a small possibility for a game if the opener has 
maximum and supreme spade support. The responder therefore bid 2 as a natural invite with five card suit. 
He then shows about 4-5 hcp. If he instead was loaded with the same distribution but with Ace instead of 
J, he had started with 2, Stayman, and rebid 2 on his partners 2. The strength will then typically be 6-
7 hcp. By using the longer route he shows, accordingly to the principles in Redclub, a stronger hand than 
after a direct bid.

If the responder is totally blank, but do have a five card suit in major or even a long minor, it may very 
well be many more tricks in trump contract. In such cases the responder bid 2 over the openers rebid 1NT. 
This is a pure relay bid, see  the introduction 1 NT – 2 diamond on page 67, and is in principle a start to 
either a slam invite or to denial in some suit. The option for slam invite has to be regarded as very seldom 
after the answer 1. You should instead take it as a almost game force with very good distribution.

Some few examples shows the possibilities Redclub gives in such circumstances:

 A 8 4  10 6 S W N E
 K 9 5 2  7 2 - 1 p 1
 K Q 10  8 7 6 5 4 2 p 1NT p 21

 A Q 4  8 6 3 p 22 p 2NT3
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 A 4  Q 10 6 5 3 S W N E
 K 9 8 5 2  J 7 2 - 1 p 1
 K Q 10  8 7 4 p 1 p 1
 A Q 4  J 3 p 1NT p ?

 A  Q 10 6 5 3 S W N E
 K 9 8 5 2  J 7 2 - 1 p 1
 K Q 10  8 7 4 p 1 p 1
 A Q 10 4  J 3 p 1NT p ?



p 34 p 35

p p p

1) Relay, asks partner to bid 2
2) OK!
3) New relay
4) OK again!
5) I have bad cards and want to play 3

After this long service route you find a playable contract. If the responder rebid 2 over his partners 
relay answer 2, he have five card spade and want to play that contract. He cannot have six card spade, 
because then he had directly bid 2 on the 1 opening. The opener should therefore not be contempt to bid 
further. He should just pass.

The situation could be:

 A 9 8 4  6 S W N E
 K 5 2  7 2 - 1 p 1
 K Q 10  A 8 7 6 5 4 2 p 1NT p 21

 A Q 4  K 8 6 p 22 p 33

p 34 p 35

p 46 p 47

p 48 p 59

p 610 p p
p

 1) Relay, asks partner to bid 2
 2) OK!
 3) Long diamond suit and good cards for my denial
 4) Cue bid
 5) Cue bid
 6) Cue bid
 7) Awaiting
 8) Cue bid, which also denies 4 of 5 Aces
 9) Cue bid, which also logically confirms one Ace
10) We try a slam.

Despite relatively good cards, East have to deny with 1 in the first bidding round. But when the opener 
rebid 1NT, he got the chance to show his hand.

After 1 club – 1 heart
This is an artificial answer which shows at least 8 hcp and denies 5 card major, 6 card minor or 5-5 in 

minor. His distribution must then be one of the following; 4-3-3-3, 4-4-3-2, 5-3-3-2, 4-4-4-1, 5-4-4-0, 5-4-3-
1 or 5-4-2-2. The five card suit cannot be heart or spade. The response establish a game force situation on a 
very low level.

The openers rebid after the response 1 has the following meanings:

1: Relay bid with one of three possibilities:

a) Exact five card major suit.

b) The distribution 4-4-4-1.

c) Balanced hand with 23-24 hcp.

1 NT: Balanced hand with 18-19(20) hcp.

2/: At least five card suit.

2/: At least six card suit.
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2 NT: Balanced hand with at least 25 hcp.

3 in suit: Suit with at most one looser. Order the responder to cue bid.

After 1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade
With the rebid 1 after the response 1 on the 1 opening, the opener does tell he has one of the 

following distributions:

a) Exactly five card major suit

b) The distribution 4-4-4-1

c) Balanced hand with 23-24 hcp

The responder should then show his distribution type after the following schema:

1. 1NT: Balanced hand, namely the patterns 4-3-3-3 or 4-4-3-2. Possible also 5-3-3-2.

2. 2/: Five card minor with a trump friendly hand and therefore one of the distributions 5-4-
3-1 or 5-4-2-2. Possible also 5-3-3-2.

3. 2/: Three suited hand and singleton or void in bidden suit. With a void the five card suit 
cannot be a major. If the opener then bid 2NT, he ask for a five card minor, which the responder 
then bid. Without five card minor he has to bid his singleton suit again.

4. 2NT: The distribution 4-4-0-5, meaning exactly void in diamond and a five card club suit.

5. 3/: The singleton in a 4-4-4-1 distribution.

6.  3: 4-4-5-0, meaning exactly void in club and a five card diamond suit.

After the start 1 - 1 the opener rebid conventionally 1. The responder has:

K Q 5 Q 7 5 3 Q J 8 K Q 7

Despite the fact that he has as much as 15 hcp, he now shows only his distribution. Later on he will get 
the ability to tell about the strength. Correct bid is thus 1NT. With:

9 8 K 6 4 Q 8 3 K Q 10 8 5

After the same start as above, would you with the strong club suit choose to rebid 2 instead of 1NT.   
This gives a better description of the hand. The bid shows exactly five card since you didn't bid 2 directly. 
If the club has been weaker, for instance K J 8 6 3, you may prefer 1NT.

2 K 7 6 5 9 7 5 A J 4 3 2

With an unbalanced hand you don't have a choice. Despite the somewhat frayed club suit, you have to 
bid 2.

2 K 7 6 5 K Q 7 5 A 6 4 2

Since you with 1 denied five card major, the two in major is free to show three suited hands with 
singleton or void in that suit. Your bid is therefore 2. With

K J 6 4 Q J 7 5 2 K 8 7 3

you do bid 3. You have already denied long suit in diamond, thus the bid show singleton and a three 
suited hand.

K J 6 5 Q J 6 4 - K 9 7 5 4

Despite the five card club suit, you do not bid 2, but instead 2NT which exactly show this distribution. 
Remember that with a balanced hand you bid 1NT.
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Please note that after the introduction 1 - 1, 1 the responder has to show his distribution only. His 
strength will be showed later on. Don't forget that you already are in a game force situation after the 
response 1, thus you have plenty of time.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade - 1 No Trump
The responder has now showed a balanced hand with at least 8 hcp, when the opener has told that he has 

one of three possible types. Exactly five card major suit, the distribution 4-4-4-1 or a balanced hand with 
23-24 hcp. The opener is now about to tell which type it is. This he do by by bidding:

2 4-4-4-1 distribution with 17-19 hcp.

2 4-4-4-1 distribution with 20+ hcp.

2/ Five card suit.

2NT Balanced hand with 23-24 hcp.

After the rebid 2/ the responder asks for singleton with a relay bid. Further biddings are natural 
supplied with cue-bids.

After this long route. West-East find the ideal contract. After the first round does West with 2 tell about 
his 4-4-4-1 distribution with 20+ hcp and later on with 3 where the singleton is. East tells what the trump 
suit should be with 3. Thereafter follows cue-bids and 4NT which tells about at least 3 of 5 Aces. East 
then tells about his control in spade if grand slam should be possible. Without an extra Ace value, West does 
know that a small slam is high enough.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade – 2 club/diamond
Because the responder already has denied as much as 6 cards in any minor or a 5-5 minor distribution, 

the bid 2/ show exactly five cards minor. The opener has limited himself to one of three types of hands 
and shall now show what kind of hand he has. If the opener has a five card major, he bids the suit naturally 
with 2/. It may very well be a 5-3 fit and the responder support with at least Queen third or four small. 
Otherwise he may respond by bidding naturally a new four card suit. Contrary, if the opener should have a  
4-4-4-1 distribution will he always be able to show this by simply bid his singleton on the lowest possible 
level when you discard the bids 2/ and notice that 2NT show singleton in partners five card suit. A 
simple lift of partners suit is a question for singleton. With balanced hand and 23-24 hcp the opener may 
jump to 3NT, if don't want or can show support. All those ways gives you better control in finding potential 
slams without passing the game level.

After the routinely 1 - 1, 1 the responder comes back with 2 which show exactly five card suit. 
The opener then bid 2 which show exactly five card suit too. We have as responder the following cards.

K 10 6 4 8 6 K 4 K J 10 7 4

You bid naturally 2. You could have

K Q 3 Q 6 4 7 4 K Q 10 6 4

Because top honor third is a correct support we jump to 3NT, which in this position tells about support 
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with 11 – 14 hcp and a balanced hand. The support tends to be H x x than four smalls to let  3NT be a real 
alternative.

J 6 4 9 8 6 K 4 K Q 9 6 4

The heart  is not good enough so in this circumstance we have to await with 2NT and shows the support 
in next round. Your partner will then understand that it is badly.

2 Q 7 5 Q J 6 4 K 7 6 4 2

With correct support and singleton we do not have an option. Despite minimal honor strength we do bid 
3. A jump to 4 show minimum and balanced hand. The situation could be

With this strong heart and a trump friendly hand, West do rebid 1 instead of 1NT. When East shows 
correct trump support and single spade, West becomes slam interested despite minimal honor strength and 
even hand. 3NT give East the chance to cue-bid his club control and 4NT shows at least 3 of 5 Aces and 
indirectly also diamond control. Since East can't contribute with Ace of spade, West has to stop in a small 
slam contract. This is an example to show how important it is not to rush for 4 with a minimal respond 
hand which contains trump support and a singleton.

When the opener show a 4-4-4-1 distribution with a singleton in another suit than the partners five card 
minor, is the trump in principle determined. One will in many such situations have potentials for slam.

After the opening lead, East show exactly five cards club with his 2 bid, and with 2 West tells about his 
three suited hand with single diamond. Club is then logically nailed as trump and the partners may 
immediate start a cue bid sequence. East does then show control in spade with the bid 2. West is resting in 
3 to let East get the chance to show an eventual first control in diamond. A second control isn't interesting 
because both knows that West has a single diamond. East then rest in 4 because he haven't any new 
controls to show. West does show another control in heart with the bid 4 and thus has told about at least A 
K in that suit. The responder to a strong club opening only needs two Aces of five to bid 4 No Trump. West 
may the count K, A, A and five cards club on partners hand. He see that 13 tricks should be reasonable 
with a diamond ruff at his hand, and thus bid the grand slam in club.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade – 2 heart/spade
This show a three suited hand and singleton or void in bidden suit. With a void the five card suit cannot 

be major. If the opener returns with 2NT he asks for an eventual five card minor, which the responder then 
bid. Without five card minor he rebid his singleton suit.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade - 2 NT
This is bid is very specific and show the distribution 4-4-0-5 from top to down meaning void in diamond 
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and five card club. The opener selects eventually the trump suit, where after it may follow cue-bids.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade – 3 club/diamond
This is also a precise and specific bid. It show 4-4-1-4 distribution with singleton in bidden suit. Again 

may the opener select the trump suit where after cue-bids are following.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade – 3 heart
This bid show, in contrary to the 2NT bid, a 4-4-5-0 from top and downwards, namely void in club and 

five card diamond suit. The opener eventually select the trump suit where after cue-bids are following. To 
save bidding space the openers rebid 4 show heart support and at same time ask his partner to cue-bid.

After 1 club – 1 heart,  1 NT
The opener shows with this bid a balanced hand with 18-19(20) hcp. He may have 5 card in major or 

minor if the hand otherwise is No Trump friendly. After this prologue you have established a game force 
situation with distributional well defined hands on a comfortable low level. This makes it possible to do 
very detailed searching before the end contract is set. The glory by finding a good slam no one else find, is 
very great and extremely pleasable to receive.

The responder then bid:

2 Which primary asks for five card major suit. He may want to search for a potential major suit game 
instead of 3 NT. It may also be the beginning of a slam invite with  a 5-4 distribution or even a 
balanced hand with a good five card minor.

2 Asks primary for four card or longer major. He want to search for a 4-4 fit or better. However, he 
may also want to do a slam invite with a balanced hand.

2 The singleton in a 4-1-4-4 distribution or void in a 4-0-4-5 distribution. The five card suit may be 
diamond or club, but not spade.

2 The singleton in a 1-4-4-4 distribution or void in a 0-4-4-5 distribution. The five card suit could be 
diamond or club, but not heart.

2NTThe distribution 4-4-0-5, namely void in diamond and five card club.

3 The singleton in a 4-4-4-1 distribution.

3 The singleton in a 4-4-1-4 distribution.

3 The distribution  4-4-5-0, namely void in club and five card diamond.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 NT – 2 club
2 asks primarily for five card major suit. He may want to search for a game in major instead of 3NT. It 

may also be the preparation for a slam invite with a 5-4 distribution or even a balanced hand with a good 
five card suit. The responder may have:

K 7 5 Q 8 5 3 K J 8 4 9 6

If the opener has a five card spade or a four card heart, a game in major normally would be better than 
3NT. Thus he ask with 2. With

K 7 5 3 2 K J 9 6 4 A 5 4

he will invite to slam and if possible show his suit lengths.

K 6 5 Q 6 4 A K J 7 5 9 5

On such a hand he want to invite for slam with a balanced hand and a good five card minor suit.

Over 2 the opener primarily bid a five card major suit. With support the responder may bid game 
directly without any interest for slam. However, has he better cards he lift one level without a singleton and 
otherwise jumps in the singleton suit. Without support the responder do bid 2 NT with 5-4 or 4-5 in minor 
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suits, eventual 3 in a minor. Those cases also implies at least a mild slam invite.

Without five card major the opener bid 2 over 2. The responder may now show four card major suit 
and the following bid sequence becomes natural. The opener always rest in 2 NT without a five card minor 
suit if he is not able to natural bid 2 with a four card spade. If the responder bids 2 NT over 2 he shows 
both minor with  at least a 5-4 distribution. When the responder after showing a four card major, returns 
with a natural minor bid, he shows a five card suit in that suit.

West is able to show his 18-19(20) hcp No Trump hand with exact four spades without heart. East on his 
side is able to show both four card heart and five card club and even make a slam invite. West's 4 is a cue 
bid with club as trump, where after East with Culbertson's tells about two of his Aces. The partner to the 1 
opener shows 2 of 5 Aces, not 3 of 5 which is the norm. When West doesn't have more to say, East bid the 
minor slam with his three Aces.

If the opener had K instead of D, he would have bid 5 above 4NT. Thus, when his partner shows 
one extra Ace with 5NT, he may bid 7.

With somewhat weaker hand at East.

East does immediate see that a higher contract than game is unlikely. Thus he investigate if the game 
should be played in heart or no trump. 2 is then the correct asking bid. When the opener denies 4 card in 
heart, East bid the game in no trump.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 NT – 2 diamond
2 asks primary for four card or longer major suit. He will normally investigate if the partners have a 4-4 

fit or even possible invite to slam with a balanced hand. The opener bids his lowest four card major. 
Without a major suit he bids 2NT or a five card minor suit. On the openers 2/ the respond 2NT means 
balanced hand and a slam invite, and the minor suits are bid downfall. When the opener returns with 2 
over 2, the responder shows four card suit with 2, but not necessary interest in slam.

When West tells about 18-19(20) hcp on a balanced hand, East only want to find out if what the contract 
should be of 3NT or  4. He asks about the major suit with 2 and shows in the next bid his spades. When 
West lift one trick to give room for eventually cue bids and slam, he get the message that game is enough.
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With his 2 NT bid the responder does make a slam invite with balanced hand. The opener show his four 
card club, where after cue bids and Culbertson leads to the very good contract 6. When club is agreed as 
the trump suit by 4, cue bids follows. The partner to a 1 opener shows 2 of 5 Aces with 4NT. Because 
West then only see 4 of 5 Aces, he repeat the cue bid in diamond to show both Ace and King. 
Simultaneously he held open for East to show an extra Ace value. East has shown his values and therefore is 
forced to just bid 6.

1 club – 1 heart,  1 NT – 2 heart to and including 3 heart
The rebid shows a three suited hand. The opener may therefore set the trump below game. Then the 

exploration for slam may begin.

Because East in the first bidding round denies five card spade, the 2 bid cannot be natural. Instead it 
shows the shorter suit in a three suited hand. With 2NT West exploit the possibilities for East having a five 
card minor suit and thus is void in spade. East denies this with his 3 bid. West the set the trump and when 
East cannot show any control in other suits, game has to be enough.

After 1 club – 1 heart,  2 club/diamond
The opener enter a natural sequence by bidding his longest suit after the response 1. With a balanced 

hand and support in the openers minor suit the responder often bid a 4 card major before he show his minor 
fit.

Above West's natural 2 East prefer, with a limited balanced hand, to show his four card major suit 
before the diamond support. On West's repeated no trump bid, East is giving up. Observe that the bid 2 
shows exactly four card suit because 1 denies five card major.

If you have four card trump support without a major suit, you lift one trick with 8 – 11 or at least 14 hcp 
and balanced hand. With 3NT you shows support, but also 11 – 14 hcp and a rather even hand and the 
strength are spread. With 11 – 14 hcp and values for trump play you jump to 4/. A jump in a new suit is 
Splinter, a short suit.

After having answered your partners 1 opening bid with 1, the opener returns with 2. You have:

9 7 K Q 4 K 8 6 5 K J 6 5
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You bid 4, which shows 11 – 14 hcp and a trump friendly hand with four card support. If you instead 
have:

Q 6 5 Q J 4 K 6 4 3 K J 3

you bid, with same strength and four card support, 3NT. It shows a more distributed strength and a No 
Trump friendly hand. Both the lift to 3 and 4 and even 3NT shows four card support and balanced hands. 
If you have support and singleton a jump is made in the short suit. For example, with:

2 K 7 5 4 K J 5 2 Q 7 5 2

you jump to 3 over 2. With a singleton in other suit, the preference is to show four card support before 
four card major.

When the responder supports the minor suit to the three level, the opener may show a singleton in a suit 
by bidding it. Without singleton he propose 3NT with minimum and with extra values bid four in the minor 
suit.

After East with his single support lift of 2 to 3 shows a balanced hand with 8 – 11, eventual at least  
14 hcp with four card support, West shows his singleton with 3. Thereafter cuebids follows and East 
manage to show all his values. Note that East logically denies Ace in diamond when he bid 4.

After 1 club – 1 heart,  2 heart/spade
With the rebid 2/ the opener show at least a six card suit. With only five card he would have rebid 1. 

The following bids are rather natural. 2 over 2 show four card suit, while 3/ promise five card suit. 
2NT is awaiting.

To support the openers six card suit directly, you need better support than doubleton. Such a support may 
be shown on a later occasion.

Despite the fact he has a descent support to his partners six card suit, East await with 2NT. When West 
return with his side suit, East try with the cue bid 4. West, who see that his partner has the Ace in heart, 
chances on that the spade should be good, checks the trump quality with the great free 5NT. With his two 
top honors East bid the grand slam. If East directly support the spades, they miss this slam.

With three card support or better without singleton, you raise one level with 8 – 11 or at least 14 hcp. 
You bid 3NT with 11 -14 hcp and double raise with 8 – 9 bad hcp. You show a singleton by jumping in your 
short suit. After single raise, the openers 3NT show interest for slam with 6-3-2-2, and new suit shows 
singleton.

After 1 club – 1 heart,  2 NT
When the opener jumps to 2NT on the respond 1, he shows a balanced hand with at least 25 hcp. 
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Because the respond 1 promise minimum 8 hcp, the bidding shouldn't stop before 5NT. The bidding from 
this point is natural. If the responder above 2NT bid 3/, he shows a five card suit. 3/ similar shows a 
four card suit. Remember that the respond 1 denies five cards major or six cards minor. 3NT logically then 
denies both five cards minor and four cards major.

If you use advance asking bids, the jump to 2NT will be an Alfa-0 asking bid. See the chapter about 
asking bids.

After 1 club – 1 spade
The response show at least 5 cards in heart and minimum 8 hcp. Further on the biddings are as natural as 

possible if you not use advanced asking bids. In that case, have a look at the chapter covering advanced 
asking bids. The re-bid 1NT promises 18-20 hcp or at least 23 hcp. If the opener bids 2, he may well have  
a 4-4-4-1 distribution with singleton in the responder’s major suit. Because of this, you do not support 
without at least four card support.

The lift to 2 asks for singleton and cannot the responder confirm that, he bid 2NT with extra values, 3 
with minimum and six cards suit, 3NT with a good minimum hand and five cards suit, when a jump to game 
show a bad minimum hand with five cards suit. From there on follow natural bids, eventually with cue bids.

East has shown at least 8 hcp with five cards heart and single club. When West jump to 4NT this is 
Roman Key-Card Blackwood, and he find out that the just a small slam is possible because one Ace is 
missing.

The direct lift to 3 from the opener indicates 18-20 hcp with four card support on a balanced hand. The 
responder invites to slam with either a singleton bid or 3NT.

When the opener re-bid own suit above the response 1, the responder shows support with at least Q-x-x 
or x-x-x-x. He does this with a splinter jump bid, simple lift with 8 – 11 hcp or at least 14 hcp and 3NT 
(over major suit) respective 4/ with 11 – 14 hcp.

East shows his hearts and the biddings goes on naturally with 4 as a cue bid. With minimum and no 
Aces, East doesn't see any reason to pass game level. Note that East choose to show his four cards spade 
before he tells about the six card suit. This is not a reverse bid, because the game force already has been 
established. It is just a descriptive bid, which tells more than just bid 2. This philosophy may be important 
if the distribution is just a little bit different.
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West learns that his partner has at least 6-4 in major, and therefore choose to go further on with 4NT, 
which shows three of five Aces, despite East’s warning 4. East cannot be expected to have better cards 
after his warning and bid the slam directly. See what is happening if East re-bid 2 instead of 2. West will 
again cue bid 4, but on the warning 4 he will have to little information to try for a slam. It may be too 
risky.

After 1 club - 1 no trump
The response show 5 cards in spade and at least 8 hcp. The bidding further on is as natural as possible 

and follows the same principles as after the respond 1. The re-bid 2NT promise 18-20 hcp or at least 23 
hcp. If the opener bid 2, he may have a 4-4-4-1 distribution with singleton in the responder’s major suit. 
Because of this, the responder doesn't support without a four cards support.

After 1 club – 2 club/diamond
Redclub uses inverted minor answers on the club opening. The reason is naturally to protect the strong 

hand on the opening lead. The answer 2 therefore show 6 cards in diamond or the weakest/shortest suit in 
at least a 5-5 minor distribution. In the same way the answer 2 show 6 card in club or the weakest/shortest 
suit in at least a 5-5 minor distribution. The hand has at least 8 hcp. The bidding further on is mainly natural,  
if you are not using the advanced asking bids connected to the club opening. The following explanation 
anticipate that you are not using those advanced asking bids, if so, see the chapter about advanced asking 
bids.

The openers re-bid in no trump shows 18-19(20) hcp or at least 23 hcp. If he in contrary re-bid 2, really 
lowest unbidden suit, over the answer 2/, the opener may have a 4-4-4-1 distribution with singleton in 
the responder’s long suit. If he directly bid the long suit, namely 3 over the answer 2 or 2 over the 
answer 2, he asks for singleton, which the responder denies with lowest bid in no trump and minimum, or 
lift a trick with extras.

Both sides bid their suites, East's Splinter bid 4 shows singleton and support in spade. Despite his four 
aces, West cannot bid Culbertson's 4NT, because he is missing a control in heart. 5 then denies control in 
heart, however that can East show. If East had two Aces, he would have bid 5NT over 5.  Then, when 
West returns with the grand slam invite 6, he logically must have four Aces plus K. East propose  7 
which West then correct to to 7NT.

If the opener jumps to 3/ over the answer 2/ he shows a void and further on and set the trump to be 
the inverted minor. In the same manner shows 4 over the answer 2 void in club and diamond support. 
The same is true for  4 over the answer 2, which show void in diamond and support in club. 

After 1 club – 2 heart/spade
Because the answer shows 6 cards major with 0-4 hcp without side strength, is all bids from the opener, 

without direct game bids, force for at least one round. 2NT is a question for singleton, which the responder 
denies by bidding 3NT if he has a honor in his suit. Otherwise he rebid his suit. If the opener just lift one 
trick in the suit, he asks the responder to bid game if he has a honor in the suit or an Ace or King in another 
suit.
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West sees four loosers in a spade contract. Because East does not have a honor in spade or a side 
Ace/King, he has to pass. Note that in this particular example the side value could only be Ace.

After 1 club - 2 no trump
The response shows a running suit with at least 6 cards and minimum 9 hcp. Naturally this establish a 

game force situation. Further on this is logically also a slam invite. The opener will normally see which suit 
in question that is running. The contract level be determined by where the honors are placed and their types, 
and more seldom by the raw strength given by hcp's. 

If the opener then returns with 3NT, is this an end bid against a hand that contains 6 blank tricks. New 
suit is in principle natural and the opener expects the responder to bid his suit or show support with top 
honor third or better. If the responder bid his suit then new suit is control bid. If the opener re-bid his own 
suit , he shows a very good suit playable to void.

If the opener bids his partners long suit after 2NT is that a question for singleton, where after cue bids 
follows. If he has  no singleton and miss extra values he bid lowest reasonable game, which will be 3NT 
with minor suit or game in the major suit. With some extras and no singleton, he shows this by bidding the 
minor suit at four level or 3NT if  major is the actual suit.

After the responder’s 2NT, is the openers direct jump to 4NT based upon two Aces and void in the 
responder’s suit, while a jump to 5NT shows the same with three Aces. The responder judge if his suit is 
still running despite his partners void and bid accordingly.

With 2NT East show that he has a running suit of at least 6 cards. West have no problems to calculate 
that it has to be diamond. Despite this, if the suit is still running upon a void support, a grand slam seems 
plausible. East tells the story by jumping to 5NT. With this information East sees that the diamond has to be 
braked 3–3 if a grand slam should be won, and therefore just bid 6. 6NT is not feasible because East has no 
income to the diamonds.

After 1 club – 3 club/diamond
The response shows 6/7 card suit with 6-7 hcp and K Q J in lead. The further bidding is natural letting a 

bid in new suit below game is round force.

After 1 club – 3 heart/spade
The response shows a 6 card suit with 6-7 hcp and K Q J in lead. The further bidding is natural letting a 

bid in new suit below game is round force.

After 1 club – 4 club/diamond
This shows 6-7 hcp with K Q J in lead of a 7 card major suit. Heart respective spade. Force to at least 

game in the major suit.

When the opponents interfere
If the opponents involve themselves in the bidding with a bid or a double, your bidding continuous 

mainly as natural according to the rules explained previously. A double from the opponents gives no 
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disturbances. On the contrary a double from the opponent in between only gives increased precision because 
the responder now also have a redouble to his disposition. Because a double of a strong club opening very 
often have a conventional meaning, is it very important to tell as most as possible about own hand before 
the opponents gives a high pre-emptive bid. This you cover best with natural biddings.

The responder’s first bid
After a suit bid in between the responder pass with 0 – 5 hcp, but may also jump in a reasonable long suit 

with 3 – 5 hcp. A jump in the opponents suit bid has the same meaning as a jump in new suit. This may 
reveal psychic bids from opponents, which sometimes are rather popular against a strong club opening. 
After a natural 1 no trump interference, the responder may show a nice suit without jump, showing 3 – 5 
hcp.

Your partner opens with 1 and the next hand interfere with 1;

Q 10 9 6 5 4 8 6 J 7 5 4 2

We do bid 2 because 1 promises at least 6 hcp. With;

2 Q J 10 9 7 5 4 J 6 5 9 7

This time we can choose between a pass or a jump to 3. If we pass we obviously hopes that our partner 
can do a forcing double which we naturally pass to make it a penalty.

If you double the interfering bid, you show at least 6 hcp without own good suit. A natural suit bid is 
round force with minimum 6 hcp. The closest no trump bid is a natural game force with minimum 8 hcp.

1NT after an interfering double shows 5-7 hcp in low honors and a balanced hand.

A redouble is game force with minimum 8 hcp and no own nice suit. The jump to 2NT still show a 
running suit with at least 6 cards. An overbid of the opponents suit is game force with a singleton or void in 
that suit and support in the other suits.

Your partner open with 1 and the opponents interfere with 1:

K 7 5 4 9 6 5 K 6 3 J 5 4

You double to show at least 6 hcp without a nice five cards suit.

 K 7 5 4 K 7 5 Q 8 6 3 5 4

This time you force to game with natural 1NT.

J 9 6 4 2 K J 4 K 9 7 6 4

With the overbid 2 you make a game force and tells about good support in the other suits and singleton 
or void in heart.

K 8 6 4 2 9 8 6 K Q 9 5 4

This time the diamond is too bad for an overbid. Further on is the club of such a quality that we should 
tell it with natural 2. We may tell about the spade later on.

When the interferer in between make a double and you have:

Q 7 5 K 6 2 Q 9 7 5 J 6 5

you show 5-7 hcp with low honors with 1NT. However, with:

Q 7 5 K 6 2 Q 9 7 5 J 6 5

you are too strong for 1NT. The correct bid is redouble as an invite to penalty or game force without own 
nice 5 cards suit.

Because the responder double is of type Sputnik, the responder’s pass over an interference with 1// 
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round force.

The opponents interfere with 1 against the club opening and you have:

K J 8 6 4 9 7 E J 6 9 7 5

You just pass quietly and hope your partner make a enlightening double. Your pass is a round force, so 
you doesn't risk pass around on the 1 interference.  Of course you also have to pass with:

9 7 Q 8 5 4 J 6 4 2 6 4 3

You have to remember that the pass not always show the opponents suit. It may very well show a weak 
hand.

The openers rebid when the responder pass or bid 1 diamond
If the opponents interfere with 1// and the responder passes, this is a force to keep the auction open 

for at least one round. The responder may have descent hand with five cards in the bidden suit or indeed a   
very weak hand. If the responder has managed to bid 1 before the interference, the opener are revealed for 
the round force and the opener has the option to pass. The responder has limited himself, and thus may not 
having hidden values.

South West North East
1 pass 1 1

North has already limited himself to maximum 7 hcp with his 1 bid. South may therefore pass with a 
good conscious. North still has the possibilities to bid if he has some values.

South West North East
1 1 pass pass

This time North may have a positive hand with five or more cards in heart. Because he cannot do a 
penalty double, he make a forcing pass and possible hope for enlightening double from his partner. Thus, 
south has to bid.

The opener bid rather naturally in those situations. A double is enlightening, no trump and suit are 
natural. Even the overbid of opponents suit are natural showing length. If you play in an environment where 
psychic bids are very rare, you may use the overbid as a forcing bid.

When the fourth hand interfere after the response 1, 1NT is more like 19-20 hcp than minimal 18. 
However, after two passes you show 18-20 with 1NT. If you bid 2NT is show about 23-24 hcp, while a 
jump to 3NT would be about 25-26 hcp. Please also be aware of the three-way multi 2 opening with 
(20+)21-22 hcp. All no trump bids indicates limited interest for the major suits, because you don’t make an 
enlightening double. If your side bid without further interference in the continuing auction, you use the 
same no trump methods as in undisturbed auction after 1NT and 2NT. However after 3NT you bid naturally.

You open with 1 and the next hand bid 1. Your partner and opponent to right passes.

K 8 6 5 A Q K J 9 6 A J 2

Despite your minimum opening you are not allowed to pass. With the cut in heart, 1NT is the most 
descriptive bid. You don't double even with four cards spade.

K Q 3 A Q 4 A K J 4 A 9 4

With this hand you bid 2NT which tell that you have 23-24 hp without great interest for the major suits. 
Note that with same distribution and 21-22 hcp this hand has been opened with 2, not 1. This fact the 
responder may use when he judges the auction further on. He is able to completely ignore the possibility 
that the opener has a balanced hand with only 21-22 hcp.

K Q 7 3 A 3 A K J 5 A Q 3

This time your heart is much weaker and a suit contract seems more attractive, so you double instead.
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Your opponent to left pass our club opening and your partner bid 1. Then your opponent to right 
interfere with 1. You have:

K J 5 K 10 4 A Q 5 3 A J 2

With minimal 18 hcp and a balanced hand you pass. Your partner know that this is about what you have 
in this circumstance. With a slightly more distributional hand you try to bid or do enlightening double, even 
with minimal honor strength.

K Q 5 K J 4 A Q 5 3 A J 2

With 20 hcp you have to bid, and 1NT is your natural choice.

After the negative diamond response, Redclub uses the canapé style (shorter suit before longer) in 
undisturbed auction sequences. This is not true in interfered sequences. Longest suit has to be bid first. An 
overbid of the opponents suit is round force and show at least five cards in that suit. It is a true natural bid.

You open with 1 and the next hand bid 1 which goes passed to you:

K Q J 4 A K J 10 6 5 A 6 2

It is possible that the opponents bid in heart is honestly. Despite this you bid naturally 2 as a round 
force.

A Q 7 5 2 A K J 7 5 4 K 3

When the opponents join the bidding, we shows our suits in natural order, thus longer before shorter, and 
you bid 2. 1, which is what we bid in an undisturbed bidding sequence, may easily make difficulties if 
the opponents are aggressive.

A Q 5 4 A 2 K J 5 3 A 10 4

Despite this is a balanced hand, a enlightening double is the most descriptive action.

As a variant our partner is able to bid 1 on your club opening before the opponents interfere with 1. 
We have:

A Q 7 5 4 K J 3 A K 6 4 2

You pass, because a double will be enlightening. If your partner should have some values, he will 
balance in last hand.

The openers rebid after his partner has promised at least 6 hcp
If the club openers partner has been able to respond with a positive bid before the opponents interfere, is 

a game force situation established. If the responder makes a bid after the interference, this also is a round 
force. The opener may pass the interference from his right hand opponent, because he knows his partner will  
bid. Thus a double of this interference is a penalty. Doubling of interference on the three level or higher 
carries more and more as a proposal to penalty the higher the interference is.

The opponent in between interfere with 1 above your club opening, your partner double and the next 
hand bid 2:

2 A Q 7 5 A Q J 4 K J 5 3

A perfect enlightenment pass!

A Q 9 5 K J 5 A Q J 6 J 5

Whit this hand you propose by a double that 2 will be expensive for the opponents.

If the opponents instead lift to 3, we should double as a warning even with e.g.:

K Q 6 K 7 5 A Q J 5 A 6 4
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A double of such a high interference is not a command to his partner to pass. He stay with, if he has a 
balanced hand.

When the responder bid no trump or suit above an interference on the one level, is the openers bid in the 
opponents suit natural. On the contrary if the interference is at the two level after your partners positive 
answer an overbid is a general forcing bid. The opener has no natural bid to his disposition and normally 
show a balanced hand with 18-20 hcp without descent values in opponents suit.

After your club opening, the next hand interfere with 1 and your partner bid 1:

K 6 A K 9 7 6 A Q 8 6 Q 5

You return with 2 which is completely natural suit bid with at least five cards suit, just like as we 
hadn’t heard the interference. If the opponents instead interfere on the two level, e.g. 2, and your partner 
bid 2, 3 from you indicates something like

K 5 A K 5 4 A K J 6 9 7 6

Namely a balanced hand without five cards suit or support, and without values in the opponents suit.

The openers first rebid is always force for a round, even 1NT which show 18-20 hcp. A voluntarily 2NT 
above an interference from the right opponent promise at least 21 hcp or at least 23 hcp with balanced hand, 
while 3NT in this situation is a proposal to end contract with about 19-20 hcp. If you have minimum you 
pass and return later on with lowest possible bid in no trump.

The biddings further on
When the responder has showed at least 6 hcp and the opponents keep on bidding, the responder doubles 

is also penalty, while on higher level has a tendency to be more voluntary or like a warning. A last hand 
double often indicates a balanced hand with two or three trumps.

When the responder follow up his strength showing response double with lowest possible no trump bid, 
he show 6-7 hcp and this is non-forcing.

West may pass because East show 6-7 hcp without four cards heart. With at least 8 hcp he had bid 1NT 
above 1 and with four cards heart he then had bid 2.

When the opener bid 1NT on the responder double, then 2 is a question for major suit, 2 a natural 
round force and  2/ invitational with a poor five cards suit. If the opener jumps to 2NT (23-24 hcp) you 
use the 2NT methods.

If the opener lift his partners major suit to the two level, this is a question for singleton, just as in 
undisturbed auction.

After the responder’s forcing pass over the interference 1 diamond/heart/spade
If the responder bid the opponents suit after the opener has returned with a no trump or suit bid, this is a 

suit showing bid with at least 6 hcp. However, if the overbid came after the openers double it on the  
contrary show 4-5 working hcp and a good support to the unbidden suits. When the opener return with 1NT, 
you just bid as you do after 1 - 1, 1NT except that a bid in the opponents major suit show the suit and 
also is a round force.
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East does a forcing pass. This time with the strong variant, and West keep the auction open with 1NT. 2 
promise at least 6 hcp and a five cards spade. West support naturally with a lift and thus set the game force. 
East show with 3NT a balanced hand and interest for slam, where after cue-bids follows.

When the interferer take out the openers double, the responder’s double show at least 6 hcp and the first 
suit bidden from the interferer. He also has a strong interest in a penalty pass from his partner, while a bid in 
the interferes first suit denies a wish to penalize the opponents in their new suit.

When the fourth hand bid a new suit, the responder’s double or a bid in the first suit show that he has at 
least 6 hcp with the first interfering suit just like as before. If he double a lift it is on the contrary a 
balancing with 4-5 hcp.

East does a forcing pass with positive hand and a heart suit. West cannot do a penalty double of 1, 
however when East with his double show a positive hand with heart and tolerance for playing against 1X,  
then South is in really bad trouble. If East has a spade less, he instead bid 2 and passes thereafter West's 
2NT.

Bidding the opponents suits
When the responder has promised at least 6 hcp, his delayed bid in the opponents suit is awaiting. The 

opener normally expects 6-7 hcp without a natural alternative bid. In the next auction round the responder 
show the weak alternative with pass, simple preference or a jump to game. A bid in the opponents suit at 
three level is on the contrary always game force.

Above your partners club opening, the next hand interfere with 1 and you double with:

9 7 5 Q 6 4 8 6 4 A J 6 5

Your partner return with 2. Without values in spade or heart you cannot bid no trump or heart. A lift to 
3 show indeed 6-7 hcp and your partner may pass. However the bid isn't any descriptive with three small 
diamonds. Instead you bid 2 and have the intention to pass if the opener bid 2NT or 3.

Even the openers delayed bid on two level in opponents suit is awaiting and do not promise anything 
extra. The responder is limiting himself if he only has 6-7 hcp, and then the opener may pass.

West's delayed bid in the opponents suit is not  natural. It means just that he has no other natural 
descriptive bid to his disposition. When East bid 2NT, which show 6-7 hcp and values in heart, West give 
up.

Forcing situations
When the responder indicates at least 6 hcp and has forced for a round, the partnership are not allowed to 

pass a new suit or a bid in the enemies suit. This requirements is repealed by a limited no trump bid, re-bid 
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in own suit and certain lifts.

After West's 2, East cannot do otherwise than to await the situation with his 2 bid. Over 3 he show 
that his demand in last round was based upon a minimum hand without values in opponents suit or trump 
support. West may then pass.

All single lifts of a major suit are game force, but a lift from 1/ to 3/ is not forcing. The partner 
may pass on this jumping bids. All lifts to 4/ are forcing, even the openers lift to 3/. The responder’s 
lift to 3/ on the contrary shows 6-7 hcp and they are not forcing.

On the simple lift from West, East show his singleton with 2. Thereafter follows cue-bids and at last  
Roman Key-Card Blackwood with heart as trump.

If West instead had something like this:

K J 5 K Q 6 5 Q 5 A K 8 6

He had bid 3 directly on 1.

Questions and answers to the opening 1 club
Try to answer the following questions and compare with the following proposals:

Tell from which hands you open with 1?

1) Q J 6 7 K Q J 9 A 10 6 A 5

2) A Q J 7 6 6 K Q 10 7 6 K Q

3) A Q 4 K Q 9 8 A J 10 6 A Q

4) Q J 10 9 K Q J 10 8 6 5 A 5

5) Q J 10 9 8 K Q J 10 8 6 5 A -

6) A J 4 K Q 6 3 A J 6 A J 5

7) A J 9 K Q 10 8 A J 10 A J 9

Answers:
1) With Q J 6 7 K Q J 9 A 10 6 A 5 you have 17 hcp and a balanced hand which is No 
Trump friendly. You need at least 18 hcp to open 1 with such a balanced hand. Correct opening 
is then 1NT.

2) The hand A Q J 7 6 6 K Q 10 7 6 K Q also has 17 hcp, but it is unbalanced with a usable 
five card suit in spade. This hand may therefore be opened with 1. If for example K changed to 
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K would have made the hand more balanced. Then it could been opened with 1NT. In Redclub 
the No Trump opening very well could have a five card major suit.

3) With A Q 4 K Q 9 8 A J 10 6 A Q  you have 22 hcp. Because this hand I balanced 
without a five cards major suit, it is wrong to open with 1. Instead this hand is opened with 2, 
three-way multi opening, where one of the three alternatives indeed is a balanced  hand with 20+ 
to 22 hcp. This make it possible to open 1 with at least 23 hcp and jump in no trump the next 
round both showing strength and distribution.

4) Sometimes you get a hand like Q J 10 9 K Q J 10 8 6 5 A 5. This hand hasn't more than 
13 hcp, however it has only four loosers. Therefore it is tempting to open with 1 to show the 
playing strength. In Redclub you are required to have maximum 3 loosers to be allowed to open  
with 1 when you have less than 17 hcp. In return you have three-way multi 2 opening at your 
disposition to show such a hand. Correct opening is then 2.

5) With Q J 10 9 8 K Q J 10 8 6 5 A -  you still have 13 hcp, however this time you are 
limited to three loosers. Correct opening is then 1.

6) A J 4 K Q 6 3 A J 6 A J 5 gives 20 hcp. Without medium cards like 10’s and 9’s and a 
very even distribution, this becomes bad 20 hcp, and the hand is opened with 1 with the 
intention to bid no trump at lowest possible level in the next auction round.

7) If you have A J 9 K Q 10 8 A J 10 A J 9 you still have 20 hcp, however now you many 
medium cards. Your hand then is upgraded to 20+ hcp and you open with three-way multi 2.

Correct answers to the questions is then: 2), 5) and 6)

Your partner open with 1 and the opponent in between pass. What do you bid with?
8) K J 7 Q 8 7 K 10 6 J 10 7 6

9) 9 8 7 6 4 K Q J Q 8 7 7 5

10) 7 K 10 8 7 6 2 J 7 6 8 5 2

11) 7 6 8 5 3 A K Q J 9 8 8 4

12) 8 6 K 3 K 8 7 K Q 10 8 7 3

13) 6 K 3 K Q 10 8 7 Q 10 8 7 3

14) 7 K 10 8 7 6 2 J 7 6 Q 5 2

15) A 5 K Q J 8 7 K 4 A 5 3

Answers:
8) With K J 7 Q 8 7 K 10 6 J 10 7 6 you have 10 hcp and a balanced hand. You therefore 
obviously has to answer positively and by that establish a game force sequence. Without five 
cards major, six cards minor or 5–5 in minor you show your hand with the conventional respond  
1. This bid show at least 8 hcp and limits the distributional options for the hand.

9) 9 8 7 6 4 K Q J Q 8 7 7 5 gives 8 hcp. You have a five cards major and must show that 
independently of the honor strength in the suit. Because the respond 1 is conventional you use 
the bid 1 to show a heart suit. Therefore the answer 1NT do show five cards spade with at least 8 
hcp. Correct respond is thus 1NT.

10) 7 K 10 8 7 6 2 J 7 6 8 5 2 gives only 4 hcp. Normally you would respond with 1, 
however with 6 cards suit in heart you have the opportunity to show this with a jump to 2. You 
warn your partner and tells about a weak hand. Despite this you have playable values with your 
six cards suit. With your suit as trump you calculate that you are able to generate more tricks than 
in any other contract because your partners honor tricks probably anyway goes to your side.

11) 7 6 8 5 3 A K Q J 9 8 8 4 gives you 10 hcp. You must then respond with a positive 
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answer, but not 2 which show at least 6 cards diamond or 5-5 in minor with club as the poorest 
suit. Your suit is running and you show that with a 2NT answer. Your partner will certainly 
deduce which suit it is.

12) 8 6 K 3 K 8 7 K Q 10 8 7 3 is at much as 11 hcp. You may feel the smell of a huge 
contract. In Redclub it isn't any reason to rush forward. Just bid 2, which show 6 cards club 
(eventually 5-5 in minor) and at least 8 hcp. You have then very good time to investigate the 
potential for slam, even before you pass 3NT which is an alternative option for contract.

13) 6 K 3 K Q 10 8 7 Q 10 8 7 3 gives again a good hand with 10 hcp. This time you have 5-
5 in minor and shall therefore bid the poorest minor, namely 2. The logic behind this is that all 
positive suit answers after the club opening shows opposite major or minor suit to presumptive 
place the contract on on the strongest hand.

14) 7 K 10 8 7 6 2 J 7 6 Q 5 2 has only 7 hcp, but is rather playable. Despite this fact you 
should deny strength with 1, which does show 0-7 hcp. A jump to 2 is weaker showing only 0-
4 hcp. Your strength and suit length you may show in the next auction rounds, and your partner 
will understand that you have 5-7 hcp with six cards suit.

15) A 5 K Q J 8 7 K 4 A 5 3 is a really nice hand against a strong club opening. You 
certainly has a slam in the cards, however not any reason to hurry. Redclub gives plenty of 
opportunities to thoroughly investigations to find the very best contract. Therefore, just bid 1 
which show five cards heart and at least 8 hcp. This establish a game force situation such that no 
one in the partnership may pass out before game has been reached.
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Natural suit openings at the one level
What I do like most in Redclub is its natural treatment of the suit openings. Especial is the unique 

property of a club system that a suit opening at the one level shows 4 card which makes it so attractive. 
This, combined with the clear limit in strength to maximal 16 hcp makes the following bidding sequence 
uttermost stable. You don't need to consider the possibility that your partner may have a strong hand. In 
Redclub those hands are sorted out either as a 1 opening, or one of the other strong alternatives in the 
system. Compare with Three Way multi opening and Roman two openings.

Correctly enough isn't any space for a natural club opening with four card suit at one level. Instead is 2 
used as opening to show a hand with club suit. The needed strength is still 11-16 hcp, but the suit has to be 
at least 6 cards. Some single time you may think opening with 2 at something like K 7 9 8 6 4 Q 5 
A K Q 10 6. Since the demand for opening with 1 No Trump is as wide as 12+ to 18- hcp doesn't this 
create any hinder. Hands you in a simple natural system could have opened with 1, you will be able to to 
open with 1NT in Redclub, if not any of the other openings at your disposing fits.

The treatment of two suited hands where club is one of the suits is important in any strong club system. 
If you don't have clear agreements and principles, this combination may easily create difficulties. To handle 
this, Redclub use the canapé principal in situations where the longest suit is club. The canapé principal is 
based upon to bid a shorter suit before the longer ones, a method well known from the Italian system ”Blue 
Club”. In Redclub this is incorporated such as if an opener starts with 1// followed by a voluntarily 3, 
it shows a club suit longer than the opening suit. Its even shows only 4-5½ losers. Compare this with the 
Roman two openings where the suit length are switched and the strength and the looser count are the same. 
If you instead returns with 2, this show 9 cards in the two suits and most important, a minimum opening. 
Which suit that is the longest, is unclear in this case.

From tactical considerations is it necessary to treat the opening 1 differently as is from the openings 
1/. This is a consequence by the context with the demands for the no trump opening, which in Redclub is 
very wide and the fact that you are able to open with 4 cards major. The effect is that the opening 1 
normally is more playable in relation to many other systems where they use minor openings as an 
everything opening. Those a little bit more shaky hands are rather opened with 1NT, which is significant 
more blocking for the opponents than the opening 1. An opening which against those systems allow the 
opponents to interfere even with bad values.

The opening 1 diamond
Because the diamond opening is rather different from other club systems, it is treated thoroughly. The 

structure around the opening gives potential to penalize unwary opponents and at the same time your own 
strength in several cases are to be revealed on an inconvenient tactical high level for the opponents. This is 
obtained because the diamond opening isn't such a wimpy opening many other club systems uses.

Redclub may use so called canapé openings (opening in a shorter suit) when club is the longest suit. If 
you have four diamonds and five clubs with a weak opening strength, you open with 1 and re-bid 2. You 
then show at least nine cards in those two suits. Which one is the five cards and which one the four card is 
uncertain. With a stronger hand, about 13-16 hcp and 4 – 5½ loosers where the club is longer than diamond, 
you also open with 1, but now the re-bid is 3 with or without a jump. If you have the same strength with 
diamonds as the longer or same length as the club, the Redclub's Roman two openings are coming in play, 
see Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no trump) at page 92.

The following is an overview of the opening and the meaning of the responses. They are valid after an 
opening in first or second hand and modified after a third of fourth hand opening, because then the 
responder no longer may has an opening strength: 

1: 11-16 hcp and at least 4 cards diamond. The opening indicates an unbalanced hand which may have 
longer club.

Answers:

1: Naturally 6-12 hcp with 4 cards heart or artificial with 12+ hcp. Round force. A double or a 
voluntarily bid above 2 in the next round, reveals the the strong variant. Some exceptions does 
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exist, like lifting the openers naturally response 2/3 to 3 or 4. This is invitational or an accept of 
invitation. In competitive situations a direct preference to your partners suit be limited. The same 
occur if you bid 3 or 4 on the openers stronger re-bid 3 with longer club. The opener 
anticipate the respond as 6-12 hcp with heart until something else has been reviled.

1: Naturally 6-12 hcp with 4 cards. In principle non-forcing, however the opener re-bid practically at 
least one time.

1NT: 6-9 hcp and proposal to contract. Non-forcing.

2: Naturally, about 9-12 hcp, 5 cards suit, non-forcing and denies 4 cards major.

2: 10-12 hcp, 4 cards support, non-forcing.

2/: 6-8/9 hcp, 6 cards suit which is reasonable good and some form of diamond support. Honor 
double or three small are sufficient. Non-forcing.

2NT: Invitational to 3NT based upon 10-11 hcp and a balanced hand without 4 cards major. Your 
partners re-bid 3 or 3 is a proposal.

3: Invitation with a good long suit, often 7 cards, 2 of 3 top honors, but not AK. No controls in the side 
suits.

3: 6-9 hcp and very good diamond support, likely five cards. It is of nature pre-emptive.

3/: Void, slam invite and show at least 4 cards diamond support.

3NT: Playing proposal based upon support in minor and controls I all suits. Has an interest in slam if 
partner has a good hand with longer club or other stronger distributional hands with length in minor. 
Game in minor may also be an option as an alternative.

4: Void, slam invite with good diamond support.

4: Pre-emptive bid with very good diamond support.

4/: One sided hand, playable to void.

If the opening 1 is in third or fourth seat, it means that your partner cannot have 12 hcp with four cards 
major. In that case he would have opened in that suit. He may neither have any other hands with 11/12 hcp 
which are covered by any of the opening alternatives. It also cover weak 2 opening in major, which are 
opened with three-way multi 2. That means it is room to change the possible answers to cope with this 
situation. To avoid confusion is it desirable that the answers are not to different from their original meaning.  
A review of the response list show that it is only three alternatives which need any change of importance. 
1 is no longer forcing and show uniquely at least 4 hearts just as 1. A jump to 2/ does show a poor 6 
cards suit or a usable five cards suit without opening values (otherwise you had opened with a three-way 
multi 2). The diamond support has a tendency to bee a little bit better so your partner may take out to 3 if 
the major suit doesn't fit.

Further bidding after 1 diamond – 1 heart
After first or second hand opening, the response 1 means one of two possibilities. Either is it a natural 4 

cards heart suit with 6-12 hcp or else it is conventional with at least 12+ hcp. This response is therefore at 
least force for a round. Aside the void showing jumps, this is the only normal forcing bid after the opening  
1. When the responder later on show that it is the strong variant he has, it is also established a game force 
sequence. This give you bidding space for slam investigation on a pleasant low level. The strong variant is 
shown in principle by double of the opponents interference or bid voluntary above 2 in the next bidding 
round, if not the case is a natural preference.
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West open naturally with 1 which show at least 4 cards with 11-16 hcp. East's 1 may be conventional, 
but until that is reviled West treat it as natural with 4 cards suit and 6-12 hcp. Thus he support the suit by 
lifting it to the two level. Indirectly he also indicates that he has 5-4 in red, even the simple lift may not have 
more than three cards in heart. East see no reason to bid on when his partner wasn't able to produce anything 
else than 2. On the contrary had the situation been:

This time East has better cards and make a slam trial on the route to game. His jump to 3 is a cue bid 
with heart as trump. If East had wanted to show his spade suit, he could have done this by bidding 2, 
which after the response 1 would have showed at least 12+ hcp, spade suit and at the same time establish a 
game force situation. With his four cards support in heart, West has nothing to be ashamed of, and cue bid 
his club. If West had three cards support and double spade he would bid 3NT on his partners 3. With 
somewhat different cards at East's hand, the situation could have been:

Again East answers his partners 1 opening with the conventional 1. The opener bid his support in 
heart rather normal. Now may East force to game while showing his spade suit just by bidding 2. West has 
nothing better to say than 2NT, which make it possible for East to show his club suit. With his single spade, 
West rest in 3 in case East has ambitions of a higher contract. He hasn't that, and end the auction with 
3NT. The situation could have been:

With such a strong hand, East choose with 3 to tell that he has something in heart. At the same time he 
also communicate that he has interest in a big contract. In principle should the bid show a three card suit, 
but missing any other good alternatives he choose this as the cheapest bid to to get more information. West 
has unshowed values in club and reveal them with 4. From there on it is cue bids, which through 
Culbertson's 4NT leads to the slam.

Note that if East in the cases above lift 2 to 3 is this a natural invite with about 11-12 hcp. Stronger 
cards with support in heart are showed by jumping in new suit as cue bid or by bidding game directly if that 
suits best.

Also note that after the following sequence 1 - 1, 2, 2NT will also be game force and not a limiting 
bid. The responder in such a sequence may very well has four cards heart and choose the road through 2NT 
to establish his game force. A direct 3 would only be invitational. This give the opener time to tell if he 
has three or four hearts for his 2 bid. With four cards he re-bid 3 and with three cards anything else.
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 3  A 10 9 x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 x x - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  Q x p 2 p 3
 K Q x  A x x p 4 p 4

p p p

 3  A 10 9 x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  Q x p 2 p 2
 K Q x  A J 10 x x p 2NT p 3

p 3 p 3NT
p p p

 3  A 10 9 x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  A Q p 2 p 2
 K Q x  A J 10 x x p 2NT p 3

p 3 p 3
p 4 p 4
p 4 p 4NT
p 6 p p
p



After the usual beginning, East is curious of West has 3 or 4 cards for his support in heart. He will go for 
3NT if his partner has only three hearts and want to play 4 with a four cards support. This is revealed by 
using 2NT as a game force and then he get the message of four cards support at West's hand.

Also note that the responder’s re-bid 3 is a game force with diamond support after the introduction 1–
1 in an undisturbed bidding sequence, either the 3 bid is made by a jump or not. The exception is 
situations where it obviously is a preference. One typical preference situation will be where the opener 
returns with 3 over the responder’s 1.

East rest with the conventional bid 1 giving him an opportunity to collect more information about 
West's hand. He does see that they are in the slam area after West's opening but no need to hurry. If opener 
should by chance have a canapé opening with club bust, a grand slam on pure fit be possible.

Note that even the following bidding sequence establish game force after the opening 1 in first or 
second hand: 1 – 1, 1NT – 2NT. 2NT is a voluntary bid by the responder above 2, this establish the 
game force. If you want to do an invitational 2NT, it has to be done directly on the opening 1. This is also 
in accordance with the main principle in Redclub, namely that a longer bidding bidding route is stronger 
than a direct bid. The following example show a comparative situation, this time with support in diamond.
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 3  A J 10 S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 x x - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  Q x p 2 p 2NT
 K Q x  A J 10 x p 3 p 4
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 Q 3  K 5 S W N E
 K J 9 3  A 7 6 - 1 p 1
 K J 10 4 3  A Q 7 6 p 2 p 31

 A 8  K Q 9 6 p 32 p 33

p 44 p 45

p 56 p 67

p p p

1) Game force with diamond support. Indicate interest for slam
2) Cue in heart in case your partner run for slam
3) Cue in spade and interest for slam
4) Cue in club
5) Cue in heart
6) Has showed it all, and denies 3 of 5 Aces
7) I believe in slam anyway

 A Q J 4  K 8 5 S W N E
 K J 5  10 4 - 1 p 1
 J 7 6 4 3  K Q 8 5 p 1 p 31

 5  A K 9 4 p 32 p 33

p 44 p 45

p 46 p 57

p 68 p p
p

1) Game force with diamond support
2) Cue in heart
3) Cue in spade, primarily honor
4) Cue in club
5) Resting
6) Cue in spade and denies indirectly 3 of 5 Aces
7) Doesn't have to 4NT, still interested
8) OK, I have some extras in spade



When the responder later on show diamond support after the introduction 1 - 1, it indicate at the 
same time a relative balanced hand. However, you may have a singleton, but not void in any suit. That has 
to be shown directly on the opening with a void showing jump.

One equal important point is that the sequence 1 - 1, 1NT – 2 is none forcing and just a proposal to 
contract. Often the responder will have something in those two suits, probably with limited honor strength.

It is situations which deviate from the main principle that only voluntarily bids over 2 is forcing. Think 
of the situation 1 - 1, and the opener returns with 1. What will the responder’s re-bid of 2 mean? This 
situation deviate from the previous where the opener return with 1NT, because the chance for club fit is no 
minimal after the opener has showed 9 cards in his two suits. The only logical consequence is that 2 in this 
situation has to be regarded as a fourth suit force. Typically the responder will has a strength close to game 
trial or he has need for more information before he may try for slam. With slam interest the responder has to 
give a power bid in the next auction round, because other bids may only be invitational.

East doesn't has the worlds best hand, but 12 hcp and good honors despite missing medium cards 
motivates to try the conventional answer 1. Other responses may very well be a underbid and potentially 
lead to a missing game. When the opener show four cards in spade and thus five cards in diamond, it may 
seems that either heart or club becomes too weak to defend a game in no trump. However, East isn't giving 
up yet, and investigate if West has some extra strength through the round force 2. When West show three 
cards heart, East may invite to game with 3. This invite West naturally pass out. Note that in many natural 
systems the biddings will often lead you to a game in no trump, a game which really needs help from the 
Gods to win.

When the opponents interfere
Because the 1 is on a comfortable low level for the opponents, they will easily try to enter the auction. 

Of course this is done either to find an own contract or to interfere our side giving us less precision in our 
biddings. If the interference is natural or suit showing, the bidding further on is natural with the exception 
that 2NT and inverted minor answers has the same meaning as in undisturbed sequences. This means that 2 
still is stronger than 3 when both bids are available. A double of the interference 1 or 2 show 4 cards in 
heart, while direct bid in heart guaranties at least five cards. Both bids are of course round force. The system 
let the partnership to decide if the negative double should be on including the interference 3. The strength 
should be at least 8 hcp, but vulnerability and tactical situations give you room for variations. Tactical 
judgment may demand the to stretch the negative double 3 when own side are in vulnerability and 
opponents not. The chance to miss a game and the loss is greater by missing a game than otherwise. It could 
be that in equal or beneficial vulnerability should the double tender against penalty to penalize unwary 
opponents. Please discus this with your partner and agree on a common philosophy.

It is worthy to note the consequences of the Redclub's demands to a 1 opening. Because you with a 4-4 
distribution in major/minor would have opened with the major suit, this means that you more seldom will 
have a 4 cards major suit to to the diamond suit. You will find a especial big difference compared to 
preparedness openings in club or diamond. Those openings rather often have four cards major. The 
responder has to take greater chances to not miss a good part contract in major.

If the opponents interfere with a natural no trump is the double proposal to penalty with suitable strength. 
On the contrary should they interfere with 2 the double ideally show 4-4 i major, but can be 4-3 if no other 
reasonable bids are available. Again the strength should be at least 8 hcp. With stronger cards you may 
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 A J 8 4  K 7 5 S W N E
 K 10 5  Q 8 4 - 1 p 1
 A 7 6 4 3  K 5 2 p 1 p 21

 5  A 8 6 4 p 22 p 33

p p4 p

1) Fourth suit round force
2) Three cards support in heart if the responder has heart
3) Diamond support and invitational
4) Game is against the odds



overbid the opponents suit to force to at least 3NT.

Should the opponents after the 1 opening interfere with 1, this give a special tactical situation. This 
interference is in no way blocking. A negative double will be meaningless in this case because you have 1 
to show 4 cards in spade. This mean that the double in this special case show own good heart and usable 
cards. The double is an invitation to penalize, which your partner will accept if he is not especial strong or 
has a very unbalanced hand which indicates that an own game may be more profitable. Like after the 
response 1 in undisturbed bidding sequence, a later voluntarily bid above 2, which is not simple 
preference, be a game force and therefore show at least 12 hcp. This way you may in some cases penalize 
unwary opponents or even reveal psychic interference. In addition the direct overbid 2 will keep its 
standard meaning, short in heart and force for a round.

Just as before, the openers rebid 3 with or without a jump still show the strong variant with longer club 
and 4 – 5½ loosers as long this isn't a simple preference on a forcing bid from his partner. In that case 3NT 
will have that meaning.

West has a good hand with 13 hcp and five loosers. He open with 1 with the idea to return with 3 in 
the next auction round. North is trying to do your life bad with his 2 bid. However, East – West have their 
defence ready. East's double show four cards heart and strength to at least play at the three level. West just 
bid 3 as planed. This is not a weak bid, but is a bid that show club bust longer than diamond and that he 
only has 4 – 5½ loosers. When East return with his diamond support, he logically show good cards. With 
weaker cards he had choosed to support to 3 directly. The principle is that a longer way is stronger than the 
direct attitude. West then show his support in heart. East return by showing his value in spade and then West 
rest in 3NT if that happens to be the best contract. East has bigger ambitions and cue bid 4 and then later 
on show three Ace values with 4NT. West includes a cue bid in club to show an interest, but without an 
extra Ace value he has to pass on 6.

A special situation occur if the opponent do a so called weak jump to 2/ over the 1 opening. This is 
not unusual in today’s offensive bidding style. It may become a problem to handle opening hands which 
contains a side suit in club. If the opener's partner pass and the same happen to the interferers partner. What 
is now the meaning of 3? The tactical situation suggest that the opponent is in route to buy the contract 
very cheap, concurrently it will also be of importance for the opener's partner to distinguish the strong 
variant with club bust from the weak one. The solution is a kind of Lebensohl. Whatever your partner 
double the interfering bid or not, the rebid 2NT mean a side suit in club with 6 loosers or more. The rebid 
3 keeps its meaning as in undisturbed sequences, namely club canapé with 4 – 5½ loosers and longer club.

Interference after the beginning 1 diamond – 1 heart
The strong variant is showed by an overbid in the opponents suit, eventually by a redouble. Beside this 

you bid naturally. New suit is no longer forcing and notable a voluntary bid over 2 is not enforcing 
showing the strong variant. A cue bid is also be an option to show the strong variant.

The opening 1 heart/spade
This is a natural opening with 4 cards and 11-16 hcp. The opening denies a balanced hand with 15-16 

hcp. Those are better opened with 1NT. With 4-4 in major you normally open with heart, however with 5-5 
in major the opening is in spade. Otherwise you open with the longest major. If you rebid natural 2 after a 
1 opening, this show at least 5-4 in major where heart is shorter or of equal length compared to spade. 
Because tactics is an important part of Redclub, this is also exploited in openings when you have four card 
diamond and four card major. The major suit is then prioritized before an opening in 1, you open with 1/
. The opening in major is a bit more inhibitory than the opening 1, which slightly more easy let the 
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 3  A 9 5 S W N E
 K 10 3  A Q J 3 - 1 2 X
 K Q J 9  10 7 5 3 2 p 3 p 3
 K Q 10 8 7  A 3 p 3 p 3

p 3NT p 4
p 4 p 4NT
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opponents in. Playable hands with 3½ - 5 loosers and a long suit may most often better be opened with 
three-way multi 2. This make it much easier for the responder to judge on which level the contract is best 
played, because the most playable hands are sorted out. By this you doesn't need to consider that the opener 
may have a very playable hand, which is the case in many standard systems.

Just like after the opening 1 you may also use the canapé opening (opening in a shorter suit) when club 
is the longest one. If you have four cards in major and five cards in club with weak opening strength, you 
open with 1/ in the major suit and rebid 2. You then show at least nine cards in the two suits. What suit 
is the five cards suit is uncertain. With a stronger hand, about 13-16 hcp and 4 – 5½ loosers where the club 
suit is longer than the major suit, you again open with 1/, but now you rebid 3 with or without a jump. 
If you have the same strength, but the major suit is the longest or of equal length you instead use the 
Redclub's Roman two openings,, see Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no trump) at page 92.

After a natural opening the bidding further on is also mostly natural. Because the opening is limited the 
responder doesn't need to keep the auction open with poor qualities. Therefore it is fully legal to say pass 
with as much as 7 hcp. With hands around 6/7 hcp it is more the distribution type and the collection of 
honors which is important for the choice to keep open or not. With weaker hands without support in partners 
suit you should pass. The risk to press the contract too high is otherwise immediate.

It is a huge tactical difference between opening in the first or second seat and the opening in third or 
fourth. In the last occasions the responder has already limited himself to below own opening. This make the 
answers after a first or second seat opening will differ somewhat from after a third or fourth seat opening.  
Those situation are treated separately even that the principles are kept as equal as possible to not make it too 
complicated.

In daily bridge it also turns out to be a rather big tactical difference between the openings 1 and 1. 
After the opening 1 you loose the possibility for 1 over 1 sequence and a jump brings your bidding to the 
three level. Thus the 1 opening give you a possibility to a more economic bidding sequence. This is the 
most important reason to open with lowest major with a major distribution of 4-4. Such hands often needs 
more space for information exchange than the more distributional hands.

Fourth suit force
In natural bidding sequences Redclub uses fourth suit forcing. If you avoid using a fourth suit force in a 

situation which allow it, the alternative bids shows limited values and those bids may be passed. Of course 
cue bids or asking bids cannot be passed.

Third suit force
In some special situations Redclub also use a third suit force bid. It occurs only after first or second hand 

opening and is characterized by the opener rebid his opening suit in a natural 1 over 1 or 2 over 1 sequence, 
for example 1 - 1, 2. In such cases is the responder’s rebid in lowest unbidden suit a conventional game 
force bid. The opener may now bid his honor concentration in side suit. Just as after a fourth suit force 
avoiding using a third suit force when available does show limited values. The third suit force makes it 
possible to start slam investigation on an early stage.
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And then an example where Redclub gives possibilities to put the brakes on, at a level which is difficult 
for a standard system.

West has the same hand as in the previous example, but East has now a weaker hand. After West's rebid 
2 would 3 in most system be at least round force. This force East to either hope that 2 works out, or try 
a 2NT bid. However in Redclub, which uses third suit force in such a sequence, East may try 3. In such a 
sequence this isn't forcing, because east has the third suit force bid 3 available.

Responses to the opening 1 heart in first or second seat
The opening are limited and may not contain those strong hands as possible in natural systems. Further 

on the most playable hands in this range also sorted out to be opened in three-way multi 2 opening. Then it 
is not necessary to held the auction open with poor values. The responses are as follows:

Pass 0-6 hcp.

1 4 cards suit. Natural round force with at least 6/7 hcp.

1NT 6/7-10 hcp. Proposal and indicates that it probably not is a game in the cards. Eventually 
further biddings then only search for the best part contract. Also denies 4 cards spade.

2/ Natural 4 cards. Round force with at least 10 good hcp.

2 Natural with top honor, three cards support and 6-9 hcp. With four cards support the 
strength is about 6-7 hcp. With longer support length the strength may be even less.

2 Minisplinter which show a singleton in any suit. Normally four cards support, but may have 
top honor third with an otherwise suit friendly hand. Strength to play at least 3. Is of 
nature invitational, but may be a start to slam invite. The opener ask for the singleton by 
bidding 2NT. The singleton is then showed at the three level. 3 then means single spade 
and invitational hand while 3 show single spade and slam invite. 4 show ditto, but 
demands extra strength from the opener before slam may be possible.

2NT Stenberg. Game force with four cards support.

3 Bergen. Show at least four cards support with about 11-12 hcp. Denies singleton.
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 3  A Q 9 7 5 S W N E
 K Q 10 8 6 3  A J - 1 p 1
 K J 9  Q 10 5 2 p 2 p 31

 A 8 7  K 3 p 32 p 33

p 44 p 45
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 1) Conventional game force
2) Honor concentration
3) Set the trump and invites to slam
4) Cue bid
5) Cue bid. Denies indirectly 3 of 5 Aces,
    but otherwise receptive for slam
6) Cannot have better values after my
    limited 2 bid, and we have enough Aces.

 3  A 9 7 5 3 S W N E
 K Q 10 8 6 3  - - 1 p 1
 K J 9  Q 10 8 6 2 p 2 p 31

 A 8 7  Q J 3 p p2 p

1) Natural, non-forcing
2) I have told my story and have some support



3 Bergen. Show at least four cards support and 9-10 hcp. Denies singleton.

3 Show at least four cards support and 8-9 hcp. Is of nature a bit pre-emptive. With longer 
support suit the strength may be less.

3 At least four cards support and void in spade. At least a light slam invite.

3NT Proposal based upon about 13-15 hcp and three cards support. Balanced hand with 
distributed honors.

4/ Void. At least a light slam invite.

4 To play. Denies interest for slam. May be based upon strength up to own opening or a pure 
pre-emptive bid. This wide range is possible due to that the 1 is limited. The opponents 
has to guess.

4 Playing bid based upon own long suit.

4NT RKC 0314 with heart as trump during the questioning, but may return with own suit.

Responses to the opening 1 heart in third or fourth seat
The opening is limited and cannot contain such a strong hands that a standard natural system may have. 

Further on is the most playable hands in this range sorted out to be opened with three-way multi 2 opening. 
Thus is it not necessary to held the auction open with poor values. Because the responder already has 
limited his strength by not opening, the strong response alternatives disappears. Therefore it will be sensible 
to redefine the answers. The most important difference is that it is no longer any natural round force bids. 
The responses are as follows:

pass 0-6 hcp.

1 4 cards suit with 6/7 – 11 hcp

1NT 6/7-10 hcp. Proposal and indicates that it is probably not game in the cards. Eventually 
further biddings then only search for the best part contract. Also denies 4 cards spade.

2/ Natural 4 cards, but often five cards because you otherwise often respond with 1NT. Show 
about 8/9-11/12 hcp.

2 Natural with top honors third and 6-9 hcp. With four cards support the strength is about 6-7 
hcp. With even longer support the strength may be less.

2 Minisplinter which show a singleton in any suit. Normally four cards support, but may have 
top honor third with an otherwise suit friendly hand. Strength to play at least 3. Invitation 
to game. The opener asks for singleton by bidding 2NT, which is showed at the three level. 
3 then means single spade.

2NT 11-12 hcp balanced hand with top honor third in opening suit. Normally show a bad 
distribution because you didn't open yourself. Invitation to game.

3 Bergen. Show at least 4 cards support and about 11 hcp, namely close to own opening. 
Denies singleton.

3 Bergen. Show at least 4 cards support and about 8–10  hcp. Denies singleton.

3 Show at least 4 cards support and 7-9 hcp. Is of nature pre-emptive. With longer support suit 
the strength may be less. Show a hand a little bit less playable compared to to the respond  
3.

4 End contract. May be based upon a strength close to own opening or a pre-emptive bid 
based on superb support. This duality is possible because the opening 1 is limited. The 
opponents have to guess.
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Responses to the the opening 1 spade in first and second seat
This opening is limited and can not contain such strong hands as allowed in standard natural system. 

Further on the most playable hands in this range are sorted out to be opened by the three-way multi 2 
opening. Thus is it not necessary to keep the auction open with poor values. The responses are as follows:

pass 0-6 hcp.

1NT 6/7-10 hcp. Proposal and indicate that is probably not game in the cards. Eventually 
further biddings then normally search for the best part contract.

2// Natural 4 cards suit. Round force with at least 10 good hcp.

2 Natural with top honor third and 6-10 hcp. With four cards support is the strength about 6-8 
hcp. With even longer support the strength may be less.

2NT Stenberg. Game force with four cards support.

3// 4 cards support and singleton. At least invitation to game, but may also be introductory to a 
slam investigation. Note the difference in meaning from responses after the opening 1.

3 Natural invite with four cards support. About 9/10-11/12 hcp and denies singleton.

3NT Proposal based upon about 13-15 hcp and three cards support. Balanced hand with 
distributed honors.

4// Void. At least a light slam invite.

4 End contract. Denies interest for slam. May be based upon own strength to own good
opening or be a pure pre-emptive bid. This is accomplished by the fact that the opening 1 
is limited. The opponents have to guess.

4NT RKC 0314 with spade as trump, but you may return with own suit.

Responses to the opening 1 spade in third and fourth seat
This opening is limited and may not contains such strong hands you may find after an opening in a 

standard natural system. Further on is the most playable hands are sorted out to be opened in three-way 
multi 2 opening. Thus it is not necessary to keep the auction open with poor values. Because the responder 
already has limited his own strength to below own opening, the strong response variants are no longer 
possible. Therefore it will make sense to redefine the answers. The most important change is that is it not 
longer any game forcing bids. The responses are as follows:

pass 0-6 hcp.

1NT 6/7-10 hcp. Proposal and indicate that it is probably not any game in the cards. Eventually 
further biddings does then search for the best part contract.

2// Natural with 4 cards suit and 8/9-11/12 hcp.

2 Natural with top honor third and 6-8/9 hp. With four cards support the strength is about 6-7 
hcp. With longer support suit the strength may be even less.

2NT 11-12 hcp balanced hand with top honor third in opening suit. Usually you have rather bad 
distribution since you didn't open yourself. Invitation to game.

3// 4 cards support and singleton or void. Invitation to game.

3 Natural invite with four cards support. About 9/10-11 hcp and denies singleton.

4 End contract. May be based upon own strength upon own opening or a pure pre-emptive bid 
which are possible due to the fact that the opening 1 is limited . The opponents have to 
guess.
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Further biddings after a natural response to the opening 1 heart/spade
The natural responses after the major openings are the most frequent. The intention of the follow up bids 

are of course to find the best part contract, game or slam. First you have to search for supports and common 
strength to judge the potential in the deal. Then it may be necessary to search for key cards, especial if you 
are in the slam zone. Redclub's arsenal contains natural bids, splinter variants, cue bids and asking bids to 
help you in this investigation.

As you may see, the response schema is different after the openings of 1 and 1. Despite this the 
natural bids follows the same principles in both cases and are therefore treated together. It is most important  
to notice that a natural 2 over 1 bid demands at least 10 hcp after first and second seat opening, but are 
reduced to about 8/9 hcp after third and fourth seat opening. With weaker cards are you forced to pass or bid 
1NT, if the answer 1 isn't available. Because the opening is limited, it isn't any reason to held the auction 
open with poorer cards than 6/7 hcp or about 4/5 hcp with long opening suit support.

Another important principle is that the responder cannot establish a game force situation after his pre-
pass. This makes consequences for the responses, which are showed in the schemas above.

Some examples may enlighten the situations:

After a completely natural bidding sequence where West even with a minimum opening has to keep open 
after his partner's 2 which show at least 4 cards and minimum 10 hcp. With such a good three cards 
support you choose to support the heart instead of showing your club, which would have showed a good 
hand with longer club because you had to bid it on the three level. East have no interest of a higher level 
because he only has 12-14 hcp. With support and enough strength, West would have made a cue bid or 
directly went to game himself. What happen if we let East start the auction?

After East's pre-pass, West doesn’t see any reason to go further after 2.

Let us change the hands a little bit and see how forcing auctions are established after a natural 
introduction.

East's 3 is lowest unbidden suit and therefore a conventional game force bid done after West's rebid of 
spade, which indicates a six cards suit or a very good five cards in lack of an alternative bid. If East had bid 
3// is this a natural limited bid which the opener is allowed to pass. In the same way 2NT from East 
would also be limited after the rebid 2 from the opener. East does have a slight interest for slam if his 
partner has support in diamond. Then 6 may be a good possibility. This look promising after your partners 
3 bid. You therefore show your fit in spade. West then cue bid heart, and denies the same time control in 
both club and diamond. The chances for slam seems very poor, and East choose game in spade, which is one 
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1) Conventional game force



trick lower than diamond. Pure logically cannot East's eventually 5 over 4 be a cue bid. It has to be a 
proposal to contract due to the fact that West already has denied club control and without it, East cannot go 
for slam. In such a case he would have bid either Culbertson's 4NT and thereby showed 3 of 5 Aces or 5 
as the lowest cue bid.

With somewhat different cards at West's hand, the situation could have been:

See what this small change do. The introduction is the same, but when West cue bid diamond after 3. 
East is missing a control in heart, and therefore show his control in club with 5. West then do know that 
they miss an Ace. His partner must have three Ace values (spade is the presumed trump) for his biddings, 
but obviously a control in heart. That one has West. He therefore bid the slam and choose to do that in 
diamond in case that suit his partner has four cards support. East do know what is going on, because with 
Ace of heart would have bid 5 over 5. I principle is spade established as trump, but because 6 is bid by 
a jump, this is a proposal to alternative contract if that suits better, which is does this time.

An another moment which is worthy to note, is the consequence which follow the fact that with four 
cards in both major and minor suit, open with the major, as long another opening isn't at disposal. The 
following example enlighten this situation.

When West open with 1 East see the possibility to a high contract. Thus he starts with the cheapest 
forcing bid 2 to give space for thoroughly investigations. When West return with 2, the situation seems 
very bright. However, because Redclub use fourth suit force, East may use the opportunity to gather more 
information with 2. Note that because the fourth suit force is at disposal, all the bids 2, 2NT, 3 or 3 
will not be forcing despite the 2/1 situation. The opener may therefore choose to pass those alternatives.

After 2 West stand at a cross road. He has in principle two options, either 2NT or 3. If he happened to 
have five cards spade, he would have choosed a natural rebid in that suit. In the contrary if he should have 
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 J 9  A x p 3 p 3
p 4 p 5
p 6 p p
p

1) Conventional game force

 A K 10 x  Q x S W N E
 x x  Q x x - 11 p 22

 A 10 x x  K Q x x p 23 p 24

 Q x x  A K 10 x p 35 p 36 

p 37 p 48

p 49 p 510

p p p

1) Natural opening
2) Natural round force with at least four clubs
3) Show four cards in diamond
4) Fourth suit force
5) I have something in club
6) Show diamond support and a force to at least game
7) In this suit I have good honors
8) Cue bid, slam is still possible
9) I am resting
10) Without control in heart, slam doesn't make



5-5 in spade and diamond, he could have showed that with the rebid 3. With his poor heart West choose to 
show his club support before a balanced hand, and therefore rebid 3. This doesn't need to show more than 
honor third in the suit, because the opener has showed two suits. East now show his diamond support with 
3, and on the same time establish forcing to game. When minor suits are potential trump suit, bids in the 
major suits shows honor concentrations, so you don't miss 3NT. When West now bid 3 he denies honor 
strength in heart, because otherwise he would have bid that suit. For East the situations seems to clear. He 
does see that his partner has his strength distributed among three suits without noticeable strength in heart, 
bit because he may have a 4-1-4-4 distribution, East doesn't yet give up the search for slam. 3NT is now out 
of question, so East cue bid 4 to give West an opportunity to cue bid his potential singleton in heart. In 
this case he miss that and instead rest in 4. East has then nothing else to do than bid the game. West almost 
is bounded to have the distribution 4-2-4-3 according the auction, so game has to be almost certain. Slam is 
out of question because of missing heart control.

As you can see the auction give lot of possibilities to thoroughly investigations for slam, and at the same 
keep the alternatives open until they are out of scope. Because you with a 4-4 distribution in major, you 
open with the heart suit, is it important to be aware of the following little difference. In the auction sequence 
1 – 2 the response 2 show that the opener also have four cards in diamond, but it say nothing about 
extra length in heart. However, after the sequence 1 – 2 the response 2  show at least four cards in 
heart, but it also tell about five cards in spade. If the sequence instead is 1 – 1NT, will the rebid 2 show at 
least four cards in diamond, but normally also five cards in heart. For otherwise hasn't it any purpose to bid 
further after the 1NT. In some few cases may the opener has a 1-4-4-4 (single club) distribution and a 
maximal hand with about 15-16 hcp.

Stenberg's 2NT
After the first and second seat opening in major, the responder show force to game and reveal four cards 

support with the response 2NT. This is on even if the opponents should interfere. Very often the responder 
doesn't has any singleton or void, which he could have shown directly above the opening, but after an 
interference it may be necessary to use the 2NT bid to show support and establish the game force.

The opener's rebid on 2NT is:

3 Most importantly it show a minimum opening hand, denies a 5 cards opening suit or 4 cards 
side suit.

3 Natural four cards suit with at least a little bit above minimum.

3 After the opening 1: Natural 4 cards suit with a little bit above minimum.
After the opening 1: At least 5 cards opening suit, presumptive a little bit better than

minimum (12/13 hcp).

3 After the opening 1: At least 5 cards in opening suit and presumptive a little better than 
minimum (12/13 hcp).

After the opening 1: 4 cards suit and a little bit better than minimum.

3NT Show four cards club and denies five cards opening suit. At the same time show a little bit 
above minimum.

4 Show a club longer than the opening suit and have extra values. It show 4-5½ loosers. 
Compare it with the 3 opening.

If the 2NT bidder after the opener's response returns in opening suit below game, he ask for singleton. 
New suit is cue bid and at least a gentle invitation to slam. If the opener rebid his major suit on the three 
level after the 2NT response, which show five cards suit and minimum, is 3NT a question for singleton. 
Without singleton he bid 3NT, if available, with maximum or 4 in agreed major suit without any extras.
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This should be a very potent contract, even against opponents with 4-0 distribution in spade.

The next example show the importance of own judgments and style. A system cannot replace those 
important elements, however it can help you to do sound decisions.

Note the opening with the three suited hand in Redclub. It is different from what is usual in standard 
systems, but it is a logical consequence from that you with 4-4 in major open in heart and the fact that major 
has preference for minor with equal suit lengths. After Stenberg’s 2NT East learn that the opener also have 
four cards in diamond an at least a little bit more than minimum. With good values West this time choose to 
judge his hand to bee a bit better than minimum. That give East the opportunity to questioning West if he 
may have a singleton. He does that with the bid 3. When he got the news of a singleton (or void) in club, 
East has to review if he should go for slam or be satisfied with game. This is a judgment a system cannot 
solve. However, East know that his partner hasn't an absolute minimum opening. Some extras he has to 
have. That motivates a slam try. In this sequence 4NT wouldn't be a question for Aces, but Ace showing 
Culbertson. In this case it would have been showing 3 of 5 Ace values, which East doesn't has. He must then 
cue bid spade. Because he now bid above 4 and the fact that it is showed controls in all suits (the natural 
3 bid count as diamond control in this context), logically 4 now also show 2 of 5 Ace values. Without it, 
he couldn't invite to slam. East may neither has 3 Ace values, because he then had bid 4NT. West with his 2 
Ace values can see that a slam may be possible and accept the invitation with 5. East understand at this 
includes showing 2 Ace values. Because he is an optimistic human, he tries 6. With club to Ace and 
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 A Q 10 x x  K J x x S W N E
 x  Q 10 9 8 x - 1 p 2NT1

 K Q x x  A x p 32 p 33

 K 9  A x p 44 p 4NT5

p 56 p 57

p 68 p p
p

1) Conventional  game force with four cards support
2) At least four cards and something more than minimum
3) Partner, do you have any singleton?
4) Yes, in heart
5) I have 3 of 5 Aces (Culbertson)
6) Cue bid
7) I have showed it all
8) Then a small slam should be reasonable

 Q 10 9 3  K 6 S W N E
 K 10 3 2  A Q 8 7 - 11 p 2NT2

 A K 10 7  4 3 p 33 p 34

 J  A K 6 5 2 p 45 p 46

p 57 p 68

p p p

1) With 4-4 in major, you open with heart even with 4 cards in 
    diamond
2) Stenberg, conventional force with 4 cards support
3) I also have 4 cards in diamond and a bit more than minimum
4) Do you have any singleton?
5) Yes, in club
6) Control in spade, slam interest and denies 3 of 5 Aces
7) I have 2 Ace values and good diamond control
8) Then we try a slam



thereafter two club ruffs, the contact make if the cards aren't too unevenly distributed.

When the opponents interfere
Rather often will the opponents interfere in the auction. It is the very important that you and your partner 

has excellent agreements, because the bidding space may fast be vastly reduced. Because Reclub use four 
cards opening, is it necessary to be careful to support to a high level with only three cards support, what is 
more easy when your opening guaranties five cards.

Support double
To compensate for this weakness, Redclub use so called support double after natural 1 opening and 

pass from the first opponent in between. The support double is on up to 2. The principle is that if you are 
capable to give a simple preference bid, a double, eventually a redouble, show three cards support. This 
guaranty that a direct preference bid show at least four cards support. The support double has not to be 
mixed with the negative double.

You have A K x K J 10 x x Q x x x x and open with 1. Next hand pass and your partner bid 
naturally 1 where after the next opponent interfere with 2. With a double you now tell about three cards 
support, while the bid 2 will guaranty four cards support. In the auction sequence 1 - pass - 1 - double, 
redouble the opener tell about a three cards support in spade, while four cards supports is told by bidding 
2.

Negative double
This double is used to show four cards in the opposite major suit after your partner has opened and the 

intermediate opponent interfere. Typical auction sequences where the double will be negative are, 1 - 1 - 
double, 1 - 2 - double or 1 - 2 - double. In those sequences the double show at least about 7/8 hcp and 
four cards in the other major suit. Expect the hand to be not too unbalanced and preferable short in the 
opponents suit. The doubler expects his partner to take out, but should tolerate to stay with, if his partner 
make it a penalty by passing. The benefit is that if you yourself bid the opposite major directly, you show at 
least 5 cards and sufficient strength to the level you bid on. This make the competition for contract easier. It 
is voluntarily by partnership agreement how far the negative double is on. Usually this will be to let it on 
either to the opponents interfering to 2 or 3.

Tactical consideration
Because the opponents has entered the auction is it even more important to increase your aggressively in 

the biddings, so the opponents doesn't get a cheap contract or is pushed to such a high level that they can't 
make. In principle would the responder's only forcing bid be an overbid in the opponent's suit, But please do 
not forget that Stenbergs 2NT is at your disposal even after an interfering. Other bids are then competitive 
and the opener has to be careful not to dream of huge strength and support from the responder.

Doubles which are not defined as negative or support, typical shows a general strength in the range 8-11 
hcp without any other sensible alternative. The doubles have a tendency to be more penalizing the higher the 
bidding level is.

If the responder jump in a new suit after the interference, this has in principle the same meaning as in an 
undisturbed auction sequence. However, dependent of the level the interference occur the principles has to 
be extended somewhat in some cases. For example will the answer 4 after your partners opening 1 and 
the interference 2 have the same meaning as in an undisturbed sequence. Namely void in diamond with 
spade support and at least a light slam interest. Somewhat different is it if the interference is 3 over the 
opening 1. This time you can't bid Stenbergs 2NT any more and a jump to 4 therefore may be based upon 
a singleton. Further on the overbid 4 is now reserved to be a strength showing forcing bid, which may 
contain short club suit and support in spade.

A second case which need special consideration is the possibility  that the opener may have a rather good 
hand with long club suit. A canapé opening. The need to bid such a suit may be vital in a competitive 
auction. Thus the following principle is used. If the opener return with 3 as a jump, it has the same 
meaning as in undisturbed bidding sequence, namely longer club an a good hand. On the contrary if it isnot 
a jump, then it is competitive with club suit, which may be shorter than the opening suit, even that a longer 
club would be the norm. In such situations the rebid 2NT, eventually 3NT if necessary, replace the meaning 
as a club canapé. The responder may then end the auction by bidding 3 over 2NT or 4 over 3NT.
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Questions and answers to natural openings in suit at the one level
Try to answer those questions and compare your proposal with this section answers:

Which opening do you choose on those hands?

1) Q J 6 7 K 10 9 4 K 10 6 A 5

2) A Q 7 6 6 3 K Q 10 7 6 8 3

3) A Q 7 6 9 8 3 K Q 10 6 8 3

4) A Q 7 6 3 A Q 7 6 3 6 8 3

5) K J 6  K 10 6 4 Q 9 2 K 4 3

6) J 10 8 6 K Q J 7 A Q 6 4 8

7) K J 10 8 K Q J 7 A Q 6 4 8

8) A Q 7 6 K 7 6 6 K Q J 8 3

9) A Q 7 6 K 7 6 6 Q 10 8 3 2

10) K 6 3 Q 7 5 K Q 6 7 Q 8 3

Your partner open with 1 in first seat. What is your response with the following hands:

11) K Q 8 7 K 9 Q J 8 6 A 10 8

12) Q 7 J 8 7 K 8 7 4 Q 9 7 2

13) K J 10 8 9 8 5 Q 6 4 K 9 7 3

14) Q 7 K J 9 5 Q J 7 4 9 7 6

15) Q J 9 K 8 6 Q 8 7 K 8 6 5

Your partner open with 1 in first seat. What is your response with the following hands:

16) K 7 K Q 9 3 Q J 8 6 A 10 8

17) Q 7 J 8 7 K 8 7 4 Q 9 7 2

18) K J 10 8 9 8 5 8 4 K 9 7 3

19) Q 7 K J 9 7 5 A 9 7 4 9

20) K Q J 9 K 8 6 Q 7 K 8 6 5

Your partner open with 1. What is your response with the following hands :

21) K Q 8 7 K 9 Q J 8 6 A 10 8

22) 7 J 8 7 K 10 8 7 4 K Q 7 2

23) K J 10 8 9 5 Q 6 4 K 9 7 3

24) Q 7 K J 9 6 5 Q 7 4 9 7 6

25) Q J 9 K 8 6 Q 8 7 K 8 6 5

Answers:
1) The hand Q J 6 7 K 10 9 4 K 10 6 A 5 contain 13 hcp and 7 loosers. This is a 
straightforward opening. With 4-4 in major you open with heart. Correct answer is 1.

2) Counting the E D 7 6 6 3 K D 10 7 6 8 3 hand give you 11 hcp og 6 loosers. With a 
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good five cards diamond it is no reason to suppress the suit. Then, correct answer is to open with 
1.

3) A Q 7 6 9 8 3 K Q 10 6 8 3 give again 11 hcp and 7 loosers. With such a hand you are at 
the borderline to open or not. The tactical situation or your own aggressiveness will descide your 
choice. If you choose to open, you open this hand with 1, because with 4-4 major and minor, the 
major suit has preference. Both pass and 1 are correct answer.

4) With such a nice hand as A Q 7 6 3 A Q 7 6 3 6 8 3 with 12 hcp and only 5 loosers you 
have rather good opening hand. With 5-5 in major your opening is 1 and you plan to rebid 2 
which show at least 5 spades and 4 hearts. Correct answer is 1.

5) K J 6  K 10 6 4 Q 9 2 K 4 3 is a hand many players easily open with. It has as much as 
12 hcp. However, a count of loosers show as many as 8½ of those. It will often be right with such 
a hand not to open. If you choose to open, for example in third seat, you open with 1. Normally 
correct answer is pass.

6) With J 10 8 6 K Q J 7 A Q 6 4 8 which has 13 hcp and 6 loosers, you open with 1 in 
almost all systems which allow four card major openings. That is not the case in Redclub. The 
principles that major has priority to minor and that you with 4-4 in major have to open with 1, 
demands that you with this hand and strength open with 1.

7) When you instead get the deal K J 10 8 K Q J 7 A Q 6 4 8 the hand is a little bit 
stronger. It has as much as 16 hcp and only 5 loosers. You miss just one hcp to be able to open 
with 1. The hand isn't balanced and doesn't fit into the demands for a 1NT opening. So again, 
correct answer is 1. You weren't fooled?

8) A Q 7 6 K 7 6 6 K Q J 8 3 is a hand with 15 hcp and only 5 loosers. It is a really nice 
hand which only need some few key cards from your partner before you have a game. Such a 
hand you show by open 1 and rebid 3 with or without a jump. Then you show a hand where 
the club suit is longer than the spade and with a strength about 13-16 hcp and 4-5½ loosers. If 
your partners response is Stenbergs 2NT, your rebid would be 4. In that case the chances for 
slam is great.

9) When you have A Q 7 6 K 7 6 6 Q 10 8 3 2 the opening is still 1. However, with only 
11 hcp and 6-6½ loosers the hand is to weak for the rebid 3 with or without a jump. You plan to 
rebid 2 if it become possible. In that case you show at least nine cards in those two suits and 
minimum. Remember that you must not bid 3 over the answer 2/. You would the show 
longer club, 13-16 hcp and 4-5½ loosers. On Stenbergs 2NT you answer 3 with such a minimum 
hand. Give yourself a hcp or two extra, then you may respond with 3NT on Stenbergs 2NT.

10) The hand K 6 3 Q 7 5 K Q 6 7 Q 8 3 has 12 hcp and as much as 8 loosers. In many 
systems you open uncritically with 1 and thereby opens for opponents interference only to reveal 
for them were the cards are when they find their major suit. If you choose to open with this hand, 
your opening bid is 1NT. This has a better blocking effect against the opponents compared to the 
1 opening. The psychology around the table will be the decisive factor to open with 1NT or to 
pass. Therefore, both pass and 1NT is correct answer to this question.

Your partner has opened with 1 in first seat, and you shall answer:

11) K Q 8 7 K 9 Q J 8 6 A 10 8 is a great response hand. You certainly is in for a game and 
even it may be able to find a slam if your partner has the right cards. In Redclub you can move  
forward calmly and start with the conventional response 1. It show either a natural heart bid 
with 6-12 hcp or any hand you wish to force to at least game. Normally you have at least 12+ hcp. 
In the next round you make sure you give a bid above 2 which is not a pure preference. By that 
you establish the game force auction.

12) Q 7 J 8 7 K 8 7 4 Q 9 7 2 is not the strongest response hand you have seen. The 
opponents may easily have a major suit in their sleeves. Unlike many other strong club systems, 
Redclub guaranty at least four cards diamond by the 1 opening. Then you at least can make it a 
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little bit more difficult for the opponents by a jump to 3. The jump show at least four cards 
support and strength about 6-9 hcp and is of nature pre-emptive.

13) With K J 10 8 9 8 5 Q 6 4 K 9 7 3 you have 9 hcp, so you rather special cards at the 
opener side before a game is feasible. However, impossible isn't it. The opener may has longer 
club with 4-5½ loosers. If that is the case, this hand has up to three winners if your partners shor 
suit isn't spade. Therefore you bid naturally 1 which tell about up to 12 hcp with at least four 
cards spade suit. The response is in principle non-forcing, but your partner will only pass in very 
rare cases.

14) Again you have a hand that doesn’t promise the world. With Q 7 K J 9 5 Q J 7 4 9 7 6 
and 9 hcp together with a good support to your partners diamond, give you several possibilities. In 
Redclub the major suit has priority, which implies that if you don't bid it when you have the 
opportunity, you denies it. Therefore you shall tell about the heart suit before you give support in 
diamond. Your response is then 1 where after you intent to show the diamond support in the 
next round. Just remember that the response 1 may also be a conventional game force bid, so 
when you show your diamond support, be careful to not make a bid which may look like a game 
force. A typical situation will be that your partner lift your 1 response to 2. Then what will 3 
from you mean? That show diamond support and at the same time forcing to game because it is a 
voluntary bid above 2 which is not a pure preference. You have to pass 2, otherwise you may 
very fast find yourself in a hopeless contract. The risk is that you have to play 2 on a 4-3 
distribution instead of 3 on 5-4. In the long run this will not make a big difference, because the 
extra tricks you may make in diamond are outweighed by the fact that the tricks in heart are worth 
more. You should neither forget that the ruffs very well may be done at your partners hand, the 
hand with only three hearts. In some cases that may give you extra tricks otherwise not 
obtainable.

15) With Q J 9 K 8 6 Q 8 7 K 8 6 5 you has a somewhat stronger hand. You have as much 
as 11 hcp, so with maximum at your partners hand it may very well be a game in the cards. You 
have to reduce a bit because of the absolute dead distribution. Despite this you are in the range 
10-11 hcp with balanced hand and without four cards major. Then you have the response 2NT, 
which show just a hand like this. If your partner then returns with 3/, is it a proposal and you 
may pass. Note that this is the only case where the openers natural rebid 3 with or without a 
jump doesn't show longer club with 4–5½ loosers, but more like a minimum hand without a belief 
in that 2NT or even 3NT is a smart choice.

Your partner open with 1 in first seat and you shall answer:

16) Usually you would look with pleasure at a hand like K 7 K Q 9 3 Q J 8 6 A 10 8 when 
your partner open with 1. Slam is not impossible if your partner doesn't has a minimum opening. 
This you easily find out by using Stenbergs 2NT, which show at least 13 hcp and four cards 
support, as you at the same time ask for more information about his opening. If your partner 
should return with a minimum bid, you should be happy with just a game. Slam will be against 
the odds.

17) Q 7 J 8 7 K 8 7 4 Q 9 7 2 is balanced with 8 hcp. Honor values are spread, so you 
respond with a natural 1NT, which show 6-9 hcp without good heart support or four cards spade. 
Very natural indeed.

18) With K J 10 8 9 8 5 8 4 K 9 7 3 you respond natural with 1, which show at least 6 hcp 
and 4 cards in spade. Simple and natural.

19) With Q 7 K J 9 7 5 A 9 7 4 9 you are too weak for any slam to be sensible. Your partner 
is by all means limited. Just bid 4 and be safe on that you haven't missed any slam, and at the 
same time kept the opponents out of the auction finding a spade fit.

20) Even with cards like K Q J 9 K 8 6 Q 7 K 8 6 5 is not any point to run away. Your 
partner may very well has 4 – 4 in major or good hand with longer club. This you find out by just 
bid 1 which show at least 6 hcp, but also is a round force. Then your partners rebid may help 
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you to decide if it is a slam in the cards or only a game.

Your partner has opened with 1 and you shall respond:

21) With K Q 8 7 K 9 Q J 8 6 A 10 8 it can easily be a slam in the deal. In a standard system 
you would have considered the cue bid 4, or even asked with 4NT at once. With your usually 
bad luck your partner take 4 as a void and put the brakes on by bidding 4 because he has 
bunches of club honors and otherwise little side strength. In other situations he turns up with zero 
Aces when you ask with 4NT. Such problems you avoid by using Stenbergs 2NT. Then you will 
be told about your partners strength and may comfortable choose to be satisfied with game or try 
for slam if your partner has maximum.

22) With 7 J 8 7 K 10 8 7 4 K Q 7 2 your answer will depend of your partner opened in first 
or second seat, or it was in third or fourth. After a first or second seat opening you need at least 
10+ hcp to bid 2 over 1. This mean that you are forced to answer 1NT with your 9 hcp and poor 
support in spade. On the contrary after a third or fourth seat opening you have enough strength to 
respond naturally with 2. You have already passed, thus limited yourself. Still you should 
consider to answer 1NT, because that open for more possibilities. On the baseline this is a choice 
which more or less should be adapted your own style than it has any clear objective reason which 
make the one choice better than the other.

23) You have certainly have poorer cards than K J 10 8 9 5 Q 6 4 K 9 7 3 when your partner 
open with 1. It may look like a game is far fetched when your partner is limited to 16 hcp, but it 
isn't impossible. It all depends on fit and distribution. Such a situation may easily occur if your 
partner has a longer club suit and maximum. You have 9 hcp, but your even distribution does 
reduce your strength a bit. Because you can bet on that your partner will return with maximum 
and eventually longer club in the next round, you may safely bid 2. You don't risk overbidding 
your cards if it turns up that your partner only has a weak opening. Your partner may neither have 
good cards with five cards spade and club of equal length or longer.. In that case he should have 
opened with Roman 2, see Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no trump) on page 92. As such, this 
is a good example of how Redclub's  methods use the information the system give bot direct and 
indirect.

24) With Q 7 K J 9 6 5 Q 7 4 9 7 6 is it very tempting to bid 2. But with a strength of 8 
hcp you are a bit too weak for 2 over 1, even after a pre-pass. You risk to enter a level too high 
when the chances for game are so small with a partner limited to 16 hcp. You can feel completely 
confident that your partner will tell you about extra values in the next round, if he has. You takeit 
easy and answer with 1NT showing 6-9/10 hcp and on the same time, in principle, top honor third 
in support.

25) In Redclub Q J 9 K 8 6 Q 8 7 K 8 6 5 is an interesting hand when your partner open with 
1. Game may be possible. You have 11 hcp, but a completely dead distribution, which does 
reduce the values a bit. After a third or fourth seat opening you have 2NT at disposition showing 
just a hand like this, compare with 1 spade in third and fourth seat on page 49. On the contrary 
after a first or second seat opening, 2NT will be Stenbergs, and by that also game force with four 
cards support. Both the response 1NT or 2 will be clear underbids. So after a first or second seat 
opening you have to begin with 2, which doesn't promise more than four cards and at least 10 
hcp. If the hand had been a little bit stronger. For example Q J 9 K 8 6 K Q 7 K 8 6 5 you 
have the perfect 3NT bid above your partners opening 1 in first or second seat. A balanced hand 
with 13-15 hcp in spread honor strength and three cards support in your partners opening suit.
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The opening 1 NT
In many ways the no trump opening is the most traditional bounded opening in the game of Bridge. You 

may correctly enough have seen many variants, but most systems sets strong demands with narrow ranges 
for the opening bid. This may be correct isolated seen. The effect the no trump has on the rest of the system 
most often has been devalued or even neglected. In the opposite end you find the natural one suit openings 
which traditionally have very wide limits. This create an unbalance in the overall system structure. Many 
players do exaggerate the significance of that game contracts should be played in the major suit if they have 
at least 8 cards together in that suit. They have a tendency to forget the premise for this in reality to be 
favorable. Very often you find the argument that playing trump contract with a 4-4 distribution give you the 
opportunity to get an extra trick by trumping on one of the hands. Normally this presumes that it is no 
mirror distribution or t hat your partner's honor strength is not in the short suit. With 5-3 distributions 
normally the trumping potential has to be on the short hand to make extra tricks in suit contract. It may also 
be a situation where you can stop an attack in a weak suit, and thus get the tempo to establish your own 
tricks. Those prerequisites are very often forgotten.

Many partnerships are willing to play a risky game in no trump with a long suit in minor, while they are 
not that eager to do the same with major suits. They then prefer playing game in major even with solid cards 
in all the other suits. This is done without any thought of the prerequisites necessary to make suit contract 
preferable. You will therefore find cases where it is better to play the game in no trump, even with long 
major suit, just because you need a trick less and if you are against an uneven distribution may have other 
chances to win the contract. Of course, the difficulty is to find those situations.

To increase the total balance in the system and to make it easier to find those occurrences where a game 
in no trump is better than a major game on 5-3 or event 4-4 fit, Redclub use a very wide no trump opening. 
It is of no problem if the hand has 5 cards major suit in an elsewhere reasonable balanced hand. The 
placement of the honors will be the decisive factor whether top open in no trump or suit. The honor strength 
to the no trump opening is in the range from 12+ to 17 hcp, eventually also 18 poor hcp in some cases. The 
1NT opening thus turn out to be a very offensive bid, which also make it more difficult for the opponents to 
interfere, because the hole one level is taken away. It will also be a considerable uncertainty about the 
strength, which also accordingly uncertainty for a potential interfering opponent. Such interfering by this 
becomes more risky, and an eventually awaiting pass may be a reality. This may be decisive tempo 
advantage in the auction where your side may get a cheap contract, or the opponents maybe doesn't dare to 
bid the game they have in the cards.

Neither you have to underestimate the effect this wide no trump opening has on the stability for the rest 
of the system. The negative conclusions you may draw during the bidding sequence is as much important as 
the positive ones, both after no trump and suit openings. This is possible the most important reason for 
Redclub's no trump opening.

The no trump opening is divided into three main types:

- Type 1, weak: The hand contain 13-14 hcp, eventually an upgraded 12 hcp hand. The hand is balanced and 
does not contain a 4 or 5 cards major suit. You do not need to have controls in all suits. However, 
you denies a suit friendly hand. Such hands may instead be opened with natural 1 or 2 (See the  
2 opening which show 11-16 hcp and  6 cards suit). Normally this type will ha the honors spread 
and cannot have a 6 cards minor suit.

- Type 2, normal without 4 cards major: The hand contain 15-17 hcp, eventually a downgraded 18 hcp hand. 
The hand is balanced. It may contain 5 or 6 cards in one minor suit, but then the honor strength is 
distributed with top honors in the short suits. Without a long minor suit is not necessary to have 
controls in all suits. If the hand contain 5 or 6 cards suit in minor, this will most often be rather shaky 
on top, especial will this be the case if you have 17 eventually 18 hcp. With stronger suit the hand 
would have been opened with 1. With 15-16 hcp and stronger top strength in the suit, you better 
open with the suitable suit bid (1, 2 or even maybe 3).

- Type 3, normal with major: The hand contain 15-17 hcp, eventually with a downgraded 18 hcp deal. The 
hand is balanced with at least one four cards major suit which may be five cards. In that last case the 
hand never has more than 17 hcp. The suit is then normally a bit shaky and you have controls in all 
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suits. With concentrated honor strength I the major suit and in one or two side suits, you better open 
with one in major, eventually 1 if your strength say so. Without five cards major is it not necessary 
to have controls in all suits.

Especial as a new user of Redclub's 1NT opening, it may be difficult to choose between the opening 1NT 
and one in major when you have five cards in that suit. Please remember even that Redclub has advanced 
conventional methods, natural bids are a very important part of the system. The following hands may 
illustrate when it is correct to open with one in major and when the better bid is no trump.

West has 16 hcp, balanced hand with five cards heart. This hand does fit in as a type 3 no trump hand. 
Despite this, the heart suit is very solid and the hand has an overweight of top controls. In other words this 
hand is very suit friendly. Acknowledging this, a opening in 1NT would be misleading with such a hand. 
Correct opening is natural 1 as the most descriptive bid. If your partner respond positive with 1 or 2/, 
you must remember that the rebid 1NT over the response 1 and 2NT over the responses 2/, both show 
12-14 hcp. Besides will the rebid 2 in principle show a six cards suit. You then have to make a jump in no 
trump, and your partner will understand that you have a hand like this.

Some small changes in the hand show when it is correct to open with 1NT:

Now the hearts are much weaker on top, so this time you may safely open with 1NT. If your partner asks 
with 2 you may jump to 3 which show a somewhat shaky five cards suit and maximum honor strength 
(16-17 hcp) and controls in all suits. The responder will the precisely be able to pin point the best contract or 
investigate further on to see if you have three cards support in spade by just his five cards suit in spade with 
3, which you with this hand willingly will support by the cue bid 4. It may be a slam in spade you are 
exploring, because your partner hasn't yet limited himself.

Some other examples will enlightening the importance of Redclub's no trump opening has for the 
negative conclusions you may draw from the suit openings. A sequence like 1 - 1 - 1NT tells the 
responder that the opener is limited 11-14 hcp, denies a balanced hand with (12+)13-14 hcp, denies 4-5 or 5-
4 distributions in minor with 11-14 hcp, denies 6 cards diamond with 11-14 hcp, of course also denies 4 
cards support in spade or H x x. Because the opener with 4-4 (and 5-5) distribution in heart and diamond 
and an unbalanced would have opened 1 with same strength, also this possibility is denied. This mean that 
the opener must have 5 cards together in major. Further deductions will show that the opener with single 
spade has to have 4 cards in heart for his 1NT bid. The responder may therefore have the possibility to bid 
2 with 5-4 in major and be sure that his partner either preferring to 2 or he will has support in heart. 
Since bot partners has limited themselves (1 is limited to 12 hcp), 2 is not forcing, and the opener will 
pass with heart support. The responder has to, if necessary, return with a jump or bid the game himself if he 
has ambitions for more than a part contract. The responder’s jump to either 3 or 4 doesn't need more than 
to be based upon four cards in the suit after this introduction. The spades will always be longer than the 
hearts. An example:
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 K 10 4  J 9 5 S W N E
 A K J 10 8  9 7 6 2 - ?
 Q 10 2  K 6 5 4
 K 7  A 3

 K 10 4  J 9 5 S W N E
 K 10 8 5 4  9 7 6 2 - ?
 A Q J  K 6 5 4
 K 7  A 3

 J  A 10 9 x x x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 x x - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  A x p 1NT p ?
 K 9 x  x



East may now bid 3. This is a very forceful invite which the opener with 4 cards in heart and elsewhere 
good cards for his 11-14 hcp opening lift to 4. If the opener doesn't has a 4 cards support he may 
preference to 3 or 4 which the responder pass. This possibility is opened because Redclub's 1NT opening 
take care of situations other systems 1NT opening doesn't. Redclub's r approach thus give you deduction 
possibilities you otherwise doesn't have. Change the Q with A. The the responder may bid 4 just on 
own values. He does know it will be a fit either in spade or heart. Other systems may have problems with 
the following situation:

When East now bid 2 would West in other systems possible invite with 3, and you find yourself very 
fast in a level too high. Should East rebid 2 the opener will certainly pass, but probably is it fewer tricks in 
this contract compared with heart as trump. You may even risk to go down with spade as trump. In Redclub 
East may safely bid 2, with 8-9 tricks as a sensible result. East do know that West will pass with four 
hearts or preference to 2 with fewer hearts, because West then must have accordingly more spades. Note 
that this analyse in great degree is possible due to which hands are covered by the no trump opening, not as 
a consequence from the demands that are put on a natural suit opening.

After this it is time to look at the opening itself and how you treat it in the forthcoming auction.

The opening 1NT does show 12+ til 18- hcp and is balanced within rather wide range in a traditional 
setting. Some examples shows some typical no trump openings in Redclub:

K Q x Q x x K x x K J x x Balanced 14 hcp without major suit is opened with 1NT.

K Q J x Q x x K x x K J x  Balanced 15 hcp with major suit is opened with 1NT.

K J x x x  K Q x K x  K J x  Balanced 16 hcp with 5 cards major suit with side controls 
in all suits is opened with 1NT.

K J x x x  K x x K x  K x x With only 13 hcp is the hand to weak for 1NT opening when 
it contains a major suit. Correct opening is then 1.

K x Q J x K J 10 x x x K x  Semi balanced 13 hcp with 6 cards in minor does have too 
little honor strength to be opened with 1NT. 1 is the 
correct opening with this hand. Change J with K. Then 
you have:

K x K Q x K J 10 x x x K x  Semi balanced 15 hcp with 6 cards in minor and spread 
honor strength, then you open with 1NT.

K Q J x Q x x K x x K x x The hand is balanced with 14 hcp. But with a major suit it is 
too weak for opening 1NT. Correct opening is 1.

K 10 Q J 9 K 10 9 x K 10 x x This hand is balanced with 12 hcp. But with many 10's and 
9's you upgrade the hand to 13 hcp. Correct opening is then 
1NT. This will have a better blocking effect against the 
opponents than 1 will have.  If you instead have:

K x Q J x K x x x K x x x The hand is balance with 12 hcp. Correct opening is now 
pass. It has little meaning to open the auction for the 
opponents. The opponents may very well have a contract in 
major. If you choose top open with this hand, for example in 
third seat, is it better to open with 1NT than 1. With
almost the same hand:

K x x x Q J x K x K x x x The hand is still balanced. But with four cards in spade is 
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 J  A 10 9 x x x S W N E
 K J 9 x  Q 10 x x - 1 p 1
 K J 10 x x  x x p 1NT p ?
 K 9 x  x



1NT opening not proper with only 12 hcp. Now your side 
has the highest suit and by that be in a better position to win 
the auction. Correct opening is then 1.

The responses on the 1NT opening in an undisturbed auction sequence is:

pass 0-6 hcp and no long suit which may play better.

2 Stayman, normally with at least 8 hcp, preferable at least 9 hcp. Searching for major support  
or is the introduction for certain types of slam invitations. Please think through the openers 
rebid before using this convention.

2 Relay bid. The opener has to bid 2. This is an ambiguous bid. Either it is the introduction 
to refusal in major or minor, or it is the start to at least a mild slam invite with own long suit 
or both minor and even a potential void.

2/  Natural invitation with 5 cards suit and about 7-9 hcp.

2NT Natural invitation with about 10-11 hcp without five cards major suit.

3 in suit 2 of 3 top honors in the lead of a 6 or 7 cards suit. A major bid also denies singleton or void. 
With seven cards suit the top honors can not be AK. The bids show 5-7(8) hcp, which mean 
maximum a Queen in side strength, eventually three Jacks.

3NT Proposal.

4 Gerber, asks for Aces. After answering the question, 5 is a question for Kings and 4NT 
end contract.

4 Relay to heart.

4 Relay to spade.

4 Slam invite with at least 5-5 in minor and denies normally void in any suit. The opener 
decline by bidding his best major on the five level. Because of the structure of no trump 
opening, the fit will has a tendency to be better the weaker the hand is. 4NT accepts the 
invitation and show 3 Aces of 6 (both minor Kings counts as Aces) or 2 real Aces. With 4 
Ace values you bid the lowest Ace in major or 5NT without major Ace (This will mean you 
have AK in both minor). 

After the introduction 1 NT – 2 club
This will be a rather frequent answer to the no trump opening with a positive hand. Primarily the 

response search for a fit in major, but show at the same time a positive hand with at least 8 hcp, preferable at  
least 9 hcp. It may also be an introduction to a slam invite with certain types of hands. The opener will with 
his answer be given an opportunity to specify his hand further. He has the following possibilities for his 
rebid:

2 Denies four cards in any major and show at the same time 12+ til 15 hcp with a balanced 
hand. May has five cards in a minor suit, but then with spread honor strength, thus a rather 
poor suit.

2 Show 4 cards in heart and 15-17 (18-) hcp. The opener may also has 4 cards in spade. If he 
has 5 cards in heart, the honor strength is spread with controls in all suits and normally 
dominated by low honors. This is showed by rebidding the suit at the three level.

2 Show 4 cards in spade, 15-17 (18-) hcp. The rebid denies 4 cards in heart. If the opener has 
5 cards in spade, the honor strength is spread with controls in all suits and normally 
dominated by low honors. This is showed by rebidding the suit at the three level.

2NT Balanced hand with 16-17 (18-) hcp without major suit or 6 cards minor.

3/ Show 6 cards suit with 15-17 (18-) and spread honor distribution and controls in all suits. 
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Your long suit is thereby rather poor in top as a consequence to the demands for opening in 
no trump.

3/ Show a not too strong five cards suit and typically 16-17 hcp with honor strength in all suits. 
The honor strength is mainly made up by Aces and Kings. It ask his partner to choose game 
if he is not so strong that a slam may be possible. Then you investigate the potential for 
slam with natural bids. Note that a new suit on the third or fourth level is not a cue bid in 
this case, but show own good suit and an interest for slam.

Note the difference between the sequences 1NT - 2, 2 - 2NT, 3 and 1NT - 2, 3. In both cases the 
no trump opening shows five cards spade, maximum and spread honor strength. Despite this it is an 
important difference. In the first sequence the honor strength mostly contains low honors, while in the 
second sequence is dominated by Aces and Kings. This is indeed an important difference when you shall 
decide whether it is 3NT or 4 in major you play the game with a 5-3 fit.

West show with his rebid on his partners 2 that he has at least 4 cards in heart and 15-17(18-) hcp. He 
neither denies five cards in heart or four cards in spade. East just bid natural 2, which in this sequence is at 
least round force. When West now returns with 3 he tell his hole story. Five cards in heart with spread 
honor strength dominated by low honors. Thus, slam is no longer likely. East can see that 3NT is just as 
good game as 4. As you can see it is just as many tricks in this contract as it is in a heart play. In a 
partnership tournament those 10 points extra you earn in a no trump contract is extremely valuable. A little 
different is the situation with:

West does show with his direct jump to 3 a hand with five cards in heart and spread honor strength 
where the honors mainly are Aces and Kings. The hearts cannot be too strong. East does the see the 
possibility for slam and enlighten the situation with Roman Key Card Blackwood, and by that got the 
information of two Ace values without the Queen of trump. He can then see that 6NT make if 6 does, and 
therefore bid the slam in no trump.

As you can see it is an important difference between strength based upon top honors or low honors. In 
the first example only game make, when in the second one you make a slam, event the honor strength is 
almost the same. In many systems they may try to reach a slam in the first case, and thereby have to play at 
the five level. With diamond lead and the King behind, you go down. This situation does the Redclub player 
avoid because he learn the difference at comfortable low level. He may then make a better judgment, and at 
least, put the contract at the right level.

After 1 NT – 2 club, 2 diamond
The opener is limiting his values to12+ to 15 hcp. If the 2 bidder has minimum for his response, you 

will now try to find the best part contract. The responder’s weak bids are pass, 2NT or 3. He typical show 
8-10 hcp and expect his partner to pass 2NT and 3. With 10-11 hcp and own five cards suit, the responder 
bid 2 /, which is an invitation to the weak type of the no trump opening. With 7-9 hcp and five cards suit, 
you bid directly 2/.
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 K Q J  A 10 9 2 A 10 9 2 S W N E
 K 10 9 5 3  Q J 7 - 1NT p 2
 Q J 10  A 5 4 p 2 p 2
 K 4  Q J 10 3 p 3 p 3NT

p p p

 K 4 3  A 10 9 2 S W N E
 K 10 9 4 3  Q J 7 - 1NT p 2
 K 10 7  A 5 4 p 3 p 4NT
 A K  Q J 10 3 p 5 p 6NT

p p p



East may now bid 2. With 3 as a positive invitation bid, East lift to game. I practice this contract make 
if King is onside. In a partnership tournament West may choose to pass 2 with his completely dead 
distribution, because he can see that the partnership doesn't have more than 23-24 hcp in combined strength. 
East doesn’t necessary have 10, so pass may be the best choice in the long run.

If East want to force to game after the response 2, this has to be done with a bid on the three level. 3/ 
show 4 cards and may contain a five cards major suit. The opener the has to bid four cards minor suits and 
three cards major downwards and up on the three level after this introduction. If the responder has a five 
cards major suit and is able to show this on the three level, he also have given at least a mild slam invite. 
With poorer support than top honor third in the major suit, the opener always sign-off by bidding 3NT. All 
other bids, even supporting the minor suit show at least top honor third in the major suit, and thereby 
acceptance for slam try.

As yo can see, 6 is a better contract than 6, which depends on that the hearts turns out with only one 
looser or that you find the diamond King onside in a trump cut. 6 is not dependent on this. Even with club 
4-1 against you, 6 should have good chances, and with the club distribution 3-2, it is almost 100% safe.

After 1 NT – 2 club, 2 heart
The opener show with his 2 bid at least four cards in heart. He also may have 4 cards in spade. Beside 

this the opener cannot has 12+ to 14 hcp, in which case he should have opened with the major suit. 
Therefore, he must have 15-17 (18-) hcp. All other rebids below game but 2NT (8-9 hcp), from the 
responder is at least force for a round. Because the no trump opener may have four cards in spade, will 2 
from the responder now only show four cards, but it is still a force for round. A jump to 3 is game force 
with own five cards suit and asks your partner to choose between 3NT or 4. Be aware of that the jump to 
3 in principle denies slam interest. With slam interest you according to Redclub's main principle, a longer 
way stronger than the direct, namely first 2 and thereafter 3 in the next round.
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 Q J x  A 10 x S W N E
 K J x  Q 10 9 x x - 1NT p 2
 K Q 10  A x x p 2 p 2
 J 9 x x  x x p 3* p 4

p p p

* Positive invitational bid

 K 10 x  A Q J x x S W N E
 K x x  Q x x - 1NT p 2
 Q J 10  A p 2 p 31

 K J 9 x  A Q x x p 32 p 33

p 44 p 45

p 46 p 4NT7

p 68 p p
p

1) 4 cards club and game force
2) 3 cards heart and denies 4 diamonds
3) 5 cards spade and slam invite
4) 4 cards support in club and top honor third in spade
5) Active cue bid
6) Active cue bid
7) 3 of 5 Aces with club as trump
8) We try



When East bid 3 he show slam interest because he took the long way via 2. Thereafter follows cue-
bids and Culbertson's 4NT. This time you miss the superb contract 6NT, but that will be outweighed that 
you in the long run find slams other doesn't. West cannot get information about K, because 6 from East 
after 5 also will show extra Ace value and interest for grand slam.

After 1 NT – 2 club, 2 spade
The opener show at least four cards in spade and denies at the same time four cards in heart. The strength 

is as after the rebid 2, 15-17 (18-) hcp. 2NT form the responder now show 8-9 hcp and is invitational. A 
new minor suit from the responder show 4 cards and at least a light slam invite. On the contrary the rebid 
3 show 5 cards and is only game force. However, the opener may have pretty good cards for his opening 
and having three cards support do a cue bid on the road against game, if it by chance should be slam 
possibilities. Further on the auction is natural with eventually cue bids.

After 1 NT – 2 club, 2 NT
The opener show with this response a maximum hand with 16-17 (18-) hcp without a major suit or 6 

cards minor. The responder has with his 2 bid showed at least 8 hcp, preferable 9 hcp. Thus will all bids 
from the responder establish a game force status. The further bidding is natural, but the responder bids 4 
cards minor before 5 cards if he want to make at least a light slam invite. The no trump opener may now bid 
three cards major in case his partner has a five cards there. Note that if the opener get the opportunity to bid 
three cards major on the three level and the responder lift this to game with a five cards suit, this become a 
light slam invite. If a minor bid on the three level is lifted to the fourth, this also is at least a light slam 
invite, which is accepted by a cue bid. Direct 4NT from the responder after such a lift is proposal to 
contract, not an asking or Ace showing bid.

See how easy it is to end up in 6NT with a standard system. The no trump slam is dependent of Ace is 
in front of King and Queen, which neither 6 or 6 is. If West cannot accept the slam invitation 4, he 
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 Q J x  A K 10 x x S W N E
 K J x x  Q x x - 1NT p 2
 K Q 10  A x x p 2 p 2
 A 9 x  K x p 2NT p 3

p 4 p 4
p 4 p 4NT*

p 5 p 6
p p p

* Show 3 of 5 Aces.

 K x  A x x S W N E
 K Q x  x x - 1NT p 2
 Q J 10 x  A K x x p 2NT p 31

 A Q 9 x  K J 10 x p 32 p 43

p 44 p 4NT5

p 56 p 57

p 68 p p
p

1) Game force and 4 cards club
2) 4 cards diamond
3) At least 4 cards support and slam invite
4) Heart control and acceptance of invitation
5) 3 of 5 Aces. Confirm controls in all suits
6) Club control
7) I have told it all
8) I have what it is needed for slam



instead may bid 4NT, eventually 5, as a proposal to contract.

After 1 NT – 2 club, 3 club/diamond
The opener show a 6 cards suit with 15-17 (18-) hcp with spread honor distribution and controls in all 

suits. The suit is thereby a bit shaky on the top. With a stronger 6 cards suit you better open with 1 or 2, 
eventual by 1 with enough strength. The responder now has a rather precise picture of the openers hand 
and will easily see the combined potential the deal give.

East can after his partners rebid 3, which show a somewhat poor six cards suit and spread honor 
strength with 15-17 hcp, can see that 3NT is the best contract. A slam is too far fetched. The situation could 
have been:

East can after his partners 3 see that 6 should have good possibilities if the opener has two Ace values. 
This is not unlikely when he already has showed 15-17 hcp. Roman Key Card Blackwood now clarify that 
the values are present and you bid the slam 6. In partnership tournament West may consider to bid 6NT 
over East's slam bid, but it may be risky when he doesn't know about his partners club values.

The auction is mostly natural after this introduction. New minor suit on the 3 level show 4 cards suit, 
while a major bid show three cards at openers hand and five cards at responder,s. If the responder lift 3/ 
directly to the fourth level, is it only an invitation to game. On the contrary, if he first bid a suit on the 3 
level before he show the support, it is a slam invite. The responder may of tactical reasons be forced to bid a 
3 cards major suit to be able to give a slam invite. This doesn't make any problem, because the situation is 
cleared when the responder show his minor support in the next round, either this happens on the fourth or 
fifth level.

If West happened to have K x x in spade and by then lift to 4, West tell the story with 5. Then East 
easily just bid 6 which East again correct to 6NT. If West with K x x in spade choose to show the support 
by the cue bid 4, East again bid 4 which is not a cue bid, but a slam invite with diamond as trump. This is 
logical because it is East that does have the oversight of the combined resources in those bidding sequences.  
In a way it is the responder that has the role as captain.
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 K x  Q 10 x x S W N E
 K x  Q x x - 1NT p 2
 K J 8 x x x  A x x p 3 p 3NT
 A Q x  K x x p p p

 K x  A 10 x x S W N E
 K x  x - 1NT p 2
 K J 8 x x x  A Q x x p 3 p 4NT
 A Q x  K J x x p 5 p 6

p p p

 K x  Q 10 x x S W N E
 A x  K x - 1NT p 2
 K 9 8 x x x  A Q x x p 3 p 31

 A Q x  K x x p 3NT2 p 43

p 44 p 55

p 66 p 6NT7

p p p

1) East want advises from West before they try for slam and give a tactical bid
2) West has nothing better to say than 3NT
3) East's 4 is now a slam invite
4) Active cue bid and thereby acceptance of the invitation
5) Passive cue bid which denies spade control
6) I have enough for slam
7) 6NT should have the same chances



After 1 NT – 2 club, 3 heart/spade
The opener show 16-17 hcp and a not to top strong 5 cards suit with spread honor strength. In principle 

this rebid ask your partner to choose game if he doesn't have cards good enough for slam. If that the case he 
bid a natural suit bid, also at the fourth level. News suit in this case is not a cue bid, but slam invite with 
own suit because the no trump opener already has told about spread honor strength.

As you can see this is a good contract which make if the diamond distribution is 3-3 or Queen is 
onside, totally well above a 50% chance.

After the introduction 1 NT – 2 diamond
This is a relay bid which is either the introduction to a sign-off in any suit, or it may be the start for a 

slam invite. The opener is ordered to bid 2. The responder pass if it is the contract he want or he corrects 
to 2 if that is the suit. If the responder bid 2NT after his partners 2 is this a new relay. The opener has to 
bid 3, which the responder may pass or correct to 3 as an end bid.

Slam invite after 1 NT – 2 diamond, 2 heart
If the responder returns with a bid directly on the three level after his first response 2, is it a slam invite 

with at least a 6 cards suit, and it initiate a cue bid sequence. If the opener has very poor support,, for 
example x x or x x x he bid 3NT to show this. All other bids guaranty at least top honor double, eventually 
four small cards. Especial after a slam invite with long suit in minor, may 3NT be a reasonable good 
contract. Therefore it will not be peculiar if the responder returns with 3NT after the opener has made a cue 
bid on the three level. The responder simply ask for extras at the openers hand before a slam is feasible. The 
opener may pass without such extras leaving the contract in 3NT.
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 K x  Q J 10 x S W N E
 A J x x x  K x - 1NT p 2
 K 9 x  A Q x x p 31 p 4NT2

 A Q x  K x x p 53 p 6NT4

p p p 

1) Show 16-17 hcp and denies own good five cards suit. At the same time 
     also so denies other four cards suit.
2) Roman Key Card Blackwood with heart as trump.
3) 2 Ace values without the Queen of trump.
4) Your partner has guaranteed honor strength in all suits, so 6NT has to
    be a good contract.

 K x x  Q x S W N E
 A J x x  K x - 1NT p 21

 K 9 x  A Q J x x x p 22 p 33

 A Q x  K x x p 34 p 3NT5

p 46 p 47

p 4NT8 p 59

p 610 p p
p

1) Relay to 2
2) Yes sir! I do as you say
3) Slam invite with at least six cards in diamond
4) Control in heart and better than x x x in diamond
5) Proposal, if you have minimum
6) I have extras and club control
7) I too have a control in heart
8) Culbertson, 3 of 5 Aces. Indirectly also show control 
     in spade
9) Extra control in club
10) Has showed it all and we have enough for slam



In the present situation is it difficult to find 6NT. That contract is dependent of that the opener in fact has 
D as the cards are dealt. For West the situation is that he doesn't know of what East's club control is based 
upon a singleton or a King. He thus evaluate the situation to be that in the long run it is better to bid 6 
before a more uncertain 6NT. East should for the same reason not risk to bid 6NT and hope it make, because 
he doesn't know about his partners D. As the cards this time are distributed, you would have found 6NT by 
using a direct Gerber 4 over 1 NT. But you will find many more situations where the proposed auction 
route give you better results. You should use the method that in the long run is the most profitable, not a 
single result.

Slam invite after 1 NT – 2 diamond, 2 heart – 2 NT, 3 club
The responder’s weak bids are now pass or 3. If he on the contrary return with 3/ this show three 

cards suit with a 5-4 distribution in minor with at least ambitions for game. If he instead return with 3NT he 
show at least 5-5 in minor, but is not strong enough for a direct 4 on the no trump opening. He thus has a 
hand with more than 5 loosers.

Note that a slam invite with two suited hands where both suits are major or a hand with a major and a 
major suit is introduced through Stayman 2.

East start with ordering West to do two relay bids. First when East is able to bid 3, does West really 
enter the auction. He quiet understandable just bid 3NT. With inverted major suit resources he would had so 
nice cards that he could try for slam by bidding 4, which is stronger than 5. If East has been stronger, he 
could slam invite himself after 3NT by bidding his five cards suit.

After the long service route, East at last is able with 3NT to tell about 5-5 in the minor suits and a normal 
opening hand. West can determine that 3NT is just what to play. West further on know that East cannot 
have as few as five loosers. In such a case he would without a void jumped directly to 4 which also show 
at least 5-5 in minor, but then with maximum 5 loosers.

After the introduction 1 no trump – 2 heart/spade
The response show five cards suit with 7-9 hcp and is invitational. The opener pass, invite, give a 

positive invite in new suit or bid the game. Over 2 he may also bid 2 with own five cards suit. However, 
note that 3 over 2 is a positive invitational bid with support in spade.

The opener may also with maximum bid 2NT as an invitation. This show J x or worse support. Rather 
often the opener will have a five cards suit in a lower ranged color. On the 2NT the responder may pass, 
rebid his suit with six cards or bid the cheapest three cards suit from downside which also denies six cards 
suit and interest for game.

If the opener returns with 3NT on 2/ this show top honor exact third and spread honor strength 
sufficient for game. The responder choose between game in no trump or major.
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 K J 3 2  8 6 5 S W N E
 A Q 7  2 - 1NT p 2
 K J 7  A Q 6 4 p 2 p 2NT
 Q 8 6 5  A K 7 4 3 p 3 p 3

p 3NT p p
p

 Q J 9 4  6 3 S W N E
 A K J  2 - 1NT p 2
 Q 7 2  K J 9 6 5 p 2 p 2NT
 Q 6 4  A K J 7 3 p 3 p 3NT

p p p



You bid this deal completely natural. East show his five cards suit and 7-9 hcp. West, on his side, tell 
about five cards spade and 15-17 hcp. It is not difficult for East to bid the game with his perfect fit and good 
cards. Remember that West does show 15-17(18-) hcp with his 2 bid.

After the introduction 1 no trump – 2 no trump
The response show a hand with 10-11 hcp. It may very well contain a four cards major suit or be 

unbalanced. Note that you never risk to miss a fit in major. If the opener has a four cards major, he also will 
have 15-17(18-) hcp and therefore always accept the invitation. The opener may ask for major suit by 
bidding 3 or he may bid own five cards suit.

Over the major suit asking bid 3, the responder bid 3 when he has four cards heart and 3 with four 
cards spade without heart. If the responder doesn't has any major suit he bid 3NT. When the responder with 
3 show heart suit, the opener’s 3 search for support in that suit. On the contrary if the opener bid 3 over 
the responder's 3 or 3 over the responder's 3 he show four cards support and ask the responder to 
choose between 3NT or game in the major suit. A “lift” of 3/ ask the responder to take care of the 
playing in his suit. The opener probably miss honor combination which is beneficial to be guarded in the 
opening lead. By this mechanism you are able to choose who should be the player in the major suit, or stop 
at 3NT even with 4-4 in a major suit when that is the best contract.

East show with 2NT that he has 10-11 hcp and West asks about the major suits with 3. When he is told 
about four cards heart, he show his support, but at the same time tell that he is interested in playing 3NT. 
East can see with his totally dead distribution no reason to play anything else than game in no trump. As you 
may see, 3NT always makes, while 4 is dependent of finding K before AQ. Then it is also very likely to 
get 10 tricks in no trump too. Just think what this mean in a partnership tournament where possible the hole 
field most likely will play 4. If East instead possessed 7 5 2 D 10 6 2 K Kn 6 4 E 5 he would have 
bid 4.

When the opener bid a five cards suit, the responder may some few times invite to slam through showing 
a singleton.

When East tell about four cards support in spade, single club and good top controls, can West go directly 
to slam.

After the introduction 1 NT – 3 in suit
This response is a very precise bid, and search primarily for game if partner has support.. Both 3NT and 

4 in major could be appropriate. The response show exactly 2 of 3 top honors in a 6 or 7 cards suit. A 
response bid in major also denies any singleton or void. With a seven cards suit the top honors cannot be 
AK. The total strength is about 5-7(8) hcp and not more than a single Queen in side strength, optionally 3 
Jacks. The opener just pass if game is against the odds. On a 3 bid in minor the opener may lift to the four 
level. This is to be seen as a competitive bid with the intention to keep the opponents out of the auction or to 
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prepare for a potential later offer bid if the opponents anyway does enter the auction. Typical this mean that 
the opener has a minimum no trump opening with length in the minor suits, and just hope to keep the 
opponents out.

After the introduction 1 no trump – 4 club
This is a Gerber asking bid for Aces. The opener respond 4 with 0 or 4 Aces, 4 with one Ace and so 

on. After Gerber is 4NT not an asking bid, but proposal to contract. After the 4 asking bid, is 5 a 
question for Kings.

After the introduction 1 no trump – 4 diamond/heart
This is a pure relay bid which show hearts respective spades, and orders your partner to bid the suit. The 

responder may then pass or continue with RKC Blackwood with the suit as trump.

After the introduction 1 no trump – 4 spade
This is a slam invite with at least 5-5 in minor and maximum 5 loosers. The opener refuse by bidding his 

best minor on the fifth level. Because of the no trump opening structure, the fit will have a tendency to be 
better the weaker the opener is. It is further on obvious that both minor Kings now have great interest. Thus 
you have a 6 Ace situation with four real aces and two artificial ones, the minor Kings. The 4 bidder 
should have at least 3 Ace values for his bid, but may have as little as two real Aces.

With weak hand and maximum 2 Ace values, the opener always bid the best minor. 4NT accept the 
invitation and show 2 real Aces or 3 Aces of 6. With two real Aces and one King, 3 real Aces or 4 Ace 
values you bid the Ace in the relevant major suit if you doesn't have the ace in the other. With Aces in both 
major or AK and A in minor, you bid 5NT. Your partner will see the difference. With AK in both minor you 
bid 6 in major with King or 6NT without side King. With a good fit and potential strength with an extra real 
Ace and a minor King, the opener may bid 6 in best minor. Remember that the 4 bidder promise at least 3 
Ace values or 2 real Aces.

If the opener accept the invite with 4NT or 5 in a major, you shall not stop below a slam. If the 4 bidder 
after a positive accept bid 5NT, he ask his partner if he has a four cards minor, which is showed by bidding 
7 in that suit, or he may bid a major side King by bidding the suit at the 6 level. That last option open the 
possibility for ending up in 6NT.

If the invitation is accepted with 5NT from the opener, which also show both Aces in major or AK – K in 
minor, will 6 in major primarily ask for not yet showed values like side King or extra length in minor. This 
is denied by bidding 6NT. A side King is showed by bidding it on the 6 level if possible, otherwise you bid 
7 in best minor. A 7 bid in minor may also occur as a result from the openers judgment. The responder 
should thus be very careful to rush to 7NT.

West has a very good fit to his partners five cards suit in diamond, and therefore bid his two Ace values, 
where one is a real Ace, by bidding 6 directly. East does know that one Ace value is missing because west 
only show two. 7 is thus not feasible, and he may pass in confidence that they have reach the optimal 
contract. If you turn the strength around a little bit on West's hand, you can have the following situation:

East is able to see that if his partner has a King in major, 7NT will be lay-down. 6NT is safe anyway. He 
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 K J x  A - 1NT p 4!
 A J x x  K Q 10 x x p 6 p p
 K x  Q J 9 x x p
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therefore investigate the possibility with 6. After 6 the situation is simple for West. He knew that own 
side has all the 6 Aces and that his partner maximum has three cards in major. That mean he may throw two 
major loosers on clubs independently of how his partners major cards are distributed. With 9 cards in 
diamond, West will always be able to get a ruff, the thirteenth trick, as long the diamonds aren't distributed 
worse than 3-1 and the clubs have no loosers. This look sensible after your partners slam invite without AK 
in club. 7 should by any means have a very good prospective, and he take the chance to lye and extra King 
on himself. Even if 7 in principle show an extra King in heart, because West didn't bid 6, East shouldn't 
risk a good score by bidding 7NT. It may be that West has used his head and done some good thinking. You 
aren't able to find out if that is the case, and it is not necessary. A bidden and won grand slam on 28-33 hcp 
will always give your side a superb score. Just try to find this slam with an ordinary system.

When the responder to the no trump opening has a void, he should be careful to use the convention with 
too weak cards. With some further small changes you get the following situations:

Now East is forced to only bid 6 which West correct to 6. It is too risky to bid further on. You would 
get the an identical auction sequence with the following hand:

But this time you make 7. You better bid this using the following sequence: 1NT - 2, 2 - 3NT (at 
least 5-5 in minor), 4 (choose minor) - 4 (void), 4NT (3 of 5 useful Aces, both minor Kings counts as 
Aces) – 5NT (Partner, we have all Aces and I have what I have promised), 7 (thank you).

When the opponents interfere after the opening 1 no trump
Unfortunately you cannot count on that the opponents always remain silent through the auction. Usually 

they are just as interested as your side to find their own contract or make our bidding as difficult as possible.

Because the no trump opening has such a wide range, Redclub uses negative doubles on interferences. 
Such a negative double indicate 8-11 hcp and a balanced hand or a three suited hand with shortness in the 
interferer’s suit. As a consequence the no trump opener cannot pass the double , except when he is very 
strong in the opponents suit. You may miss one or two profitable penalties, but on the other side you may 
sometimes heavily punish your opponents when the no trump opener is able to make a penalty pass.

Your partner open with 1NT and the intermediate opponent interfere with natural 2. You have:

K 10 8 4 7 6 K Q 8 5 10 7 4

You double to show your 8-11 hcp. On the contrary, if you have:

K 8 Q 10 8 6 4 Q 7 9 7 5 3

This time you cannot make a penalty double. You have to pass and hope that your partner may do a 
enlightening double, which he probably can if he has the strong type of the no trump opening. If he has 13-
14 hcp, the opponents has half of the honor strength and eight or nine spades together. In that case they are  
in a less good contract.

Q 9 7 5 K J 9 3 8 6 K 8 4

Now you double, however not as a penalty. If your partner has the strong type of the no trump opening, 
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you may have a game in the deal.

The response double is a force to at least 2NT or to penalize the opponents.

You have opened with 1NT and your partner double the your left hand opponents interference 2.

A J 8 K Q 8 7 Q 9 7 A 10 7

You penalty pass, because that is probably your sides best contract.

With 13 – 15 hcp without four cards major suit, you choose between 2NT and a minor bid.

A J 8 10 8 4 K J 7 6 A 10 7

You bid 2NT, despite the fact that you have no control in heart. The bid show 13 – 15 hcp and do not 
promise any heart control. To bid 3/ you should have a five cards suit, for example:

A J 8 10 8 4 K J 7 6 4 A 7

If your partner double the interference 2, you can also bid 2 with 13 – 15 hcp and four cards suit.

With the strong no trump type you bid if possible a four cards major. It will directly show 15 – 17 hcp, 
because you would have opened in that suit if your strength was 12 – 14 hcp.

A J 8 7 K 10 8 K 9 7 A 10 7

When your partner double the interference 2, you bid naturally 2. With 15 hcp without major suit you 
bid 2NT or minor suit. With 16 – 17 hcp you bid 3NT if you have control in opponents suit, otherwise you 
do an overbid in their suit.

A J 8 K Q 9 Q 9 7 5 A 10 7.

You jump to 3NT. But with

A J 8 10 8 4 K Q 9 7 A Q 7

you bid 3.

If the responder bid own suit on the two level above the interference, this is a constructive proposal to 
end contract. The opener may bid further on, if he wish.

A suit bid on the three level with or without a jump is invitational with at least five cards suit.

If the responder bid 2NT over the interference, the opener is ordered to bid 3, if not the interference bid 
was natural 2. In that latter case 2NT is a force to bid controls and suits from downside and up. As you 
may have deduced, Redclub uses Lebensohl except after a natural interfering 2. See Lebensohl on page 
112.

When the responder after 2NT - 3 passes or bid a lower suit than the interfering suit, it is an end bid. A 
bid in the interfering suit or higher is on the contrary a game force. From thereon you bid controls and suits. 
For example 1NT – (2) – 2NT, 3. 3 from the responder tell that he do not want to go further on, 3 
show control in heart, 3 show the suit and denies control in heart, while 3NT denies both spade suit and 
heart control.

West do bid his obligatory 3 and when East returns with 3NT, this implies also a game force. Because 
he didn't bid 3 to show control or 3 to show the suit, he denies both of this options. West then pick up his 
diamonds and get support to game.
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Over the interference in minor suit the responder promise with an overbid five cards major suit. The 
opener bid 3 on at least three cards suit. Otherwise he bid 3 without control in the opponents minor suit 
and 3NT with control. Over the openers 3 the responder show with 3 five cards suit without control in 
the interference suit. He bid 3NT with five cards spade and control.

When East force to game and promise five cards major suit, West pick up his support in heart. With 3 
East show what suit is in question, and on the same time denies control in diamond. West choose to bid the 
game in spade, despite the 5 – 2 distribution in spade.

An overbid of an interfering natural major bid promise five cards in the other major. On the overbid 3 
the opener bid 3 with doubleton spade without control in heart, 3NT with control. With support he bid 4 
if he don't want to accept the suit with a cue bid. If the responder’s overbid was 3, this show five cards 
heart and denies control in spade. The opener may select the game contract.

East show with his overbid five cards spade and strength for at least game. West show with his 3 
doubleton in spade and on the same time denies control in heart. When West is empty in heart, east show his 
diamond. When West with his enormous trump support and the Queen in his partners five cards suit is able 
top cue bid, East go directly to slam.

If the opponents interfering is conventional, the double and the 2NT have the same meaning as when the 
interference is natural. An overbid is natural and invitational.

If the opponents interfere over the response 2, is the double a penalty and the auction further on follow 
normal paths.

If the opponents double the 2 response to indicate an opening lead, a pass will show control in club. 2 
denies both control and major suits. 2/ is natural bids which also denies club control. If the opener pass 
the double, the responder’s redouble is a renewed question for major suit. The same meaning has 2, but is 
non-forcing.

You open with 1NT, your partner respond with 2 and the opponent next to him double.

A 7 K 8 6 K 9 4 2 K Q 9 6

With strong clubs you redouble to have a chance to penalize a careless opponent.

A 9 7 5 K 8 6 K 9 4 K Q 5

Now you have to pass to show your club controls. You don't denies major suits, but if you directly bid 2 
you deny club control.

A Q 9 K 8 6 K J 8 7 5 4 2

Without club control and no major suit, the correct bid become 2.

A 9 7 K J 5 3 A K 4 8 6 5

You bid 2 and tell about a heart suit with 15 – 17 hcp when you at the same time denies control in club.
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If your partner passes an interference or the fourth seat enter the auction after two passes, the no trump 
opener may give an enlightening double with maximum strength and suitable distribution.

You open with 1NT and when it is passed to the fourth seat, he interfere with 2. You have:

A Q 9 7 8 6 K Q 5 4 A J 7

A better enlightening double than this in this situation is almost impossible to get. But with for example:

A 7 K Q 3 A K 8 5 J 9 6 4

you have to pass, because your partner will try to bid the free major suit if we double.

If you pass a fourth seat balancing interfering, your partner may do an enlightening double with a 
suitable hand. This way it is possible some times to penalize the opponents by a penalty pass.

Doubles
If second hand double 1NT, is the responder’s 2/ not any emergency bid, but show 5 – 8 hcp and five 

cards suit. The opener shall read 2 as a natural bid, but if the bid is doubled and your partner returns with a 
redouble, it show diamonds and heart. If he return with 2 he show spade and diamond and with 2/ he 
show a weak hand with at least five cards suit.

A direct take out to 2 is primarily natural, but if the opponents double, a redouble show both majors.

Your partner open with 1NT and the next hand double. You have:

K Q 8 6 5 8 3 Q 8 6 9 6 2

By bidding 2 directly you tell the hole story and that you are not completely blank. With weaker cards 
you first bid 2 with the intent to take out an eventual double with 2.

The responder’s direct redouble promise at least 9 hcp and is a force to minimum 2NT or to penalize the 
opponents, optionally to play 1NT redoubled. The bidding further on are natural, but the responder’s 2NT 
over the doubles take out is game force without interest for penalizing. Suits and controls are then bid 
alternatively from downside and upwards.

An overbid of the opponents take out has the same meaning as a direct overbid, namely five cards major.

If the opponent in fourth seat double 1NT, the opener may redouble with maximum, meaning 16 – 17 
hcp.

Questions and answers to the 1 no trump opening
Test yourself on the following questions and see if you fully understand Redclub's 1NT opening.

With which hands do you open with 1NT?

1) K J 8 7 Q 10 9 K Q 8 7 K 8

2) K J 8 7 K J 10 9 K J 7 K 8

3) K Q J 8 6 K Q 5 4 K J 10 4

4) Q 5 K 6 K J 8 6 5 4 A Q J

5) K Q 8 6 5 A 8 K J 5 Q J 6

6) K Q 8 6 5 A K 5 8 3 K J 6

7) Q J 8 K Q 8 Q 10 9 Q 10 9 5

8) Q J 6 K Q 4 Q 6 3 Q 8 4 2

9) 8 3 A Q 9 8 7 K 10 8 A Q J
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Answers:
1) A hand like K J 8 7 Q 10 9 K Q 8 7 K 8 contain 14 hcp and 6-6½ loosers. It is a really 
nice opening hand. The 1NT opening range is indeed 12+ to 18- hcp with a balanced distribution. 
Thus it seems to fit into this opening. Despite this this hand cannot be opened with 1NT. With at 
least one four cards major suit you must have 15 to 18- hcp to open 1NT. Correct opening on this 
hand is therefore 1, not 1NT.

2) Instead with K J 8 7 K J 10 9 K J 7 K 8 which give 15 hcp and loosers, you open with 
1NT. Two four cards major is no hindrance to do so.

3) If you have K Q J 8 6 K Q 5 4 K J 10 4 in standard systems, opening 1NT is no option 
at all with single spade. The hand has 15 hcp and 5½ - 6 loosers. In Redclub you may very well 
open with 1NT even with single top honor if your values elsewhere is spread and you have 
correct strength. Remember that with four cards major your strength must be in the range 15 – 
18- hcp. The tactical element is important. The 1NT opening make it more difficult for the 
opponents to interfere. In normal systems you would have opened with 1// depending on 
what your system demand. Se how easy the opponents can bid 1 and possible create difficulties 
for your side. Correct opening is 1NT.

4) This hand with D 5 K 6 K Kn 8 6 5 4 E D Kn may be a small challenge. It has 16 hcp 
and 6 loosers. The opening 1 look tempting, but when th honor strength is as spread as on this 
hand and with such a honor weak diamond suit may your partner easily be mislead when you in 
the next auction round try to show your strength with a jump in diamond. He will probably 
believe your diamond has some more top strength. In Redclub is 6 cards diamond no hinder to 
open in 1NT. You even have the perfect answer to your partners likely 2 (Stayman), namely a 
jump to 3 which precise show 16-17 hcp with a honor weak 6 cards suit. Thus, correct opening 
is 1NT.

5) With K D 8 6 5 E 8 K Kn 5 D Kn 6 you have a hand with 16 hcp, 6 loosers and which 
is rather balanced with spread honor strength. Then 1NT is the correct opening. A five cards 
spade suit is of no hinder.

6) If you instead have K D 8 6 5 E K 5 8 3 K Kn 6 you should think a bit before you bid. 
The hand still has 16 hcp and 6 loosers, however now is the honor strength more concentrated. 
Therefore the hand is more trump friendly and you better open with 1.

7) This hand with D Kn 8 K D 8 D 10 9 D 10 9 5 is completely balanced with 12 hcp 
without four cards major suit. With many 10's and 9's you upgrade your hand and open with 
1NT.

8) On the contrary with D Kn 6 K D 4 D 6 3 D 8 4 2, which also has 12 hcp, you pass. 
The hand is too poorly and the chance that your opponents have something in their cards is too 
big. Then it is bad tactic to tell where the honors are. You may better return forceful if it turns 
out that your partner has something.

9) This is a real challenge which will tell you about how well you have understood both the 1NT 
opening and the base for Redclub. 8 3 E D 9 8 7 K 10 8 E D Kn give you as much as 16 
hcp and 6 loosers. Compare this hand with K D 8 6 5 E K 5 8 3 K Kn 6 in question 6). If 
you follow the description literally you will open with 1 because the honor strength is 
concentrated. However, if you take into account the tactical element, which is a leading principle 
in Redclub, your bid will be different. The opening 1 make it very easy for the opponents to 
enter the auction with a cheap 1 bid. You wouldn't really like that. Thus, tactically is it better to 
to open with1NT, which become the correct opening. Did you make this with the proposed 
explanation? In that case you have well understood the basis for Redclub, congratulation. Don't 
miss your hope if you and your partner still mean that this hand should be opened 1. It is your 
common understanding that counts, not necessary the system's spelling. Your auction is 
information exchange which should be best possible common understanding. In such cases you 
adapt your bidding style accordingly. Redclub does allow such nuances.
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Correct answers is then: 2), 3), 4), 5), 7) and 9).

You have Q 10 9 6 K J 8 K Q 3 A J 8 and open with 1NT. Your left hand opponent say pass. What 
do you bid after your partner response with:

10) 2

11) 2

12) 2

13) 2

14) 2NT

15) 3

16) 3

17) 3

18) 3

19) 3NT

20) 4

21) 4

22) 4

23) 4

If you answered all this correctly, I am deeply impressed. The you have understood the most so far. 
Correct answers are:

10) The response 2 is Stayman and show at least 8, better 9 hcp and ask primarily for major 
suit. You return with 2. Then you at the same time tell about 15-17 hcp, because with only 12-
14 hcp you would have opened with 1.

11) The response 2 is either an introduction to sign-off in some suit or a lam invite. You are 
ordered to bid the relay suit. Correct answer is then 2.

12) The response 2 is a natural invitation with five cards suit and about 7-9 hcp. The opener 
may return with a positive invitation in another suit, a general invite with 3 or accept the 
invitation directly with 4. Adding to this the opener with maximum and less than J x in heart 
invite with 2NT. In that case the responder bid his three cards suits from downside. With his 
absolutely balanced hand , 16 hcp and spread honor strength the correct answer become 3, 
which ask your partner to bid the game with a little bit more than minimum.

13) The response 2 is also a natural invitation with five cards suit and about 7-9 hcp. Because 
you have a good four cards support and well fitted with top honors in the other suits, the chances 
for a game seems very likely. Then it is not any reason to wait but bid the game directly with 4.

14) The answer 2NT is an invite which show 10-11 hcp. The hand may very well contain both 
five cards minor and four cards major. The answer has no demand on being balanced. The 
opener may ask for four cards major or bid his own five cards suit. Correct answer therefore 
become 3 which ask for four cards major suit.

15) The 3 response show a six or seven cards suit with two top honors in lead, but not AK in 
lead of a seven cards suit. You may easily count in your partner with KQ sixth or seventh in 
club. Anyway seem 3NT to be the game with best chances. So correct answer is 3NT.

16) How can your partner bid 3. He cannot have two top honors in that suit. Maybe he has 
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forgotten the system or he have something like A J 10 9 x x (x) in diamond and try a variant. 
You have to find the best bid. Choosing 3NT seem logically.

17) If you partner should bid 3 that suit look completely solid. The question now is that which 
of the contracts 3NT or 4 are the best game. Your partner has AQ in top of his six or seven 
cards suit. You have no trumping possibilities. He has with his jump to 3 also denied void or 
singleton. Then 3NT must be the most likely game! In that contract you need a trick less to win.

18) With his jump to 3 your partner must have AK in lead of his suit. Further on it has to be 
only six cards. He also denies void or singleton. Because you have no trumping possibilities and 
spread honor strength, 3NT again must be the best game! It also count that will not get an early 
play through your hand.

19) The response 3NT is jump and stop. The correct bid is then pass.

20) The response 4 is Gerber and ask for Aces. You have one Ace, so correct answer is 4.

21) The response 4 is relay to heart. Then you have nothing else to do than bid 4.

22) The response 4 is relay to spade. Again you have nothing else to do than to obey. The 
correct answer is 4.

23) The response 4 is a special convention in Redclub. It show maximum 5 loosers, both minor 
suits and should have at least three Aces of six, eventual two real Aces. Both the Kings in minor 
counts as Aces. With a weak hand and/or maximum 2 Ace values you have to go down to best 
minor. This time you have better than that purely according to strength, however you have only 2 
Ace values. You Queen in diamond has to be a key card. Purely according to rules you should 
answer 5 or 5, but the chances for a slam should be reasonable. Most probably you lack only 
one Ace. By this it will not be unduly to go for slam. Both 6 and 6 is acceptable answers. 
Which suit is more dependent of which color you like best. Personally I prefer to play in club, 
mostly because this may marginally give a better score in a tournament if you make. I do believe 
that is fewer who find the club slam than in diamond, however this is purely a subjective 
perception.
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The opening 2 club
In systems with strong 1 opening, the natural opening bid 2 often make a weak spot. Before 

everything else this is caused by the huge variation the opening cover. To a certain extent this difficulties 
are a consequence of the conventional opening 1, but before everything else is it caused by the 
combination with five cards major opening that creates the problems.

A K J 7 A K 8 5 10 7 5 4 3

If 1 promise five cards suit and 1 four cards or at least three cards, you have no other option than to 
open with 2. Your partner may have:

Q 7 5 4 3 Q J 7 5 9 7 6 6

You make 4, but go down in 2!

Behind the opening 2 it possible could be hiding a hand like:

8 A K 7 J 9 A Q J 10 6 5 4

How shall your partner has a clue of that 6 may make when he has:

J 5 4 2 8 5 A K 7 4 3 K 8

In Redclub does not require five cards major to open in that suit, and you may therefore open with 1 on 
the first hand above. On the second hand you open with 3 and show with that a very playable hand with 
solid club. Compare with 2 diamond on page 83.

Because you in Redclub open with four cards major and use canapé for some hands with club suit, a 2 
opening show at least 6 cards and 11-16 hcp. It may contain another four or five cards suit, but then you 
have at least 6 loosers at your hand and a typical strength in the range 11-14 hcp. With 14-16 hcp and 4 – 
5½ loosers you open with your four cards suit and bid 3 in the next auction round, either by a jump or 
naturally 3 over 2 when the opponents doesn't interfere. This is the so called canapé opening.

Remember that in Redclub you use the opening 3 to show the most playable hands with a long club 
bust. 3 is in other words not a pre-emptive bid as in most other systems. Please see 3 club on page 101.

It follow by this that the most playable hands with club suit are opened otherwise, which radically reduce 
the range for the 2 opening giving more precision.

Occasionally it may happen that you open with 2 with something like this

K 7 9 8 6 4 Q 5 A K Q 10 6

An opening in heart is not that descriptive?

Responses to the 2 club opening
When the opening bid promise six cards suit, is it of little interest to search for fit in another suit on a 

part contract level. Therefore is a direct lift from the the only weak bid beside passing. With

10 7 5 4 J 7 K 9 6 4 Q 8 2

you lift to 3, a bid which is more pre-emptive than invitational. With a better distribution, for example

10 7 5 4 7 K 9 6 4 Q 8 5 2

you lift directly to 4.

If the responder is interested in at least game, he has the following responses available:

2 Conventional round force which typically show at least 10 hcp and normally lead to at least 
game. This response search for further information. A new suit from the responder after this 
introduction is always force for a new round. If the 2 return with 2NT in the next round, is 
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this also round force! Compare with the direct response 2NT.

2/ Natural round force with five cards suit and at least 8 hcp. The auction is then naturally.

2NT Natural invitational or game force with club support and therefore round force.

3 Club support with about 5/6 – 8/9 hcp. Is by nature pre-emptive.

3// Game force with six cards suit or longer. Bid in major promise a suit playable to singleton. 
The auction is then natural.

3NT End contract.

4 Good club support with few hcp's. Is by nature pre-emptive.

4// Slam invite with void and club support.

The bidding after the first response on 2 club
On the responder’s 2 the opener show possible four cards major or bid otherwise 2NT with extra values 

and normally two side controls, or 3 with minimum hand. With maximum he may also bid natural 3 or 
jump to 3NT with good suit and spread side strength. If he jump to 3/ he show five cards suit without too 
much strength.

K J 7 5 9 6 8 A K 9 6 5 4

You open with 2 and show on the respond 2 your spade at the 2 level. The rebid in major show a 
rather limited hand with 6 or more loosers. With a stronger hand you open with the four cards suit and 
returns later on with 3, if the hand doesn't fit the requirements for a direct 3 opening.

K 9 Q 8 6 7 6 A K 9 6 5 4

You open with 2 and rebid 3 if your partner respond with 2. Add a Jack in club, then you rebid 
2NT. If you on that also add for example the King of diamond, you have a perfect rebid in 3NT, namely

K 9 Q 8 6 K 6 A K J 9 6 5

If the responder returns with his own major suit after the introduction 2, he show a six cards suit and 
also force to game.

A K 8 7 6 5 9 7 A K 7 9 6

When you hear your partner open with 2, you bid 2 with the intention to show your six cards spade 
suit in the next auction round.

When the responder returns again with 3 after first to have started with 2, is he interested in controls. 
The opener bid those from downwards and up. He bid 3NT without controls in the major suits.

After the response 2/ you bid further on naturally. This implies that new suit is forcing, while rebid of 
own suit, no trump bid and preference isn't. With a good hand and trump support the opener may jump in a 
suit as a cue bid.

K Q 7 E 7 7 6 A Q 7 6 5 4

Your partner respond 2 on your opening 2 and you cue bid 4.

The response bid 2NT is until further treated by the opener as a natural invitation, but he is not allowed 
to pass. The refusal bid is 3. With some additions you bid 3NT without a singleton or otherwise your short 
suit.

You open with 2 and your partner respond with 2NT:

K 8 6 7 5 K 6 A J 9 7 6 5
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You respond 3 with your minimum opening.

K 8 6 7 5 K 6 A K 9 7 6 5

Now you lift a trick with good top values and a descent long suit.

K 8 6 7 K 6 5 A K 9 7 6 5

You show your single heart and extra values with 3.

If the responder has the invitation hand, he of course will pass on 3 and 3NT. If the opener show a 
singleton, the responder may bid 3NT and 5 as end bids. If he see that the control in the singleton suit is 
too weak and that eleven tricks isn't feasible, he bid 4 as a proposal to contract.

If the responder has the strong variant with club support, he bid his side strength. The opener now show a 
singleton in unbidden suit or otherwise bid 3NT. If the responder lift 3 to 4, he ask for singleton.

West is with minimum forced to go down in 3 even with singleton in heart. East check if the major 
suits are susceptible to 3NT, and get the message about single heart, where after he choose 5 before game 
in no trump.

When the opponents interfere after the opening 2 club
When the opponents interfere, a new suit from the responder no longer forcing. A double is enlightening, 

a Sputnik double. If you want to force with a new suit, you have to double first and thereafter bid the suit. A 
lift is a little bit stronger than when you have no interference, because the opponents now already has 
entered the auction. If the responder bid 2NT, you follow the same rules as in an undisturbed auction 
sequence. The response it at least an invitation and round force. An overbid in the opponents suit is a 
question for control.

If the opponents double your 2, the responder’s redouble implies at least 10 hcp and before everything 
else an interest to penalize the opponents. If the responder instead bid a new suit, even 2, is this natural and 
non-forcing. If he bid 2NT, he show trump support and at least invitational strength, just like after opening 
with one in suit.

Question and answers to the 2 club opening
Which of those hands does fit the 2 opening:

1) 10 7 5 4 J K 9 A Q J 10 8 2

2) K Q 7 5 J 9 6 A Q J 10 8 2

3) K 5 J K Q 10 8 A Q J 10 8 2

4) Q 5 J Q 10 8 K Q J 10 8 7 2

5) 5 J 8 6 5 Q 8 3 A K Q 8 2

Your partner has opened with 2, the opponent in between pass. What do you bid with:
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 K 8 6  A 7 S W N E
 7  Q 8 6 - 2 p 2NT
 K 6 5  A Q 7 4 p 3 p 31

 A J 9 7 6 5  10 8 3 2 p 32 p 53

p p p

1) Strong hand with club support and side strength in 
    diamond
2) Singleton in heart
3) Then 3NT may be difficult. Try instead the game in 
    club



6) Q 10 7 5 4 J 7 K 9 4 Q 8 2

7) A 10 7 5 4 K 7 K 9 4 Q 8 2

8) 4 K J 8 7 K J 8 4 3 Q 8 2

9) A 10 5 4 - A Q 9 8 4 Q 10 8 2

10) A 7 5 4 7 K 10 9 4 A Q 8 2

Answers:
1) The hand J 10 5 4 7 K 9 A Q J 10 8 2 contain 11 hcp and has 6 loosers. With 6 cards in 
club this is a typical 2 opening. You will later on get the chance to show your spade suit, and 
then your partner will understand that is is honor weak

2) With K Q 7 5 J 9 6 A Q J 10 8 2 you have a little bit stronger hand. You have 13 hcp 
and only 5 loosers. This hand is then strong enough to use Redclub's canapé opening. Your 
opening is then 1. In the next auction round you return with 3 with or without a jump. Then 
you tell about a hand with spade and club, where the club is longer than the spade, about 13 – 16 
hcp and 4 – 5½ loosers.

3) With such a good hand as K 5 J K Q 10 8 A Q J 10 8 2 you have a optimistic view on 
the future. You may very well foresee a slam if your partner has a good fit. You have 16 hcp and 
only four loosers. Then you are too strong to open open with 2. The opening 3 may be 
possible, but then you probably have problems to show your diamond suit. Redclus use the 
canapé principle with two suited hands where club is the longest suit and you have about 13-16 
hcp and 4 – 5½ loosers. Correct opening is therefore 1, where after you return with 3 with or 
without a jump in the next auction round. This way you are able to show both your distribution 
and strength.

4) Q 5 J Q 10 8 K Q J 10 8 7 2 contain 11 hcp and 6 loosers. In many systems you would 
have considered to open with 3. You can not do that in Redclub, because this opening is 
reserved for another type of hands. Instead you may open with 2 which show at least six cards 
club and 11-16 hcp.

5) This hand with 5 J 8 6 5 Q 8 3 E K Q 8 2 may look difficult to open with. It has 12 hcp 
and 6 loosers, and absolutely worthy an opening. However, 1 doesn't look very alluring. Even 
as the club is only five cards, this is compensated by the top strength of the suit. Thus, correct 
opening is 2, as the most descriptive opening bid.

Your partner opened with 2, the intermediate opponent passed and you should respond with:

6) With Q 10 7 5 4 J 7 K 9 4 Q 8 2 you have 8 hcp and a descent five cards suit with 
workable support in club. If your partner happen to have a fit in spade, a game in that suit is 
feasible on pure fitness. Therefore you respond with 2, which does show five cards suit and at 
least 8 hcp. You must pass your partners eventually rebid 3. A game will be against the odds, 
but you bid the game if he give you support in spade.

7) With somewhat stronger cards like A 10 7 5 4 K 7 K 9 4 Q 8 2 which has as much as 
12 hcp in good honors and usable support in club, a game is feasible. Then it is best to use the 
conventional answer 2 to get more information from the opener. You may thereafter bid 
naturally to find the best contract, presumable at game level.

8) This time with 4 K J 8 7 K J 8 4 3 Q 8 2 you only have 10 hcp, but should your partner 
by luck happen to have a heart suit, game may be possible on pure fitness. Because a natural 2 
bid demand at least a five cards suit, you do not have that alternative available. You therefore 
has to start with 2 to see if your partner happen to return with 2. In that case you may bid the 
game. With your usual luck  he certainly return with 2. In that case you have to go down in 
3, which despite the introduction 2 logically is not forcing and only a preference. That 
because with club support and a forcing hand, you would have started with the response 2NT.
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9) With A 10 5 4 - A Q 9 8 4 Q 10 8 2 you have 12 hcp in good controls and excellent 
club support. Your void in heart may be extremely valuable, and with superb fit at your partners 
hand you may even have possibilities for a grand slam even with the limited opening showing 
maximum 16 hcp. You show your void, club support and interest for slam by a jump to 4. The 
opener may now accept the invitation by cue bidding another suit, eventually return with 4NT. 
Normally 4NT in a cue bid sequence show three of five Aces, but after showing a void in heart 
you don't count in Ace. 4NT does then show two of four Aces and indirectly also guarantee 
controls in spade and diamond. 

10) Again you have excellent support. The hand A 7 5 4 7 K 10 9 4 A Q 8 2 should give 
your side huge chances for a slam, and that in club. Therefore, this is the possibility you should 
exploit, not to find a fit in another suit. Then you have the response 2NT available. This answer 
show either a natural invitational hand or a game force with club support, and thus also a round 
force. The opener may now show minimum by bidding 3, maximum without a short suit with 
3NT or bid a singleton at the three level if he something more than minimum. Be aware that the 
responder’s rebid 4 above everything else than 3 is a proposal to end contract, which most 
often is based upon a judgment of to bad fit or 3NT has poor possibilities. 4 over 3 ask for 
singleton against a minimum opening. If the responder is interested in s a slam, he cue bids 
above the positive rebids on the 2NT response.
Note that you may get into difficulties to find a rebid if you choose to start with the conventional 
response 2. This response is better used when mainly search for a fit in another suit or have a 
strong hand without good club support.
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The opening 2 diamond
Redclub's use of this opening is an extension to the so called multi 2. The purpose of this extension is to 

balance and stabilize the rest of the system, and at the same time to give the users brand new offensive 
weapons. This opening simplifies the bidding of many distributional hands which are elsewhere difficult to 
handle. Its also helps making the natural bidding sequences more limited in playing strength giving the 
responder more precise information by taking away the possibility that the opener may have a very playable 
hand. This gives better judgments.

With Three-Way Multi (3WM) 2 this can be handled without taking up bidding space for other opening 
bids. Redclub is using 3WM as follows:

2: Shows one of three types of hands.

1) Weak 2 in major with 6/7-10 hcp. Weak 2 in Redclub is of the constructive type. The 
major suit must have certain qualities and denies strength in side suits. The ideal is that the 
major suit has two of three top honors without more than maximum a King as side strength. 
But here, as elsewhere, tactical situations may be of importance.

2) Balanced hand with (20+)21-22 hcp without five card in major or six card in minor. 
With five card minor the hand has to be No Trump friendly with the honors spread in all 
suits.

3) Distributional hand with 3½ - 5 looser and less than 17 hcp. With at least 17 hcp the 
opening normally used is 1. Be aware of the important side effect this new possibility 
gives by narrowing the normal suit openings because the most playable hands with 11-16 
hcp are opened with 2, eventual with 3 with a club bust. You don't open such hands with 
1, 1, 1 or 2, which indeed simplifies the responder’s judgment.

The different possibilities are discussed in more detail in the following chapters.

2 diamond type 1, weak 2 in major
Even this is a so called weak opening, is it however of the constructive type. The opening promise some 

qualities in the major suit and denies in principle many controls in side suits. You have an usable six card 
suit in major, about 7-10 hcp and 6-8 loosers. In favourable vulnerability you may somewhat rebate the 
demands for the suit quality, but it should not be too weak. Then your partner will got problems, which in 
the long run may decline the trust in partnership.

The hand A 9 6 5 3 2 K 8 6 K 5 3 7 contains too many controls and the suit is too poor for an 
opening in 2. The correct opening is therefore 1. On the contrary, with K Q 10 7 5 2 Q 8 5 K 3 6 2 
you have the ideal hand for a weak two opening in major. The hand has less controls and the spade suit is 
better. Correct opening is then 2.

In fourth hand a weak 2 opening in major is stronger, say 9 – 12 hcp, Thereafter the opening with a six 
card suit, 1 - 1NT, 2, is somewhat heavier.

2 diamond type 2, balanced No Trump hand with 21-22 hcp
The second alternative the 2 opening may show is a balanced hand with a strength of (20+) 21 to 22 

hcp. In this case it also denies five card major suit, but it may contain a bad five card minor. If the five card 
suit is strong, you would prefer to open in 1 to give you more bidding room for an eventually slam try.

When you in the next bidding round returns with a No Trump bid at lowest possible level, the following 
bidding is natural except if the rebid is 2 No Trump. Then the special 2NT bid is used, see own chapter.

2 diamond type 3, distributional hand
Those two previous types does not really represent anything new. They have been known and used for a 

long time in different variants. But this new possibility presented here, in my knowledge, hasn't been used 
before Redclub was first published in Norwegian back in 2004.
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How is it possible to let the 2 opening also have a third meaning? This has to be confusing if the 
opponents interfere in the auction. Is it then possible to difference the possible variants?

To answer that, you first have to do some tactical considerations.

At first, weak 2 openings in major is of nature blocking for the opponents when it at the same time 
indicates some playing strength if it is a fit. That mean your own side very seldom has a play on high level 
without at fit or strength at the responder’s hand, which certainly he will show if that is the case. If the 
opponents enter the auction under this conditions, your opening has already done its mission by pushing 
your opponents to a level which push their precision downward. There is little point in re-telling of a major 
color one has already spoken out about, and by that risk very expensive penalizing from the opponents for 
nothing. It is better to let the opponents bid. The end bid is hopefully less precise because they have tor start 
at a higher level. In the long run this should give your side a small benefit.

Second, with balanced 21-22 hcp which is showed by a rebid in no trump on the lowest possible level or 
with a a double of the opponents interference, is in it self such a precise bid that your partner most often has 
enough information to do the best choices almost directly.

It thus has of little effect to further involve yourself in the auction sequence except when you indeed has 
a good distributional hand, which you may have with Redclub's 2 opening. Therefore, if the 2 opener bid 
a new suit without being a logical preference, it show this kind of a distributional hand. To let the further 
biddings stable and at the same time remain robust to interference, you are forced to treat such hands with 
long club suit otherwise. They have to be opened with 3, which directly show a distributional hand with 
the same demands, except that the long suit has to be club.

Some examples will enlightening the opening types:

K Q J 9 8 5 3 Q K Q J 10 7 The hand has 14 hcp and 4 loosers. This is a very playable 
hand which in most systems has to be opened with either 1 
or 4. How shall your partner know that an Ace is enough 
for game, or even that only some few values are necessary 
for a slam. He has to guess. Correct opening in Redclub is 
2, except when own side is in vulnerable and the 
opponents isn't. Then the opening is 4 which show a solid 
or semi solid at least seven cards spade with nine playing 
tricks. Of course this approach intent to make it difficult for 
the opponents to interfere, an at the same time give a very 
precise opening in that vulnerability situation.

J 10 9 8 7 6 5 K Q x x A A Even here it is 14 hcp and 4 loosers. However with such a 
top weak long suit and an alternative trump suit in heart it 
isn't recommendable to open with 2. such an opening will 
easily mislead your partner. T is recommended to open with 
1, but it may also be a question of style and partnership 
agreements. However with.

J 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 Q A K A 3 You have 14 hcp and only 5 loosers without feasible 
alternative trump suit. You open with 2 even with a top 
weak long suit.

J K Q J A K 10 9 7 6 4 3 4 Beautiful hand for a 2 opening. But with

J K Q J 4 A K 10 9 7 6 4 3 When the club is the long suit is 3 correct opening in 
Redclub. This is used by the opener in his rebids. He cannot 
after the 2 opening has a long suit in club, which free the 
rebid in club for other meanings.

A K Q J A K 10 9 7 6 4 3 4 Now is the hand too strong for opening in 2. It has both 17 
hcp and 3 loosers. Correct opening is then 1.
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A x A K Q J 9 7 6 4 3 4 The hand is still too strong for a 2 opening. It has indeed 
only 14 hcp, but as little as 2 loosers. Again 1 is the 
correct opening.

7 4 K Q J 9 8 7 6 4 3 4 With this hand you have to make a tactical judgment. Even 
with only 6 hcp the hand is strong enough to open in 2 
with its 4 loosers. However it is a real alternative to open 
with for example 5 to keep the opponents out of the 
auction. The opening 4 is excluded because it is a Texas 
transfer to spade. What speaks for a 2 opening is that the 
opponents doesn't know what your opening is based upon 
before it may be to late for them to enter the auction. On the 
contrary it may be peculiar it your opponents aren't able to 
bid their major suits relatively cheap after your 2 opening. 
You must let the vulnerability, your opponents style and 
skill and in which hand the opening is done be among the 
factors you are judging before you choose you opening.

K J 10 9 8 7 5 3 Q Q J 10 7 The hand has 9 hcp and 5½ to 6 loosers and is therefore not 
suitable for opening with 2. Dependent of the vulnerability 
the opening become either 3 or 4. If the strength is more 
concentrated in the long suit with more top controls, as for 
example with

A Q J 10 8 7 5 K 3 A J 10 7 You open with 4, A Texas transfer to spade.

Responses to the 2 diamond opening
Because the 2 opener most often has a weak 2 in major, this make the starting point for the further 

biddings. The responder’s answers to 2 is then as follows:

2 Proposal, expect that the opener bid 2 if that is his suit. This is not an invitation to neither 
3 or 3, but more like a refusal with poor fit and bad cards. The bid indicates a possibility 
to better fit in spade, however they may both be rather poor. The openers rebid 2 thus 
show a weak 2 in spade. The rebid 2NT show 21-22 hcp and a balanced hand without five 
cards major or six cards minor. A rebid in suit on the 3 level show a distributional hand with 
3½ to 5 loosers. If the opener has a distributional hand with spade, he may bid 3 which ask 
his partner to bid his honor controls downwards and up. It is especial Aces and Kings which 
are important. 3 denies such controls, while 3NT show ditto in club.

2 Proposal, expect partner to bid 3 if that is his suit. The bid indicates better fit in heart than 
spade. The openers rebids are like the above, except that the rebid 3 is preference and 
thereby show weak two in heart. With distributional hand and heart the rebid 3 show this 
type.

2NT Conventional game force, but the responder may pass if the opener show minimum with 6 
cards major.

3/ Proposal to end contract with a long suit and poor fit in major. You expect your partner to 
pass with a weak 2 opening in major.

3 Pre-emptive bid which expect that your partner moves to 3, if that is his suit. Indicates that 
the support in spade is better than in heart.

3 Pre-emptive response which expect the opener to move to 4 if that is his suit.

3NT Proposal to contract against a hand with 6 cards major.

4/ Advanced cue bid with one of the major suits as trump. You expect your partner to show his 
major suit.
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4/ Proposal to contract based upon own long suit.

4NT 4 Aces Blackwood.

After 2 diamond – 2 heart
This bid anticipate that the opener pass if he has a weak 2 opening in heart or otherwise do a preference 

to 2 with a weak 2 in spade. If the opener has the strong balanced variant with 21-22 hcp he bid 2NT. A 
suit bid on the 3 level show a distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers and a long suit. Because the long suit 
cannot be club, 3 mean a long suit in spade, maximum (4-4½ loosers and about 13-16 hcp) and you bid 
honor concentrations from downward and up. With a bit weaker opening with long suit you bid directly 3.

Many players use 2 as a refusal over the 2 opening. In Redclub is this answer just a s much a tactical 
answer which sometimes may be used as an offensive investigation. The following, which in fact is a real 
play from OK Bridge with IMP (team match) scoring, illustrates how the answer may be used as an 
offensive response.

This game makes depending on finding the K. This example isn't spectacular, but show how three way 
multi 2 opening also lead to best contract also with normal hands.

If you do some small changes at West’s hand, the situation may very well be

Note how easy it is to stop in game. If the opener instead has the distributional hand with spade suit, he 
would return with 3 over 2. Then East is able to bid his diamond suit before he show his fit in spade. A 
slam has now a better chance, even that in most cases it may be a long shot.

After 2 diamond – 2 spade
Mainly do you follow the same principle as above, but the rebid 3 is now preference and show only 

weak 2 in heart. On the contrary the rebid 3 show distributional hand with heart as the long suit and the 
principle become the same as above.

After 2 diamond – 2 NT
2NT is a conventional forcing bid and is in principle force to game, even against a weak two in major. It 

is one possibility to stop below game, and that is when the opener show minimum by re-bidding either 3 
or 3 which show suit. The responder may then pass.
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 A Q J 8 7 5  9 6 3 S W N E
 10 8 3  J - 21 p 22

 Q 3  A K J 10 5 4 p 23 p 34

 10 2  Q 8 5 p 45 p p
p

1) 3 way multi opening, this time with weak two in spade.
2) Tactical answer. High enough if the opener has a weak 2 in heart.
3) Weak 2 in spade.
4) Positive invite. Anything else would not been logical.
5) Your diamond values suit me fine and I have a good hand for
    the opening.

 A 5  9 6 3 S W N E
 A K Q 10 9 7 3  J - 21 p 22

 8 3  A K J 10 5 4 p 33 p 44

 9 2  Q 8 5 p p p

1) 3 way multi opening, this time with distributional hand.
2) Tactical response.
3) Distributional hand with heart.
4) With poor fit is slam unlikely.



The re-bid 3 in this sequence is conventional and show a distributional hand. The long suit cannot be 
club. 3 from the responder now ask for the long suit, which you bid on the three level. If the long suit is 
diamond, your bid is 3NT. The long suit is the established as the trump suit, therefore bid in new suits there 
after are cue-bids. If the responder bid a new suit after 3, this is a natural round force, this also cover 4/
.

The re-bid 3 in this sequence is also conventional and show a good weak 2 opening in major. Then it is 
also in principle established a game force auction. The responder now ask for the openers major suit by 
bidding 3 and expect 3 from his partner if that is his suit. Every other bid confirm that heart is the suit.

The re-bids 3/ show the suit and a minimum weak 2 opening in major.

Just as before a balanced hand with 21-22 hcp is showed by a re-bid in no trump on the lowest possible 
level, namely 3NT. From there on you bid four cards suit from downward and up.

Some few examples will enlighten the convention and the possibilities it give:

You may very well also find the slam with a natural system too, but in match point tournament 3NT may 
be a good alternative. The point is that it is rather easy for the partner to the distributional opener to judge 
the potential in the deal, which in turn will give a more precise auction sequence. East has no doubt after the 
3NT bid that it is a slam potential in the cards with his 3 – 4 winners to his partners 3½ - 5 loosers.

Let us change the opener's hand a bit:
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 5  A J 6 S W N E
 K 10 3  A J 5 - 21 p 2NT2

 A K J 10 8 5 4  Q 2 p 33 p 34

 K 2  Q J 9 6 5 p 3NT5 p 46

p 47 p 48

p 59 p 610

p p p

1) 3 way multi opening, this time with long suit and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2) What do you have partner?
3) I have a distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers.
4) Where is your long suit?
5) In diamond, which also is established as trump suit.
6) A resting bid which denies a control in club, which could have been 
    showed by bidding 4. Show interest for slam.
7) I have control in heart and indirectly also show club control.
8) And I have spade control, but not 3 of 5 Aces (4NT will show 3 of
    5 Aces and spade control).
9) I re-bid my club control because neither I has 3 of 5 Aces, but
    has good cards for  my opening.
10) OK, then we try a slam. We miss an ace, so grand slam is out of
     question.



Another small change give:

To distinguish between a maximum and minimum weak 2 opening in major is not always simple, as the 
previous examples show. However, the partner to the opener will tend to judge his Aces as more valuable 
than other honors. Therefore will your singleton in spade justify an increased value in the first example.

Let us again change a bit on the responder’s hand and see what happen then:

Many players would like to be in just this contract.

The balance between opening in 1 and opening with three way multi may be very delicate, which the 
following example show.

Think that West is afraid that the opponents shall interfere with a major bid if he open with 1. He 
therefore choose to to open with 2 despite his 17 hcp, because he has only 4 loosers. East respond with a 
tactical 2 bid because he does accept to play on a higher level in heart. When the opener return with 3, 
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 8  A J 6 S W N E
 K Q 10 9 8 3  A J 5 - 21 p 2NT2

 8 5 4  Q 2 p 33 p 34

 K 4 2  Q J 9 6 5 p 45 p 46

p p p

1) 3 way multi opening, this time with a weak 2 in major.
2) What do you have, partner?
3) I have a good weak 2 in major.
4) Where is your suit?
5) In heart and I have a club control.
6) Game is enough.

 8 2  A J 6 S W N E
 K Q 10 9 8 3  A J 5 - 21 p 2NT2

 8 5 4  Q 2 p 33 p p4

 K 4  Q J 9 6 5 p

1) 3 way multi opening, with a weak 2 in major.
2) What do you have, partner?
3) I have a minimum weak 2 in heart.
4) Then we are high enough.

 10  A J 6 S W N E
 K 10 3  A J 5 - 21 p 22

 A K J 10 8 5 4  7 2 p 33 p 3 4

 K 2  10 9 6 5 2 p 3NT5 p p6

p

1) 3 way multi opening, this time with long suit and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2) 2 is more blocking than 2, and I am satisfied to play 3.
3) I have a distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers and a diamond suit.
4) I have something in heart.
5) I don't have anything special in spade.
6) But I have that.

 A J  Q 9 7
 10  K J 7 6 4
 A Q J 10 8 5 4  9
 K Q 7  J 10 5 4



and by that show his hand, East has no other choice than to pass with his poor fit and bad values. As you 
may see, 3NT seems to be a very good contract which is almost impossible to set. Correct opening from 
West is indeed 1 which East answer to with 1. West may now naturally bid 2 which East respond to 
with 2, West re-bid 3 and East propose 3NT with his maximum hand. Replace West's J and J with 
small cards, and the game becomes much more difficult to win. In that case it seem that 3 is a better 
contract, which you reach without difficulty after a three way multi opening as first described.

When the opponents interfere
The opponents may interfere the auction with a bid in between, after the response or a double in both 

positions. Those interferences gives totally different tactical situations, and thus have to be treated 
differently.

The opponents interfere in second hand
Most often will this be a natural bid, but may in some cases has a conventional meaning, usually a hand 

with two suits. The responder does not know what kind of hand the opener has, however he know that if his 
partner has one of the stronger hands, either balanced  (20+)21-22 hcp or the distributional type, he certainly 
will tell in the next round. This means that the responder safely may pass if he cannot see any future in 
entering the auction with a weak 2 in major at partner's hand. As a logical consequence it follow that if the 
responder in fact do bid, the opener may safely relay with that the judgment is done against a weak two 
opening in major. Similarly, for the the opener it may be unnecessary and risky to meddle further in auction, 
if it passed around the table to him and he has the weak 2 in major opening. The opener may safely count on 
that the responder would have done something with a suitable hand. The responder will make his judgment 
primarily against a weak 2 opening in major. Because of this a new suit from the opener will show the long 
suit with a distributional hand with 3½ - 5 loosers, alternatively (20+)21-22 hcp with a re-bid in no trump.

Rather often are the opponents very eager to interfere in the auction against a weak two in major, even 
with poor values. The fear of losing a fit and good contract before the auction enter a too high level is 
reasonable large. That situation indicates that it is a huger potential to penalize unwary opponents than 
normal. This is utilized by a double from the responder after an interference is a proposal to penalize against  
a weak two in major. Of course the double is based upon sufficient values.

After West's opening 2, this time with weak 2 in heart, North try the interference 2. When East do the 
double, North is trapped. West has what he has promised and pass. If the opponents had been outside the 
vulnerability and own side in, it may of course be sometimes better to find own game before penalizing.

If the opponent in between should double, this will normally be based upon own strength or distribution, 
and rather seldom be a proposal to penalize. If it is not a penalize double, the redouble show an interest to 
penalize the opponents with enough strength and cards to play 2 redoubled if necessary. If the double is for 
penalizing or show own diamond suit, a redouble still show strength and interest to penalize the opponents, 
but will expect your partner to to bid his major suit if it is passed to him and he has a weak 2 opening in 
major.

After the opponents natural interference, the response 2NT keep its meaning as in undisturbed auction 
sequence, namely a question for more information. The opener's re-bid is just as in an undisturbed bidding 
sequence, even if the re-bid is in the opponents suit and also even if that bid is natural or not. It mean that 
the following sequence 2 - (2) - 2NT, 3 show a weak two opening in heart just as in an undisturbed 
auction round. This concept will disclose an eventually psychic interference.

If the responder should pass an interfering double of 2, this is a force for round. He may be weak, but 
also has a hand where he want to reach a game or even a slam. He expect his partner to bid his major suit if 
it he has a weak two opening. If the responder should bid once more, it is a game force in any situations. 
This mean that if the responder should has weak cards and some hearts and/or support in spade, he has to 
bid at once. The following sequence is therefore a game force 2 - (D) - pass - (pass), 2 - (2) - 3. It is 
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now establish a game force situation. On the contrary the sequence 2 - (D) - 2 - (pass), pass - (2) - 3 is 
not a forcing sequence.

The situation may be

With such a strong hand East see the possibility for slam. He is therefore less interested in penalizing the 
opponents. By doing a pass and then return with 3 he show good cards, which then become a natural game 
force. Ideally the contract should has been on East's hand, which had guarded the K. However, because 
North has made a strength showing double, he most probably also has the E. Remark how important the 
demands for suit quality is for the opener. Many player do open with a weak two in major even with poor 
qualities in that suit. Then it become difficult for the responder to judge on which level the contract should 
be played on. For instance, move K to K. Then you barely make 4, and a slam is out of question.

Questions and answers to the 2 diamond opening
Here you have some questions you may test yourself on.

With which hands do you open with 2?

1) K Q J 10 8 7 8 6 E 9 5 K Q

2) K J 10 8 7 6 8 6 9 5 2 K 7

3) 9 A Q 10 9 8 7 6 A J 6 A 10

4) A J 6 A 10 9 A Q 10 9 8 7 6

5) K Q 3 A Q 9 K Q 7 4 A 5 2

6) A Q 10 K Q 9 A 10 9 K Q 10 2

7) Q J 10 9 7 6 5 3 K 2 A 10 2

8) K Q J 10 9 6 5 3 K 2 A 10 2

Answers:
1) A hand like K Q J 10 8 7 8 6 A 9 5 K Q is always nice to pick up. It has great playable 
strength with its 15 hcp and 6 loosers. Still it has to many loosers to open with 2. To do that 
you need 3½ - 5 loosers. Correct opening is then 1.

2) With K J 10 8 7 6 8 6 9 5 2 K 7 the hand is weaker than in the previous deal. It has 7 
hcp and a usable 6 cards major suit. The hand fit the demands for a weak two opening in major. 
Correct opening is then 2.

3) 9 A Q 10 9 8 7 6 A J 6 A 10 is some really lovely cards. It has 15 hcp and only 5 
loosers. Then you are within the boundaries for a 2 opening with a distributional hand. You 
then open this hand with 2.

4) With A J 6 A 10 9 A Q 10 9 8 7 6 you have almost the same hand as in the previous 
case. You have 15 hcp and 5 losers. But with the long suit in club is a 2 opening not applicable. 
This hand is instead opened with 3.
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 10 8 4  A 9 2 p p 3
 Q 4  A K J 10 6 p 3 p 4NT

p 5 p 6
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 1) Strength showing double.
2) Forcing pass.



5) A solid hand like K Q 3 A Q 9 K Q 7 4 A 5 2 ha 20 hcp, but the absolute even 
distribution and few 10's and 9' pull it down. Therefore this hand is just a bit too weak to be 
opened in 2 as as a balanced hand with 20+ to 22 hcp. Thus, correct opening is 1 with a re-bid 
in no trump at lowest possible level.

6) With A Q 10 K Q 9 A 10 9 K Q 10 2 the situation is different. With a good collection 
of 10's and 9's you are able to upgrade to 20+ hcp and you may open with 2 and prepare for a 
re-bid in no trump.

7) With the distribution monster Q J 10 9 7 6 5 3 K 2 A 10 2 you are in a tactical position. 
You are too weak for a direct 4 opening which show a very good spade suit and good side 
strength. You are also to strong in your side suits to open with 4. On the contrary you have only 
5 loosers and then the 2 opening is available.

8) This hand with K Q J 10 9 6 5 3 K 2 A 10 2 is a bit stronger. You have now only 4 
loosers and by that may have opened with 2. Despite this the hand is not well fitted for that 
opening, because you have an opening bid which just precise describe such strong distributional 
hands. That is the 4 opening which tell about a good hand with a very long spade suit and even 
some side strength. Correct opening is then 4.
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Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no trump)
Because Redclub uses the canapé principle with two suited hands where club is the longest suit, hands 

where the club is not the longest one, logically has to be treated differently. Redclub uses Roman two 
openings to do this. The openings 2//NT show in Redclub's version about 13-16 honor count points and 
4-5½ loosers, five cards suit (no trump show diamond) and a club of at least 4 cards which cannot be longer 
than the opening suit. In short a Roman 2 opening show a rather usable hand. With worse assets and a hand 
with a five cards suit, side suit in club and opening values, you open in the long suit at the one level and re-
bid 2 if possible. That sequence show at least 9 cards in the combined two suits. It is uncertain which suit 
that has five cards. The most important thing is that the re-bid 2 show a minimum opening hand.

Because the Roman 2 openings in itself are rather precise, the responder very often will be able to place 
the contract directly on the correct level. The responses to the Roman 2 openings are mainly natural. 
However, the responder has a possibility to investigate more thoroughly how the distribution is, and thus 
take the role as a captain.

Some examples on Roman 2 openings:

K x K Q 10 x x x x K Q J x 5 cards in heart and 4 cards club with 14 hcp and 5 loosers is 
showed by the opening 2.

A Q x x x Q x K x K J x x This hand has indeed 15 hcp, but has as much as 6 loosers. 
Correct opening is then 1, but with:

A Q x x x x K Q x K J x x The hand still has 15 hcp, but now only 5 loosers. Then the 
correct opening is 2.

3 K Q 5 K J 10 8 5 A Q 7 3 This hand has 15 hcp with 5 loosers. With 5 cards in 
diamond and 4 in club, the hand is ideal for an opening in 
2NT. Note at the same time the blocking effect this bid has 
against the opponents. It is not easy for them to introduce 
their spade suit at the three level.

- A K 8 7 5 3 2 Q 5 A Q J 8 You have 16 hcp with 4 loosers. Wit a side suit in club it 
look tempting to open with 2, but with your seven cards in 
heart is it enough to make 4 if your partner has 3 small 
hearts. Your partner cannot know that your heart is as long 
as it is. Correct opening is then 1.

If the responder should happen to have something like Q x x x x x Kn x x x K D x you may bid 4 
directly above 2, because your winners are guarantied to handle three of the openers 4 -5½ loosers.

Responses to the openings 2 heart/spade
On the openings 2/ you use the response 2NT as a conventional force. Other bids are in principle 

natural as long as they not are cue bids. The responder also may give a natural preference to 3 above 2/
. This is a weak bid which the opener is expected to pass. It is worthy to note that even it is true that 2 
above 2 is natural, this response it not forcing. It is more like an invite if it should happen that the opener 
has som fit. The same is true for 3 above the opening 2, however the strength is somewhat better and/or 
the suit length is a bit better to justify the higher level.

The openers rebid after the response 2 no trump
3 The distribution 5-4-2-2. (Five cards in the opening suit and four in club).

3 in a new suit The three cards suit in a 5-4-3-1, 5-5-3-0 or 6-4-3-0 distribution.

3 in the suit 6-4-2-1 distribution.

3NT 5-5-2-1

4 6-5-1-1
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Jump in new suit Void with a 6-5 or a 6-6 distribution.

The response 2NT always force to game, except when the opener returns with 3, and the responder 
then preference the major suit at the three level. Then the opener is allowed to pass. If the responder on the 
contrary do bid a new suit, this principally show controls and ask the opener to bid 3NT if he can handle the 
other suit (doubleton).

I reality also 3NT may be a feasible game, but 4 should have a better chance. The opponents most 
probably will start with a heart lead in 3NT after this bidding sequence.

When the opener show a three cards suit after the conventional response 2NT it also at the same time 
establish a game force situation. The responder’s re-bid of the opening suit at the three level then become a 
slam invite. If the responder instead bit the short suit or lift the the bid in the three cards suit, it is slam 
interest with the three cards suit as the trump.

When West tell about the distribution 5-3-1-4 from top to bottom, East see four winners to West's 4-5½ 
loosers. He also see that 6 has to be a excellent contract. Note that you cannot miss a grand slam by West 
having a void in diamond and a club more. Then he would only have 4 loosers, and may then bid 7 
because East indirectly show 4 winners to West's hand with his 6 bid.

When the opener, after showing a three cards suit, return with 4 or 4 in the major suit on the 
responder’s 3NT, he promise maximum and 5-5-3-0 respective 6-4-3-0. With minimum strength he pass on 
3NT.

West does show with his second bid a three cards suit in diamond. Then East rather naturally propose to 
play 3NT. West with his 4 loosers and good cards show his distribution with 4. East may the count three 
winners to West's four loosers and bid the slam. East may after West's maximum bid return with 4NT. He 
then insist on playing a no trump contract and the opener has to pass.

When the opener after the forcing respond 2NT rebid his major suit and by that show a 6 cards suit, the 
responder may invite to a club slam by bidding 4. A bid in new suit is a cue bid with the major suit as 
trump.

Responses to the opening 2 no trump
The opening 2NT show the same type of hand as the openings 2/, but the five cards suit is diamond. 
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 A K J 6 4  Q 5 S W N E
 4 3  Q 6 5 - 2 p 2NT1

 8 6  K Q 7 3 p 32 p 33

 A K J 6  Q 9 7 5 p 34 p 45

p p p

1) What do you have?
2) 5-2-2-4 distribution.
3) I have something in diamond. What about heart?
4) I have poor hearts.
5) Then we try this game.

 A K 6 5 4  Q J 7 S W N E
 A 8 2  K Q 10 6 - 2 p 2NT
 6  7 5 4 p 3 p 6
 K Q 8 5  A 10 6 p p p

 -  Q J 9 5 S W N E
 A Q 8 6 4  K 5 - 2 p 2NT
 K J 6  A 7 5 4 p 3 p 3NT
 A Q 10 6 4  K 9 3 p 4 p 6

p p p



Necessarily the responses to the opening 2NT has to be different compared to those after the openings 2/, 
despite that the principles are the same. To save bidding space Redclub use 3 as a conventional response, 
just like 2NT after the openings 2/. This mean you normally cannot play a 3 contract after the opening 
2NT. In practice this turn out to be of less importance. Alternative the responder may bid 3 or jump to 4 
above the opening 2NT. Those to responses are pure preference bids and the opener has to pass. The 
responses 3/ also becomes invitational. The responses are passable, but it is expected that the opener bid 
the game with at least honor double in the suit.

The openers re-bid after the response 3 club
3 The distribution 2-2-5-4. (Five cards in the opening suit and four clubs)

3/ with three cards suit in a 5-4-3-1, 5-5-3-0 or 6-4-3-0 distribution

3NT with 6-4-2-1

4 with 5-5-2-1

4 with 6-5-1-1

A jump in major void with a 6-5 or 6-6 distribution

The response 3 nearly always lead to at least a game.

When the opener with 3 show a 5-4-2-2 distribution, the responder's 3/ show control and ask the 
opener to bid 3NT with control in the other major major suit. If he instead bid 4, this is an invitation to 
game, while 4 is a slam invite and a jump to 4/ is cue bid with club support.

When the opener show a three cards major suit above the response 3, 4 is still only an invitation to 
game and 4 is slam invite. If you just lift the three cards major suit bid to the fourth level, this is an end 
bid. A bid in the singleton suit is a slam invite with club support.

When the responder do bid 3NT after a three cards showing, this is a proposal to end contract. The 
opener may bid further on with a maximum hand and do bid 4/ which show 5-5-3-0 respectively 6-4-3-0 
distributions.

When West show his three cards heart and by that also that he is short in spade, East easily see that 3NT 
is enough. Despite this West try 4 which show maximum (4 loosers) and the distribution 0-3-6-4 from top 
and downwards. East still judge no trump to be better than diamond, and thus bid 4NT. Interchange the 
values in heart and spade at East's hand, and he will be able to bid 6 when the opener return with 4. He 
then has three winners to West's four loosers.

When the opener return with 3NT above the responder's 3, he show 6-4 in the low suits without a void. 
Then the responder's 4 is a game invite, 4 a slam invite and 4/ cue bid with club support.

When East open with 2NT, East has a bit too good cards to just sign off with 4. By bidding 3 before 
4 he instead do an invitation to game. West, of course, bid the game with good cards and only 4 loosers.
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 A 7 5  Q 10 6 - 2NT p 3
 A K Q 6 5 4  K 7 2 p 3 p 3NT
 Q J 9 5  K 8 4 p 4 p 4NT
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 7  J 6 5 4 S W N E
 A 4  10 8 6 - 2NT p 3
 A K 9 8 5 3  J 6 p 3NT p 4
 K Q 8 6  A J 7 5 p 5 p p
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When the opponents interfere
When the opener promise a rather usable hand, the opponents more seldom dare to interfere without a 

distributional hand or great strength. In those cases will it be of huge importance to show your values as 
quickly as possible. Therefore you bid naturally, but a new suit is only invitational and not forcing. The 
opener may give a support bid with a good fit and enough values. A top honor double or three small ones 
count as sufficient support in those cases. As a consequence the responder should not bid a new suit without 
certain minimum values. Then it is better to pass or make a preference bid in one of the opener's suits. With 
support you just bid your values directly by placing the contract on a suitable level. A double of the 
opponents show a strong interest to penalize them, and thus is is a very strong request to the opener to pass.

After the opening 2 with the interference bid 2, the responder's 2NT mean just the same as in an 
undisturbed auction sequence, namely a conventional response which ask for more information. The same is 
true if the interference is a double of the 2/ opening.

If the opponents double the opening 2NT and by that showing strength, the response 3 is not longer 
forcing, but on the contrary proposal to contract.

Questions and answers to Roman 2 openings
See if you can manage to handle these tasks.

With which hands do you use Roman 2 openings, and what do you open with?

1) A Q 8 7 6 Q J 9 9 K Q J 8

2) J 10 K Q 9 8 6 K 6 K 10 9 6

3) K Q J 10 9 K J 3 K Q 10 8 6

4) Q 5 3 7 A Q J 8 7 K Q 10 5

Your partner open with a Roman 2 opening. What is your response with the following cards, why and 
how do foresee the following auction sequence?

5) A 7 6 Q 9 6 9 6 5 2 K 8 4

6) J 10 A Q 8 6 K 6 K 9 8 6

7) K Q J 10 9 K J 3 Q 10 8 6

8) K J 9 8 7 J 6 Q J 8 K 4 2

Your partner open with a Roman 2NT. What is your response with the following hands, why and how do 
you foresee the following auction sequence?

9) K Q 9 6 Q J 10 8 Q 7 J 8 6

10) 10 7 8 7 8 7 5 K Q 7 Q 7 8

11) K J 10 K Q 9 8 3 9 8 Q 5 3

12) 8 6 A K 8 4 K 8 7 5 Q 7 4

Answers:

1) With A Q 8 7 6 Q J 9 9 K Q J 8 you have 15 hcp and 5 loosers. With a five cards suit in 
spade and four in club, you have a perfect Roman 2 opening.

2) J 10 K Q 9 8 6 K 6 K 10 9 6 give you 12 hcp and as much as 6 loosers. Then you are 
too weak for a Roman 2 opening. This time you have to be satisfied with opening in 1 and 
return with 2, if you get that possibility.

3) With such a nice hand as K Q J 10 9 K J 3 K Q 10 8 6 which has 15 hcp and 5 loosers. 
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Despite this you cannot open with a Roman 2 opening. Your club is longer than you spade. The 
correct opening is then 1 and to return with 3 with or without a jump. This way you show the 
same strength as a Roman 2 opening, but the club is longer than your opening suit. This is the 
canapé principle.

4) With Q 5 3 7 A Q J 8 7 K Q 10 5 which has 14 hcp, 5½ loosers with club as the side 
suit, you are strong enough for a Roman two opening. The opening 2NT is reserved to show just 
this type of hand, which is also your opening bid. 

Your partner opened with a Roman 2 bid and you should describe why and how you foresee the further 
auction sequence.

5) With a hand like A 7 6 Q 9 6 9 6 5 2 K 8 4 you don't need to count hcp's when your 
partner open with a Roman two opening. Instead, count your winners against your partners 
loosers. You know that he has at least 5 hearts and at least 4 clubs with 4 – 5½ loosers. Then it 
should be very peculiar if your three honors aren't able to take care of three of your partners 
loosers. Therefore you just bid 4 directly. Your partner will understand that you have a hand 
just like this. He will eventually invite to slam with 5 if he happens to have only 4 loosers. 
Such an invite you certainly will accept. Reserve the direct invite 5 for hands a little bit 
stronger response hand, because you are in fact just strong enough.

6) With J 10 A Q 8 6 K 6 K 9 8 6 you also have some top honors. You can count three 
safe winners in heart and club covering your partners loosers. However, you cannot be sure that 
K is a winner. Your partner may be void or having a singleton in diamond. Therefore your are 
most interested in your partners suits and strength distribution. You may easily investigate this 
just by using the conventional response 2NT which ask for suit distribution, where after you may 
later on investigate where the honors are by using cue bids. If your partner should happen to has 
at least two diamonds, you have four winners. Then you taste a possible slam. The same is true if 
he has only 4 loosers. The auction may go as 2 -  2NT, 3 - 3, 3 - 4, 4NT - 5, 5NT – 6. 
With 3 the opener show three cards suit in diamond and thus single spade. 3 set the trump and 
ask for cue bidding. 3 has to be a first control because it is of no necessity to tell about a second 
control witch is already showed. 4 is a honor showing cue bid. Anything else would not been 
logical against a partner with four card club. 4NT is Culbertson and show at least 3 of 5 Aces. 5 
is a new cue bid. 5NT show an extra Ace value and indicates that all resources are shown. You 
may now count the opener's hand to A K ? ? x x A x x A ? ? x. If he has only small cards 
together with his honors, he has too many loosers to open with 2. Therefore, it is likely that he 
has some combinations of low honors which reduce the looser count, for example A J 10 x in 
club. The most important card for you will be Q. That card has the opener denied when he 
wasn't able to to bid 6 above 5. Further on does a total count tell you he cannot possible has 
Q on his hand. In that case he would have 17 hcp and thus opened with 1. The odds are 
against a grand slam and you have to be satisfied with 6.

7) With K Q J 10 9 K J 3 Q 10 8 6 you know immediately that you should end up in at 
least a game. Your partner has a side suit in club, so the question is if it is 3NT, 5 or even 6 
which is the contract. Your single heart may not be beneficial if it happens that your partner has 
too many of his honors in that suit. Your first step is anyway to gather more information about 
your partners hand. That you get by bidding the conventional 2NT. If your partner should return 
with 3, he show a 2-5-2-4 distribution and you are able to count at least three winners to his 4 - 
5 ½ loosers. Your single heart may be promoted to a winner in a club contract if your partner has 
suitable cards. At first you must make a choice, either try for slam or to stop in 3NT. This choice 
may be extremely difficult in a partnership tournament, but in a team match you will have the 
alternative game contract 5. A contract which must be rather safe. Let us say you choose to 
investigate the possibilities for a slam. The Ace of spade at your partners hand will be a key card, 
so then you show your diamond honors with 3. If your partner return with 3, you know that it 
must be the Ace and you can set the trump suit with 4 and thus start a cue bid sequence. If 
your partner instead return with 3NT above 3, he denies a spade control. Still you doesn't give 
up and bid 4 to set the trump. You partner now has the opportunity to cue bid 4 if he happen 
to have Ace. If he also denies that you has to end the auction in 5.
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Similar evaluations can be done for the other responses your partner may turn up with against 
your conventional 2NT respond. You get an exact distributional count and may then 
counterweight your winners against your partners loosers and by this perform your judgments 
based upon precise information. In the long run this will gain your side on the long run compared 
to pure guesses.

8) With the hand K J 9 8 7 J 6 Q J 8 K 4 2 you have an interesting situation. You have as 
much as 11 hcp to your partners opening, but how many winners do you have covering his 
loosers? King is a certain winner, however neither King or Queen may be counted as certain 
winners. A thorough review of the distribution possibilities at your partners hand show that only 
one of those two cards probably may be counted as a winner. As a start for your judgments you 
therefore count two winners. You now have two alternatives. Either you respond with 2NT and 
in principle force to game, or you invite with 2 or 3. This is judgments you yourself have to 
make depending on the tactical situation. You have good information at your disposal. In a team 
match you may prefer to find a hard to win game contract before a part contract with possible 
overtrick. If you choose to try for game, you respond with 2NT. It may happen that your partner 
has three cards in spade making a game in spade as the best choice. By 2NT you keep the options 
open. If your partner show a 2-5-2-4 distribution by returning with 3, you may put the brakes 
on with 3, which your partner will pass with absolute minimum.

This time your partner already has opened with a Roman 2NT bid. You should describe why and how 
you foresee the auction further on?

9) With K Q 9 6 Q J 10 8 Q 7 J 8 6 your real strength will depend on how your partners 
major cards are distributed. If your partner is void in heart, it may be a slam in the cards. This 
you may find out by asking with 3. If your partner returns with everything else than void 
showing 4, you should stop in 3NT, eventual 5 if your partners answer is on the fourth level. 
If he is void in heart you may cue bid spade to see if it is a slam in the cards. Pure tactical in a 
partnership tournament you also should consider directly to bid 3NT. Those extra points a no 
trump game in comparisons to a minor suit game are much more valuable in such a context than 
in a team match setting.

10) With 10 7 8 7 8 7 5 K Q 7 Q 7 8 you only have 7 hcp and a very uninteresting 
distribution. In standard systems you would have judged this has as rather weak. But when your 
partner show at least five cards diamond and four cards club with 4 to 5½ loosers, this hands 
strength increase dramatically. It has in fact three solid winners to your partners hand. You may 
safely bid directly 5 on the 2NT opening. If yoy partner happen to has only 4 loosers he will bid 
the slam 6, because you with your jump to 5 tell about three sure winners against his hand.

11) With K J 10 K Q 9 8 3 9 8 Q 5 3 it may be tempting to bid 3NT at once. This look very 
much like an optimal contract. However, should it happen that your partner has three cards in 
heart, a game in heart most possible be a better contract because your partner then will have a 
singleton or even be void in spade. This you may investigate by the conventional respond 3. 
You then will get information about the exact distribution to the opener. If it should happen that 
he has three cards heart, you set the game directly in heart. If not, you settle the contract with 
3NT, except when the openers response is 4/, which you have to pass.

12) 8 6 A K 8 4 K 8 7 5 Q 7 4 give four winners to your partner's hand. A slam is then 
probably, but should the opener have a single heart you may very fast be confronted with two 
loosers in spade. You then just need a little bit more information before you decide where to put 
the contract, either in game, small slam or grand slam. Thus you start again with the 
conventional respond 3. The opener's rebid has to determine the bidding further on. You will 
anyway have plenty of time to do thoroughly investigations before you set the end contract.

2 NT bidding
In two situations Redclub uses a special 2NT bidding sequence. This occurs after the opening 2 

followed by 2NT which shows (20+)21-22 hcp, and after 1 - 1 with a jump to 2 NT which shows 23-24 
hcp. In the last case is the responder limited to 7 hcp, which must be taken into account during the further 
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bidding.

If the opponents should interfere with 2/ over your 2 and you with a double show (20+)21-22 hcp, 
you uses the 2NT bid accordingly. However, it gives the opportunity to do a natural game force with 2NT, 
showing stopper in opponents suit and, if accessible, 2 as a natural game force with five card spade. Bids 
on the three level keeps their original meaning.

Responses
The following response schema is used after the 2NT biding in those situations:

3 This is primarily a relay bid. The opener has to bid 3.

3 This is primarily a question for major suits, but may also be the start for a slam invite with a 
five cards minor suit.

3/ Natural game force.

3NT Proposal to contract.

4/ Transfer to a major suit, heart respectively spade. Show a rather good suit.

4/ Proposal to end contract. The suit isn't especial good and warn against further bidding.

The bidding further on
After the response 3 club
The opener bid as requested 3, and now the responder may pass with a weak hand and long diamond 

suit. If he on the contrary bid 3, this mean a slam invite with both minor suits. If he instead should return 
with 3, he force to game and at the same time show five cards spade and four cards heart. 3NT become a 
slam invite with a balanced hand or the the distribution 4-4-4-1. You then are expected to bid four cards suit 
from downside and up. If he after 3 - 3 as the last option return with a suit on the fourth level, this is a 
slam invite with a long suit. The opener may pass on a slam invite in a major suit, but not in one of the 
minor suits.

When East after the first negative diamond respond returns with 3 after the relay bid 3, he show a 
hand with both minor suits, however at the same time less than 8 hcp as a consequence of the first diamond 
respond. West therefore directly bid the slam he believe in. A grand slam is not likely when East has limited 
values.

When the responder with 3 show the minor suits, the opener may go down in 3NT without any fit. With 
a fit he may support to 4/ or ask for five cards suit with the relay bid 3. The responder then bid 3NT 
without five cards suit, the five cards suit with 5 – 4 distribution and lowest major control with 5 – 5.

When the responder force with 3 which show five cards spade and four cards heart suits, the opener bid 
3NT without fit and otherwise a game in one of the major suits, eventually he may cue-bid in a minor suit. 
When the opener cue-bid in minor, the responder doesn't know which suit is the trump. Therefore, with poor 
values he always bid in heart.
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 A Q 8 6  7 S W N E
 A 7  8 6 5 - 1 p 1
 A 8 2  K Q 9 5 4 p 2NT p 3
 A K Q 7  J 9 3 2 p 3 p 3

p 6 p p
p



The road to normal 4 this time become rather long. East start with his negative diamond bid and show 
his major suit lengths via the relay bid 3 and his rebid 3. West has a good fit and thus do a cue-bid. 
Because East still doesn't know which suit West has chosen as the trump, he has to bid the heart suit, which 
West correct to spade. If East happens to have better cards, for example E instead of J, he may return 
with 4 above 4, where after it should not be difficult to bid the slam.

After the major suit question 3 diamond
When the responder with 3 ask for major suits, the opener do bid this from downside and upwards, and 

3NT without. If the opener bid 3, he may also have a four cards spade, which the responder will learn by 
bidding his own four cards suit with 3.

If the responder instead bid 3NT above the opener's 3, he the show support in heart and interest for 
slam. Just like this you show slam interest and support in spade by bidding 4 above 3.

When West show his spade, East show his support and maximum with 4. West is of course easily 
invited. Note that you cannot cue bid above the opener's answer 3 on the responder's 3. The responder 
may therefore very well have controls in the minor suits when he bid 4.

If the responder after the major question 3 returns with a bid in minor on the fourth level, he does a 
slam invite with a five cards suit. He may also have a four cards major suit, but it is not necessary.

K 9 6 8 6 K J 10 7 6 4 3 2

After the response 1 on your partner's club opening, you bid 3 on his re-bid 2NT. Whatever the 
opener's answer is, you show maximum with five cards diamond by bidding 4.

After natural 3 heart/spade
When the responder force with 3, the opener should show four cards spade because the responder may 

have four spades and five hearts. Otherwise he bid 3NT without trump support and cue bid or bid the game 
in heart with support.

If the responder returns with a minor suit on the fourth level after the 3NT bid, then it is a natural slam 
invitation.

Question and answers to the 2 no trump bidding
Your partner open with 1, you respond with 1 and there after your partner jump to 2NT. The 

opponents only pass. What is your response with the following cards:

1) Q 8 7 6 Q 9 6 4 9 5 6 4 2

2) 8 7 8 6 10 8 7 6 5 3 9 8 6

3) K 10 8 7 4 J 2 7 3 J 8 6 2

4) K 10 8 7 4 J 8 6 2 7 3 6 2
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 K Q 8 6  J 9 5 4 3 S W N E
 K Q 6  J 8 7 5 - 1 p 1
 A K 9  Q 8 2 p 2NT p 3
 A Q 7  8 p 3 p 3

p 4 p 4
p 4 p p
p

 A K 8 5  Q 10 7 4 S W N E
 A 7  K Q 8 5 - 1 p 1
 A 7 5  8 6 4 p 2NT p 3
 A K Q 6  7 4 p 3 p 4

p 6 p p
p



Answers:
1) The cards Q 8 7 6 Q 9 6 4 9 5 6 4 2 have grown substantial after your partner has 
showed a balanced hand with 23-24 hcp. You certainly have to find a game. The only remaining 
question is whether the game should be in one of the major suits or in no trump. You therefore 
ask for for four cards major suits at the opener's hand by bidding 3 above his 2NT. Note that 
you do not use 3 as a question in this situation.

2) Despite your partners very strong hand it is not likely that it is a no trump contract you should 
end up in with such a weak hand as 8 7 8 6 10 8 7 6 5 3 9 8 6. It is rather obvious that this 
hand play better in a suit contract. Therefore you start with the respond 3 which is a pure relay 
to 3. On your partners forced rebid 3 you pass.

3) With K 10 8 7 4 J 2 7 3 J 8 6 2 you again see that you should reach a game. Therefore 
you force to game by bidding naturally 3. This also show that you have a five cards spade suit.

4) When you have K 10 8 7 4 J 8 6 2 7 3 6 2 even heart may be a possible suit for a game 
contract. Because 3 is not used as a question for major suit, which give space to bid natural 3/
 above 3, This type of hands has to be treated in another way. You therefore start with 3 
which is a relay to 3. On the forced reply from your partner you return with 3 which show five 
cards spade and four cards heart. With inversed major suit lengths your force naturally with 3 
above 2NT. The opener may then bid natural 3 with four cards in that suit, even with three 
cards support in heart.
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The opening 3 club
In Redclub the opening 3 is not a pre-emptive bid, but a supplementary opening to the three-way multi 

2 opening with an unbalanced hand and a club bust. The opening give your partner at once a very good 
indication what the end contract should be. It show a solid club suit with 3½-5 loosers with up to 16 hcp. 
The risk is that the opponents have a fit, especial in a major suit, is thereby huge, and they have the potential  
to create great trouble in the auction for your side, if they are able to enter the auction to early. 3 make 
such an interference more difficult, when at the same time give your partner a superb idea of your total 
values. Rather often he will be able to place the contract directly.

You may ask the question if you sometimes miss an excellent pre-emptive 3. Honestly, ask yourself the 
question how often has that bid really kept your opponents away from finding their game or even the slam? 
Not very often if I am right. On the contrary you have certainly experienced that this pre-emptive opening 
more often creates problems your way. The loss of 3 as a pre-emptive bid is therefore not that 
problematic.

This opening has the same demands as the three-way multi 2 opening, and is defined as a part of this 
opening. The response 3 is conventional and ask for four cards major suit, which is bidden from downward 
and up. It may also be the introduction for a general slam try. The response also establish a game force 
auction sequence. The responses 3/ are natural round force and show at least a good 5 cards suit and 
normally rather bad in the opposite major suit. The suit should be playable against a honor double or three 
small ones. The respond 3NT is a proposal and 4 an invitation to game, normally with 1½-2 winners 
against your partners hand. If you want to do a slam invite, you take the road through the response 3 before 
you bid 4. A jump to 4/ is a proposal based upon own long suit playable to singleton after first or 
second hand opening, but splinter (singleton) after third or fourth hand opening. This approach gives your 
side a possibility to find good slams with minimum of hcp's before the opponents get a chance to interfere. 
They cannot know what the responder’s based his biddings on, namely strength or good fitness.

After the response 3 the opener will re-bid a 4 cards major suit if he has it. The re-bid 3NT always show 
a reasonable strength, typically 13-16 hcp. With less honor strength he re-bid 4. A new suit on the fourth 
level show a void. If the the opener lift the responder's natural 3/, this is a natural support bid. If he on 
the contrary bid a new suit, also 3 above 3, he show a void and reasonable support in his partners major 
suit (normally at least H x x or better).

Some examples. First an example, which could be from a team match, where the reward by winning a 
game is so great that it can justify a higher risk.

By changing a little bit on the responder’s hand you will see the dynamic and the aggressivity in the 
opening:
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 10  A J 6 3 S W N E
 K 6  A J 6 5 - 31 p 32

 K Q 10  7 2 p 3NT3 p 44

 A K J 10 8 5 4  9 6 2 p 45 p 46

p 47 p 68

p p p

1) Show a distributional hand with very good club and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2)  East plan to play a high contract either in major or club dependent of his partner has four cards in a major
    suit or not. With 2 certain winners to his partners 3½ - 5 loosers and three cards in club does add up to a
    game trial. It may even be a slam in the deal.
3) No major suit and some honor strength.
4) Slam invite, because of the first response 3.
5) Cue bid and accept of the invitation. Also indicate 3½ - 4 loosers.
6) Control in heart.
7) Control in spade, and by that deny 3 of 5 Aces. Both could have been showed by 4NT.
8) We try.



Not easy for the opponents to interfere in the auction, and your side easily find a good game. If you 
change the responder’s hand somewhat further, the situation could have been:

The following hand show what may happen if by chance you find a fit in major:

Then an example when it may turn out catastrophic:

What should East bid now? His partner may have a three cards suit in one of the major. East has to guess 
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 10  8 6 4 3 S W N E
 K 6  A 6 5 - 31 p 42

 K Q 10  J 7 2 p 53 p p
 A K J 10 8 5 4  Q 6 2 p

1) Show a distributional hand with a club bust and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2) I have 1½-2 winners.
3) This is enough for me, partner.

 10  Q J 9 4 S W N E
 K 6  Q J 10 3 - 31 p 32

 K Q 10  J 7 2 p 3NT3 p p4

 A K J 10 8 5 4  Q 2 p

1) Show a distributional hand with a club bust and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2) Partner, do you have any four cards major?
3) No, but otherwise rather good cards for my opening.
4) Ok, then 3NT seem plausible.

 -  J 8 4 S W N E
 K 9 6 2  A Q J 5 4 - 31 p 32

 10 8  A 8 7 2 p 33 p 44

 A K J 10 8 5 4  Q 2 p 4NT5 p 56

p 67 p 78

p p p

1) Show a distributional hand with a club bust and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2) Natural with 5 cards suit.
3) Hi! I am void in spade and have usable support in heart.
4) Cue bid and heart is set as trump, otherwise I have bid 4.
5) When a void is revealed, then 4NT show 2 of 4 interesting Aces in a cue bid sequence.
6) I have a club honor to you partner, and I am interested in a high contract.
7) Show an extra control in club. 4NT does indirectly show either club Ace or King.
8) East may now count his partner to at least K x x in heart, at least E K x x x x (x) in club, and may

                  even count 13 tricks with a ruff in spade on West's hand if the distribution isn't too bad. Further
                  on may your partner has a fourth heart, club Jack or a seventh club which make the contract
                  almost lay-down.

 9  A K 10 8 4 S W N E
 9  Q J 6 5 4 - 31 p 32

 K Q 9 6  5 4 p 3NT3 p ? 4

 A Q 10 8 6 5 4  3

1) Show a distributional with good club suit and 3½ - 5 loosers.
2) Try to figure out if West should happen to have a four cards major.
3) West choose to upgrade his honor strength and bid 3NT.
4) What now?



and it is easy to take the wrong decision in such a situation. Remember that the re-bid 3NT show about 13-
16 hcp. That West this time has upgraded (overrated?) his hand shouldn't blame East. In the long run 3NT 
may be as good as other choices. East should therefore pass. This is an example to show you that must be 
careful when upgrading opening hands. West should after 3 very simple just bid 4. This is a bid East may 
pass without any fit. With such a distributional hands the cards at the opponents hands are just as much 
distributional which make 3NT unlikely. When this hand was played at the table, E-W bid 5. because the 
club was 4-1 against and diamond Ace behind the King, the player went three down.

Please note that after the response 3 with re-bid 3NT, 4NT from the responder will not be invitational. 
It is instead RKC Blackwood with club as the defined trump. If the responder want to gather more 
information through cue bids, he rather return with 4 above 3NT.

As a little apropos. With a very skew distribution is it easy to push yourself into a too high contract. 
Rather often may it be sensible to use you brakes more than usual. This is true especial when you are 
uncertain of any fit. When yourself have have a skew distribution, you usual will find the same pattern at 
your opponents hands. Then you also have to fight those distributions in addition to very optimistic 
contracts. It is in fact rather seldom such combinations give many points.

Questions and answers to the 3 club opening
With which hands do you think it is correct to open with 3?

1) 3 K 4 Q J 8 K Q J 8 7 5 3

2) D K Q 4 Q J 8 K J 8 7 5 3

3) 8 K Q 10 4 Q 8 K Q J 8 5 3

4) 9 K 4 K J 8 K J 8 7 6 5 3

5) Q J 9 8 7 K 8 K Q J 8 7 5

What is your respond on your partner's 3 opening with the following hands, and how do you foresee 
the bidding further on?

6) Q J 9 8 7 K 7 6 8 7 6 J 6

7) A 8 7 3 K 8 7 6 J 8 Q 7 5

8) 9 8 7 6 A K 8 7 5 4 Q 7 5

9) Q J 9 8 7 K 10 8 6 5 A 7 5

10) Q 7 K 9 7 6 8 7 5 2 K Q 5

Answers:
1) When you with 3 K 4 Q J 8 K Q J 8 7 5 3 only has 12 hcp you would in many systems 
judged this as a hand without special strength when the club is the long suit. You are therefore 
forced to make a pre-emptive bid, which equally often block your partner as the opponents. If the 
opponents has most of the cards they very often will use the information they got by your pre-
emptive opening, and may more easily find their own good game contract they otherwise 
wouldn't have bid. With Redclub you have the 3 opening at disposal. It tell about 3½ to 5 
loosers up to 16 hcp. Namely a rather good hand, which often does hinder the opponents to 
heavily interfere because you may have such a honor strength. Because the hand has exactly 5 
loosers. The correct opening is 3.

2) With Q K Q 4 Q J 8 K J 8 7 5 3 you have 14 hcp, two more than the previous hand. 
Despite this the hand is weaker. In fact it now has 6 loosers. This mean that 3 is no longer an 
option for opening. Because the hand has spread honor strength with somewhat ripped club suit, 
is it two opening alternatives. That is 1NT and 2. What you choose may be dependent on the 
tactical situation. In principle you are a little bit to weak to open in 1NT and re-bid 3 on your 
partner's Stayman 2. If that doesn't help, the most descriptive opening is 2, which does show 
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six cards club without too much strength.

3) With 8 K Q 10 4 Q 8 K Q J 8 5 3 you in fact have six cards club. With a honor strength 
of 13 hcp the hand is within the range of the 2 opening of 11-16 hcp. However, it is only 5 
loosers and the hand has a fine four cards heart suit. Therefore this is a hand where you should 
use the canapé principle. You open with 1 and in the next auction round you bid 3 with or 
without a jump. You then show a club suit which is longer than your heart, a strength of about 
13-16 hcp and 4 – 5 ½ loosers.

4) With a hand like 9 K 4 K J 8 K J 8 7 6 5 3 with as much as seven clubs and only 11 hcp 
many players using a standard system will judge this hand to be opened in 3 to keep the 
opponents away from heart or spade contract. In Redclub this isn't an option, because the 
opening 3 has a total different and constructive meaning. On the contrary this hand is perfect 
for an opening in 2. Compare with 2 club on page 78.

5) When you got the deal Q J 9 8 7 K 8 K Q J 8 7 5 with 12 hcp and 5 loosers, are you in 
the range for a 3 opening. With such a good spade you would much easier describe your hand 
by opening in 1 and re-bid 3 in the next auction round with or without a jump. This is 
certainly a hand which suits Redclub's canapé opening very well.

What is your response to your partner's 3 opening with the following hands, and how do you think the 
auction will go further on?

6) With Q J 9 8 7 K 7 6 8 7 6 J 6 you cannot have many winners to your partner's loosers. 
Both game and slam seems impossible. Because of this is is not recommendable to push the 
contract to a higher level than necessary without any reason. Therefore, pass is the correct 
response, which you assume will be the end contract. If the opponents should interfere with a 
heart suit, you may consider to bid 4 depending on the vulnerability and your bidding style.

7) With A 8 7 3 K 8 7 6 J 8 Q 7 5 you have somewhat better hand. In best fall you have 
three winners to your partner, which may be enough for a slam. How many winners you have is 
dependent of your partners distribution. This you may explore by bidding 3. If your partner 
should happen to have four cards in heart and bid 3, you may safely count three winners at 
your hand, and you are in the slam zone. Because your first response was 3, you are not in 
hurry showing your club support. You bid instead 3,which your partner will understand is an 
advanced cue-bid when you later on show your support in heart. If your partner instead do bid 
3 and show four cards in that suit, a 4 bid from you will show both heart control and support 
in spade. If your partner respond with 3NT and by this denies four cards in any major suit, you 
may with 4 invite to slam because you started with 3.

8) With 9 8 7 6 A K 8 7 5 4 Q 7 5 you are not very strong counting hcp's, however you 
have with great probability three winners to your partner's 4 – 5½ loosers. This mean that 5 
with great probability will make. However, it is a small chance that your partner has four cards 
in spade. In that case 4 may be a little better contract. This you may find out by starting with 
3, and with every other re-bid than 3, you bid 5 in the next auction round. Your partner will 
understand that you have three winners and will lift one level if he has only four loosers.

9) If you have Q J 9 8 7 K 10 8 6 5 A 7 5 you have to be careful with your answer to your 
partner's opening 3. You should not start with natural 3/. Then you will not be able to find 
fit in the opposite major suit. In fact you are in a situation where it may be difficult in some cases 
to find a three cards fit in the major suit. Your best respond will therefor be 3 in case your 
partner should happen to have four cards in one of the major suits. If that is true the rest is easy. 
Does he instead return with 3NT and by that showing a reasonable good hand with 13-16 hcp, 
you may response with 4 which your partner will understand as the lowest suit in a two suited 
hand. Please remember that a re-bid of 4 after starting with 3 is a slam invite.

10) The hand Q 7 K 9 7 6 8 7 5 2 K Q 5 does in fact only contain 10 hcp, however it may 
has as many as three winners top the opener's 3½ - 5 loosers. The opener's distribution is 
essential for how many winners you really have. The best way to find that out, is to start with the 
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conventional respond 3, because you can tell with certainty that you should at least end in a 
game. If your partner should happen to have a four cards major suit, you will get knowledge of 
it. If the opener denies such a suit, you keep on by showing your club support, eventually make a 
cue-bid if it is not possible to bid 4.

The opening 3 diamond/heart/spade
Those bids are normal pre-emptive openings which show at least a seven cards suit. The opening tell that 

most of the strength is concentrated in the opening suit, otherwise it will be too vague. Ideally it show 6, 7 
or 8 playing tricks dependent of the vulnerability, however tactical considerations may change that 
somewhat. Some player may prefer a 5, 6, 7 scale, which is possible even it is not the standard for the 
system. When your own side is in the vulnerability the opening is always constructive. On the contrary, if 
own side is outside the vulnerability, the opening is defined to always be destructive. If the opponents also 
are in the vulnerability, the opening may be based upon a very light hand. As a general exception an 
opening with 3// in fourth hand is always constructive, independent of the vulnerability, and has to 
contain 7-8 playing tricks. Remember that you in Redclub does have three-way multi 2 opening to show 
hands with 3½ - 5 loosers and a long suit in diamond, heart or spade. Pre-emptive openings in Redclub may 
therefore be narrowed more than in other systems  to show rather specific one sided hands without 
substantial side strength. The benefit of such a narrowing is easily seen in a situation like this:

A Redclub player at East can easily pass the pre-emptive opening 3. He know that this is a destructive 
bid and he therefore miss values to justify a game try. With his pass he also camouflage his strength very 
well, and the opponents may very well end up in a hopeless major contract on to less values.

In standard Redclub the bidding further on is natural. If the responder bid a new suit below game, is this 
a round force. A jump to 4NT after a constructive pre-emptive opening in first or second hand is Roman 
Key Card Blackwood. 

Redclub also has the possibility to widely exploit the tactical differences which lays in the pre-emptive 
openings. This is utilized in Advanced Redclub, look at the chapter about Advanced 3 diamond/heart/spade 
pre-emptive openings on page 150.

The opening 3 no trump
Because Redclub has reserved the openings 4/ to show good major suits, the opening 3NT is instead 

used to show hands you otherwise has opened with 4/ in other systems. The 3NT opening is different 
from other systems which mostly shows a running long minor suit. The Redclub 3NT opening is a 
replacement for natural pre-emptive openings at the fourth level and show a very long shaky minor suit. 
Rather often the usual 3NT pre-emptive opening with running long suit will set the contract at the wrong 
hand, so the loss of this interpretation of the opening may not be substantial. In addendum you have the 
possibility to use the three-way multi opening to show such hands.

The Redclub 3NT opening therefore show destructive hands with 8 cards suit or other unusual 
distributions, for example a 7-4 distribution. I you are in the vulnerability you ought to have a Ace or King 
in top of your suit to have a chance if your partner pass with a strong hand. If the suit happen to be stronger 
and hav few enough loosers you may open with three-way multi 2 or 3.

The response 4 is an end bid if the opener has that suit and the response 4 is also an end bid if 
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 7  A K 10 4 S W N E
 9 5  K J 5 4 - 31 p p2

 K Q 10 9 6 5 3  7 4 p
 K 8 4  Q 9 6

1) Destructive pre-emptive bid with diamond suit.
2) Your partner cannot have any special side strength, so game is against 
     the odds



diamond is the opener's suit. In the last situation the responder expect the opener to eventually correct to 
5. If the responder bid 4/ is that what he want to play. If he respond with 4NT he ask the opener to bid 
his minor suit. If the responder jump to 5, this is a slam invite independent of which minor suit the opener 
has. A jump to 5 request the opener to pass with diamond or otherwise correct to 6.

If the opponents double the 3NT opening, the responder’s redouble request the opener to bid his minor 
suit. If the responder instead pass the double, is this a proposal for end contract with good values.

The opening 4 club/diamond
When you have the classical sort of opening at the fourth level with a major suit, you instead use the 

opening 4 with heart and 4 with spade. The opening show a solid or semi solid suit with at least seven 
cards and playing tricks according to the vulnerability. Further on the hand should contain a total of 3-5 
controls in Aces and Kings inclusive two or three Aces of five. These demands make it more easy for your 
partner to judge the possibilities for slam.

A K Q J 7 6 5 6 4 K 6 2 6

K Q J 10 6 5 4 A 7 3 K 8 2

A Q J 10 6 5 4 K 7 A 6 5 2

On all three hands you open with 4, if the vulnerability doesn't say otherwise. All three hands doesn't 
produce more than 7-8 tricks with slight unlucky distribution, and that may easily be too expensive in 
unfavorable vulnerability. An alternative opening could then be 2, a three-way multi opening.

Most often the responder bid the opener's major suit as an end bid, however with good values he may has 
genuine slam interest. With enough number of tricks and at least one Ace he then bid something else than 
the major suit. With one Ace he bid the relay suit, with two Aces the suit above the showed major suit and 
with three Aces the next allowed bid thereafter, even 4NT. Thus you directly show your number of Aces.

Above the one Ace showing relay response the opener has to go down in the major suit with only two 
Aces and otherwise go for slam. If he bid a new suit is this a cue-bid according to the lowest control 
principle and he is completely open in some suit. Even when the responder show two Aces the opener may 
cue-bid lowest control. Naturally you may also bid the slam directly if you only miss one Ace.

When the responder show three Aces, the opener may invite to grand slam by showing King or Queen in 
a side suit.

The opening 4 heart/spade
In contrary to the opening 4/ this show a long and rather ripped major suit and is of nature pre-

emptive and destructive. Your partner must have unusual good cards before it is any purpose to bid further. 
In that case he may use a positive invitational bid or Roman Key Card Blackwood. A positive invitation 
means that the opener should bid slam in his suit if he has a to honor in his partners invitational suit.
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 9 7  A K 10 8 4 S W N E
 A Q J 10 8 5 4  K 6 - 41 p 42

 K J 10  5 4 p 53 p 5 4

 A  K 6 5 3 p 65 p p
p

1) Good hand with heart.
2) 2 of 5 Aces and interest for slam.
3) Club control and interest for slam.
4) Extra control in spade.
5) Then it become a slam.



This, probably rather seldom example, show how strong the responder should be, before it has any 
meaning to go further on after the openings 4/. You cannot expect to find more values after the opener 
has showed his K.

The opening 4 no trump
This show a crazy hand which is very strong. It may be based upon very unusual distributions and 

extremely playing strength. The opening bid asks for specified Aces and the partner responds in accordance 
with the following schema:

5 No Aces.
5///NT Show one Ace in bidden suit. No trump mean Ace in club.
6 The Aces in club and heart.
6 The Aces in diamond and spade.
6 The Aces in heart and diamond, namely two red Aces.
6 The Aces in spade and club, namely two black Aces.
6NT With the Aces in club and diamond, or heart and spade.
7 With three Aces. The opener bid the correct grand slam.

The opener’s re-bid has to be viewed as an end bid. It must be an even more crazy situation before the 
responder bid further on.

The Ace of diamond is the key card this time, and it is easily found by this convention. On the same time 
is it not easy for the opponents to interfere a bidding sequence at such high level.

The openings 5 club/diamond
This is a normal pre-emptive bid based upon trick count and vulnerability.

The openings 5 heart/spade
This is  traditional opening showing a hand without any other loosers than two top honors in trump suit. 

The partner lift to six or seven depending with one or two top honors respectively. Some are using this 
convention to show that they miss exactly Ace and King in trump.

The opening 5 No Trump
This opening shows a hand with two Ace loosers and asks the responder to bid six or seven depending of 

he has one or two Aces.
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 9  A 8 4 S W N E
 K J 10 8 7 6 4 3 2  A Q - 41 p 52

 K 4  A Q J 9 5 4 p 63 p p
 8  K Q p

1) Pre-emptive with long heart suit
2) Do you have top honors in diamond?
3) Yes

 A  K 10 8 4 S W N E
 -  Q J 6 5 4 - 4NT p 51

 K Q J 4  A 5 4 p 72 p p
 A K Q 10 8 6 5 4  3 p

1) One Ace, and that is in diamond
2) Just where I need it



Cue-bids
As a tool for slam investigations Redclub uses cue-bids. When trump is declared or is the logical choice, 

a bid in a new suit show first or second control in that suit. This may be based upon top honors or short 
suits. Controls are to be bid from down and upwards independent of if it is first or second round control. 
Despite this the cue-bids have to be based upon healthy principles around enough strength and necessary 
count of top controls, namely real Ace values. You therefore doesn't blow away with a voluntarily cue-bid 
without having necessary Ace values.

Redclub does differ between active and passive cue-bids. Active cue-bids are the first cue-bid, which 
always is at least a mild invite to slam. The acceptance of such an invite is also active. Active cue-bids are 
always based upon sufficient general strength and Ace values. You don't make an active cue-bid without at 
least one Ace value or even better has two. One exception is the responder’s cue-bids against a strong club 
opening hand or against the strong variant of the three-way opening. A passive cue-bid is made when your 
partner in some situations force you to cue-bid or when both partners has given an active cue-bid and the 
following cue-bids are given below game level of the agreed trump suit. Passive cue-bids are mandatory and 
not bidding such a cue-bid denies control in that suit.

A premise for the cue-bids to function properly is it of great importance that the partnership has a 
common understanding of when you should cue-bid, when it is active and when it is passive. Look at the 
following:

West has 16 hcp and good cards. He therefore choose to open with 1 and the thought to return with 2 
to show good strength and distribution. When his partner respond with 1, a 2 bid from the opener will 
show weaker cards. He therefore jump to 3 to show at least four cards support an d maximum. By this he 
also indirectly show five cards in heart, because with about 16 hcp and 4-4 in major he most often would 
have opened with 1NT. If the opener should happen to have a singleton or void, he could have showed his 
support with a jump in the short suit. However, remember that a jump to 3 show a club canapé, namely a 
club suit of at least 5 cards which either is longer of equal length to the opening suit, about 13-16 hp and 4 – 
5½ loosers.

East may with his good values safely make a active cue-bid in diamond. He by this also deny control in 
club. West's 4 is acceptance of slam invite and thereby also an active cue-bid. Because East already has 
denied control in club, West's acceptance also show a control in that suit. In cue-bid sequences Redclub 
doesn't utilize 4NT as a asking bid, but instead it show a defined number of Aces. In the above sequence it 
show 3 of 5 Aces, which also are the normal if not otherwise specific defined. The King of club is already 
indirectly showed by 4. Therefore East has not more to show, and bid the slam. He know that his partner 
has at least one Ace for his active 4 cue-bid.
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 A 9 8 7  K Q J 10 S W N E
 K J 10 5 3  A 9 2 - 1 p 11

 K 3  A 4 p 32 p 43

 K 3  Q 8 7 2 p 44 p 4NT5

p 56 p 67

p p p

1) Natural round force with spade spar.
2) Good support in spade and maximum.
3) Active cue-bid which deny control in club.
4) Active cue-bid, which also show control in club.
5) Culbertson, show 3 of 5 Aces.
6) Passive cue-bid and show extra diamond control. The 
    club control is already showed with 4.
7) I have showed it all.



General asking bids
Redclub uses several types of asking bids dependent of the situation. Probably the most evident 

discrepancy from standard asking bids is that Redclub in cue-bid sequences doesn't use 4NT as a question 
for Aces. On the contrary it show number of Aces and normally guaranty that your side has controls in all 
suits. This is in reality a variant of old Ely Culbertson's 4NT bid.

Culbertson's 4NT
The motivation for not using 4NT as a question for Aces in a cue bid sequence, is that you in fact are 

asking for information that is already revealed. Further on the answers take away bidding room which better 
can be used for more precise information exchange. This convention is not really an asking bid, but is 
discussed in this context because it is very important to diverge it from Roman Key Card Blackwood.

This convention only applies in cue-bid sequences. In such sequences it show at number of Ace values, 
the King in trump is counted as an Ace. Normally 4NT show 3 of 5 Aces. However, after a void showing 
bid it is 2 of 4 Aces. The void suit isn't counting. Beside telling the count it also confirm that the partnership 
has controls in all suits, which greatly improve the indirect information exchange. If you don't bid 4NT in a 
situation where you could have done that, you either deny enough Ace values or you miss control in a suit. 
Those two situations are normally easy to identify.

In this sequence it is important to notify that East can not return with 5 above 5. This is because he 
with 4NT indirectly already has showed a top control in diamond. Remember that 4NT already has 
guarantied that the partnership has control in all suits. Therefore he has nothing more to show and just bid 
5 and let his partner choose based upon his cards. West has no problems bidding the slam. He know that 
his partner has three Aces and lack other controls. Further on he almost certainly must have a honors in 
spade for his active 4 missing Ace and King.

There are some exceptions to the general rule 3 of 5 Aces. After the 1 opening with the response 1, 
the opener show with the 4NT bid 4 of 5 Aces. The partner to the 1 opener show with the 4NT bid 2 of 5 
without the necessity to guaranty control in all suits. The last exception is true also after a positive response 
to the 1 opening.

Roman Key Card Blackwood
The localization of the King in trump is very important when you search for a trump slam. Based upon 

this the Roman Key Card (RKC) convention modifies the responses on the traditional 4NT Blackwood by 
letting the King of trump also count as an Ace. Then it became five Aces to show, which the responder 
reveal by the following schema:

5 0 or 3 key cards (Aces and the trump King is key cards).
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 A K 8 7  Q J 10 5 S W N E
 K J 10 8 3  A 9 2 - 1 p 11

 5 3  A 4 p 32 p 43

 K 3  A J 7 2 p 44 p 4NT5

p 56 p 57

p 68 p p
p

1) Natural round force with spade.
2) Good support in spade and usable cards.
3) Active cue-bid in club.
4) Active cue-bid which deny control in diamond.
5) Culbertson, show 3 of 5 Aces and also indirectly 
    show control in diamond.
6) Extra control in club.
7) I have showed it all.
8) I cannot see anything wrong with a slam.



5 1 or 4 key cards.

5 2 or 5 key cards without Queen of trump.

5 2 or 5 key cards with Queen of trump.

Further on will you with 2 key cards and a void below the accepted trump suit jump directly to the sixth 
level in the void suit. Many players choose to change the meaning of the two lowest answers above 4NT. It 
is then often called RKC 1403, while the standard response as described in Redclub is named RKC 0314. If 
you choose to use RKC 1403 the response 5 mean one or four key cards, while 5 mean zero or three. The 
reason is to give more bidding room when you are in the slam zone and the responder has one Ace, which of 
course is a little bit more positive than zero Aces.

If it is a major suit that is the trump and the responder answer 5 or 5 is the 4NT bidder-s relay bid, as 
long at is it not the trump suit, a question for the Queen of trump. If the responder has it he jump to 6 in 
agreed trump suit, otherwise he bid 5 in the major suit. With the Queen of trump he also may show a King 
in a lower suit by bidding that suit on the sixth level. If heart is the agreed trump, the bid 5 above the 
response 5 not be a question for the Queen, but only a proposal for contract. Some examples:

On the contrary:

The 4NT bidder may return with 5NT and ask for the cheapest King if he has an interest in grand slam. 
Indirectly he at the same time show that the partnership has all the five key cards. After 5NT you bid the 
Kings from down and upwards completely in agreement with the principles for cue-bids. This is very 
essential, especial when a minor suit is the agreed trump. With club as the trump suit, the 5NT bidder has to 
be prepared to receive King showing bids above the trump suit. However, if the trump suit is diamond, the 
5NT almost become a relay to 6 if the responder doesn't happen to have the King of club. In those cases 
the natural stop bid is 6NT.
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1 4NT1) 1) Roman Key Card Blackwood.
52) 53) 2) 1 or 4 key cards.
54) 3) Do you have the Queen of trump?

4) No.

1 4NT1) 1) Roman Key Card Blackwood.
52) 53) 2) 1 or 4 key cards.

3) Proposal to contract and not a question for Queen.

1 4NT1) 1) Roman Key Card Blackwood.
52) 53) 2) 0 or 3 key cards.
64) 3) Do you have the Queen of trump?

4) Yes.



If club is the agreed trump suit the auction sequence for a grand slam may run like:

While with a diamond suit the auction sequence may be:

As you can see West has to to rest in 6 because he cannot pass this contract. It may very well be it is 
only the King of club East is missing to bid the grand slam. When East bid further on with 6, he in reality 
take a chance. If West doesn't have the King of spade, is not even likely that 6NT make with a club lead, 
however because 7 most probably make on the same chance, East choose to expose himself to this 
uncertainty. West just has to have something when he doesn't have the K. This time it succeed.

Exclusion Blackwod
In some cases you yourself have a void in a situation where most is known except for some key cards 

before you will go for a a slam. Then you may jump to your void suit at the five level or overbid the 
opponents suit also at five level, thus asking for Aces in the other suits. Answers go as follows:
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 K 7  A Q J 5 S W N E
 A 6 4  K Q 9 - 11 p 4NT2

 A Q 5 3  K J 9 8 7 p 53 p 5NT4

 10 9 5 3  A p 65 p 66

p 67 p 7NT8

p p p

1) 4 cards diamond with 11-16 hcp.
2) RKC with diamond as the trump.
3) 2 or 5 key cards with Queen of trump.
4) Do you have any Kings?
5) Not in club.
6) King of heart.
7) King of spade.
8) I am counting 13 tricks.

 A 9 8 7  K Q J 10 S W N E
 K J 10 5 3  A Q 9 8 2 - 1 p 4NT1

 Q 3  A p 52 p 5NT3

 K 3  A Q 2 p 64 p 7NT5

p p p

1) RKC.
2) 2 or 5 key cards without Queen of trump.
3) Do you have any Kings?
4) Yes, King of club.
5) I am counting 13 tricks.

 K 7  A Q J 10 S W N W
 6 3  A Q 9 8 2 - 21 p 4NT2

 A 5 3  K p 53 p 5NT4

 K Q 10 9 5 3  A 8 2 p 65 p 7NT6 
p p p

1) 6 cards club with 11-16 hcp.
2) RKC with club as agreed trump.
3) 2 or 5 key cards with Queen of trump.
4) Do you have any Kings?
5) Yes, King of spades.
6) I am counting 13 tricks.



1 step  = 0 or 3 Aces
2 steps = 1 or 4 Aces
3 steps = 2 Aces without the Queen  in trump
4 steps = 2 Aces with the Queen in trump

In other words the answers are just like in Roman Key Card with four Aces. If you had choosed to 
reverse the meaning for the 1 and 2 steps in RKC, do the same here.

Lebensohl
The Lebensohl convention is used after the opponents interfere above the 1NT opening. In Redclub is the 

convention mildly adjusted to fit to the very wide no trump opening of 12+ to 18- hcp.

2NT from the responder after an interference at the 2 level, conventional or not, is Lebensohl. Normally 
the responder has a weak one suited hand. The opener has to bid 3 the responder's 2NT. The responder 
may then pass if club is his suit, or he may correct to another suit. As a consequence is a new suit bid 
directly on the three level at least a round force.

1NT 2 2NT pass: 2NT is a relay to 3.

1NT 2 2 pass: 2 is more like a mild invite or natural. Probably about 6-9 hcp. 
The opener may pass.

1NT 2 3 pass: This is natural and forcing because the responder has bid directly on 
the three level.

The responder's re-bid after the relay bid 3:

Pass: Weak hand with at least 5 clubs.

New suit below the interferer's suit: Weak and natural.

For example:

1NT 2 2NT pass
3 pass 3

3 is negative and show at least 5 diamonds.

A new suit above the interferer's suit is a natural invitation. For example:

1NT 2 2NT pass
3 pass 3

Because the responder has the possibility to bid 2 showing a relatively weak hand with about 6-9 hcp, 
he instead show a spade suit with at least five cards and at the same invite to game. He typically has about 
10 hcp. 

An overbid of the interferer's natural suit bid is forcing and at the same time search for major suit 
(Stayman variant). A direct overbid deny control in the suit, while using Lebensohl 2NT and then overbid 
also show a control in opponents suit.

1NT 2 3 pass: 3 is Stayman and at the same time deny control in heart.

1NT 2 2NT pass

3 pass 3 pass: 3 still is Stayman, but this time show heart control.

A direct jump to 3NT is natural and denies control in the opponent's suit, while if he use the long route 
with Lebensohl he thereby show a control.

1NT 2 2NT pass
3 pass 3NT pass: Show a spade control.
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1NT 2 3NT pass: Deny a spade control.

You may also use Lebensohl above the opponents pre-emptive openings at the 2-level, namely against 
weak 2 openings. 

2/ double pass 2NT: 2NT is Lebensohl.

2NT is artificial and show a weak hand with a wish to stop at the three level. The doubler has to relay bid 
3, which his partner may pass and thereby show a weak hand with club suit, or he may bid 3// as a 
end bid with the suit. As a consequence all other bids at least be invitational to game.

Some examples. The auction goes:

2 double pass ?

With:

  10 3
 10 9 4
 A J 10 3 2
 9 7 6

Bid 2NT and correct to 3 when your partner return with 3.

With:

 A Q
 10 9 4
 A J 10 3 2
 9 8 6

Bid 3, which show a good hand.

Advanced Lebensohl bidders may give a mild game invitation by the following sequence:

2 double pass 2NT
pass 3 pass 3

Because the responder could have bid 2 directly to show a weaker hand, and 3 to show a good hand, 
the long route with Lebensohl has to be a usable hand about 6-9 hcp. It doesn't promise extra length in 
spade, because you expect the doubler has acceptance in the opposite major. The doubler may bid the game 
with a proper hand.
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Exam in Redclub
This make the end on the description of standard Redclub without the advanced asking bids. This 

collection of questions and answers cover all parts of the standard Redclub system. The different answer 
will tell you which parts of the book you will find complete descriptions of the situation. If you take the 
time to review all those, sometimes demanding, questions and reread what you doesn't answer correctly, you 
will ultimately get thoroughly knowledge of Redclub.

Exam in openings
What do you open with on these hands, and why?

1) K J 8 7 K 6 4 K J 8 7 Q 8

2) K J 8 7 K J 4 3 Q J 6 K 4

3) K J 8 7 K J 4 3 K 8 A 8 5

4) 9 8 K Q 10 9 6 K Q 10 A Q

5) K Q 10 9 6 8 5 A Q K Q 10

6) K Q J 10 9 6 5 A 6 K 10 8 6

7) 9 7 K Q 10 8 6 5 Q 8 2 7 2

8) A Q 9 6 3 K J A J 8 Q 10 6

9) K Q 9 8 5 A Q 8 5 3 K 3 7

10) 8 7 A Q J 8 6 A Q 10 A J 7

11) 9 A J 10 8 K Q 8 7 3 K Q 8

12) K A J 10 8 K Q 7 3 K 10 8 7

13) A Q 8 K Q 9 A J 10 8 K Q 7

14) 5 K 5 K Q 8 K Q J 10 8 7 5

15) K Q 5 A K Q J 9 7 5 A K Q

16) J 9 8 K J 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 5

17) Q 8 9 6 9 A 5 K Q 10 9 7 6

18) K Q 9 8 9 A 5 A Q 10 9 7 6

19) A Q 7 6 5 K Q 5 6 A 8 6 4

20) K 5 7 6 A Q J 7 6 K Q 9 6

Exam in responses to openings
Your partner opens with 1 and the opponent in between pass. What is your response with:

21) Q 10 7 6 5 K Q 5 6 A 8 6 4

22) K 5 7 6 A Q J 7 6 K Q 9 6

23) K J 10 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 5 7 3

24) 8 4 A K Q J 8 7 4 J 10 5 2

25) 9 9 4 A Q J 9 8 K 10 9 5 3
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Your partner opens with 1 and the hand in between pass. What is your response with:

26) K Q 10 6 5 K Q 5 6 A 8 6 4

27) K 5 Q 7 6 A J 7 6 K Q 9 6

28) K J 10 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 5 7 3

29) K Q 8 4 Q 8 7 4 J 6 10 5 2

30) K 9 6 4 Q J 10 4 J 4 J 10 9

Your partner opens with 1 and the hand in between pass. What is your response with:

31) K 6 5 K Q 5 6 A J 10 8 6 4

32) 8 7 6 5 K Q 6 6 J 8 7 6 3

33) K J 10 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 5 7 3

34) A 10 5 4 K J 8 4 A J 10 2  5

35) K 9 6 Q 10 4 Q 5 4 9 6 4 3

Your partner opens with 1 and the hand in between pass. What is your response with:

36) Q 8 6 K 4 J 7 5 4 8 5 3 2

37) Q J 8 6 K 4 J 5 4 A Q 3 2

38) K 9 6 K J 10 Q J 5 4 K J 9

39) K J 6 5 K J 10 8 5 - A J 9 6 

40) 9 6 K J 10 8 K 5 4 Q J 10 9

Your partner opens with 1 NT and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

41) 6 Q J 8 5 K 4 A J 8 3

42) J 6 K Q 8 6 5 4 5 4 8 3 2

43) K 6 A Q K Q 8 6 5 4 K 3 2

44) 9 6 Q 8 3 J 10 8 6 5 4 10 2 

45) K J 9 8 6 Q 8 3 K 5 4 10 2

Your partner opens with 2 and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

46) J 9 8 J 10 4 9 7 6 4 Q 7 2

47) K 9 8 6 A J 10 4 K Q 4 Q 2

48) K J 9 8 6 10 7 4 K Q 4 Q 2

49) K 9 8 Q J 4 K Q 8 4 Q J 2

50) A Q 9 8  - K 10 8 7 4 K J 8 4

Your partner opens with 2 and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

51) K J 8 J 4 Q 9 6 4 K 9 7 2

52) 8 10 4 10 9 8 6 4 3 2 8 7 2

53) J 8 K J 10 4 K Q 9 6 4 A 7
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54) A 8 K J 10 4 K J 6 4 A 7 2

55) Q 9 8 K J 10 4 6 4 A J 10 7

Your partner opens with 2 and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

56) A 8 K Q 10 K 10 9 8 6 4 A 7

57) 8 6 5 K Q 10 9 8 6 4 J 8 7

58) K Q 10 6 5 Q 10 J 6 4 K 8 7

59) 10 6 5 Q 10 8 J 6 5 4 K 8 7

60) 10 5 Q 8 Q 5 4 2 K 9 8 7 2

Your partner opens with 2 and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

61) 6 5 Q J 10 9 8 6 4 J 9 8 7

62) Q 6 5 J 8 7 9 6 4 Q 9 8 7

63) J 5 3 A K 10 6 5 4 3 10 7 5  -

64) Q 5 3 A 4 3 A 7 5 2 Q 3 2

65) Q J 5 Q 10 5 3 2 A K 9 7 2

Your partner opens with 2NT and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

66) K J 8 7 K J 5 4 K 3 A 8 4

67) Q 9 2 J 9 7 5 Q 10 8 A 8 6 5

Your partner opens with 3 and the hand in between says pass. What is your answer with:

68) Q J 3 K Q 10 7 4 A K Q 5 2

69) K J 7 5 A 5 4 K Q 3 A 8 4 

70) A K Q 8  10 8 7 8 6 4 2 7 4

Your partner opens with 3NT and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

71) J 7 6 A 5 4 K Q 3 2 8 5 4

Your partner opens with 4 and the hand in between says pass. What is your answer with:

72) Q J 8 7 6 5 4 K 3 2 8 5 4

73) A J 7 6 Q 5 4 A 3 2 Q 8 4

Your partner opens with 4 and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

74) K 7 A Q 5 4 Q 10 3 A Q 8 4

Your partner opens with 4NT and the hand in between says pass. What is your response with:

75) 9 8 7 5 A 5 4 7 6 3 A 8 4

76) K 8 7 5 K Q J 4 K 3 K 8 4

Exam in the ongoing auctions
This may be the most demanding section of the exam. In those questions you also have to describe your 

partners hand as far as you are able to, and thereafter justify your next bid.
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77) You have K 8 7 A 9 8 7 6 Q 9 K 6 5 and listen to your partner opening with 1, the 
hand in between says pass. You show you positive hand with at least 8 hcp and five cards heart 
with your answer 1. The opener then rebid 2. What is the meaning of that bid, and what is 
your next bid and why?

78) This time you have Q 9 8 K 8 7 4 Q 10 9 5 Q J and listen to your partner opening with 
1 and that the hand in between says pass. With a positive hand without a five cards major, six 
cards minor or 5-5 in minor you respond with the conventional 1. The opener then returns with 
1. What is the meaning of that response, and why do yourself then bid 1NT? After your 1NT 
the opener then returns with 2. What does the opener this time show, what is your next bid and 
why?

79) Now you has been given A Q 5 2 K J 10 8 7 K 6 A 4 and listen to your partner opens 
with 1NT. This look very promising. A slam is feasible with some fit on your partners hand. 
Your goal is not to mess it all up. How should the auction go on to let you show your distribution 
and at the same make a invitation to slam?

80) You have K Q 10 9 J 8 5 Q 8 K 7 6 2 and your partner opens with 2. You think it is a 
long way to game against a possible weak two in major on your partners hand. At the same time 
you are not afraid of letting the opponents find a contract in spade. Therefore you respond with 
2 and is prepared to play that contract if it should be passed around the table. After the 
opponent to your left side pass, your partner  bid 3. What is the meaning of this bid and what 
now?

81) With K 9 Q J 10 9 A Q 9 8 7 7 3 you opens in second hand with 1. Your partner 
respond with 1, and you support it to 2. Then you partner bid 2. What has he up to now 
showed, and what is your next bid? How do you think the auction from now on will go?

82) You have Q 8 3 K Q 7 K J 6 Q 10 8 4. Without a four cards major suit you opens with 
your 13 hcp in first hand with 1NT. Your opponent to the left says pass, and your partner bid 4. 
What kind of cards does he have, and what is your next bid?

83) This time you have Q A K 7 5 3 Q 8 4 A J 5 4. You are sitting in third hand and listen 
to your partner opens with 1. With such a super fit it may very well be a slam deal. But how do 
you investigate this most effectively. You first thought may be to respond with 2NT, Stenberg. 
Luckily you got better thoughts with your unbalanced and instead put you money n showing 
your distribution. Therefore, you bid 2, a mini splinter, which shows a singleton either in spade, 
diamond or club. At the same time this is at least an invitation to game and strength for playing 
at least 3. When the opener then returns with 2NT, what is your response and why?

84) The Gods of cards have given you Q 10 8 3 K Q 7 K J 6 Q 8 4. You are sitting in the 
first hand and therefore opens with 1. You are not allowed to open with 1NT with your 13 hcp 
when you have a four cards major suit. In that case you need 15 – 17(18-) points. The hand in 
between now bid 2 and your partner follows up with 2NT. The next hand says pass. What has 
your partner showed, and what shall you bid now? If you instead had opened in third hand and 
then get the same bidding sequence. What is the meaning of 2NT in that case, and what would 
you have bid then?

Exam in auctions when the opponents interfere
Intriguing enough, the opponents quiet often interfere in the biddings. Therefore, it is important to have a 

solid foundation to how Redclub deal with such disturbances, when you own side has opened the auction. 
Your own bidding style, especially after jump interferences, play a greater role compared to undisturbed 
sequences. The answers on those sequences has to be evaluated up against own bidding style. Redclub's 
primary standpoint is exchange of information, when this seems most important. Otherwise is it fast end 
bids. The system, in other words, is a bit conservative concerning strength and support in such cases. 
However, your partner and you may freely adjust in both direction according to own preferences and style.

85) You have K Q 7 5 A 5 4 7 6 A 10 8 4. With 13 hcp and 7 loosers you have a descant 
opening in 1 with your four cards suit. The opponent at your left side then enter the auction 
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with 2, and your partner follow up by bidding 2NT. What is the meaning of that bid, and what 
do you do now?

86) This you given  A Q 8 3 K Q 7 K 6 Q 10 8 4. With 16 hcp, balanced distribution and 
four cards major, you opens with 1NT. Your opponent to the left then bid 2, which is explained 
as a natural interference. Your partner follows up with 2NT. What does that mean, and what do 
you then bid?

87) You have been given K 10 9 8 K 7 6 5 3 A 10 8 4 and listen to your partner opens with 
1. The hand in between enter the auction with a natural 1 bid. What is your response now, 
and why?
Independent of what your response is, the opponent at your left side will pass. Your partner then 
returns with the lowest possible bid in club on the 2 or 3 level, but will pass an eventual direct 
3NT bid from you. What is your response to your partners 2/3?

88) This time you are given K 8 6 K J 9 8 7 Q 3 K Q 6 and listen to your partner opens in 
first hand with 1. The hand in between enter the auction with 1. What do you bid then, and 
why? How to you anticipate the auction further on, and how will this anticipation be dependent 
of the vulnerabilities?

89) Your partner opens in first hand with 2, the opponent in between enter the auction with 2. 
You yourself has only K 8 6 K 8 7 J 3 10 8 6. With such a bad deal you find it best to pass 
this round. Your opponent to the left also pass. Then you partner bid 3, and then a pass from 
the hand in between. What is the meaning of your partners 3, and what will you do now?

90) In this case your assets is K 10 9 4 A 9 4 10 8 Q J 9 2. With only 10 hcp you have no 
opening, and you pass. Your opponent on your left side pass too, where after your partner opens 
with 1NT. Your right hand opponent then enter the auction with 3, which according to their 
explanations means a weak hand with a long suit. What do you bid and what possibilities do you 
see? How to you expect the rest of the bidding sequence will develop? Nobody is in the 
vulnerability.

91) Now you have been given K J 8 2 Q 4 Q 3 A J 7 5 3. You are in first hand and opens 
with your 13 hcp in 1. Your left hand opponent bid naturally 2, and your partner double. 
What is the meaning of the double and what is your next bid?

Exam in biding sequences
At the end the exam have some questions where you know both hands. Your task is to describe how you 

bid to reach the best contract. You have to explain the meaning of each bid and why you do the bid. If 
nothing else is said, West is the dealer and the opponents just bid pass.

92) West:9 4 K Q 6 5 3 Q 8 K Q 8 3 East:A 6 2 7 2 A K 5 2 10 7 6 4

93) West:4 8 5 3 A K Q J 10 6 K 3 East:A 8 2 A K 7 2 2 Q 10 7 6 4

94) West:A Q 10 6 5 A J 10 K J 7 K 2 East:K 8 K 9 6 4 Q 5 4 2 J 7 4

95) West:- A Q 6 3 A K 4 A J 8 7 6 5 East:A K 10 7 6 5 10 9 4 2 Q 8 2

96) West:A 9 8 A A J 4 3 K Q J 5 3 East:Q 5 4 2 8 6 2 K Q 8 10 8 7

97) West:9 8 A K 10 8 A 10 4 3 K 5 3 East:K 7 2 8 6 2 K Q 8 A Q 8 7

98) West:A K J 4 3 A K 7 6 5 A J 9 East:J 5 4 2 A Q 6 Q J 10 2 10 2

99) West:J 6 4 A 8 7 Q 6 2 K Q 3 2 East:K Q 7 3 Q J 6 5 2 J 10 A J

100)West:K J 10 J 2 A K Q J A K 10 2 East:9 4 K 9 6 4 3 4 J 8 5 4 3

101)West:A K 7 4 3 2 10 A 9 A 10 9 8 East:J 9 A 8 7 6 4 K 6 5 J 4 3

102)West:A K 4 3 A Q 9 4  K A 10 7 2 East:Q J 7 6 5 10 Q 7 6 4 K Q 4
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103)West:A 4 2 A K 9 8 A 3 J 8 7 3 East:J 8 7 2 Q 8 2 K Q 10 9 6 4

West opens in first hand with his 16hcp, balanced hand and a major suit with 1NT. Describe the 
auction hereafter in the two following situations. a) North says pass, b) North bid a conventional 
2 which show a a long suit anywhere. 

Recommended answers to the exam
Here you will find recommended answers to all the questions in the exam with an index to where the 

situation is thoroughly described.

Openings:
1) With K J 8 7 K 6 4 K J 8 7 Q 8 you have 13 hcp and 8 loosers. This is not a remarkable 
strong hand but enough for opening. With four cards in major and four in minor, the major suit is 
prioritized. Though the correct opening is 1. Look at The opening 1 heart/spade at page 45.

2) With K J 8 7 K J 4 3 Q J 6 K 4 you have 14 hcp with 8 loosers. Tha hand is balanced, 
but lack one hcp to be opened in 1NT. Therefore correct opening is 1. Look at The opening 1 
heart/spade at page 45 and The opening 1 NT at page 59.

3) K J 8 7 K J 4 3 K 8 A 8 5 is a nice hand with 15 hcp and 7 loosers. It is balanced and 
within the range for a no trump opening with major suit, which demand at least 15 hcp. 
Therefore, correct opening is 1 NT. Look at The opening 1 NT on page 59.

4) The hand 9 8 K Q 10 9 6 K Q 10 A Q with as much as 16 hcp, a reasonable five cards 
heart and only 5 loosers is a rather nice view. The only thing that may cause some problems your 
way, is that the opponents do early find a fit ins spade, and thus make it difficult for your side to 
find the best contract by using high pre-emptive bids. You cannot always hinder this to happen, 
but sometimes you may manage it. According to Redclub you strictly should open this hand with 
1 because it is very trump play friendly. However, when you take into consideration the tactical 
factors, the conclusion is different. By opening with 1NT you make it a little bit more difficult 
for the opponents to interfere with a cheap 1 bid. This is the reason for opening this hand with 
1NT in Redclub, not 1. Look at The opening 1 NT on page 59, QA 9) on page 74 including 
Preface and System structur on page 5.

5) The hand K Q 10 9 6 8 5 A Q K Q 10 is not very different from the previous example, 
however the major suits has switched place. Therefore your side has the highest major suit, and it 
will be more difficult for the opponents to fight for the contract. In such a situation it isn't any 
special tactical reason to diverge from a normal judgment of the hand, which indeed is trump 
friendly. Correct opening is therefore 1. Look at The opening 1 heart/spade on page 45. Also 
see the discussion from the previous hand.

6) A hand like K Q J 10 9 6 5 A 6 K 10 8 6 with 13 hcp and only 5 loosers I wished I got 
more often. In many systems you open such a hand with 1 and in the next round make a jump 
in the suit. Then the jump bid got a rather wide meaning which also have to cover hands with up 
to 20 hcp. In Redclub you have the three way multi opening at your disposition to show this kind 
of hands. You therefore open with 2 and show in the next auction round what it is all about. 
Have a look at The opening 2 diamond on page 83.

7) 9 7 K Q 10 8 6 5 Q 8 2 7 2 is a rather traditional weak two opening in major. Redclub 
use three-way multi 2 to show weak two opening in major. You intend to pass on your partner's 
2 bid, and correct to 3 if he happen to answer 2. If your partner return with the conventional 
2NT response on your 2 opening, you answer 3 to show a minimum weak two in heart. Thus, 
2 is the correct opening. See The opening 2 diamond on page 83.

8) With A Q 9 6 3 K J A J 8 Q 10 6 you have 17 hcp and a reasonable five cards major 
suit. Your honor strength is distributed and your  hand is balanced. Then the correct opening is 
1NT which do show 12+ to 18- or 15 to 18- when the hand has a major suit. By bidding the 
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spade in in the next auction round, you tell the hole story. If the spade has been stronger and the 
honor strength concentrated two or three suits, you may have opened in 1. See The opening 1 
NT on page 59 and The opening 1 club on page 16.

9) When you with K Q 9 8 5 A Q 8 5 3 K 3 7 have 5-5 in both major suits and a strength 
within 11-16 hcp, you should open with the highest major suit. So the correct opening become  
1. You will with 3 in the next auction round tell about a good opening within 11-16 hcp and 
at least 5-5 in the major suits. See The opening 1 heart/spade on page 45.

10) The hand 8 7 A Q J 8 6 A Q 10 A J 7 does have as much as 18 good hcp. Such hands 
are showed by opening with 1. If the responder make a positive answer, a game force situation 
is established. You may the use the hole bidding room to exchange necessary information to find 
the best contract on game level or even in slam. You do not need to make unnecessary jumps 
which only take away bidding room for your side. Look at  The opening 1 club on page 16.

11) With 9 A J 10 8 K Q 8 7 3 K Q 8 you have a fairly nice hand with only 4 ½ loosers, 
even the hand has not more than 15 hcp. With such a trump friendly hand you still have no other 
option to open with 1. However, you enough strength to do a reverse bid in the next auction 
round, just to tell about your distribution and strength. Study The opening 1 diamond on page 40. 
Remember that the diamond opening in Redclub isn't a shaky everything and nothing opening 
you often find in other club systems. Instead, it is a rather constructive opening which indicate an 
unbalanced hand.

12) On the contrary if you have K A J 10 8 K Q 7 3 K 10 8 7 you as much as 16 hcp, but 
5½ loosers. You have really nice honor friendly hand with four cards heart. With this you have a 
perfect 1NT opening. A single top honor in spade is of no concern, look at The opening 1 NT at 
page 59.

13) This time you have got a really nice hand. With A Q 8 K Q 9 A J 10 8 K Q 7 you have 
as much as 21 hcp with some 4 loosers. The totally balanced distribution count a little bit down, 
but this is counter weighted by the good medium cards. Therefore, you have a perfect three-way 
multi 2 opening. This time with the strong variant. Look at The opening 2 diamond on page 83 
and please also study 2 NT bidding on page 97.

14) In traditional systems a hand like 5 K 5 K Q 8 K Q J 10 8 7 5 may provide some 
challenges. Even with only 14 hcp, this hand has not more than 4 loosers. It is only your partners 
Aces that decide how high you are going. Using a natural system you are forced to open with 
1, and then later on make a jump, eventual try a Blackwood variant to find out how many Aces 
your partner has. If he then has only two or fewer, you may already be to high. You have to 
guess. In Redclub you doesn't have this guesswork. With such a hand you just open with 3 and 
thereby directly tell about a hand with 3½ to 5 loosers with a long club bust. Then your partner 
may take the correct judgment based upon precise information. See The opening 3 club on page 
101 and correlate with The opening 2 diamond on page 83.

15) I anticipate that you very seldom is given a hand as strong as K Q 5 A K Q J 9 7 5 A K 
Q, however it may happen a day if you are a frequent player. It is only your partners Aces that 
counts. The only danger is that your opponents are able to early in the auction find a heart or 
spade fit and with high pre-emptive bids make problems for you. You can of course open with a 
forcing bid and in the next round use Blackwood, but that give your opponents a chance event 
though it is small. In Redclub you can chose to use the opening 4NT, which directly ask for 
specific Aces. This opening is specially suited for strong unbalanced hand with a void, but it is 
usable with this hand. Doing this you effectively hinder your opponents to interfere in the 
auction. With an Ace  you partner bid the Ace suit on the five level. The negative response is 
5, while 5NT show Ace. With two Aces your partner will response with a bid at the sixth 
level. See The opening 4 no trump on page 107.

16) What is your usual opening with a hand like this J 9 8 K J 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 5 ? Dependent 
on the vulnerability many people will open with 3 or 4. Even someone try 5 too. The result 
is anyway that you may have passed an excellent 3NT game, or even worse lost a diamond slam 
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because your partner has no chance to see your nine cards suit. With such abnormal hands with 
shaky minor suit you open in Redclub with 3NT, see The opening 3 no trump on page 105. Your 
partner will know what this is about and is able to judge if he shall take out in the minor suit or if 
it is enough values for a game try. He will easily calculate which minor suit that is yours.

17) Q 8 9 6 9 A 5 K Q 10 9 7 6 give you 11 hcp and 5½ loosers. By this you have a hand 
which is close to the strength needed for opening in 1 and in the next round jump to 3 
showing a good hand with longer club. The fact that you have only 11 hcp and a rather thin 
spade suit, draw the conclusion that it is better to open with 2 showing your six card suit. You 
will most likely be able to show your spade suit in the next auction round. This approach 
indirectly show for your partner that the spade suit is relatively top weak. See The opening 2 
club on page 78. 

18) K Q 9 8 9 A 5 A Q 10 9 7 6 is the same distribution as in the previous question, but this 
you have 15 hcp and only 4 loosers. You are by this in the range for a canapé opening, and 
therefore you open with 1 and bid in the next auction round 3 with or without a jump. If your 
partner happen to response with 2, you cue bid with a jump to 3. This way you are able to 
show both the club support and at the same time start a slam sequence. Even with only 10 hcp at 
your partners hand, it may be feasible with a slam. He may have something like A, K og K 
in honors. See The opening 1 heart/spade on page 45.

19) A Q 7 6 5 K Q 5 6 A 8 6 4 give you 15 hcp and 5 loosers. With five cards in spade and 
a four cards side suit in club, you have enough for a roman 2 opening. Your partner get a direct 
message about your  approximate 13-16 hcp with 4 – 5 ½ loosers with at least 5 spades and a 
shorter or even length side suit in club. A very precise opening, which make it easy for your 
partner to evaluate the possibilities. At the same time the opening make it difficult for the 
opponents to effectively interfere in the auction. See Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no trump) 
on page 92.

20) With K 5 7 6 A Q J 7 6 K Q 9 6 you have 15 hcp and only 4 loosers. With a side suit in 
club you have cards for a roman two opening, and your opening then become 2NT, which do 
show at least five cards diamond and a shorter or even length club suit with approximate 13-16 
hcp and 4 – 5 ½ loosers. If your partner respond with the conventional 3, you rebid 3 to show 
a 2-2-5-4 distribution. See Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no trump) on page 92.

Your partner opened with 1 and the opponent in between said pass. You should propose your response:

21) When you are so lucky to have a partner which open with a forcing 1 bid, you immediate 
see that with your hand Q 10 7 6 5 K Q 5 6 A 8 6 4 should at lest in a game contract. You 
have a reasonable good five cards suit in spade and show this and at least 8 hcp by bidding 1NT, 
not 1 which you remember show a five cards heart. Also remember that the response 1 is a 
conventional answer which show at least 8 hcp and at the same time deny five cards in a major, 
six cards in a minor or 5-5 in minor. See After 1 club - 1 no trump on page 30.

22) With K 5 7 6 A Q J 7 6 K Q 9 6 you immediate see that you are in the slam zone. 
However, in Redclub is it unnecessary to race forward totally uncontrolled. You have tons of 
hcp, but despite this you will without a five cards major, a six cards minor or 5-5 in minor  start 
with the response 1. In this way you show at least 8 hcp, denies a five cards major, a six cards 
minor or 5-5 in minor, and at the same establish a game force auction. You then have a huge 
bidding space at disposition to investigate the slam possibilities or even pur the brakes on as 
early as 3NT, if the resources should turn out not to be enough for a slam. Compare with  1 club 
– 1 heart at page 21.

23) Despite your only 4 hcp with K J 10 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 5 7 3 you shall not respond with 1. 
You have a six cards in spade and do show this with a direct jump to 2, and at the same limit 
your hand to 0-4 hcp. See After 1 club – 2 heart/spade on page 30.

24) With 8 4 A K Q J 8 7 4 J 10 5 2 it may be tempting to respond with 1 to show a 
positive hand with at least 8 hcp and five cards heart. But with a running suit you have a special 
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bid at your disposition, namely the response 2NT. Be sure your partner is able to calculate which 
that suit is. See After 1 club - 2 no trump on page 31.

25) When you have been given 9 9 4 A Q J 9 8 K 10 9 5 3 you see forward to the auction 
when your partner opens with 1. With 10 hcp and 5-5 in minor you should bid the poorest suit, 
this time your club. Thus your answer is 2, which your partner interpretate as either a six cards 
diamond or 5-5 in minor where club is the poorest or shortest suit, and of course at least 8 hcp. 
Compare with After 1 club – 2 club/diamond on page 30.

Your partner opens with 1 and the hand in between pass. You should propose your answer:

26) With K Q 10 6 5 K Q 5 6 A 8 6 4 a game should be possible. You have 14 hcp and that 
is normally enough for game when your partner has opened. It may even be a club slam in the 
deal if your partner happens to have a club canapé, namely a hand with at least four diamonds 
and a longer club bust with 4 – 5 ½ loosers. Another distributions may also give slam 
possibilities. If you haven't forgotten to open, your partner must have opened in first or second 
hand, because you yourself has an opening hand. In a standard system you normally would have 
answered 1, but this is a limited bid in Redclub in this position. Surely, this response show a 
spade suit, but it is limited to maximum 12 hcp, and thus not a force for round. With more than 
12 hcp you should use the conventional response 1. This is either a natural bid with a heart suit 
and about 6-12 hcp, or any hand which contains at least 12 hcp and is good enough for 
establishing a game force auction sequence. See 1 diamond – 1 heart on page 41.

27) With a hand like K 5 Q 7 6 A J 7 6 K Q 9 6 you may see the advantage of Redclub's 
natural openings when you partner open with 1. You don't have to worry about the opening 
being a short suit anything opening missing another alternative to open with. You have 15 hcp 
and a solid diamond support. In principle you have two options for forcing to game. Either by a 
direct cue-bid which set the diamond as the trump suit, or the conventional response 1. Because 
you are very interested in an eventual club suit at your partner's hand, you choose the 
conventional response 1, with the intension to force to game in the next auction round. See 1 
diamond – 1 heart on page 41.

28)  K J 10 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 5 7 3 and your partner opens with 1, you have the option to 
show your hand by a direct jump to 2. This is a bid that typically show 6-8/9 hcp and at least 
some kind of diamond support. Outside vulnerability and the opponents in, is it, by tactical 
reasons, possible to decrease the hcp limit somewhat. With this hand you are allowed to jump to 
2. If you are more like a cautious fellow, you are allowed to pass on the opening. See The 
opening 1 diamond on page 40.

29) With K Q 8 4 Q 8 7 4 J 6 10 5 2 you have 8 hcp. The chances for a game seems not to 
be the best, so it is better to search for a good part contract. Therefore you bid the lowest 
possible natural bid, which become 1. After a first or second hand opening the response 1 
may be a conventional game force, but until that is clear the opener do treat it as a natural limited 
bid with at least four cards in heart and 6 – 12 hcp, except he cannot pass. The response does not 
deny four cards in spade, which the opener may find out by bidding his own four card spade suit, 
if he should have that. The he at the same time show five cards in diamond, because with 4 – 4 in 
major – minor, he will open with the major suit. You may by tactical reasons support your 
partner with 2, which in this case is subject to be a simple support and not a game force. This 
because the fourth suit force 2 is at your disposition. Have a look at The opening 1 diamond on 
page 40 and Fourth suit force on side 46.

30) K 9 6 4 Q J 10 4 J 4 J 10 9 gives you 8 hcp. Therefore you completely natural bid 1. 
Even the answer after first or second hand may be a conventional game force bid, your partner 
will read it as a natural limited response until it otherwise is clarified. If your partner support you 
to 2 and by that shows a minimum hand, you pass. A game seems to be against the odds. If 
your partner return with 1, you support to 2. It may happens that it can be a game just due to a 
good fit. Further on the opener also can have a maximum opening. If he instead rebid 1NT, 2 
or 2, you pass. It is likely a very small chance for game when you have misfit. See 1 diamond –
1 heart on page 41.
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Your partner opened with 1 and the hand in between passed. You should answer:

31) With K 6 5 K Q 5 6 A J 10 8 6 4 you have a very nice hand against your partner's 
opening. You should certainly find a game, maybe even a slam. However, you have no reason to 
hurry, so you just answer naturally 2, which does show at least 10 hcp and a club suit. Of 
course it is also a round force. The suit length doesn't need to be more than four cards, even that 
you maybe normally will have five cards, especially if you have only 10 hcp. If your partner 
should return with 2 you may use 2 as a conventional fourth suit force. If he on the contrary 
should return with 2, and by this show a minimum hand with possible six cards suit, again you 
may use a conventional forcing bid, namely the third suit force bid 2. Compare with the Third 
suit force bidding on page 46. Please study the Responses to the opening 1 heart in first or 
second seat on page 47 and Responses to the opening 1 heart in third or fourth seat on page 48.

32) With such a weak hand as 8 7 6 5 K Q 6 6 J 8 7 6 3, a game is not likely. At the same 
time you have good support in heart and a singleton in diamond. Even as you may pass with only 
6 hcp, it would, tactical speaking, not be wise to do so. The opponents will then probably 
interfere in the  auction. They may very well have a good contract in diamond. Thus you respond 
with 2, which at least put some pressure on the opponents and at the same time not be too 
encouraging for your partner. The response 2 shows about 6-9/10 hcp and at least a top honor 
third in support. With such a weak hand like this, you shouldn't try the response 1. A bid in new 
suit before showing support in the opening suit is always stronger than a direct support. This is 
also true even in situation where at new suit isn't forcing. Look at the chapter Responses to the 
opening 1 heart in first or second seat on page 47 and Responses to the opening 1 heart in third 
or fourth seat on page 48.

33) K J 10 8 7 6 9 8 7 6 5 7 3 gives you only 4 hcp. In Redclub you don't have the option to 
jump to 2 as a weak jump shift. The response 2 would be mini splinter, which shows a 
singleton in any suit and at least four cards support in heart. However, because the spade is fairly 
long and solid , your partner wouldn't kill you if answer 1 and then rebid 2 in the next auction 
round. Tactical speaking this may be very smart to keep the opponents away not finding a good 
minor contract. In principle the correct answer is pass. Then you may be able to bid spade in the 
next round, if the opponents interfere. Your partner will then understand that you are weak with 
a long suit. So, both the answer 1 and pass is accepted as correct answer. It is more a question 
of personal style. With my usual luck my partner will four cards spade if I pass, and of course be 
void in spade if I bid 1 . For further reading see Responses to the opening 1 heart in first or 
second seat on page 47 and Responses to the opening 1 heart in third or fourth seat on page 48.

34) When you have been given A 10 5 4 K J 8 4 A J 10 2  5 when your partner has opened 
with 1, the probability for a high contract seems to be excellent. Without a void, The Stenbergs 
2NT  bid would be a appropriate response. With this you force to game and show at least four 
cards support, and at the same time ask your partner for more information. See Stenberg's 2NT 
on page 52.

35) The hand K 9 6 Q 10 4 Q 5 4 9 6 4 3 does not have much points and further on a 
completely dead distribution. Therefore you just answer with the natural response 1NT, which 
typical shows 6-9 hcp. See 1 heart in first or second seat on page 47 and Responses to the 
opening 1 heart in third or fourth seat on page 48.

Your partner opened with 1 and the hand in between pass. You should propose an answer:

36) With Q 8 6 K 4 J 7 5 4 8 5 3 2 you does not have much to contribute with. With only 6 
hcp you have in principle three possible answers to choose between. Pass, 1NT or 2. What you 
choose is given by tactical considerations and your own bidding style. Purely tactical you should 
normally keep the auction open, and therefore you should respond with 1NT. You partner may 
have a club suit, which possible is a better contract. See 1 spade in first and second seat on page 
49 or 1 spade in third and fourth seat on page 49.

37) After your partner's spade opening, the prospects seems fairly good when you have been 
given Q J 8 6 K 4 J 5 4 A Q 3 2. If your partner should happen to have a club canapé, a 
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longer club suit, you may even have a slam in the deal. Therefore, you force to game, ask for 
more information and show the support in spade by jumping to 2NT, Stenberg. Depending on the 
opener's rebid, you will immediate see if slam is possible or not. If not, you directly park the 
contract in 4. See Stenberg's 2NT on page 52.

38) K 9 6 K J 10 Q J 5 4 K J 9 gives you 14 hcp, but you have a rather boring distribution. 
The only thing you can say for certainty, is that you at least should end up in a game. After a 
natural major suit opening in first or second hand, the responder’s directly jump to 3NT shows 
about 13-15 hcp, balanced hand with the honor strength spread around and a three cards support 
in the opening suit. The jump also indirectly denies four cards in the unbidden major suit. So, 
correct answer is a jump to 3NT. A bid that tells the hole story. See 1 spade in first and second 
seat on page 49.

39) K J 6 5 K J 10 8 5 - A J 9 6 gives you 13 hcp, which together with a superb spade 
support and a void in diamond, may turn out to be a superfit, if the opener does not have to many 
of his honors in diamond. With this hand you have actually to answers, 2NT, Stenberg, which 
shows at least 13 hcp and four cards support in spade, and thus at the same time set a game force 
sequence with spade set as the trump. The benefit with this bid, is that you get more information 
about your partner's strength and distribution. He may have a good hand with a club bust. 
However, even a better idea will be to let your partner make the judgments by a void showing 
jump to 4. This is a clear slam invite against a partner where the void fit in perfectly. Be safe on 
that he will return with a cue-bid, eventually with Culbertson's 4NT, if the void turns out to fit. 
See 1 spade in first and second seat on page 49 and Culbertson's 4NT on page 109.

40) With the hand 9 6 K J 10 8 K 5 4 Q J 10 9 you have 10 good hcp with nice medium 
cards. So this is a hand which is more like a hand with 11-12 hcp, especial in a No Trump 
contract. Thus, you are too strong to just respond with 1NT, which surely is a limited bid with 
maximum 9/10 hcp. Neither you can jump to 2NT after a third or fourth hand opening, even the 
fact that you strength for it. To do such a jump you also need a top-honor third in you partners 
opening suit spade. Therefore you have to just answer with the natural bid 2 which show at 
least four cards club and minimum 10 hcp. After a first or second hand opening, this bid will also 
be a round force. However, this is not true after a third or fourth hand opening. See 1 spade in 
first and second seat on page 49 and 1 spade in third and fourth seat on page 49.

Your partner opened with 1NT and the hand in between said. You should answer:

41) With 6 Q J 8 5 K 4 A J 8 3 is it very tempting to ask your partner with 2 if he should 
happen to have four cards in heart. You have 11 hcp and see that you are in for a game if your 
partner does not have a minimum opening. Despite this, it is wrong, mainly because of two 
reasons. Firstly, if your partner should answer with 2, you have no descriptive rebid available. 
A rebid 2NT will show 8-9 hcp, and your partner will easily anticipate that 3NT is too high even 
with 14-15 hcp. If you rebid 3NT directly, you may even be too high against a minimum 
opening. Secondly, tactical considerations tells that the opponents are likely to interfere with 
their spade suit, if the opener has the weak variant of the No Trump opening. Therefore, you 
should response with 2NT against the opening. This bid tells about 10-11 hcp, may even be 
unbalanced and further on may have four cards in a major suit. Remember, you does not risk to 
miss a 4-4 fit in major by bidding 2NT. If the opener should have a four cards major, he also will 
have 15-17(18-) hcp and thereby keep the auction open above your 2NT. See 1 no trump – 2 no 
trump on page 69. Please also compare with 1 NT – 2 club on page 62.

42) The cards J 6 K Q 8 6 5 4 5 4 8 3 2 doesn't really make it clear that a game is within 
reach. However, the chances are there if your partner happens to have A. Then six tricks in 
heart will give you a good push to 3NT. You show this kind of a hand with a jump to 3 directly 
above the opening 1NT. With this bid you shows six or seven cards suit with two top-honors 
without side strength. This makes it easy for your partner to decide if a game is possible or not. 
See 1 NT – 3 in suit on page 69.

43) When you look down at K 6 A Q K Q 8 6 5 4 K 3 2 and your partner opens with 1NT, 
you probably see a bright future. But how do you show your hand? You may try a direct 4, 
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Gerber. Do you really become more informed about the fit if you miss just one Ace. Redclub 
does have mechanism which may thoroughly investigations before you enter a too high level. 
Therefore your response is 2 above the opening. This is a relay to 2. Above 2 you bid 3 
and by this shows a six cards suit and at least some slam ambitions. The trump suit is set and you 
use cue-bids in the ongoing auction. Eventually your partner may return with 3NT if he has a 
misfit. You may have a grand slam if the opener has something like A x x x K x x A x x A 
x x, while even 6 may go down if the opener only has A J x K x x x x A J x x x. See 
Slam invite after 1 NT – 2 diamond, 2 heart on page 67.

44) This time you was given 9 6 Q 8 3 J 10 8 6 5 4 10 2. With such a hand its a long way to 
game. Even 1NT may be too high because you have bad incomes. Contrary, it seems that a 
diamond contract is viable. It also counts that the support in minor tends to be better the weaker 
the opener is, which is bound to the No Trump opening structure. You no possibility to end up in 
2, however you may find 3 after the following sequence. You start with 2 which is a pure 
relay which the opener has to answer with 2. Then you bid 2NT, which in these sequence is a 
pure relay, but this time to 3. Then you at least may end the bidding sequence with 3. See 
After the introduction 1 NT – 2 diamond on page 67.

45) With K J 9 8 6 Q 8 3 K 5 4 10 2 you will in many systems start with 2 as a question 
for major suit. This isn't the approach in Redclub with such a hand. This is because the rebid of a 
major suit for example after the response 2 on your 2 will show about 10-11 hcp with a five 
cards suit. Instead you just answer natural 2 showing about 7-9 hcp with a five cards suit. This 
is an invitation to the strong variant of the 1NT opening. See  After the introduction 1 no trump –
2 heart/spade on page 68.

Your partner opened with 2 and the hand in between said pass. You should answer with:

46) I don't think you scream of thrill when you get the hand J 9 8 J 10 4 9 7 6 4 Q 7 2. With 
only 4 hcp and totally dead distribution is it of little value. However, when you partner opens in 
2 you at least have a good club fit. Then you can make it a little bit more difficult for the 
opponents by giving a support bid to 3. If your side is outside vulnerability and the opponents 
in, you may even jump to 4. In Redclub is this two bids non-forcing. They are more like pre-
emptive bids. See Responses to the 2 club opening on page 78.

47) After your partner's opening 2 you easily sees that you are in for a game with the hand K 9 
8 6 A J 10 4 K Q 4 Q 2. 3NT may seem to be an alternative, but both game and even a slam 
in a major suit or club could be viable. The first thing you need to do, is getting more 
information about the opener's hand. Therefore you respond with 2 which is a convention al bid 
asking for more information. Based upon the opener's rebid, you relatively easy may evaluate 
which contract you should aim at. See Responses to the 2 club opening on page 78.

48) With K J 9 8 6 10 7 4 K Q 4 Q 2 you answer completely natural 2 above your 
partner's 2 opening. This is also a round force bid, show five cards in the suit and at least 8 
hcp. See Responses to the 2 club opening on page 78.

49) After your partner's opening 2 you easily conclude that with K 9 8 Q J 4 K Q 8 4 Q J 
2 you should end up at least in a game. The response 2 may seem natural, but you are really not 
interested in your partner's possible four cards suit in major. On the contrary it will be more 
beneficial for you to be better informed about your partner's general strength and where the 
honors are concentrated. Your response is therefore 2NT. This is either natural inviting or a 
game force bid with club support. The opener is not allowed pass this bid. With a minimum hand 
he returns with 3. If the responder then bid his honor concentration from downside, it also 
means club support and game force. See Responses to the 2 club opening on page 78.

50) With A Q 9 8  - K 10 8 7 4 K J 8 4 you may very well have a slam when your partner 
has showed six cards in club. Even a grand slam cannot be excluded. This just depends of where 
the opener has his honors. With such a god fit in club, is it of no interest to find an alternative 
fitness in any other suit, neither in spade. You show your support ant interest for slam with a 
jump to 4, a bid which unambiguously shows a void in that suit. If the opener happens to have 
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his honors in your suits, he will certainly return with a cue-bid or Ace showing 4NT. See 
Responses to the 2 club opening on page 78 and Culbertson's 4NT on page 109.

Your partner opened with 2 and the hand in between said pass. You should respond with:

51) With K J 8 J 4 Q 9 6 4 K 9 7 2, it seems that your chances for a game is quiet small if 
the opener has the weak two in major variant. Because this is the most frequent situation, you 
have to take this as your primarily basis when you consider you answer. In Redclub the answer 
2/ and  3/ are defined as tactical responses which only expect that the partner correct to the 
other major suit if that is the suit in a weak two opening. With this hand you have the options to 
respond with either 2 or 3, and expect that your partner correct to spade if that is his six card 
suit. The vulnerability, style and own temperament are the main factors of what to do, however 
outside the vulnerability the best choice is the response 3 in most cases. See 2 diamond 
opening on page 85.

52) Lucky enough it is very seldom you get a hand as weak as 8 10 4 10 9 8 6 4 3 2 8 7 2. 
You can certainly expect that your side has no game independent of your partners hand. The 
hand in between pass, may even be of the awaiting type. Normally you are obliged to to give a 
bid above the opening 2, however that is wrong with this hand. It is better to say pass. It may 
also be the last chance to get a score your way.

53) The hand J 8 K J 10 4 K Q 9 6 4 A 7 with 14 hcp becomes very exiting when your 
partner opens with 2. Most likely he has a weak two in major, and then often in spade. 
However, if it turns out that his suit is heart, your opponents may very well have a high play in 
spade. You always have the alternative to get more information by bidding 2NT, which in 
normal situations is your preferred answer. But if the opponents are outside the vulnerability and 
your side is in, and your left hand opponent hasn't yet has the opportunity to bid, you should 
consider a tactical bid. If you respond with 3, which in Redclub is a non-forcing bid and instead 
a pure tactical bid which ask your partner to pass with a spade suit and otherwise correct to 4. 
It is not any special requirements to bid 3 except form be tolerant for your partners eventually 
4. This will put your opponents under enormous pressure, and may very well be a winning 
strategy against opponents who are otherwise very keen to interfere. It is not easy for the 
opponents to bid an eventual suit above your 3. if they despite this, should choose to involve 
themselves with a bid above your 3, you will have a very lucrative double at disposal. In fact 
no one yet knows how the suits are distributed, which in this case is a clear advantage for your 
side. See 2 diamond opening on page 85.

54) After your partner's opening with three-way multi 2, it seems that you have a bright future 
with A 8 K J 10 4 K J 6 4 A 7 2. Your partner may have a good weak two opening in 
major, maybe even in heart. He may even have a strong balanced hand or a distributional one 
with 3½ - 5 loosers. Thus a slam seems feasible, if the opener does not have a very weak 
opening. Therefore you respond with 2NT, which is a conventional bid asking for more 
information. If the opener returns with 3, he has a distributional hand, 3 shows a good weak 
two opening in major, 3/ shows a minimum weak two opening in respective suit and at least 
3NT shows a strong balanced hand. See 2 diamond opening on page 85.

55) With Q 9 8 K J 10 4 6 4 A J 10 7 you have a much weaker hand compared to the hand 
in the previous situation. With your 11 hcp and a rather balanced distribution, it seems to be a 
pretty long way to game. Your opponents mat very well have a good contract in diamond. If you 
are of the optimistic type, you may try the conventional response 2NT. If your partner then 
returns with 3/, which shows a minimum weak two opening in respective suit, you may pass. 
Otherwise you may make a tough game try, Which may be a good strategy in a team match when 
your side is in the vulnerability. If you on the contrary are playing a match point tournament, you 
may better judge the vulnerabilities before choosing between answering 2 or 3. In both cases 
you do know that your partner will correct to heart if that is his suit in a weak two opening, and 
otherwise pass down. If you choose to bid 3, this will put an enormous pressure on the 
opponents, which again may force them to do an unhealthy interference. An interference your 
side may punish heavily. In this case Redclub gives you alternatives you have to use your own 
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judgment to choose from, according to the tactical situation and your own bidding style. You are 
not forced to do the one or the other, like many other systems demands. This gives you freedom 
and make the play more interesting.

Your partner opened with 2 and the hand in between said pass. You should respond with:

56) With A 8 K Q 10 K 10 9 8 6 4 A 7 you has to look twice on your cards when your 
partner opens with 2. Even with only 16 hcp against an opener with 13-16 hcp, you sees that 
the possibility for a grand slam is very high, because you may have as much as five winners to 
your partner's 4 – 5½  loosers. The greatest danger against a grand slam is if your partner has a 
singleton or void in diamond. Even if it could be tempting to jump to 4NT and ask for Ace 
values, you really not become any more informed because you cannot any longer find your 
partner's distribution, and has to guess if 7 makes or not. Therefore you choose to utilize the 
system and start with the conventional response 2NT. If your partner returns with the negative 
3 bid or show a three cards suit in diamond with 3, you immediate count five winners against 
your partner's loosers. A review of how the loosers at the opener's hand may be distributed, 
shows that he at most may have five of them. You may therefore safely bid 7 directly above 
those answers. If he instead is returning with an answer that shows a short suit in diamond, you 
only has four winners against your partner's hand. In that case you jump to 6, which the opener 
will correct to  7 if he has only four loosers. See 2 heart/spade on page 92.

57) This time you have a much weaker hand with 8 6 5 K Q 10 9 8 6 4 J 8 7. The hand 
contains only fatigue 6 hcp against your partner's opening showing 13-16 hcp. Despite this the 
honors are extreme valuable, because you have two certain winners against your partner's 4 – 5½ 
loosers. That means you probably have 10 tricks in a heart contract. So your answer becomes a 
direct 4. This will also be very inhibiting for your opponents. They cannot really know what 
your jump is based upon. See 2 heart/spade on page 92.

58) The hand K Q 10 6 5 Q 10 J 6 4 K 8 7 has as much as 11 hcp and a jolly good five 
cards suit in spade. Therefore, it may be tempting to bid a natural 2. With to sure winners 
against your partner's 4 – 5½ loosers, you certainly shall, at least, end up in a game. Because the 
response 2 above the opening 2 is not enforcing, but only an invitation, you risk missing a 
game. Therefore you have to use the conventional response 2NT, which ask the opener for more 
information. If he should happens yo have three cards in spade, you will be informed. In that 
case you will be in the slam zone, because then you will have four sure winners against your 
partner's 4 – 5½ loosers. See 2 heart/spade on page 92.

59) When you take up the hand 10 6 5 Q 10 8 J 6 5 4 K 8 7 you probably doesn't have the 
greatest expectations. Then you hear your partner opens with Roman 2. An opening showing at 
least five hearts and four clubs with 4 – 5½ loosers. You have guaranteed two winners to your 
partner, but nothing more. Then it is nothing more to think of but directly bid 4. A slam is out 
of question. Many standard systems will  have difficulties to find this game, because the 
responder has a completely dead distribution, and the responder lack information about the 
opener's distributional strength. This, the Redclub player get immediate and directly by the 
opening bid.

60) You were not very optimistic when you picked up the hand 10 5 Q 8 Q 5 4 2 K 9 8 7 2. 
However, when your partner opened with his 2, your hand gains potential even though. You do 
see a fat club fit and good possibilities for a game if your partner has the right suits and key 
cards. However, if it is a misfit in spade and diamond, the game may be difficult. It all depends 
of you have two or three winners against your partner's loosers. Why not star with the 
conventional 2NT bid to get more information? But, before you speed away with a bid that in 
practice will be a game force, think through the answers you may get. 3 you may pass. 3 
would be perfect and you can jump to 5. 3 you lift to 4. 3 lead to that you have to bid 4 
and probably play it on a 5-2 fit, because 4 above 3 will be a slam invite. All this together 
seems to indicate that the conventional 2NT is better than a direct jump to 4 above 2.

Your partner opened with 2 and the hand in between said pass. You should answer:
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61) The hand 6 5 Q J 10 9 8 6 4 J 9 8 7 is not much to much to cheer for. So, this time it is 
better to find the best part contract. The opener shows with his opening at least five spades and 
four clubs. Further on the club is not longer than spade. An alternative is, of course, to say pass. 
But a four cards support in clubs tends to indicate a contract in that suit plays substantial better. 
Therefore you respond with 3, which is a pure preference and the opener should pass. See 2 
heart/spade on page 92.

62) When you took up Q 6 5 J 8 7 9 6 4 Q 9 8 7 you probably not have the greatest 
expectations. However, this is a hand that shows the benefits the precise Roam two openings 
gives you. The opener has at least five cards spade and four clubs. Even with only 5 hcp you may 
safely bid 4. You can guarantee two winners against your partner's 4 – 5½ loosers. A game is 
the feasible. If you are of the careful type maybe the response 3 could be considered, but that is 
in fact a little underbid. See 2 heart/spade on page 92.

63) With J 5 3 A K 10 6 5 4 3 10 7 5  - the fit doesn't seems to be the very best after your 
partner's opening 2. The void in club do seems of no value with only three small spades. 
Despite this, the length and strength in heart looks so good that it should be very little at the 
opener's hand to qualify for a game in either heart or spade. You therefore consider to to respond 
with a natural 3bid, but realize that this isn't a good alternative. The response is only an 
invitation, which ask your partner to lift to game if he has some fit. Without any support he will 
pass, and you loose the spade contract. If you instead did have for example a single club and two 
small spades, the 3 answer would have been a good alternative. What then with the 
conventional response 2NT? Honor wise is the hand somewhat too weak for this answer, but the 
answer becomes anyway the best one. This is because it keeps many options open. A game in 
both heart and spade is reasonable feasible. Just be aware that it is a risk for pressing the contract  
up to a game that cannot be made. If your partner do show a three cards heart, it may even be a 
slam in the deal. The potential gains then seems to justify the risks by bidding 2NT. See 2 
heart/spade on page 92.

64) Just when you picked up the hand Q 5 3 A 4 3 A 7 5 2 Q 3 2 they looked rather boring. 
But then you heard your partner opened with 2. That opening gives the hand's potential an 
enormous boost. You have four certain winners against you partner's 4 – 5½ loosers. This you 
tell by a direct jump to 6. A very precise bid which tells your partner everything. If it happens 
that he has only four loosers, he will bid the grand slam.

65) With Q J 5 Q 10 5 3 2 A K 9 7 2 you have a rather strong hand against your partners 
2 opening. The hand gives you several possibilities. It is even a potential for slam. How can 
you best investigate this, without entering a level too high? You already knows that you certainly 
at least should reach 4. At once it seems that you have three options for responding, namely the 
conventional 2NT, 3 or a cue-bid at the fourth level. The response 3 is not tempting, because 
it will only be an invitation. Also a cue-bid at the fourth level isn't tempting neither. It takes 
away lot of bidding room and further on doesn't gives you much more information about your 
partner's honor distribution. So it turns out that the best response is the conventional 2NT, which 
asks for more information. Depending on this clarification, you will have much more 
information available to evaluate your slam potentials. See 2 heart/spade on page 92.

Your partner opened with 2NT and the hand in between said pass. You should answer:

66) The opening 2NT is Roman two opening with diamond as the primary suit and club as the 
side suit. The club suit is never longer than the diamonds. With K J 8 7 K J 5 4 K 3 A 8 4 
you have in the most optimistic case four winners against your partner's 4 – 5½ loosers. So this 
time it seems feasible to reach a slam. Correctly, the support in the minor suits isn't the very best, 
which counts somewhat downwards. Either way you will learn more by responding with the 
conventional response 3, which asks for more information. Then the opener will return and 
give his precise distribution. If the opener happens to have a 2-2-5-4 distribution, which he 
shows by the rebid 3, you may consider the possibilities for a small slam in no trump. A grand 
slam is not feasible, because then the opener must have something like A x A x A Q J x x 
K Q J x. If so, he has 21 hcp and wouldn't opened with 2NT, which promise about 13-16 hcp. 
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Discount five hcp from this hand, and even 6NT may be uncertain. In this case it may turn out 
that the best bid is to stop in 3NT. However, if your partner turns up with six cards in diamond or 
five cards in club, it may very well be a slam in minor. In such a case, probably the best route is 
to continue with cue-bids. See Responses to the opening 2 no trump on page 93.

67) With the hand Q 9 2 J 9 7 5 Q 10 8 A 8 6 5 is it not easy to find a precise answer. You 
have two sure winners against your partner's opening, which shows 4 – 5½  loosers. Your side 
may have a game, but probably nothing more. You have both diamond and club support. Even 
though, the conventional answer 3 does not immediate look tempting, because it almost always 
led to game, which isn't sure. At the same time a game may be possible if your partner has three 
cards spade. In that case you can count Q as a winner, and by that having three winners to your 
partner's loosers. You have two weak answers to you disposition, namely 3 and 4. The 
disadvantage with those two answers are that you may miss a sure game in minor. You should 
neither discard the possibility that the opponents may interfere with their major suits, especially 
after the response 3. The conclusion with this hand is that you don't have any obvious answer. 
Therefore you have to choose among those less good alternatives. Among those, the 
conventional answer 3 seems to be the best one. If your partner should happen to return with 
3, you may bid 4 as a game invitation. If he instead returns with 3, you may jump to a game 
in club. Should he otherwise return with 3NT or at the fourth level in minor, preferable in club, 
you better chance on a game in minor and pray for good luck. Anyway it will be difficult for the 
opponents to double. Therefore with this hand will probably 3 be the best answer, but also 3 
and 4 are acceptable and approved alternatives. What you choose is more up to the tactical 
situation and somewhat upon your own bidding style.

Your partner opened with 3 and the hand in between said pass. You should respond:

68) When you are given Q J 3 K Q 10 7 4 A K Q 5 2 and hear you partner opens with 3, 
you immediate see that you shall play a high contract, minimum 6. As you remember, the 
opening  3 is not pre-emptive, but a rather strong and playable hand with solid club bust. With 
such a good response hand, you have the choice between the forcing 3, 4NT to ask for Aces and 
6 which ask your partner to bid the grand slam in club with only four loosers. A direct jump to 
4NT or 6 will effectively hinder the opponents to interfere with pre-emptive bids in spade or 
diamonds. Such an intervention could make it difficult to find the grand slam, if it is there. With 
winners mainly by medium honors make the grand slam dependent of how your partner's 
distribution is, together with the top-honors. Therefore, 4NT would be a better response before a 
direct 6 bid. On the contrary, if you start with 3, you may get more precise information before 
you bid the small or grand slam. The disadvantage is that the risk for interference is somewhat 
greater, especial if your partner's opening is more based on me distribution than honor strength. 
In the practical life you will choose to jump to 4NT when your side is in the vulnerability and the 
opponents is outside. It is more tempting for the opponents to interfere in such cases. In other 
vulnerabilities the response 3, would be preferable, because this response gives possibilities for 
better gathering of information before a feasible grand slam may be bid.
When this deal actually occur on OK Bridge, the opener had A 9 A 5 10 7 A K J 10 7 6 3. 
After the response 3 the opener rebids 3NT which shows maximum honor strength (13-16 hcp) 
and good cards without a void. This information makes it possible for the responder to get trace 
of all the top honors by bidding 4NT, because 4NT in this situation is not a general invitational 
bid. Instead it is RKC Blackwood with club as the trump suit. When he then learn that own side 
has all the top controls, he safely may bid 7NT. A check of possible count of loosers, reveals that 
the opener must have at least 7 clubs to be able to open with 3. He shows 15 hcp already with 
his top honors. With more than a Jack in a suit he then should have opened with 1. Without the 
Q he therefore maximal may have only 4 cards which is not Aces in the side suits, which 
together with the Aces in spade and heart at maximum count to 6 cards. Thus the responder may 
count 7 tricks in club, two in diamond, three in heart and one in spade. All together 13 tricks 
from top.

69) With K J 7 5 A 5 4 K Q 3 A 8 4 you have up to five winners against your partners 3½ - 
5 loosers. This means that it very well may be a grand slam in the deal. You may use the 
conventional response 3 which firstly do ask for four cards major. Further on this bid is also 
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excellent to prepare for a slam investigation. In the next auction round you bid 4. Because you 
started with 3, this is a slam invitation and asks the opener to cue bid. On the contrary, if you 
had started with a direct 4 bid, this would have been more like an invitation to game in club. 
The alternative may be to use Roman Key Card Blackwood to directly ask for Aces. However, 
then you miss the opportunity to reveal more of your partner's strength and distribution. This 
could be crucial if it happens that he for example is void in spade.

70) When are blessed with A K Q 8  10 8 7 8 6 4 2 7 4 against your partner's 3 opening, 
is it not easy to find a good response. You have rather good cards against a playable partner, if 
you have a minimum fit in spade. If you had one more spade, the natural round force bid 3 
would be an obvious alternative. Without a five cards suit, you easily think of the conventional 
answer 3. But before you choose to respond, you should think through the alternatives your 
partner has on his rebid. Above your 3 response he may bid a four cards major suit, 3NT with 
good honor strength and otherwise 4 with weaker cards. Those answers does not really 
enlighten you. What happens if you upgrade your spade suit to count as a five carder because of 
its top strength? If you answer 3 you very fast will know if your partner has a three cards 
support or better. A 4 contract on a 4-3 fit may very well be an alternative, because you may 
trump on the short hand, and even further on possible have the club as a reserve trump. Other 
answers may lead to a game in 3NT or a club game. Without a obvious best answer, the 3 
response seems to be a better alternative answer before the conventional 3 response.

Your partner opened with 3NT and the hand in between said pass. You should respond with:

71) The hand J 7 6 A 5 4 K Q 3 2 8 5 4 does not seems to be playable against your partner's 
long holed minor suit. Therefore you have to do a take out in you partner's minor suit. You may 
expect this suit to be club. However if it turns out that it is diamond, you can be sure that your 
partner will correct your answer 4 to 4. See The opening 3 no trump on page 105.

Your partner opened with 4, and the hand in between said pass. You should answer with:

72) If yo are able to remember what the meaning of the opening 4 is, it shouldn't be difficult to 
respond with a hand like Q J 8 7 6 5 4 K 3 2 8 5 4. You do remember that this opening 
means ”good 4 opening” also with honor values in side suits. Even that your partner has a good 
hand with a long heart suit, you see that a slam is not feasible with your weak hand. Further on it 
has no meaning to search for alternative fitness against a one suited hand. Therefore, you bid 4 
as an end bid, and expect him to pass. See The opening 4 club/diamond on page 106.

73) However with the hand E Kn 7 6 Kn 5 4 E 3 2 D 8 4 the possibilities is great for slam 
when your partner has a good 4 opening. With slam ambitions you should show your Ace 
count directly on 4. With two Ace values you should go two steps, not counting the openers 
long suit. Therefore you respond with 4. The opener may now judge the possibilities for slam 
and eventually start a cue bid sequence. See The opening 4 club/diamond on page 106.

Your partner opened with 4 and the hand in between said pass. You should answer with:

74) With such a strong hand as K 7 A Q 5 4 Q 10 3 A Q 8 4 it may look very tempting to 
try for slam, which  you certainly would have done if you played a standard bidding system. 
Standard bidding systems does not have the variance in its specification of strength like Redclub. 
1, 2, 4, 3 and 4 are all alternative openings with a long suit in spade. It is only the playing 
strength that differ. Beside the alternatives with weak two in spade after the opening 2 and 3, 
is 4 the weakest of those openings. This mean that you should have extra ordinary strength 
before you bid further on. The opening shows a long holed spade suit without any special side 
strength. The opening is pre-emptive and shows trick count according to the vulnerability. Thus, 
you safely pass the opening and probably get a good plus score compared to those who bid 
further on. See The opening 4 heart/spade on page 106. Also compare with The opening 1 club 
on page 16, The opening 2 diamond on page 83 and The opening 3 diamond/heart/spade on page 
105.

Your partner opened with 4NT and the hand in between said pass. You should answer with:
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75) The hand 9 8 7 5 A 5 4 7 6 3 A 8 4 is not very great. You have a completely flat 
distribution with only two blank Aces. However, when your partner with his opening, shows an 
extremely strong playable hand, those Aces may be gold plated. You should with you answer 
directly tells which Aces you have. If you only had one Ace, you would have bid that suit and 
used 5NT for the A. Because, without an Ace you would have answered 5. Your response 
thus becomes 6, which exactly shows A and A. See The opening 4 no trump on page 107.

76) With K 8 7 5 K Q J 4 8 3 Q 8 4 you have to sign off in 5 showing no Aces. If you 
partner by any chance return with 5, you may consider to bid the slam 6 with your solid spade 
support and K. It is clearly extremely distributed hands around the table. The opening 4NT is 
therefore well suited to keep eager opponents out of the auction. They have to guess at a very 
high level, which indeed increase your opponents fault percentage.

The following is the recommended answers to the exam in ongoing auctions, where you also should 
describe what kind of hand your partner have shown so far in the bidding sequence. 

77) You had K 8 7 A 9 8 7 6 Q 9 K 6 5 and heard your partner opened with 1, the hand in 
between said pass. You then showed your positive hand with at least 8 hcp and five cards heart 
by answering 1. The opener then rebid 2.
With his opening 1 your partner showed a hand with at least 17 hcp or a hand with most three 
loosers, see The opening 1 club on page 16. He also denies 17, possible 18 bad, hcp with a 
balanced hand. In that case he would have opened with 1NT. With his rebid 2 he in principle 
set the heart suit as trump, and at the same time asks for singleton on the responder’s hand. With 
a singleton, you bid the suit, eventually you may jump with a void. With this hand you don't 
have any short suit, thus you have to use other response alternatives to describe your hand. With 
as much as 12 hcp you have extras and show this by bidding 2NT over 2. Without the Q you 
had jumped to 3NT showing a good minimum hand with five cards heart. If you take away K 
instead of Q, you jump directly to 4, which show a minimum hand without extra lengths. See 
After 1 club – 1 spade on page 29.

78) This time you had Q 9 8 K 8 7 4 Q 10 9 5 Q J and heard your partner opened with 1 
and the hand in between said pass. With a positive hand without a five cards major, six cards 
minor or 5-5 in minor your response was the conventional 1. The opener then returned with 1. 
What was the meaning with that bid and why do you now bid 1NT? After your 1NT the opener 
returned with 2. What did the opener the show, and what is your next bid and why?
With his rebid 1 the opener only limit his distribution, not the strength. He tells that he has one 
of three distribution types. A balanced hand (then with 23-24 hcp), exact five cards major or a 
three suited hand. You yourself has a balanced No Trump friendly hand. You show this by 
bidding 1NT above 1. If you happened to have a more trump friendly hand with five cards 
minor, you would instead bid that suit. With a three suited hand you would have bid 2//NT or 
3//. See After 1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade on page 22.
When the opener returned with 2 above your 1NT, he showed a three suited hand with 17-19 
hcp. The singleton suit is still unknown. You find that by bidding the relay bid 2. The opener 
will then bid his short suit. See 1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade - 1 No Trump on page 23.

79) You had been given A Q 5 2 K J 10 8 7 K 6 A 4 and listened to your partner opened 
with 1NT.
This look very promising. With both major suits and strength you will respond with 2. If the 
opener now shows a major suit and by this at the same time tells about 15-17(18-) hcp, your side 
is obviously in the slam zone. In that case you lift the major suit one step. In Redclub this is a 
game force and a slam invite, and your side may start with cue bids. On the contrary, if your 
partner happens to return with 2, which shows (12+)13-15 hcp or 2NT with 16-17(18-) hcp and 
thereby denies a major suit, you may with 3 force to game and invite to slam with your five 
cards suit. The opener will not support your major suit directly or indirectly with a cue bid 
without less than a top honor third. Instead he will bid 3NT as a warning. See  1 NT – 2 club on 
page 62.

80) With K Q 10 9 J 8 5 Q 8 K 7 6 2 you listen to your partner opened with 2. You 
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thought it was a bit far fetched to reach game against a weak 2 opening in major and you was not 
frighten to let the opponents find a spade contract. Therefore you bid 2 and was prepared to 
play that contract if it was passed out. After your left hand opponent pass, your partner bid 3. 
What does that mean, and what now?
Because your partner with a weak two opening in major either should have passed 2 or bid 2, 
if that was his suit, 3 therefore must mean that he has a distributional hand with a long heart 
suit and  3½ - 5 loosers. With a matching distribution and placement of honors, is it a small 
possibility for a slam. You indicates your interest by by showing your spade with 3 above 3. 
In the next round you supports the heart suit to 4, where after your partner will understand that 
you have some values and a small interest for slam.

81) With K 9 Q J 10 9 A Q 9 8 7 7 3 you opened in second with 1. Your partner 
responded with 1 and you supported to 2. Then your partner bid 2. What has he up to now 
showed, and what was your next bid? What was your thought about the further auction?
Did you remember that the answer 1 after first and second hand opening with 1 could be 
conventional? The responder’s 2 above your 2 therefore is a natural bid with four card spades 
and at the same same time is at least game force. The auction further on is natural with 
eventually cue-bids. According to this you next bid is natural 2NT, which shows a balanced 
distribution. If the responder then returns with natural 3, you may show your semi support in 
spade with 3. This way you are able to show the hands full values before the 3NT level is 
bypassed. Your partner should then have all possibilities to choose the best contract. See 1 
diamond – 1 heart on page 41.

82) With Q 8 3 K Q 7 K J 6 Q 10 8 4 you opened in first hand with 1NT. Your opponent to 
left said pass. The your partner bid directly 4. You should describe your partners hand, and 
then tell what your next bid would be.
After the opening 1NT, Redclub is using 4 as Gerber (question for Aces), while 4/ is 
transfer to the next suit. By this, 4 cannot be a natural suit. Instead it shows a hand with at least 
5-5 in minor. Further on the bid normally denies void in any suit, because in that case the first 
response should have been 2. Even more the 4 bid shows maximum 5 loosers. You are then in 
a 6 Aces situation, where both minor Kings counts. You should with your response, as far as 
possible, shows both Ace values and fits. Because you have only on Ace value, you are forced to 
bid your best minor suit, namely 5. You tell by this that you have two or less Ace values. See 1
no trump – 4 spade on page 70.

83) You was given Q 10 8 3 K Q 7 K J 6 Q 8 4 and opened in first hand with 1. The hand 
in between then bid 2 and your partner entered the auction with 2NT. Your right hand opponent 
then said pass. You were asked to tell what 2NT means and what your next bid would be.
2NT is Stenberg, just as in an undisturbed bidding sequence, see Stenberg's 2NT on page 52. The 
responder shows a good hand with 13+ hcp and at least four cards in your opening suit. The 
response ask you to tell more about your hand. With a minimum hand you no other option than 
to bid 3. If your partner then returns with 3, he asks for a potential singleton, which you deny 
with the rebid 3NT.
On the contrary if you opened in third hand and did have the same sequence, 2NT cannot mean 
own opening with four card support in spade. The responder has already denied an opening hand 
with his pass. However does the 2NT the same meaning as in an undisturbed sequence, but this 
time 10/11-12 hcp, balanced hand with top honor third in support in spade. See 1 spade in third 
and fourth seat on page 49. It may even be an alternative to use Lebensohl after the 2 over 1 
interference. In that case confirm with Lebensohl on page 112. This is a waiver to standard 
Redclub and, if used, be agreed by partnership and told to opponents.

84) You was given Q A K 7 5 3 Q 8 4 A J 5 4, and responded to your partner's first hand 
opening 1, with 2. The opener returned with 2NT, and you should tell what your next bid 
should be and why.
The openers rebid is a question of where the singleton is. With single spade you have three 
options. If you returns with 3 you show single spade and invites to game. You may also jump 
to 4, which also show single spade, however minimum interest for slam if you partner doesn't 
have exceptionally cards. The last alternative is to rebid 3 which shows single spade and slam 
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interest. This is also the suggested response.
In this specific deal the opener had A J 3 2 Q J 10 9 8  K 7  3. The auction further on was 
4 from the opener, you had to bid 4 without a diamond control, even with 3 Ace values. The 
opener then cued 4, which also indirectly shows diamond control. After the slam invite 3 the 
opener is allowed to expect good strength in club an heart when he doesn't have control in 
diamond. After this you are able to bind 4NT, Culbertson, showing 3 of 5 Aces. The opener may 
now safely try 6. See 1 heart in first or second seat on page 47.

In the following sequences you had nasty opponents who interfered in your precise biddings. The 
questions was how you treat those interferences according the standard Redclub. The responses should of 
course be judged accordingly to your own style at the table, which may give other answers than the 
proposed ones.

85) You had K Q 7 5 A 5 4 7 6 A 10 8 4 and opened with 1. The opponent on your left 
side then entered the auction by bidding 2. Your partner followed up with 2NT. You should tell 
what 2NT means and what your next bid would be.
2NT has the same meaning as in undisturbed auction. The bid is in other words Stenberg, which 
shows at least 13 hcp and four cards support in spade. The trump is thereby chosen. Your next 
bid should as far as possible describe your strength and distribution. You have a descent opening 
and judge it to be a little bit better than minimum, mostly because you have good top honors 
which is precious in a suit contract. By responding with 3NT, you shows four cards in club and a 
hand somewhat better than minimum. Note that you had  to return with 4 if you happens to 
have a good hand with longer club suit and 4 – 5½ loosers, namely a so called club canapé. See 
Stenberg's 2NT on page 52 and When the opponents interfere on page 54.

86) This time you were given A Q 8 3 K Q 7 K 6 Q 10 8 4. With your 16 hcp, balanced 
distribution and a four card suit in spade, you opens with 1NT. Your opponent to the left bids 
2, which is been explained as a natural bid. Your partner then bids 2NT. You was asked to tell 
what the 2NT bid means, and what your response then should be?
When the opponents interfere over own 1NT opening, Redclub utilizes Lebensohl. 2NT is by this 
not natural. Instead it is a forcing bid requesting you, as the opener, to bid 3. Thus, this is your 
response. It may be that your partner wants to play a part score in minor, or he may have a hand 
he wish to invite for game. See  1 no trump on page 71 and Lebensohl on page side 112.

87) You was given K 10 9 8 K 7 6 5 3 A 10 8 4 and listened to you partner opening in first 
hand with 1. The hand in between entered the auction with natural 1, and you should firstly 
tell what you should bid and why.
You have a rather nice hand with 10 good hcp. K is well placed after the interference, which is 
a plus. With a balanced hand and a stopper in the opponents suit, the most descriptive bid is 
1NT. It is a natural game force bid, and show at least 8 hcp. This bid denies five cards in major 
and in principle also the same in minor. Remember that you with a heart suit and positive hand 
may do a forcing pass above 1.
The auction from this point on is natural. The opener returned with with 2 and you was asked 
to find your next bid.
Because a game force situation is established and it may be a 4–4 fit in spade, you may take it 
easy and just bid a careful natural 2, which doesn't promise more than four cards in that suit. 
The opener the returns with 2NT, where after you may show your club support with 3. The 
trump suit is by this set, and you may start with cue-bids, well before the 3NT level is passed, a 
contract which may be an alternative with minor fit. In the real life the opener had A 3 A 10 3 
K Q J K Q 7 5 3, and when the responder returned with 3, the auction went like 3 from the 
opener, 3 from responder, 3 from opener, 4 from responder and then 4 NT from opener, 
Culbertson, which shows three of five Aces. The responder then may see that one Ace is missing 
and putt the contract in 6.
See The responder’s first bid on page 32 and Culbertson's 4NT on page 109. 

88) This time you was given K 8 6 K J 9 8 7 Q 3 K Q 6 and listen to your partner opens in 
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first hand with 1. The hand in between enters the auction with 1. You should tell what your 
bid would be, why and how you think the auction then would go and how this is depended of the 
vulnerability?
Because you above the interference 1, naturally may bid 1 with four cards, it is of no meaning 
to use negative double in that situation. You may therefore double to show the heart suit and 
descent strength. Dependent of the opener's strength, distribution and the vulnerability, you may 
choose a favorable punishment or try to reach own game hopefully giving more points. If your 
partner bid further on above your double of 1, is it important that you with your strength gives 
a bid setting a game force auction. That means your next bid has to be above 2 and not a 
natural preference. For example the sequence 1 – 1 – x – pass, 2 – pass – 2 not be forcing. 
Instead is it a natural bid with very bad fitness to diamond. On the contrary a jump to 3, or 
even to 2, would be a natural forcing bid and establish a game force situation. See When the 
opponents interfere on page 44 and compare with 1 diamond – 1 heart on page 41.

89) You was given K 8 6 K 8 7 J 3 10 8 6 and listen to your partner opens in first hand 
with 2, you right hand opponent bid 2. You said pass, which was followed up by your 
opponent to the left. Your partner then returns with 3, and thereafter a pass from the hand in 
between. You was asked to tell the  meaning of 3, and what you then should do?
When the opener voluntary returns with  a new suit after the opening 2, he show the variant 
with one long suit and 3½ - 5 loosers. With a weak two opening he should otherwise passed in 
this sequence. You are very close to have two sure winners supporting your partner, and 
therefore safely may bid 4, which will be a highly prospective contract. See The opponents 
interfere in second hand on page 89.

90) You had K 10 9 4 A 9 4 10 8 Q J 9 2 and have to pass in first hand. Your opponent at 
your left side also pass. Your your partner then opened with 1NT.Your right hand opponent now 
entered the auction with a jump to 3, which according to their description is a weak jump with a 
long suit. You was asked to tell what you bid now, and how you see rest of the auction develop. 
Nobody is in vulnerability.
In Redclub the No Trump is very wide, (12+)13 to full 17(18-) hcp. That means, with your 10 
hcp, may have a game. On the contrary, it is easy to see cases where you already are at a too high 
level already. Despite that, this is a situation which is easy to handle. You simply double. This is 
a strength showing bid, which in this situation logically has to show a balanced hand of about 10 
hcp, and even responsive for major suits. The opener is allowed to pass, but dependent of his 
hand he may choose to bid further on. If the opener happens to have a major suit, he may bid it 
and thereby automatically also shows at least 15 hcp. Then you will be in for a game. On the 
contrary, if the opener happens to have a minimum opening, say 12+ to 13 hcp, he would 
necessary due to the structure of the No Trump opening, have lengths in minor. Then a penalty 
pass probably be the most beneficial. After your double you will propose 3NT above 3, and og 
course bid the game in spade above 3. If the opener happens to have five cards in heart, he may 
very well correct 3NT to 4.

91) You had K J 8 2 Q 4 Q 3 A J 7 5 3 and opened with 1 in first hand. You opponent at 
left side then interfered with a natural 2, and your partner doubled. You was expected to tell 
what the double means, and what your next bid then should be.
The double could not be negative, because both major suits are occupied. Neither can it be a 
support double, if you had such thoughts. Therefore the double shows a hand with a general 
strength about 8-11 hcp without any alternative good bid. With somewhat stronger hand, you 
may introduce a new suit at the three level.
You have unshowed values in club. Because the opponents has interfered in the auction, the 
rebid  3 without a jump is released to show a club suit without extra strength. So, your rebid 
will be completely natural 3. If you instead did happen to have a strong hand with longer club 
suit and 4 – 5½ loosers, you could have rebid 2NT, which in this situation, just show such kind 
of a hand. See When the opponents interfere on page 54.

At last the exam was ended with some questions where you know both hands. Your task was to describe 
the auction to find the best contract. You was challenged to explain the meaning of all bids and why you just  
gave that bid.
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92) The following hands was given with West as the dealer and opponents which only says pass:

West: 9 4 K Q 6 5 3 Q 8 K Q 8 3 East: A 6 2 7 2 A K 5 2 10 7 6 4

You was asked to describe the hole auction with its meaning up to the top contract.
West has 12 hcp and open naturally with 1 which shows 11-16 hcp and at least four cards heart 
suit, compare with The opening 1 heart/spade on page 45. East does have as much as 11 hcp and 
therefore in principle is strong enough to bid 2, which demands 10+ hcp. On the contrary does 
East know that the opener may have a balanced hand with only 12-14 hcp and four cards in 
heart. East should then choose to answer 1NT, which is in principle an underbid showing 6-9 
hcp. However, East can safely trust that West will bid if he has an unbalanced hand or more than 
minimum. Compare with 1 heart in first or second seat on page 47. If West instead had for an 
opening with 1, the above underbid hasn’t been a choice. Then East has to an obvious natural 
2 bid, followed by a support bid in spade. After East’s 1NT, West may show his club suit with 
2. At the same time he shows 5-4 in those two suits. However, it is uncertain which one is the 
five carder. Most important is it that 2 shows a minimum hand. Otherwise he would have 
opened with Roman 2 or made a jump to 3 showing a club canapé. See Roman 2 openings (2 
heart/spade/no trump) on page 92 and The opening 1 heart/spade on page 45. East can see that a 
game is not feasible after West’s 2. The spade suit is not good enough for making 3NT, and 5 
is too high when West has a minimum hand. Therefore he pass.
This example is from a bidding contest in BIN (Bridge In Norway) number 3, 2002. None of the 
competitors found the top contract. They ended up in a contract too high.

93) The following hands was given with West as dealer and opponents who only says pass:

West: 4 8 5 3 A K Q J 10 6 K 3 East: K 9 8 6 A K 7 2 2 Q 10 6 4

You was asked to describe the hole auction with its meaning up to the top contract.
West does have a hand which may be difficult to handle in standard systems. It is easy to end in 
a contract at a level too high. In Redclub you have the option to use the three-way multi 2 
opening. See 2 diamond on page 83. It shows either a weak two in a major suit, (20+)21-22 hcp 
balanced hand or a hand with a long suit, which isn’t the club, and 3½ - 5 losers. A count tells 
that the hand has exactly 5 losers, so the hand should be opened with 2.
For East the situation is rather simple. He anticipate, until nothing else is clear, that it is a weak 
two opening in major. He can see that a game is possible in both spade and heart. To find out 
more about the opener’s hand, he respond with the conventional 2NT. See 2 diamond opening on 
page 85.
After this response the opener should describe his hand. Because he has a long suit in diamond 
with 3½ - 5 losers, he returns with the ”impossible” 3 bid. By this he tells that he has the 
variant with long suit and good cards. See 2 diamond – 2 NT on page 86.
At this point, the responder may by 3 ask for the long suit, and learn with 3NT that it is 
diamond. With only a singleton in partner suit, East therefore choose to downgrade his hand and 
collects the certainty before a risky slam by passing 3NT. You may possible say that the contract 
a bit lucky is placed on the correct hand. However, before you conclude with that, is it some 
thing you must not forget. Redclub is constructed to let the the No Trump contract to more 
frequently be placed on the hand opposite of the the long suited hand, because this is often 
favorable. Compare this with the fact that Redclub doesn’t use the traditional 3NT opening to 
show a running minor suit.

94) The following hands was given with West as the dealer and opponents who only says pass:

West: A Q 10 6 5 A J 10 K J 7 K 2 East: K 8 K 9 6 4 Q 5 4 2 J 7 4

You should describe the auction with the meaning of each bid up to the top contract.
West has 18 hcp with five cards in spade. By this he has for the opening 1 which do show 17+ 
hcp. See The opening 1 club on page 16.
With his 9 hcp and balanced hand, East has for a positive response. Without five cards in major, 
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six cards in minor or at least 5-5 in minor, he answer with the conventional 1 bid, which shows 
8+ hcp and at the same time denies the previous indicated distributions. Look at  1 club on page 
17. A game force auction is then established.
The opener will now describe his distribution. With his rebid 1 he limits his possible 
distributions. Either he shows exact five cards in one or both major suits, a 4-4-4-1 type 
distribution or a balanced distribution with 23-24 hcp. See  1 club – 1 heart on page 21.
Above 1 East may now bid naturally 1NT, which shows a balanced hand within the limits the 
first 1 answer gives. The strength is still not limited. See After 1 club – 1 heart,  1 spade on 
page 22.
After this start which is very efficient utilizing one level to exchange lot of information, West 
may now show that he has exactly five cards in spade by bidding 2. See 1 club – 1 heart,  1 
spade - 1 No Trump on page 23.
East may now naturally bid 2NT, which West without additional values lift to 3NT.

95) This time the cards was:

West: - A Q 6 3 A K 4 A J 8 7 6 5 East: A K 10 7 6 5 10 9 4 2 Q 8 2

This i somewhat an interesting deal. Both 4 and 6 are possible contracts. Which one you 
prefer says just as much of your own bidding style before saying which one is correct. It is 
unbalanced distributions in play. Often this will also be seen on the opponents hands. In long 
term it will probably be best to stop in 4. Beginning the bidding sequence is easy. West opens 
with 1 and East respond with 1NT. A response showing at least five cards spade and 8+ hcp. 
West do not have anything better to rebid than natural 2. At this moment East has a choice. 
Should the weak heart suit be downgraded so he instead rebid 2, or should he show the heart 
suit? Redclub allows both, because this is more a question about bidding style than system. The 
following biddings surely has to take into account this style.. See After 1 club - 1 no trump on 
page  30.
Let us assume your style is not to bid such a weak four cards major when you have good 
alternatives. In this case you rebid 2 and by this shows a six cards suit. West’s void in spade 
seems now to be a weakness instead of a strength. Therefore West chose to rest in 2NT to see if 
East has something more to show. East may now freely show his heart suit with 3. West then 
easily read this as a very weak four cars suit because East selected 2 before 2 in previous 
bidding round. West then has to make a decision. So far the bidding sequence has showed that fit 
isn’t good, except in heart. This, together with the fact that the opponents also have unbalanced 
distributions, do make that West only bid 4. If it happens that East has much more strength, he 
will be able to push further on.
On the contrary, if your style is to bid weak four cards suits in this situation, and you therefore 
chose to rebid 2 above 2, will West have a natural support bid in 3. This set the trump and 
is also at least a mild invite to slam because a game force situation is already established. Above 
3 East may cue-bid 3. West then continues with a 4 cue-bid. East, with bad values in heart 
and little more than his minimum positive response to the club opening, rest in 4. West should 
be happy with this contract, because all information tells that slam is unlikely when East 
couldn’t bid above 4. West should have much better cards before pushing further on.

96) The hands was:

West: A 9 8 A A J 4 3 K Q J 5 3 East: Q 5 4 2 8 6 2 K Q 8 10 8 7

West has 19 hcp and a clear 1 opening. East, with his 7 hcp is firstly forced to bid 1, which 
shows just 0-7 hcp. West has no reason to hurry. His opening has already told about a good hand. 
He therefore may bid naturally 2 in safe knowledge that East will bid again if he is not 
absolutely blank. Because you after the negative 1 bids four cards major before minor suits, is 
it no meaning for East to tell about his weak spade suit. In stead he returns with 2NT which 
shows a balanced hand with 5-7 hcp. West sees good opportunities for game and bids naturally 
3. East easily sees that West is short of major suits, so 3NT seems out of question. His diamond 
honors has to fit his partners diamond suit perfect. Therefore hie bids directly 5, because 4 
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may be seen as pure preference, giving only a part contract as result. See After 1 club – 1 
diamond  on page 19.

97) The deal was:

West: 9 8 A K 10 8 A 10 4 3 K 5 3 East: K 7 2 8 6 2 K Q 8 A Q 8 7   

West has 14 good hcp’s with four cards in heart. Therefore he opens naturally with 1. East sees 
that it is a play for game. It may even be a slight possibility for slam if it happens that the opener 
has hand with longer club suit. Anyway, East responds with 2, which is a natural round force 
with at least 10 hcp and a four cards suit. With his top strong and suit friendly hand with weak 
spades, West now bid natural his diamond suit with 2. With this he doesn’t promise extra 
length in heart. However he may have it. A rebid of 2NT is misleading for two reasons. Firstly 
because the contract is placed on the wrong hand if it is no trump that should be played. Next, 
the 2NT will take away bidding room without any reason and thereby hinder a good information 
exchange for yourself.
After 2 you has entered a situation where the fourth suit forcing bid 2 is possible. In this 
situation all other bids, with exception for cue-bids and asking bids, would no longer be forcing. 
East sees that the possibility for slam is vanished, but it is still a choice between a game in no 
trump or heart, dependent on openers hand. East therefore bids 2, fourth suit force. West, which 
do not have five cards suits, chose to support his partner with the rebid 3. Note that 2NT still 
looks like a bad choice due to the sparse spade suit. Switch 9 and K. Then 2NT becomes a 
natural bid. After the 3 bid, it must be a very long way to slam. Therefore East may safely just 
bid 3NT. You find the correct contract and are even able to place it controlled on the right hand.

98) The deal was:

West: A K J 4 3 A K 7 6 5 A J 9 East: J 5 4 2 A Q 6 Q J 10 2 10 2

West has 20 good hcp. However, because the strength is mainly based upon top honors, ant the 
fact that it is trump friendly, tells that three-way multi 2 is less attractive. The opening 1 
gives better room for investigation if it happens to be a slam in the deal. East, with his balanced 
10 hcp returns with the conventional 1. West may now show both his strength of about 18-20 
hcp and a balanced hand by bidding 1NT. This bid does not deny five cards suit, but if it happens 
to be in major the hand has to No Trump friendly. East may now explore if East has a five cards 
suit in major by asking with 2  (2 would be a question for four cards suit). West denies five 
cards suit with 2. Then may East just bid his four cards suit with 2 in case the opener also is 
equipped with the same. West doesn’t have such a suit, and would have bid 2NT without five 
cards minor. With his hand he has to 3, and thereby shows a five cards suit. East now has 
enough information to see that a slam is highly unlikely despite the fit in diamonds. The opener 
has showed a 5-3-3-2 distribution with five cards in diamond. Further on he must have spread 
strength and reasonable values in his doubleton suit, because if not he had chosen 2 above 1 
before 1NT. East see that 3NT is the best contract, and bid it. Note that the bidding sequence 
investigate game in both major suits and slam invitation in diamond before the best end contract 
is set. Have a special look at 1 club – 1 heart,  1 NT – 2 club on page 25.

99) Your assets was:

West: J 6 4 A 8 7 Q 6 2 K Q 3 2 East: K Q 7 3 Q J 6 5 2 J 10 A J

West has 12 hcp, but a completely dead distribution with 8½ loosers. This is to little to upgrade 
the hand for an opening in 1NT. With those cards West should pass. East has 14 hcp, 6 loosers 
and two descent suits. He then opens with his longest suit, and start the auction with 1. Above 
this opening, West may jump to 2NT. This cannot be Stenberg, because he already has denied an 
opening hand with his pass. Thus he now shows 11-12 hcp, balanced hand with top-honor third 
against his partners opening suit. East may therefore bid the heart game directly above 2NT 
because he has good top values honors. You may be set in this contract, but a small mistake from 
your opponents will give you the contract. They have to cash their tricks before you get rid of a 
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diamond looser on clubs. In practical life this game has good chances, and many other will be on 
this level in a competition. See Responses to the opening 1 heart in third or fourth seat på side 
48.

100)Your assets this time:

West: K J 10 J 2 A K Q J A K 10 2 East: 9 4 K 9 6 4 3 4 J 8 5 4 3

West do have a very good hand with as much as 22 hcp. The hand is balanced, however the heart 
suit is weak. In principle you have a hand that can be opened with three-way multi 2, see  2 
diamond on page 83. Despite this you should make a secondary thought before you choose your 
opening bid. Do not just open with your first whim. Your alternative may be to open in 1 (see 
The 1 club opening summarized on page 16), because with dominant minor strength the opening 
2 may easily make it difficult to show your values before 3NT is trespassed. This can be contra 
productive if 3N in fact are the best contract. However a sudden stop on that level also possible 
lead to a lost minor slam. U\You should therefore try to foresee the most likely bidding sequence 
after the two alternative opening possibilities. Redclub shall not make you a slave of the system, 
but better help you to do the best judgments. It is allowed to use your own head to make the best 
information exchange.
The most frequent answers to the opening 2 will be 2 or 2. With this hand you then plan to 
rebid 2NT showing (20+) 21-22 hcp with balanced hand. From thereon you follow the 2 NT 
bidding, see page 97. East then see that a game is sure, maybe even slam if it is a good fit. He 
therefor continues with 3 as a natural game force bid. To West it is for now easy. He sees that 
3NT probably is a nice contract, especial if  East doesn’t have any side values. Above 3NT East 
got a problem. He has unshowed values with his playable distribution. Should he pass 3NT, or 
follow up to investigate possibilities for slam in clubs. He has to guess. Change some of the 
small cards in heart and spade with some diamond honors, and 6 becomes a likely project.
The most frequent answer on the opening 1 would be 1, eventual 1//NT. In this case would 
East with less than 8 hcp respond with 1 over the opening 1. Without any four cards major, 
the opener is forced to bid a four cards minor. Normally you need a five carder to do that, but 
without any good alternatives this seems to be the best. East may then with some strength 
naturally bid 2 before he later on plan to support the clubs. Above 2 the opener may now 
naturally bid 2NT. This is not forcing, but with the strength uneven distributed it easily could be 
high enough. 2NT gives East the opportunity to support the club with 3. Then, when the opener 
bid 3NT, East may safely pass. He has been able to show his values, and thereby trust West to 
select the best contract based upon solid information and not just guessing.
From the discussion above it may seems that the hand should be opened with 1. This may very 
well be a too speedy conclusion. Much depends on the style you and your partner choose. Pleas 
discuss this situation thoroughly and agree how to handle such a situation. Both tracks has their 
advantages and disadvantages. The opening 1 makes it easier for the opponents to interfere, 
when at early time warn them to be careful at higher level without favorable distributions. The 
2 opening leads to great uncertainty on opponents before the strength is finally revealed. It may 
temper them to an early interference with to bad values if the opener has the strong variant. A 
very profitable penalty double is then possible. Further on it will be many cases where fast 
bidding of end contract gives opponents less information to guide their defense. Normally this 
will be beneficial for your side.
Both ways is correct answer. Take time to decide with your partner which way you normally will 
follow with such hands.

101)The assets was:

West: A K 7 4 3 2 10 A 9 A 10 9 8 East: J 9 A 8 7 6 4 K 6 5 J 4 3

West do have a nice hand with his 15 hcp and nice distribution with a side suit in club. With 5 
losers the hand is perfect for a Roman 2 opening, see Roman 2 openings (2 heart/spade/no 
trump) on page 92. This opening also makes it difficult for the opponents to interfere with their 
possible heart suit, which then has to be introduced on the three level. East must no evaluate his 
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hand. Purely stringent he has 1-2 winners to his partners hand, dependent of partner’s length in  
diamond. On the other hand East has two jacks which with probability will be of value. This 
motivates to upgrade the hand a little bit and thereby justify a game try. With semi fit in partners 
suit and only a thin five cards heart suit, the conventional respond 2NT seems to give the best 
chances. After 2NT the opener returns with 3 and tells by this about a 6-4 distribution in the 
black suits. Then it is easy for East to bid the game in spade.
When this deal was actually played on OKB, West opened, using his natural system, with 1. 
North has just enough to interfere with 2, which Each of course had to pass. After another pass 
from South, West had several options. 2 which is an underbid, 3 which easily may lead to a 
bad contract with 4-3 distribution in trump, or the overbid 3.  Without any good information he 
selected the underbid 2 which was passed. The result was 11 tricks. With Redclub’s precise 
Roman 2 opening, you don’t get this problem.

102)The deal was:

West:A K 4 3 A Q 9 4  K A 10 7 2 East:Q J 7 6 5 10 Q 7 6 4 K Q 4

This deal is from the Cavendish tournament in Monaco 2014. Not everyone reach the top 
contract 6. So the crucial question. Do you manage it using Redclub?

West do has a fine hand with his 20 hcp. A single diamond King may count somewhat negative. 
Anyway, the hand is more than good enough to open in 1. East has in the first round an easy 
answer. He has a five card spade and 10 hcp. His response is then 1NT, which namely shows at 
least five spades and minimum 8 hcp. The bid at the same time also establish a game force 
situation. West do see that the fit is excellent, and naturally also realize the potential for a slam at 
this stage. He therefore bids 2, which ask for a singleton and at the same time place the contract 
at the strong hand. East shows his singleton with 3. This fits West perfect, and he is now 
interested to see if East has some values in club. He may himself cue bid 4, but then it could be 
difficult for East to show his potential club values. Instead he leaves the initiative to East by 
bidding an awaiting 3. East may now, as a partner to a strong club opening, easily shows his 
club values by cue bidding 4. West has now the option to show at least 3 of 5 Aces by bidding 
4NT. However, by taking the a longer way through an own cue bid he show better cards than 
bidding directly. The principle by using a longer way when a shorter one is possible, shows extra 
strength is valid also in this situation. Therefore West cue bids 4. East has nothing better to say 
than 4. On this response West continues with 4NT. It is the easy for East to show extra values 
in club by bidding 5, because West must seriously be interested in a big contract. West the bid 
5NT to show an extra Ace value in case East has even more values. However, East has showed 
his values and has to go down into 6, and the top contract is found.

103)Your hands was:

West: A 4 2 A K 9 8 A 3 J 8 7 3 East: J 8 7 2 Q 8 2 K Q 10 9 6 4

West opened in first hand with his 16 hcp, balanced hand and a major suit, in 1NT. You was 
asked to describe the upcoming auction in following two situations. a) North says pass, b) North 
bids conventional 2 which shows a long suit anywhere.

East has 8 hcp and a good six cards suit. Even against a minimum opening, game seems feasible 
in No Trump, if West happens to have Ace. In case a) where North says pass, East may show 
his hand by bidding 3. He then shows two top honors in lead of a six or seven cards suit. With 
a seven cards suit the top honors may not be A K. Further on he shows a strength about 5-7(8) 
hcp. This bid is a kind of little bit weak, however it is the most descriptive action. After 3, 
West knows the most about East's hand. If West judge the stoppers in his side suits is too weak 
to have  tempo for playing good the club suit, he may let the 3 stand. This could be a very 
relevant tactic in a match point tournament. However, in a team match you probably should bid 
the game in No Trump. A lucky lead may be enough for winning the game or the cards are 
distributed to not giving the opponents more than four tricks before you got your nine, four top 
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tricks plus five tricks in club. Said with other words, Redclub doesn’t give you the correct 
answer for the contract. Instead it gives you precise information, giving you the opportunity to 
judge what the end contract should be. See 1 NT – 3 in suit on page 69.

In case b) North enters the auction with conventional 2, by this showing a one suited hand. 
Because the opponents interfere, you have a changed tactical situation. It has been competitive. 
A double of 2 would be negative and show about 8-11 hcp, balanced or a three suited hand 
which in the latter case is short in the opponents suit. Natural bids on the two-level is limited and 
non forcing. 2NT would be Lebensohl. Natural 3/2 bids are forcing, same with overbid of 
opponents bid except if this interference is defined as conventional. Then the overbid is natural 
invitational. East may then bid natural 3 above North’s 2, and show by this a hand with at 
least five clubs. He does at least invitational strength, typically 8-11 hcp, but not enough to force 
for game. After the interference you got less precision in the answer, but that is expected when 
the opponents takes away bidding space. After 3 may west do the same judgment than in an 
undisturbed auction, what soever with a bit smaller precision in information. West should 
probably chose to bid 3NT, while a pass on 3 may also be a feasible solution. In a match point 
tournament the latter may be most beneficial over time. Please carefully study  1 no trump on 
page 71.
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 Asking bids after the opening 1 club
The natural bids after the strong club opening as described earlier, makes a simplification of the full 

Redclub system. In some situations Redclub utilize different types of asking bids replacing the natural bids,.  
Because Redclub is operational without it, they are described as optional.

The following asking bids are used after the strong club opening:

Alfa questioning which ask for count of honor controls.

Beta questioning which ask for support.

Gamma questioning which ask for how the responder's suit look.

Sab questioning which after three-suited bids ask for the strength (Sab = Strength Asking Bid)

Atab questioning which after Sab questioning ask for Aces and trump honors (Atab = Ace Trump 
Asking Bid)

Scab questioning which after Atab questioning ask for honors in specific suits (Scab = Special Card 
Asking Bid)

Those three last mentioned asking bids groups together and are used after the introduction 1 - 1. (Sab 
stand for Strength Asking Bid, Atab stand for Ace Trump Asking Bid and Scab stand for Specific Card 
Asking Bid.)

Alfa asking bid
There are four types of Alfa asking bids:

Alfa-high The opener relay bid 1NT/2 above the responder's 1/NT.

Alfa-low The opener relay bid 2/ above the responder's 2/.

Alfa-2 The opener jump in a new suit above the responder's 1/NT, 2/ or jump to the three 
level above the response 1.

Alfa-0 The opener make a double jump above the response 1 or bid 2NT after one of the 
responses 1//NT.

After those asking bids, which investigate the sum the responder's honor controls (Ace = 2, King = 1) the 
auction further on is natural, eventually with cue bids.

You should not use the relay questions Alfa-high and Alfa-low in every situation. You must really have a 
need to know the responder's controls. One mentionable exception from this rule is when you have a 
balanced hand without a five cards suit, a 4-4-4-1 distribution with a singleton in the responder's suit. The 
Relay asking bid then become a type of service route in missing alternatives. Most benefit do you have of 
the control answers when you have a balanced or semi balanced hand. You then get a good over view of the 
combined top strength. With an unbalanced hand, especially when you have a singleton in your partner's 
suit, is it normally better to enter a natural bidding sequence immediately.

You open with 1 and get the response 1, namely a game force bid with five cards heart.

A Q 8 6 7 A K J 7 6 K 10 6

With an unbalanced hand without a fit to your partner's major suit, is it more important to investigate 
fitness in spade and diamond than knowing your partner's controls. You therefore bid 2.

A Q 8 6 5 4 K 7 A Q K J 6

Without a singleton you will be more interested in top controls. You therefore bid 1NT with the intention 
to re-bid spade in the next auction round.

Your partner respond 1NT, five cards spade, above your club opening. You have:
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8 A Q 7 K Q 8 6 A K J 7 5

Because your longest suit is club, you cannot show it directly. A jump to 3 set the suit as the trump. 
You are therefore forced to start with 2, Alfa-high, and show your club with 3 in the next auction round.

If the response is natural 2/, you may always show your longest suit directly. With the relay suit you 
can bid 2NT which promise five cards in diamond respectively heart. With the distribution 4-4-4-1 and 
singleton in the responder's suit, you have to relay bid even if the control answer not always is that 
informative. Please remember that Redclub uses inverted minor responses, such that 2 mean diamond and 
2 mean club.

Alfa-high implies that the opener on the responses 1/NT relay bid 1NT/2 and by this want to know 
how many controls the responder has. This mean that the rebid 2 above the response 1 indeed can 
promise five cards suit, because the opener may relay bid 1NT with a balanced hand or the distribution 4-4-
4-1 without really being interested in the responder's controls.

Alfa-high after the introduction 1 club – 1 spade, 1 no trump
The responder show with:

2 0-2 controls

2 3-4 controls without extra lengths

2 3-4 controls and six cards heart

2 3-4 controls and four cards spade

2NT 5 controls or more

3/ 3-4 controls and five cards suit

3 3-4 controls and semi-solid heart, meaning King Queen Jack or Ace Queen Jack in 
lead of a six cards suit

Alfa-high after the introduction 1 club – 1 no trump, 2 club
The responder show with:

2 0-2 controls

2 3-4 controls without extra lengths

2 3-4 controls and six cards spade

2NT 5 controls or more

3// 3-4 controls and five cards suit

3 3-4 controls and semi-solid spade

Without an own five cards suit and no trump support, West doesn't have any other bid than 1NT in 
second auction round. When East show a semi-solid suit and 3-4 controls, West may bid the slam directly.
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This time is West interested in East's controls. When east show 0-2, West easily see that the top strength 
only is enough for a game, and he choose the safe 3NT.

On both the lowest answers to the Alfa question the opener may return with a Gamma asking bid the 
responder's major suit, which is discussed later on.

Alfa-low after the introduction 1 club – 2 club, 2 diamond
Alfa-low is introduced when the 1 opener relay bid 2/ above the responder's 2/ and by this want 

to know the responder's control count. Because of this you cannot bid the relay suit naturally. Redclub 
therefore use 2NT to show at least five cards in the relay suit. Other bids are natural, but remember that 
Redclub uses inverted minor answers on the club opening. Thus the response 2 show a diamond suit and 
the response 2 a club suit. Also in this sequence the opener sometimes is forced to do the relay bid, even if 
he has little interest of his partner's controls.. This is usual the case when you miss a fit with a balanced 
hand.

After the introduction 1 - 2, 2 you respond as follows:

2 0-2 controls

2 3-4 controls and a one suited hand

2NT 5-5 in the minor suits independently of the control count

3 3-4 controls and four cards suit

3 At least 5 controls

3/ 3-4 controls and four cards suit

4 At least 5 controls and a semi-solid suit

Alfa-low after the introduction 1 club – 2 diamond, 2 heart
The responses follows the same principles as above.

After the introduction 1 - 2, 2 you respond as follows:

2 0-2 controls

2NT 5-5 in the minor suits independently of control count

3 At least 5 controls

3// 3-4 controls and four cards suit

3NT 3-4 controls and a one suited hand

4 At least 5 controls and a semi-solid suit

After the response 2NT, which does show 5-5 in the minor suits, the opener's 3/ is natural. The 
responder bid singleton with extras, 3NT with minimum or a minor suit with extras and control in both 
major suits.
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When West with 2 want to know more about East's hand, he get the message about both the minor suits 
and longer or better diamond. 3 set the trump and East show his void with 4. After Culbertson's 4NT the 
responder has nothing more to show. With K instead of Queen, East would have bid 5 so West thereafter 
could have bid the grand slam.

After both the lowest responses on the control asking bid, the opener's bid in his partners minors suit, 
3/, a question for singleton.

East inform about his club suit and at least 8 hcp, 0-2 controls and a single diamond. West do show a 
honor concentration with 3 and East cue-bid his heart. When West then bid Culbertson's 4NT, East may 
jump to slam, because he possible cannot have better cards for his bidding.

When the responder on the control asking bid show at least five controls, the bidding further on is 
natural. Therefore, the opener may bid own four cards suit on the three level or support his partners minor 
suit.

East force to game and show his club. On the control asking bid 2, he show at least five controls and 
confirm a six cards club. You bid 2NT with 5-5 in the minor suits. When East is able to support the 
diamonds, West ask about how his partners diamonds are, and get the message of Ace or King.

Alfa-2 after the introduction 1 club – 1 heart/spade/no trump or 2 club/diamond
Alfa-2 is a single jump in a new suit above the responder's positive response 1/NT or 2/, eventually 

a jump to the three level above the response 1. This jump set the trump, but instead of ordering cue-bids 
the opener ask for his partners control count. With 0-2 controls the response is the cheapest bid, with 3 
controls the next step and so on. The auction from then on follows the principles for cue-bids.

When East give a positive response and show his spade suit with 1NT, West set the trump with his jump 
to 3. East show with 3 exact 3 controls, which mean either one Ace and one King or three Kings. With 
the intention to find out where the controls are, West cue-bid the spade. East with minimum cannot see any 
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reason to bid 4, and show with 3NT that he doesn't have any controls in the red suits.

Alfa-0 after the introduction 1 club – 1 diamond/heart/no trump
If the opener make a double jump in suit above the response 1 or do bid 2NT above the responder's 1/

/NT, is this Alfa-0. This bid contains almost the same as Alfa-2, but the answers are somewhat different. If  
the responder miss a control, he return with the lowest possible bid, with one control the next lowest and so 
on. The auction further on is natural with cue-bids.

As a thumbnail rule the number two digit in Alfa-2 show that the lowest step is 0-2 controls, while it is 
zero controls in Alfa-0.

Beta asking bid
After the negative response 1 on the club opening, the opener's jump to 2/ ask how the responder's 

fit is to the suit. The asking bid is based upon at least a four cards suit, and you may have a longer suit in 
minor. The responder answer according the following description:

1 step: two or three small

2 step: single or void

3 step: top honor single or second

4 step: top honor third

5 step: four or more small ones

6 step: top honor fourth or longer

7 step: two top honors second or third

8 step: two top honors fourth or longer

A top honor in this context is Ace, King or Queen.

A Beta asking bid implies a game force situation except when the responder show a singleton or void by 
bid two steps up and the opener then rebid his suit on the three level.

On the question 2 East show singleton or void in heart and West undo the game force situation by 
rebidding his heart on the three trek level. East then pass thankfully.

The following is a real example from 1978 Sunday Times tournament where the players used Carrot 
Club. The opener had:

A Q J A K Q 9 6 5 K 10 3 A

The opening 1 is answered with 1 from his partner. On the Beta asking 2 his partner show two or 
three small ones with his response 2. 3 from the opener is now a transfer to natural biddings. Note that 
the game force situation is established. Your partner then return with the cue-bid 4. Because D or J, a 
fourth spade or diamond, or a lead in spade up to the King, may give you 12 tricks, you are able to bid 6. 
Your partner had:

9 7 6 4 8 2 A 9 4 Q J 8 5

9 gave the contract.

After 1 - 1, 2 - 2 the opener may rest in 2NT and let the responder show his own suit or a three 
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cards support.

West does indeed have enough for a jump to 3NT, however with two four cards suit and only top tricks, 
he instead choose to force with 2. East show two or three small cards, but may above the natural 2NT 
show his diamonds. When he cannot contribute with anything more, West has to be satisfied with a small 
slam.

If the response after the Beta question is at most four steps, the opener may ask in another suit. Therefore 
a Beta asking bid may be repeated below game level.

After an answer of at least five steps the trump is set and a bid in another suit is a control asking bid 
according the following:

1 step: Neither first, second or third control in the suit

2 step: third control

3 step: second control

4 step: first control

5 step: A K or A Q

A repeated asking bid in the same suit search for type of control. One step the show a ruff control (void, 
singleton or doubleton), while two step a honor control (Ace, King or Queen). A new suit is control asking 
bid in that suit, and 4NT is four Aces Blackwood. If the auction has entered a natural sequence done by the 
opener rebidding his suit, the 4NT is Culbertson's.

With the response 2NT on West's Beta, East show two or three small spades. With 4 he show four cards 
support without honor. West check what East may have in club and he show second control in club by going 
three steps. West may then bid the grand slam.

Gamma asking bid
When the responder goes one or two steps on the Alfa-high, then the opener's bid in his partners suit, 2/

, is a question of how the suits look. The responder rebid according to following schema:

1 step: no honor

2 step: Queen fifth

3 step: Ace or King fifth

4 step: two top honors fifth

5 step: Queen sixth or longer
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6 step: Ace or King at least sixth

7 step: two top honors at least sixth

8 step: three top honors, that is Ace, King and Queen

After the Gamma bid the further biddings are natural, eventually with cue bids.

After East with his no trump bid has showed a positive hand with at least five spades, East respond to the 
Alfa-high question with negative 2, namely maximum 2 controls. Despite this negative answer, West 
doesn't give up and ask his partner how the spade suit really look like. East may only go one step and by that 
deny any honor. The chances for slam is not yet completely gone. West cue-bid the club and East the 
diamond. When West cue-bid the heart, East has to await with 3. He doesn't have any more controls and 
West then has to be satisfied with game. His partner has denied spade honor, K and E. The probability 
for slam has to be very poor.

Sab asking bids
With Sab asking bids, you search for you partners honor strength after he has showed a three suited hand. 

You ask in the same suit as you want as the trump. You use the asking bids Sab, Atab and Scab mechanism 
in combination for slam investigation instead of cue-bids.

The Sab question is answered according to a step principle. Every step cover 2 hcp. This mean that when 
the responder which already has promised at least 8 hcp, when going one step show minimal 8-9 hp, two 
step 10-11 hcp and so on. When it is the opener who is asked, he show with the cheapest bid 17-18 hcp, the 
nest step 19-20 hcp and so on.

When the opener after the introduction 1 - 1, 1 - 1NT, with 2 show a three suited hand and 17-19 
hcp, Sab is no longer on. When he with 2 show at least 20 hcp, the first step is 20-21 hcp.

Atab asking bid
After a three suit showing bid and Sab asking bid, you use the relay bid above your partner's answer to 

ask for Aces and trump honors. Two important exceptions is relay bids that implies a game in the chosen 
trump suit or 3NT when minor is the possible trump suit.

Every Ace and the King of trump is counted as 1 point, the queen of trump as ½ point. You go one step 
for each half point. For the responder’s part one step is 0-½, two steps 1, the following 1½ and so on. For 
the opener the first step mean 0-1½ point. Two steps thus show 2, three step 2½ and so on.

After East's positive 1, which force to game, West give an indication with 1 that he has one of three 
types of hands. East show his balanced hand with 1NT. Then West with 2 tell that he has the distribution 
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4-4-4-1 with 17-19 hcp. When East relay bid 2, he want to know where West has his singleton. West tell 
with 2NT that it is in diamond, the relay suit. With 3 East set the trump. This is also an Atab asking bid, 
not Scab, because West with 2 already has limited himself to 17-19 hcp. On the Atab question, West go 
four steps, and East may easily translate this as three Aces, 3 points, when the opening hands scale starts 
with 1-1½. With one Ace missing East set the end contract directly to 6.

Atab is also on after the introduction 1 - 1/NT, when the opener with 2/ ask for for singleton and 
get a positive response of a short suit or the general positive 2NT. The opener's bid in a new suit or the 
trump is no Atab according to the description above. A new suit show further on an interest in that suit.

East show a five cards heart with his spade bid. At the same time West set the trump with 2 he also ask 
East if he happen to have a singleton. With 2NT East deny any singleton, however he say that he has a 
rather nice balanced hand. This time West use Atab by bidding in a new suit. When West's question is about 
Ace and top honors in trump, East has to respond negative by going only one step, 0-½ points. Knowing that 
both the major Aces are missing and his partner even may not have the Queen oo trump, West has to be 
satisfied with game.

Scab asking bids
In three-suited sequences you may after Sab and Atab, ask with Scab, which search for honors in that 

suit. The responses are as follows:

1 step: Neither King or Queen

2 steps: Queen

3 steps: King

4 steps: King and Queen

West show with 2 the pattern 4-4-4-1 and 17-19 hcp. On the relay asking bid 2 he show his short suit 
with 2, and because he already has showed his strength in between tight limits, East's 3 is Atab. West 
enlighten his partner with 3, two steps, that he has two of the five Aces. East then investigate with Scab to 
find out what West may have in spade and diamond. West show with 4 both King and Queen in spade. 
When he then with 5NT tell that D is missing, become 6 just enough.
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West's 1 this time contain a balanced 23-24 hcp. The responder show his three suited hand with short 
spade by bidding 2. On the Sab asking bid 3, the trump, East tell about 8-9 hcp. 3NT is Atab because it is 
a major suit that is the trump. East show one Ace and the Queen of trump by going three steps. On the Scab 
5 he show the the Queen by going two steps. Then West propose as an alternative that diamond should be 
the trump. When East has J to the already showed Queen, this suit should be just as good as diamond. He 
therefore decide to play the grand slam in the major suit.
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Voluntary amendments to Redclub

Advanced 3 diamond/heart/spade pre-emptive openings
The main principle in Redclub is that you after a pre-emptive opening bids naturally, compare with the 

chapter about  3 diamond/heart/spade on page 105. New suit is round force as long the bid isn't at game 
level or the responder has pre-passed. After a pre-pass the responder no longer will have any forcing bid at 
his disposition, and has to bid his full values as fast as possible, either this is done as a pre-emptive bid or 
good belief in making. When the responder haven't yet passed, which of course indicates a pre-emptive 
opening in the first or second hand. The responder may have very good hand. Thus it must be possible in a 
simple an effective way to investigate the possibilities for slam. The tactical situation will therefore be 
different after a first or second hand pre-emptive opening versus a pre-emptive opening in third or fourth 
hand. Further on will the vulnerability also be an important factor in the the judgment. By putting those 
aspects into a system and use some new methods, you will get a brand new weapon to use at the table. The 
pre-emptive openings by this become an effective instrument, not only to hinder your opponents, while also 
help you side to find the best contract without the guessing you otherwise has to do. In a limited fashion you 
get this possibilities due to Redclub's  three way multi opening, look at 2 diamond on page 83 and 3 club on 
page 101.

As an important element In this method, Redclub defines so called destructive and constructive pre-
emptive openings. With your own side in the vulnerability is the pre-emptive opening always constructive. 
With own side outside vulnerability is the pre-emptive opening always defined as destructive. If your own 
side is outside and the opponents in vulnerability, the opening may be based on very thin foundation. As a 
general exception an opening with 3// in fourth hand is always constructive, independently of the 
vulnerabilities, and therefore has to contain 7-8 playing tricks.

Those simple principles is used for advanced utilization of the pre-emptive openings 3//. As a 
consequence you get four different situations:

1. Constructive pre-emptive opening in first or second hand

2. Constructive pre-emptive opening in third or fourth hand

3. Destructive pre-emptive opening in first or second hand

4. Destructive pre-emptive opening in third hand (Remember that a pre-emptive opening in 
fourth hand is always constructive)

Those four situation gives you tactically totally different possibilities, which often are forgotten in 
standard systems. The advanced responses are treated independently in the following sections. 

Responses to a constructive pre-emptive opening in first or second hand
In this situation the responder’s hasn't yet have the chance to show his hand. He may very well have a 

rather good deal. It will then be unfortunate to miss a good game or even a slam because your own partner 
has taken away your bidding room with his pre-emptive opening . Because the opener show a very one-
sided hand, a strong responder most often will be interested in the quality and length of the opening suit. 
Further on the opener may have a King or Queen in a side suit. It may also be important to reveal on the 
opener's hand a poor three or four cards side suit which matches the long suit the responder may have. 
Because you already are on the three level, you have to be very economical in the following auction. 
Because of this, Redclub uses the relay suit as a conventional forcing bid against a constructive pre-emptive 
opening in first or second hand. The relay bid against the opening 3 will be 4 enabling the response 3NT 
to be a proposal for end contract, and by this also a possible contract.

This relay principle is used further on in the auction sequence as far as the relay bid is not a game bid in 
the opening suit or a No trump bid. In such cases the suit above act as the relay forcing bid.

The first relay force bid ask for the quality of the opening suit. The opener answer according to:

1 step Only A, K or Q on top in the suit

2 step AK, AQ or KQ on top in the suit
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3 step AKQ on top in the suit

The next relay bid ask for the suit length, and the responses are as follows:

1 step Seven cards in the suit

2 step Eight cards in the suit

3 step Nine cards in the suit

4 step And so on if you ever experience it

If another relay force is executed, it ask for the Jack in the opening suit:

1 step I don't have the Jack

2 step I have the Jack

If the responder should return with a suit bid after first had done a relay bid and which is not a new relay 
bid, he ask for support in that suit. The opener then respond according to the following schema:

1 step Two or three small ones

2 step Four small ones 

3 step Singleton or void 

4 step Top honor single or double 

5 step Top honor third

6 step Top honor fourth

7 step Two top honors

An example will clarify those principles and rules.

In this example you get a very efficient auction, which somewhat lucky make it possible for East to place 
the contract on the right hand. In 6 you will be dependent of King in front of AQ if North happens to 
lead a club. 6 NT on East's hand is safe because you always are able to establish the diamond tricks before 
the opponents are able to open one of the black suits. Note that the response schema is designed such that 
East effectively get knowledge of missing controls on a lowest possible level. The worst answer East may 
get on 5 is 5 which show 4 small diamonds. In that case you have to put the brakes on in 5NT. If your 
partner show a singleton or void I diamond by bidding 5NT, east has to hope that 6 makes. This is a less 
risk than first thought, because your partner with great probability at least must have one of the black Kings 
to cover his constructive 3 opening with only seven cards heart.
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The example also show another important factor you have to consider. East's initial 3 set, until further 
notified, indirectly heart as the trump. This mean it may be difficult to show an own long suit if you start 
with a relay bid above the pre-emptive opening. This is a judgment you have to do and eventually instead at 
once choose a natural bidding sequence. Only use relay bids when you are really interested int the 
information and foresee a high contract in the opening suit as an option.

Responses to a constructive pre-emptive opening in third or fourth hand
In this situation isn't it feasible to search for slam, because the responder already with his pass has 

showed limited values. The bidding is natural without a possibility to establish a forcing sequence. Please 
judge the situation carefully before you bid a new suit. Most often will it push the contract to a game in the 
opening suit. In such situation is it better to bid that game directly instead of telling the opponents even 
more about the distributions.

Responses to a destructive pre-emptive opening in first or second hand
In this case the responder need to have a very strong hand before it is possible with a slam. This will be 

such rare cases that it seem more plausible to use the relay bid as natural. Despite this it may occur incidents  
which justify slam tries. In those occasions the responder normally will be interested in special key cards. 
The opener has already told about a hand without any special side strength with his destructive three 
opening.

After a pre-emptive opening in major is not feasible to search for a fit in minor. That open for using both 
4 and 4 as conventional forcing bid. The response 4 order the opener to bid 4. The responder may 
then return asking for key cards either in trump or in another suit. The response 4 is more like a general 
question if the opener has some amendments, presumptive in the opening suit. The opener always rebid his 
suit with thin values. All other answers show amendments. The opener show with 4NT that his extra values 
are in the opening suit and that he has no other extras. Values in other suits are showed by bidding that suit, 
which at the same time indirectly tell that the pre-emptive opening is relatively healthy, despite it is 
destructive.

This could be the situation. Please do compare with the example given before with a constructive pre-
emptive opening in heart.

With East's card, how many would have raced away for a slam, maybe with a asking bid 4NT. It is very 
easy to end up in 6. This is a contract which depends of a lot to make. On the contrary, in Redclub the pre-
emptive opening in first and second hand outside the vulnerability as a destructive opening. Then cannot 
West have any special values. To be absolute sure East ask West if he have some extras with the free 
conventional 4 bid. He then got the message of minimum at the opener's hand. Then it seems that 4 is 
high enough.

After the introduction 3/ - 4, 4 the responder may ask for trump quality by bidding the opener's 
long suit, or ask for values in another suit by bidding it. To save bidding space 4NT, after this introduction, 
ask for qualities in diamond. The responses after a question in another suit follows the principles in Beta 
asking bid on page 145:

1 step: Neither first, second or third control in the suit

2 steps: third control

3 steps: second control
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 8  A Q 7 6 S W N E
 A Q J 9 6 4 2  K 7 - 31 p 42

 9 8  K Q 7 4 p 43 p p4

 9 5 3  A Q 8 p

1) Destructive pre-emptive opening in heart
2) How is your opening partner?
3) Very thin
4) Then game is enough despite my strength



4 steps: first control

5 steps: A K or A Q

If he instead ask for the quality in the opener's long suit, this suit is in principle also set as the trump suit.  
The responses follow the the answers as in the relay bidding sequence after a constructive pre-emptive 
opening in first or second hand. This relay principle is still on further in the auction.

After such a long auction sequence you find the ideal contract. In practise it make if either K or K is 
before A Q. With this sequence East is able to investigate two of three possibilities for finding a grand slam 
with this deal. West may have a nine cards suit or King. The third possibility with King, you haven't 
time to find out about because the pre-emptive opening has taken away so much bidding space. However, if 
West should happen to have King, which indeed isn't very likely after a destructive pre-emptive opening, 
he may be able to derive that East must have an enormous hand being able to bid a small slam almost only 
based upon his own hand knowing that West only has some hearts. It is the questionable if West should lift 
to the seventh level with the King. Anyway you get more information compared to what standard systems 
gives you.

Responses to a destructive pre-emptive opening in third hand
Because you already has passed, it I s rather obvious that the opponents has the strength. Therefore it is 

most important to do it as difficult as possible for them. Shortly said, bid your cards as fast as possible to 
put pressure on your opponents.

Check-back Stayman
This convention is also known from many other systems. Because of Redclub's canapé principle it has to 

be adjusted somewhat to be an effective tool. It come to use after a natural one over one bidding sequence 
where after the opener rebid 1NT. 2 from the responder is conventional and ask for more information, 
Check-back Stayman. This remove the option for the responder to bid a natural 2, but since the opener 
with his rebid 1NT denies as much as 5 cards in club or 5 cards in the opening suit and 4 cards club, this is 
probably not a big issue. The convention is a voluntarily amendment to Redclub, which you can choose to 
use or not use. It is also possible to only use the convention after the sequence 1 - 1, 1NT.

In Redclub the rebid 1NT after a natural 1 over 1 sequence, typical 12-14 hcp. With the same strength 
and 5-4 or 4-5 in club you would normally better rebid 2, which isn't a round force. The rebid is a natural 
minimum bid with nine cards together in the two suits. When the natural opening is in diamond, the rebid 
1NT also indicates a hand which is better suited for trump playing, and the chance that the opener has bad 
fitness to the responder is somewhat bigger than in standard natural systems. This is something the 
responder should be aware before he bid further on with 2 as a Check-back Stayman. For the simplicity 
the 2 bid keep its meaning even if the opponents interfere or double.
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 8  A Q 7 6 S W N E
 A Q J 9 6 4 2  K 7 - 31 p 42

 9 8  A K 7 4 p 43 p 44

 9 5 3  A Q 8 p 4NT5 p 56

p 57 p 68

p 69 p 610

p p p

 1) Destructive pre-emptive bid in heart
 2) Partner, please bid 4
 3) Yes sir
 4) How is the quality of the hearts?
 5) Two steps, K Q, A Q or A K on top
 6) Relay, thus asking for length in heart
 7) Seven cards
 8) What do you have in club?
 9) Two or three small ones
10) This is enough



Check-back 2 is a question for more information and at the same time at least a light invitation to 
game. It is utilized the fact that the opener with is 1NT has described his hand within a somewhat narrow 
range. The standard principles for the opener’s rebids on Check-back 2 are as follows. With two cards 
support to the questionnaire the respond is 2 and 2NT with respectively minimum and maximum. If the 
opener has only a singleton support, the hand is always considered to be minimum. With three cards support  
and minimum you just bid your partner's suit on the two level. With three cards support and maximum you 
give the full description of your hand; rebid a five cards suit, bid a new four cards suit or jump in your 
partner's suit with 3-3-3-4. Those standard principles have to be correlated with Redclub's opening demands, 
which do create some logical consequences.

With this fresh in mind will the responses after the following introduction, 1 - 1, 1NT - 2, be:

2 Not better than a singleton in your suit (spade) and often own five cards suit.

2 Two cards support to you (spade), maximum honor strength and 4 cards heart. The 
principles says three cards support, but that is not possible at the opener's hand after this 
introduction. With four cards both in heart and diamond the opening should be 1. Because 
of this the opener must have 5 diamonds and 4 hearts. And to be able to bid 1NT the black 
suits has to be distributed 2-2, eventual singleton or void in your partner's suit. In the latter 
case with singleton or void you always bid minimum, namely 2. 2 will often be an 
alternative contract because it in this situation almost always will be 5 cards.

2 Three cards support and minimum. It is probably not top honor third, because the opener 
then should have supported his partner in the previous auction round by lifting his suit one 
step. For example 1 - 1, 2 which do show at least top honor third in support.

2NT Only two cards support in spade and maximum.

3 Three cards support in spade, four cards in club and maximum. The opener has with 1NT 
denied 5-4 in minor, so it means he has a balanced hand which he despite this choose to 
open with 1 instead of 1NT. This mean that his honors is concentrated in two suits, which 
further on indicates that the three cards support is based on small cards.

3 Three cards support in spade, five cards diamond and maximum. Again cannot the support 
be based on other than small cards.

3 Three cards support in spade, maximum and exactly the distribution 3-3-3-4. With about 13-
14 hcp and such a distribution you normally open with 1NT. The 1 opening with such a 
balanced had is only acceptable if the honors are concentrated in two suits, for example in 
diamond and club. Normally in 1 over 1 bidding sequences you usually support with one 
step with a good three cards support rather than bid 1NT with unguarded suits. Therefore the 
three cards support is again based on small ones.

If the responder instead answer 1 on the opening 1, The rebids are adjusted accordingly. Just 
remember that the opener by bidding 1NT denies four cards spade. Some adjustments are also necessary 
after the opening 1, but the main principles becomes somewhat more dominant. Don't forget that in 
Redclub is 1 over 1 after first or second hand opening conventional. It could be that the responder choose 
to use Check-Back Stayman as the best strategy on the road to a game or even a slam, instead of showing 
his strength directly above 1NT.

After the introduction 1 - 1, 1NT - 2 the answers become:

2 Not better than doubleton in your suit (heart) and minimum

2 Three cards support to you (heart) and minimum. The support is unlikely better than J x x.

2 NB! Three cards support in heart and maximum. The support is unlikely better than J x x.

2NT Only two cards support in heart and maximum.

3 Three cards support in heart, four cards in club and maximum. With about 13-14 hcp and a 
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distribution like this you normally opens with 1NT. The 1 opening with such a balanced 
hand is therefore only sensible if the honors are concentrated in two suits, for example in 
diamond and club. Normally in a 1 over 1 bidding sequence you support with one step with 
at least a good three cards suit before bidding 1NT with an unguarded suit. Because of this 
the the support most likely is to be honor weak in this case.

3 Three cards support in heart, five cards diamond and maximum.

After the introduction 1 - 1, 1NT - 2 the answers become:

2 Not more than two cards support and minimum

2 Three cards support to you (spade), maximum honor strength and 5 cards heart.

2 Three cards support and minimum.

2NT Only two cards support in spade and maximum.

3 Three cards support in spade, four cards in club and maximum.

3 Three cards support in spade and four cards in diamond.

3 Three cards support in spade, maximum and exactly the distribution 3-3-3-4.

Let us look at some examples. We expect the opening to be as in Redclub with four cards spade, four 
cards heart and four cards diamond, while 1 is strong. Also remember that with 4-4 in diamond – major, 
you open with the major suit.

West judge his minimum hand to be somewhat better in trump play with all the strength in top honors. 
Therefore he open in 1 instead of upgrading his hand to 13 hcp and open with 1NT. The 1 bid from East 
could be a conventional round force, but until further clarified West anticipate West's bid as natural and 
limited to 12 hcp, except that he cannot pass. Thus he bid 1NT. East the return with the Check-back 
Stayman. When West bid 2 he show three cards support and minimum. With this information East judge 
that game isn't feasible, and he pass.

This is a situation which enlighten the strength of the convention. Even though West has 13 hcp and 
balanced distribution, he choose to open with 1, because his honors are concentrated in two suits. East's 1 
is as before, conventional. However until further clarified he treat this as a natural bid. With only 3 small 
hearts, West choose to wait with 1NT. When East return with Check-back 2, West is able to show his 
values with 3. Note that West with his bids have told about the exact distribution 2-3-4-4 from top to 
down, and with a honor distribution which isn't well suited for a No Trump opening. His support in heart is 
therefore unlikely better than three small, because otherwise he would have bid 2 over 1. Further on are 
the honors necessarily concentrated in two suits, most likely in clubs and diamonds, because otherwise the 
opening would have been 1NT.
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 6 5  J 8 4 S W N E
 9 8 3  A K 6 5 2 - 1 p 1
 A K 9 3  6 5 p 1NT p 2
 A Q 8 4  K 7 2 p 3 p 4

p p p

 K 6  J 8 4 S W N E
 9 8 3  A K 6 5 2 - 1 p 1
 A 9 7 3  6 5 p 1NT p 2
 A J 8 4  K 7 2 p 2 p p

p



After the introduction East ask for more information with his 2. West then make a finer counting and 
with good honors and the Queen in his partner's suit, choose to upgrade his hand to maximum and bid 2NT. 
After this response East has no problem to bid the game. This game isn't sure, however it should have a 
reasonable chance. It is anyway better than 4, which may be an alternative.

The big advantage with Check-back Stayman is that you much easier may find good games where the 
pure hcp isn't enough, but is compensated by the distribution.

West choose to first bid 1NT before supporting his partner. He has a very No Trump friendly with many 
10's and 9's. After 2 West tell about maximum and 3-4-3-3 distribution. Then 4 seems to be a fair 
contract.

Magical defense against interference
Do you recognize this situation?

Your partner open with 1 and the opponents interfere with 3. You yourself has the following hand:

Your side has certainly a safe game in this deal, maybe even a slam. However, without a biddable suit 
and only one stop in heart, most people will do a strength showing double. The alternative is a speculative 
3NT. Let us have a look at the total distribution:

A slam in minor has reasonable chances. However, if you use hcp based defense bids (as many do), East 
as well could have K and J instead of A. And then even a game may be a uncertain prospect. Certainly 
is 3 normally about two down, and even 3NT may work out. The challenge is whatever West do, it may 
cost him dearly. The problem is shortly that he know too little about East's hand.

MAGICAL DEFENSE solve this problem and in many cases also after other openings and interferences. 
Firstly we define a Magical Number (M) when the opponents interfere on the the N'th level (N):

M = N + 1 After the 1 opening
M = N + 2 After the opening 1NT or Roman 2-opening
M = N + 3 After a natural suit opening

We count how many hcp and controls (A = 2, K = 1) the hand has and bid:
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 A x x  K x
 x  A x x
 A K Q x x  J x x x
 K Q J 10  x x x x

 
 K x
 A x x
 J x x x
 x x x x

 K 7 6  A Q 8 4 2 S W N E
 K 10 9 3  Q J 8 - 1 p 1
 K J 8  J 10 5 3 p 1NT p 2
 A 10 9  5 p 3 p 4

p p p

 Q 6  A J 8 4 2 S W N E
 A 9 7 3  K 8 2 - 1 p 1
 K 9  Q 7 5 p 1NT p 2
 A 9 8 4  Q 5 p 2NT p 3NT

p p p



Pass With a weak hand. Below 2M hcp
Double With less than M controls without a good suit
A suit Ditto, with a good suit
Jump in a suit Ditto, with a long suit
No Trump With M or M + 1 controls and stopper
Overbid*) Ditto without a stopper
A jump in NT With at least M + 2 controls and a stopper
Jump overbid Ditto without stopper

*) To save bidding space it may be beneficial to use the lowest minor suit instead of an overbid above 
3NT. The overbid then show at least M + 2 controls.

Let us see how the system works out in practice:

When East cue bids above 4, he show an interest for slam, and therefore must have some values. But 
not more than 3 controls (Ace = 2, K = 1), which he showed by his double of 3.

East choose to downgrade his hand and count on his partner returning with an enlightening double, if it is 
passed around to him. East assume that 3 double give the best score and change his partners double from a 
enlightening to penalize. With different vulnerabilities it may be preferable to search for a game in diamond.  
It will not be any catastrophe if East choose to follow the system strictly and double the 3 bid with his 8 
hcp. They will reach the contract 5, which should be pretty safe.
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 A x x  K J S W N E
 x  K x x - 1 3 p1

 A K Q x x  J x x x p x2 p p3

 K Q J 10  x x x x p

x) M = 4 (3 + 1)
1) Weak hand, principal less than 8 hp (2M = 8)
2) Enlightening double
3) Penalize pass

 A x x  K x S W N E
 x  A x x - 1 3 x1

 A K Q x x  J x x x p 42 p 43

 K Q J 10  x x x x p 4NT4 p 55

p 66 p p
p

x) M = 4 (3 + 1)

 1) Less than 4 (3+1) controls without a good suit
2) Diamonds
3) Cue bid with diamond as trump
4) Culbertson, 3 of 5 Aces
5) Shows the spade control if grand slam is feasible
6) A small slam is enough



With a typical penalize double hand is it best to pass. Your partner will normally be able to make a 
enlightening double. If East double with such a hand, is it very easy to enter a too high contract in No 
Trump.

East's 5 show 5-6 controls which West easily read as three Aces, because he has all the Kings himself. 
Despite this West do need some fitness before the slam is feasible. This example also show how efficient 
the modified scale for answers after interferences above 3NT. Without this modification, it could be 
difficult to bid the slam.

If East happen to have one Ace less, he had been forced to bid 6 to show a real club suit. Such a bid 
should show a one suited hand. Then with the described distribution he is better off doing a double of the 4 
bid.

MAGICAL DEFENSE is primarily designed to handle opponents pre-emptive interferences. However, it 
is also applicable on other types of interferences. Because the opponents in such situation normally are a bit 
stronger, is it more seldom feasible to reach a slam. Therefore it is more preferable to focus a bit more on 
Queens and Jacks beside the controls. In practice the Magical Defense becomes more focused on hcp.
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 K x x x  J x S W N E
 A x  K x x - 1NT 21 22

 K Q x x  A J x x p 2NT3 p 3NT4

 Q J x  K x x x p p p

x) M = 4 (2 + 2)
1) Both major suits
2) 4-5 controls without a stopper in spade. Though 

he has a stopper in heart. Otherwise the overbid 
had been 2

3) 13-15 No Trump without any special suit lengths
4) Then a game in No Trump is OK

 A K  x S W N E
 K x  A J x x - 1 4 51

 K x x x x x  A x p 52 p 63

 K x x  A Q x x x x p 6NT p p
p

x) M = 5 (4 + 1)
1) Show 5-6 controls using modified scale for 

interferences above 3NT
2) Diamond
3) Club

 K J x x  A Q S W N E
 A Q x x  x x x - 1 2 p1

 -  Q 10 9 x x p x2 p p3

 A Q J x x  x x x p

 x) M = 3 (2 + 1)
 1) Principally shows weak hand and less than 6 hcp 

(2M = 6)
2) Enlightening double
3) Penalize pass



The interference 2 show both major suits. 2 then become a forcing bid without a control in spade, but 
do have a control in heart. Do note that with two blank Aces at East's hand, the hand certainly has to be 
downgraded, an you only are able to make a double.

One of the main disadvantages with MAGICAL DEFENSE is that it may be very difficult to penalize a 
daring interference with a double. In the opposite direction you will more often and safely find the right 
contract, and even avoid hopeless contracts. In comparison to other defense systems, MAGICAL DEFENSE 
has the benefit that it can be used in many situations giving a good description of the values without being 
too complex to remember.

MAGICAL DEFENSE is based on an article by Bent Billing Hansen in the Norwegian Bridge 
magasin “Bridge i Norge (BIN) nr. 8 fra desember 1995” (Bridge in Norway (BIN), numb. 8 from 
December 1995)
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Learning the Redclub
When you start learning a new system it demands a long sighted work. With such an extensive system as 

Redclub, you better should rather gradual incorporate the principles so you may have pleasure of playing 
bridge also in the learning period. Redclub is probably not useful for beginners in bridge or players who has 
strong opinions about that five cards major suit opening is the road to success. Therefore, you stand in a 
position where you as a player already use a bidding system and want to try the hole Redclub or only some 
parts of it. To learn the hole system at once, is not feasible for normal peoples. This chapter try to help by 
suggesting a road to learn Redclub by gradually changing the system you already practice. This way you 
may learn Redclub piece by piece without being overwhelmed. The guidance has two approaches, either 
from a natural bidding system with five cards major openings or a strong club system, for example like 
Precision Club.

Learning from a starting point in a natural system
If you already plays a natural system with five card major openings like modern Goren or SAYC, the 

following sequence will be a controlled way of learning Redclub. Take only a single step a time and 
experience that part before you take the next step.

1. Start with using cue-bids according to the principles in Redclub, see Cue-bids on page 108. 
Take also into account and use Culbertson's 4NT (see page 109) bid in cue-bid sequences. This 
will in little or no way interfere with the rest of the system you already use, and at the same time 
let you experience the benefit of this combination in slam sequences. Please just remember that 
even if you start a cue bid sequence, this doesn't necessarily mean that you have to bid a slam. 
The benefit with cue bids are that you often are able to stop on the lowest game level when the 
resources anyway are too small for a slam.

2. Start to use the three way multi 2 opening, look at page 83. If you otherwise use strong 2 
openings, you keep the openings 2/ as you are used to, while the 2NT opening becomes a 
little bit stronger, for example 23-24 hcp. If you are used to use weak 2// openings, the 2 
will replace the 2/ you up to now have been used. In that case you may until further either 
give them an another meaning, for example in major-minor, or not use them at all. Whatever 
your choice is, the traditional 2 opening disappear, either it is strong or weak.

3. At this time you start to user Redclub's 3 opening, look at page 101. This opening is closely 
connected to the three way multi 2 opening. Note that the possibility for a weak 3 opening 
then disappear.

4. On this stage you are ready to take into use the Roman two openings, look at page 92. By 
taking this into use your older system really start to change. Not in a direct way, but the fact that 
the Roman two openings takes away alternatives normally used for standard suit openings. 
Especially will this be true with hands in the range 13-16 hcp with five cards major and four 
cards club and only have 4–5½ loosers. The opening 1 in major with the rebid 2, now always 
will show a minimum hand, and therefore no more a round force.

5. Then the time has come to introduce Redclub's 1 No Trump opening, look at page 59. This 
will for many players be a very fundamental change in using the No Trump opening. Pleas take a 
good time on this part before you goes further on. Redclub's No Trump opening does break the 
tradition that it should be very narrow and give an exact description. This wide range has many 
advantages, but also some disadvantages, which you need time to adopt. In the beginning you 
will experience some exploding mines, but don't give up. Mostly those happenings are due to 
little experience in handling such wide No Trump openings. The benefits will show up many 
times that in the precision you now will have in normal openings in suit. It is wise to use some 
time on this part to experience the consequences this No Trump opening has on the natural suit 
openings. Pleas conference with the discussion below the introduction paragraph to The opening 
1 NT on page 59. It is important that the new bidding approaches in fact replace the old methods 
where practical.

6. Then it is time for introduce Redclub's natural suit openings. In practice this means that most 
of your existing system disappear. It may be clever to divide this part in three lessons at your 
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own discretion.

a. At first you start using use the 1/ openings, see page 45. This has the impact that 
the openings 1/ has to show the best minor, maybe as you already are used to. But the 
openings will become more seldom. You will now open with 1/ with four cards in 
respective suit. With 4–4 in major/minor the major suit has priority. Because of the 
honor points range which now is introduced, you will from time to time miss a 
possibility to show hands with 17/18 – 20/21 hcp, dependent of where you have set the 
limit for the forcing 2 opening. Any full and extensive solution does not exist, but you 
may for the time being, choose to open such hands with 1 for thereafter rebid as a new 
suit 2/ with or without a jump on your partner's response.

b. Then you take into use Redclub's 1 opening, look at page 40. Further you must let 
the 1 opening take care of all other hands that does not fit into another opening, except 
when the hand may be opened with a strong artificial 2 opening as you are used to.

c. Then it is time to take into use Redclub's natural 2 opening, see page 78. You will 
then see that the 1 opening only has to take care of the openings which not already are 
covered by one of the other opening bids. This mean hands with 17 hcp or more, which 
cannot be opened with 1NT that also cover up to 18 bad hcp. In the next step you will 
take into use Redclub's methods on the 1 opening, but until then you bid as natural as 
possible.

7. At least, the time has come for the opening that has given the system its name, namely the 
methods used for the 1 opening, you may study it on page 16. When you take this part into use, 
you will in practice play Redclub with all its challenges and joys. When you feel comfortable 
with this, you may consider the advanced asking bids after the 1 opening and see if that is 
somethings for you. However, first you have to take the last step.

8. Start using Redclub's 3NT opening (page 105), 4/ opening (page 106), 4/ opening 
(page 106), 4NT opening (page 107), 5/ opening (page 107), 5/ opening (page 107) and 
5NT opening (page 107).

Learning from a starting point in a strong club system
If you already use a strong club system, the transition may become more easy. Many strong club systems 

uses five cards major openings, so this is the basis for the guidance.

In real life you will have two alternative routes to go. Either you start with changing your 1 opening 
and keep the other parts of your system, or you do the opposite, starting with changing all the other parts of 
you usual system and keep the 1 opening until further. With this a starting point, the following approach 
may be useful.

1. Just as starting from a natural system, begin by using cue-bids following the Redclub's principles, 
see Cue-bids on page 108. At the same time also start using Culbertson's 4 No Trump (see page 
109) biddings in cue-bids sequences. This change will in little or no way interfere with the rest of 
the system you already uses, and in the same time give you some experience in the benefit this 
combination gives you in slam sequences. Just remember, even if you start a slam sequence, this 
doesn't mean you have to bid a slam. The real advantage with cue-bids, is that you often are able to 
stop at lowest possible game level when the resources seems to be too few.

2. Then start using three-way multi 2 opening, see page 83. If you already use a variant of multi 2 
opening, you may let the opening 2/ have the same meaning as before, while the 2NT opening 
become a little bit stronger, for example 23-24 hcp. If you usual use weak 2// openings, the 2 
opening will replace your usual 2/ openings. In that case you may give those bids an another 
meaning , for example 5-5 in major-minor, or not use them at all.

3. Now has the time come to take into use the Redclub's 3 opening, look at page 101. This opening is 
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closely connected to the three-way multi 2 opening. Note that the possibility to a weak 3 by this 
disappear.

4. On this stage you will be ready to start using the Roman two openings, see page 92. It is by this step 
your usual system really start to change. Not by a direct way, but more because the Roman two 
openings takes away alternatives for your normal natural suit openings. Especial this will be true for 
hands in the interval 13-16 hcp with five cards major and four cards club, and further on has 4–5½ 
loosers. The openings in 1 in major or diamond, with the rebid 2, now always will show a 
minimum hand, and therefore is not any more a forcing bid.

5. Then the time has come to to introduce Redclub's 1 No Trump opening, see page 59. This will for 
many players be a fundamental change in use of the No Trump opening. Therefore, feel free to use 
some time on this part before you go further on. Redclub's wide No Trump opening really challenge 
the tradition that 1NT should be very narrow and give an exact description of the hand. The wide 
range Redclub 1NT introduce, has many advantages, but also some negative effects which you need 
some time to adopt. In the beginning you most probably will meet some fallbacks, but don't give up. 
They are mostly caused by your initial inexperience to handle such wide No Trump openings. The 
advantages will show up many times in the precision you gain in the adjusted natural suit openings. 
Use some time to look at the consequences the wide No Trump opening has on you natural suit 
openings. Please compare with the discussion after the first paragraph of the chapter describing the 
1NT opening, see The opening 1 NT on page 59. It is very important that the new approaches in fact 
replace other bids where they fit. If you already use 1 with at least 16 hcp, then note that the 
opening 1 with the rebid 1NT now becomes a bit more stronger than before, namely 18-20 hcp.

6. Then you may introduce Redclub's natural suit openings. In practice most of your existing system 
disappear by this step. However, it may be wise to to split this step into three parts. At the same 
time, change the strength for your 1 opening from 16 to 17 hcp.

a. At first you start using the 1/ openings, see page 45. In daily life this means that the 
opening 1 mostly become a opening covering all cases where an another opening isn't 
usable. Those cases will be rather seldom because you open with 1/ with four cards 
in that suit. Further on with 4–4 in major/minor, the major suit has priority.

b. Then introduce Redclub's natural 2 opening, see page 78. 

c. As the last part, introduce Redclub's 1 opening, see page 40.

7. Then , finally, has the time come to introduce the methods to the 1 opening, see page 16. When 
you introduce this part, you will practically play Redclub with all its challenges and joy that will 
give you. When you feel comfortable you might consider to use the advanced asking bids after the 
1 opening. But firstly, you have to take the last step.

8. Start using Redclub's 3NT opening (page 105), 4/ opening (page 106), 4/ opening (page 106), 
4NT opening (page 107), 5/ opening (page 107), 5/ opening (page 107) and 5NT opening 
(page 107).
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